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STATE HOSPITAL PAYMENT SYSTEMS

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23, 1982

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, D.C

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:36 p.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. David Durenberger
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Durenberger, Chafee, and Bradley."
[The press release announcing the hearing and the opening state-

ments of Senators Durenberger and Dole follow:]
[Press Release]

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH SETS HEARING ON STATE HOSPITAL PAYMENT SYSTEMS

The future of the Government's two largest health care programs-Medicare and
Medicaid-will be the focus of a series of hearings before the Senate Subcommittee
on Health, according to Subcommittee Chairman Dave Durenberger (R-Minn.).

In the last 6 years, Medicare and Medicaid have increased in cost from $27.5 bil-
lion to $67.9 billion. The subcommittee's hearings will examine proposals to hold
down the cost to taxpayers while still providing quality health care to elderly and
poor persons.

"We are at a crossroads in national health policy," said Durenberger, "There's a
growing consensus among experts that changes are needed in the way we pay for
health services. We have to build incentives to reward the efficient provider of
health care as well as the individual who takes the time to become a wise consum-
er."

The first of the hearings will be held on Wednesday, June 23 at 1:30 p.m. in Room
2221 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

Ho3pital reimbursement issues will be the first major focus of the series, and that
session will focus on the experience of States in designing payment systems to con-
trol hospital costs.

Senator Durenberger noted that, "a growing number of States have implemented
some form of rate setting or prospective budgeting. There exists tremendous diversi-
ty among the States in the methods chosen, providing us with an opportunity to
assess various options and the problems experienced by the States in implementing
these systems. We have a great deal to learn from the States as we begin our own
discussions on how the Federal Government might apply some of these lessons to
the Federal level."

"A great deal of interest has been expressed in a prospective payment system for
hospitals. The subcommittee shares this interest. Among the questions we will have
to look at is whether such a system will encourage efficiency while still guarantee-
in quality health care for patients."

Future hearings in the subcommittee's series will examine the role of the consum-
er in the health care marketplace, especially the use of cost-sharing, vouchers, or
other incentives that encourage the individual to make wise health care choices.
The subcommittee will also look at the role of the health care provider-physicians
as well as nurses, psychologists and other non-physician providers-in delivering
quality, cost effective care.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR DURENBERGER

Today we begin an extensive series of hearings on the future of the Medicare and
Medicaid programs. From 1976 to 1982, the cost of these two programs increased
from $27.5 billion to $67.9 billion-and that's only the federal share. There is almost
universal agreement that the rate of these cost increases is unacceptable.

At the same time, there is almost universal disagreement over the causes and so-
lutions for the cost problem. With one exception, there is virtual consensus that ret-
rospective cost-reimbursement has all but destroyed the financial reasons for health
providers to strive for efficiency. Although retrospective cost-based reimbursement
is universally condemned, we have become so wedded to this form of payment that
proposals for major change are generating -strong expressions of concern. Any
change in the status quo is disruptive, particularly if it threatens payment mecha-
nisms for existing providers.

Even the relatively modest changes we're proposing this year in the Medicare 223
limits are causing a major stir in the hospital community. These changes are de-
signed to encourage efficiency and minimize waste. But they will undoubtedly result
in the reallocation of some resources, and hospitals are worried. Any change, even
in the right direction, is tough to achieve.

There is widespread agreement among hospitals and other institutional providers,
and policymakers that a move from retrospective cost reimbursement to prospective
reimbursement makes a lot of sense. But there is a good deal of disagreement over
the details of what such a system should look like.

Fortunately, we have the opportunity to study a variety of prospective reimburse-
ment systems that have been implemented around the country. Providers and gov-
ernment officials in many states-some of whom we will hear from today-have
learned a great deal from their years of experience in rate review and rate setting.
In my state of Minnesota we have had a hospital budget review program operating
for all the state's hospitals since 1975.

What all of these programs have in common is that they calculate rates of pay-
ment in advance, and those rates are paid regardless of the actual costs subsequent-
ly incurred by the institution. The programs are designed to realign incentives and
motivate institutional providers to keep costs down.

Most of you know that I have been and continue to be a strong advocate of con-
sumer choice and competition as a mechanism for better controlling medical costs.
In the long-run, I believe the consumer is in a far better position to seek out and
demand more efficient care than are government regulators. Not surprisingly, I'm
interested in how prospective rate setting affects consumer choice and competition.

Of course, I'm also interested in the effectiveness of prospectively set rates in con-
taining costs. Have hospital costs risen less rapidly where rates have been set pro-
spectively? And if they have, why? Are hospitals being run more efficiently, are
they shifting costs to other payors, or are hospitals forced to consume their capital
base in order to remain financially viable? And what's happened to quality of care?

I am also interested in exploring the extent to which state rate-setting programs
are the product of particular political and fiscal conditions within a state. I wonder
whether a program, for example, which works in New York will work as well in
Minnesota.

Most of you know that I am concerned about the effect of cost-shifting. This year
as part of the budget we will cut the growth of program costs in Medicare and Med-
icaid, yet a good portion of these cuts may well result in cost-shifting rather than
cost-containment. The Council of Community Hospitals in Minneapolis and St. Paul
released a study showing that in the Twin Cities Metropolitan area, hospitals have
already shifted $40 million in costs to private patients in reaction to government
reimbursement policies. To the extent that this cost-shifting distorts price signals, it
compromises the workings of a rational market. One of the attractions of a rate-
setting program which includes all payors is that it can or should correct the cost
shift.

On the other hand, externally-imposed rates which reduce or eliminate cost shifts
may very well stifle beneficial competition. In a functioning market there's nothing
wrong with providing discounts and special rates to certain buyers. That's the
nature of private enterprise. Prospectively set rates may control cost-shifting at the
expense of effective competition. It's an issue I'd like to explore.

For any reimbursement program to work well in the long run, it must move in
harmony with the developing market forces being generated throughout the coun-
try. Prospective reimbursement rates should reward the efficient and send punitive
signals to those which are not. And we don't want prospective rate-setting to simply
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put hospitals into fiscal distress, thus forcing the next generation to rebuild what
we don't pay for.
-I'm most interested in learning more about state rate-setting programs, and I look

forward to hearing from each of you today. Thank you.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DOLE

The Nation's health care expenditures have been increasing at an alarming rate.
The largest and most inflationary component of health care spending is hospital
care, which accounts for about forty cents of every health dollar.

National hospital expenditures have risen from $13.9 billion in 1965 to $99.6 bil-
lion in 1980-an increase of 717 percent. The daily cost of a hospital stay has risen
from $41 in 1965 to $256 in 1980-an increase of 620 percent. During this period we
have also seen significant increases in hospital admissions, the length of stays, and
the number of outpatient visits.

The Federal Government has tried to control these increases by a variety of ap-
proaches, such as cost limits, limits on the supply of facilities-in the form of certifi-
cate of need and planning legislation-and utilization controls. However, these pro-
grams have had only an indirect effect on the problem, and their impact lags far
behind their implementation. As a result, more attention is being focused on alter-
native modes of hospital reimbursement-particularly prospective payment systems.

Currently, most hospitals are paid retrospectively for the services they provide
Retrospective payment systems are viewed by many experts as an important con-
tributing factor to the increase in hospital expenditures. These payment mecha-
nisms-whether based on costs or charges-are widely viewed as inherently infla-
tionary, since they provide little or no inducement for hospitals to control costs or
operate more efficiently.

Many States halve established rate-setting programs, some as far back as the late
1960s. More than half the States currently have some type of rate review program.
Almost all of these rate review programs involve the concern9 of prospective pay-
ment. It has been estimated that at least 25 percent of the _Nation's hospitals are
involved in varying degrees with prospective payment in one form or another.

The degree of variation among the different programs is great. We believe the ex-
periences of the States and lessons they have learned from their programs provide
an invaluable resource on which we can draw. Our purpose in conducting this hear-
ing today is tolearn from those experiences-both positive and negative-as we give
further attention to the various methods of hospital reimbursement.

Senator DURENBERGER. The hearing will come to order.
Today we begin an extensive series of hearings on the future of

the medicare and medicaid programs. I can't tell you how long that
series will last nor the content of all of the hearings. It may never
conclude. But it is a serious attempt to take a look at what this
country has done over the last 17 to 18 years. We will seek recom-
mendations on how the role of Government in meeting the health
care needs of the people of this country should be changed.

From 1976 to 1982 the costs of the medicare and medicaid pro-
grams has increased from $27.5 to $67.9 billion, and that's only the
Federal share. There is almost universal agreement that the rate
of these cost increases is unacceptable to the people of this country.
At the same time there is almost universal disagreement over the
causes and solutions to the cost problem, with one exception: There
seems to be a virtual consensus that retrospective cost reimburse-
ment has all but destroyed the financial reasons for health provid-
ers to strive for efficiency.

Although retrospective cost-based reimbursement is universally
condemned, we have become so wedded to this form of payment
that proposals for major change are generating strong expressions
of concern. Any change in the status quo, as everyone on this com-
mittee knows this year, is disruptive, particularly if it threatens ex-
isting providers.
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Even the relatively modest changes we are proposing this year in
the medicare 223 limits are causing a major stir in the hospital
community. Changes are designed to encourage efficiency and
minimize waste. They will undoubtedly result in the reallocation of
some resources, and hospitals are worried. Any change, even in the
right direction, is tough to achieve.

There is widespread agreement among hospitals and other insti-
tutional providers and policymakers that a move from retrospec-
tive cost reimbursement to prospective reimbursement makes a lot
of sense. But there is a good deal of disagreement over what-the
details of such a system should look like.

Fortunately, we have the opportunity to study a variety of pros-
pective reimbursement systems that have been implemented
around the country. Providers and government officials in many
States-some of whom we will hear from today-have learned a
great deal from their years of experience in rate review and-rate
setting. In my State of Minnesota we have had a hospital budget
review program operating for all the State's hospitals since 1975.

What all of these programs have in common is that they calcu-
late rates of payment in advance, and those rates are paid regard-
less of the actual costs subsequently incurred by the institution.
The programs are designed to realine incentives and motivate insti-
tutional providers to keep costs down.

Most of you know that I have been and continue to be a strong
advocate of consumer choice and competition as a mechanism for
better control of medical costs. In the long run I believe the con-
sumer is in a far better position to seek out and demand more effi-
cient care than are Government regulators. Not surprisingly, I am
interested in how prospective ratesetting affects consumer choice
and competition.

Of course, I am also interested in the effectiveness of prospective-
ly set rates in containing costs. Have hospital costs risen less rapid-
ly where rates have been set prospectively? And if they have, why?
Are hospitals being run more efficiently, are they shifting costs to
other payers, or are hospitals forced to consume their capital base
in order to remain financially viable? And what has happened to
the quality of care?

I am also interested in exploring the extent to which State rate-
setting programs are the product of particular political and fiscal
conditions within a State. I wonder whether a program, for exam-
ple, which works in New York will work as well in Minnesota.

Most of you know that I am concerned about the effect of cost-
shifting. This year as part of the budget we will cut the growth of
program costs in medicare and medicaid, and yet a good portion of
these cuts may well result in cost shifting rather than cost contain-
ment.

The Council of Community Hospitals in Minneapolis and St.
Paul recently released a study showing that in the Twin Cities
metropolitan area hospitals have already shifted $40 million in cost
to private patients in reaction to Government reimbursement poli-
cies. To the extent that this cost-shifting distorts price signals, it
compromises the workings of a rational market. One of the attrac-
tions of a ratesetting program which includes all payers in that it
can or should correct the cost shift.
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On the other hand, externally imposed rates which reduce or
eliminate cost shifts may very well stifle beneficial competition. In
a functioning market there is nothing wrong with providing dis-
counts and special rates to certain buyers. That's the nature of pri-
vate enterprise. Prospectively set rates may control cost shifting at
the expense of effective competition. That is an issue I would also
like to explore.

For any reimbursement program to work well in the long run, it
has to move in harmony with the developing market forces being
generated throughout the country. Prospective reimbursement
rates should reward the efficient and send punitive signals to those
which are not. We don't want prospective ratesetting to simply put
hospitals into fiscal distress, thus forcing the next generation of
people to rebuild what we refuse to pay for.

I am most interested in learning more about State ratesetting
programs, and I look forward to hearing from each of you today.

First we will hear from Robert Derzon, former bureaucrat, now
vice president of-[laughter]-Lewin & Associates, Washington,
D.C. Now an expert.

Robert, welcome.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT DERZON, VICE PRESIDENT, LEWIN &
ASSOCIATES, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. DERZON.- Thank you very much for that gracious introduc-
tion, Senator. It is a pleasure to be here, really.

Today I am here representing only myself and my experience
principally, first as a hospital director, and second as the first di-
rector of the Health Care Financing Administration. My job, as I
understand it, is to give you an overview of prospective reimburse-
ment, and its relationships to State ratesetting, and I will try to do
that in the next few minutes. I have provided a statement which I
would ask be filed in the record.

Senator DURENBERGER. Without objection, it will be.
Mr. DERZON. Today's hearing starts a series of discussions on

prospective, reimbursement of hospitals, and I like to think that
what we are really asking is, What's the best way to-purchase care
from hospitals?

It is too bad, during the time I was in government and before
that, that we have not brought this issue out for more discussion.
As you know, medicare is a payment program wherein three-quar-
ters of the dollars goes directly to hospitals. It is basically a hospi-
tal and doctor insurance program with the lion's share going to
hospitals.

Hospital cost increases you have described; I need not go over
that, except that they are clearly continuing to outrun the CPI, the
ability of Government to generate revenues, the ability of the
social security funds to gear up for the onslaughts against it with
respect to hospital expenditures. Medicare's practice of paying ret-
rospectively incurred costs has created strong incentives for hospi-
tals to spend more, not less; and what is worse and is sometimes
forgotten, I think, is that it encourages hospitals to believe that
almost all capital investment is risk free-the expectation that
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whatever they spend on capital will be either passed through or ab-
sorbed in cost-based reimbursement.

Now there are certain prospective payment programs that
change these incentives to overspend and, as I have pointed out in
my statement, may moderate the rates of cost increase in hospital
expenditures. You will hear more about that today.

I really want to touch on four matters briefly and suggest that
you and your committee members read the staff working paper on
this subject. It is an excellent document that goes through the
basic issues.

I do want to highlight, though, that there is a definition, a work-
ing definition, for prospective reimbursement that has been used;
and, basically, what it says is that hospitals will know in advance
what they will be paid for for their product or products regardless
of the cost of producing that product. They will also know, by the
way, whether this will apply to certain payer classes or all payers.

Last, they will be at risk if indeed their costs outrun these pre-
established prices.

Now there is also an inference that hospitals at risk should be
allowed to retain all or a portion of their savings below those
target reimbursement rates, and that is something I hope you will
examine closely with respect to the State programs that are now in
existence.

The four matters I propose to touch on are: First, the objectives
that are usually cited for a prospective program; second, some of
the important criteria that one would want to see developed in
most good prospective payment plans; a few key issues that I will
touch on; and a caution.

Now, as far as objectives go, and I don't want to suggest that
they are always met or that all of these are all of the objectives of
all of the prospective programs that have been developed, but the
advocates of prospective reimbursement say _that Government can
budget more effectively what it will spend on hospital- services;
and, second, that hospitals will know what they will have to spend
and can make better investment decisions, better operating deci-
sions because they know what finances will be available to them.

There is a suggestion, too, that cost-saving behavior will be re-
warded or at the very least not penalized; and as you have-pointed
out, often in medicare if a hospital spends less money it in effect
gets less money, a roughly 100-percent tax on saving the medicare
dollar.

Some advocates suggest that hospitals can be motivated to
reduce the intensity of acute care without hurting the quality of
care. That depends a little bit on what the reimbursement program
looks like.

Cost shifting-the problem you cited earlier-and market seg-
mentation, that is, the ability of hospitals to sort out various pur-
chasers of care, can be lessened or eliminated depending on the
extent to which hospital costs or prices are averaged across all
payer classes.

Some argue that prospective reimbursement allows States to get
into the act, and indeed you have several States represented today.
They are the locus of the more important experiments and demon-
strations in prospective reimbursement.
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Another reason for going toward prospective reimbursement is
that it is possible to get some health care delivery reforms; in other
words, change the system a little-bit. There are prospective pro-
grams that can reassemble the distribution of health service re-
sources in a community, and I think the Rochester experiment is
an interesting example of one that does that.

One of the objectives that is often cited for prospective reim-
bursement is that it is the best opportunity to keep hospitals
viable. I think that is a tougher objective to swallow; but I think
that basically what those advocates believe is that when all payers
pay about the same rates for equivalent services to hospitals, that
there is less discrimination against the hospital, and the hospitals
which have a bigger balance of underfinanced patients have a
better chance of success. And indeed in the various State programs
and in some of the State statutes you will see language that basi-
cally says one of the purposes of prospective payment is to keep
hospitals viable.

Some believers in prospective reimbursement believe that it is
compatible with compitition-a subject that I know you are deeply
interested in. They believe that it is possible to interject greater
price competition among providers and insurers through prospec-
tive ratesetting. And one of the reasons they cite, of course, is that
prospective price setting basically does set a price, a visible price-
it can be a visible price-and therefore various buyers can see the
difference in prices from institution to institution, and in fact we
can inform the buying process as a result.

Of course, the last objective is one that is perfectly obvious. It's
the flip side. It's one of the few ways you can move from cost-based
reimbursement.

Now, you will hear a lot about the State programs, and I don't
intend to go into those because I think you have people here who
know more about it than I. But I do want to say that I think those
of us who have watched these programs and have helped stimulate
the program of State ratesetting-one of the jobs HCFA does have
at the present time-can draw a few conclusions. And I have just
drawn a few in this paper.

One is that reimbursement systems, prospective as well as retro-
spective, really do influence hospital behavior. We can look at sev-
eral examples; I have drawn a couple here: 223 limits on routine
costs not only does set a prospective target for routine costs, but it
does allow hospitals to do all kinds of things to moderate the
impact of that-build intensive-care-unit beds, I think one of the
big results of the current 223, shift costs to ancillary-care services,
and so forth.

Practically any formula is going to have impacts on the hospital.
In my conversations with hospital administrators in States that
have State ratesetting, they will tell me that State ratesetting has
been beneficial, at least in some States, often not in New York be-
cause that is a tough program, but in other States they talk about
the advantages to them of giving them leverage with their depart-
ment heads in containing their expenditures. They talk about the
ability to negotiate with organized labor more effectively because
they only have a limited amount of money; and they talk about im-
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proving their budget and accounting capacity. There is no question
that in some of those States these have been some of the results.

Second, one can conclude-at least I have concluded-that all rate-
setting in the various State programs, though it's called some-
times prospective, may not really be prospective reimbursement by
the way I have defined it; because some of the plans, in my view,
have not offered hospitals extremely-strong incentives to save, nor
have they allowed them to keep the savings. Further, they have pe-
nalized them in subsequent years for having performed well. So I
think we have to be careful to recognize the differences in State
ratesetting programs.

Third, I think that, as I will say later, State ratesetting is not
going to solve all of the problems. State ratesetting has been pro-
ductive; it has constrained the rate of increase in costs, I am con-
vinced. There are disagreements about that, but I think these pro-
grams ought to be allowed to flourish. And if you will recall cor-
rectly, even during the Carter proposals for cost containment there
were suggestions made to allow States to continue doing what a
State was doing if in fact ratesetting was as successful as a cost-
containment program for the Nation would be.

Just a few comments on how you know when you see a good
prospective program. Let me just touch on a few critical elements:

What you really want to do in a prospective reimbursement pro-
gram is affect hospital decisionmaking. You can't do that if people
don't know how much they are going to have to spend a day or two
before the beginning of the fiscal year in which they have to oper-
ate.

So, obviously, we have to have prospective rates set well in ad-
vance, probably, in my view, for more than 1 year's period, al-
though there can be adjustments along the way-predictable ones.
The program ought to be firm and durable. Part of the problem
hospitals have is trying to outguess the regulators, and they don't
take regulators very seriously because they are sure things are
going to change next year. That does not affect hospital behavior.

There ought to be incentives in a program for efficiency, adjust-
ers for differences in patient mix-and we know more about that
now than we have ever known; it is not perfect but there are ways
to adjust for differences in case mix-and some special provisions
for educational and capital costs. You may note in my statement
that I do not believe in cost passthroughs. 1 think cost pass-
throughs have hurt the reimbursement programs that we have. I
know that's a touchy subject. And I've said the gains for 1 year
should not limit the incentives for the next.

The program must be understandable, and some of our programs
and even some of the proposed cost-containment legislation was
beyond even my understanding of how it might work. Obviously,
hospital behavior will not be affected unless it is a program that
can be understood; and, of course, it has to be administerable.

One of the difficult problems in prospective reimbursement is its
impact on utilization, and that's a very important element, as I
will explain in just a moment.

I think a good program should encourage communitywide health
cost savings by encouraging hospitals to effect cooperative service
programs which are less duplicative. That can be done in a variety
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of ways. Rochester does it with global budgeting, but there are
other ways to do that.

Now just a few comments, if I may, on what I think are suic of
three or four very critical questions, the first being whether we can
have a national prospective program for all classes of payers at this
point in time. I have said no. I don't think we know how to design
that program at the present time, nor do I think we should design
such a program. But we could design a prospective program for
medicare and- medicaid, and that should move ahead. That pro-
gram would probably build off 223 by adding ancillary-cost limits,
and that could be done on a per stay, not a per day, basis as the
routine costs are. That should be done by grouping hospitals, which
is the way 223 currently operates. My only suggestion would be
that in a good prospective formula, low-cost good performing hospi-
tals ought to be able to generate a surplus above their incurred,
allowable costs. I have not heard that discussed very much, but I
think that's the kind of incentive that hospitals need in order to
perform more effectively.

Now, as a complementary course of action, the State programs
are evolving toward all payer classes, and the Federal Government
has been assisting in that process by giving waivers under the
medicare program so that essentially the State sets rates for all
payers including medicare. There is nothing wrong with that, pro-
vided the State can do an effective job. And, indeed, in the cases
where this is being applied, I think it is working quite well.

If there is an immediacy in protecting all payers from the infla-
tion in hospital services right now, it seems to me- that about the
only option available is the type of plan proposed either by the ad-
ministration or by the various congressional committees which was
really a prospective, revenue ceiling, which did not reward hospitals
for superb performance but it sure penalized hospitals that couldn't
live within those limits. I think if one felt the urgency to do some-
thing about hospital costs immediately across the board, one might
want to look at the criteria I suggested for prospective reimburse-
ment and see how a program could be tailored to better fit those
criteria.

The second issue around all prospective programs has to do with
what is the product you want to pay for. Do you want to pay for a
hospital day? A hospital stay? An individual lab service? An indi-
vidual X-ray service? Outpatients? Or do you want to leave outpa-
tients out and just keep inpatient services within that umbrella?

My preference today-and it could change; but basically my pref-
erence-is for a per stay reimbursement. There are risks in per
stay reimbursement, but I think there are fewer risks in per stay
reimbursement programs than in others, and I think more and
more we know how to do it.

New Jersey and Maryland are two examples of programs that
are at work. The New Jersey plan is not in my view applicable to
the entire Nation, and we need time to see how that one works out.
Maryland's program seems to be working quite well and is reduc-
ing lenghs of stay and reducing the amount of ancillary activity
per stay. It is having a positive effect, as far as I know.

I have said that I don't think you can treat prospective reim-
bursement as a stand-alone issue. I think you have to think about
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other things that need to be done; because prospective reimburse-
ment primarily gets at the price of the goods, it doesn't get at the
volume issues. And the volume issues are very important.

Medicare patients-the ones that -I am -particularly concerned
about and this committee is-average 3.7 days of care per person
per year. But if you you look at the distribution around the coun-
try, you see that some areas have about 2 days of care per medi-
care patient and some have as high as 5 days. Now, there may be
some age differences in those figures, but that's what is currently
being reported out. Obviously these are differences in utilization
patterns, and not all of them can be explained; but one looks at
this problem and sees differences in lengths of stay that are rather
extraordinary, and differences in rates of admission.

I think that if one wants to move toward prospective reimburse-
ment that you have to bolster the system with other strategies. I
have listed a few in this paper, basically:

First, trying to revise some of the fee schedules of physicians to
provide incentives for outpatient services. We would have to make
a departure from UCR and I think it's high time we do.

Second, medicare copayments, a very controversial subject. I
think medicare copayments at the very nominal level might influ-
ence people's use of hospital services and physicians' ordering
habits. I think, by the way, that we are going to have to make
some provisions for the low-income aged if we do that.

Third, legislating a program that would encourage more medi-
care access to HMO's. There are bills pending now in the Congress
that I think would be very helpful. And you have to make a deci-
sion, then, as to whether HMO's would be obliged to pay the same
rate, as a class of payers, as others; or leave them out of the system
and let them negotiate rates.

Fourth, I think there is a real problem in controlling hospital ca-
pacity. This is not a popular subject in this Congress; but, as I have
said in my statement, the Government's problems with respect to
agricultural surpluses, for example, are going to be small potatoes
compared to the extra cost of financing excess hospital capacity
and duplicative programs. At least with corn and wheat you know
your price and may be able to sell the surplus, but with medicare
we pay an indeterminate price to a hospital for a nonreturnable or
nonresalable commodity at a cost which escalates with the level of
inefficiency and excess assets.

Should the Federal Government support prospective ratesetting
programs in the States? I think they should send technical assist-
ance, not a lot of money. The States who want to do it will do it,
and the Federal Government ought to assist and continue to study
the problem and the progress that is being made.

I should point out that some States are more willing to do this
than other States, because some States are more willing to adapt to
regulatory frameworks; on the other hand even a State like Arizo-
na has been willing to consider it. That's a State that wasn't inter-
ested in regulation except in the health area, and only in recent
times.

One of the difficulties is that States with large numbers of hospi-
tals have a real problem, and I think in the course of discussion
you may want to sort out the differences between States with small
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numbers of hospitals versus States with large numbers of hospitals.
My impression is that the States with smaller numbers of hospitals

-can do a much more sensitive and accurate job of pegging and ne-
gotiating the rules, the prices, and so forth, the terms by which
prices are determined.

I think the Federal Government, this Congress in particular, is
concerned about whether ratesetting would preclude competition. I
have already said something about this. I think it can be comple-
mentary to competition, but it does take one competitive element
out, namely the ability of individual buyers to negotiate prices with
individual sellers. That takes some curious turns. In New Jersey I
am- told, for example, that HMO's have to pay an average price.
They feel discriminated against because they do more work out of
hospital; so for the same diagnosis, they apparently have to pay the
same price and can't get the benefit of their practice patterns.
Those are the kinds of problems one has to deal with.

On the cautionary side, I think you realize that hospitals and
their products are highly differentiated. And those differences
affect the costs. When it comes to prices, hospitals set their prices

-based on their costs first, and then they need to determine their
operating margins or their profits. Those prices therefore are set
differently by different classes of hospitals. And if one simply
moves to looking at prices as they are now, we have some prob-
lems; because some hospitals have very high markups off of costs
and some have very narrow markups.

Another caution, is the fact that we have serious problems in
hospitals that carry very high expenses for bad debts. That prob-
lem is growing not shrinking, and is a serious problem. New Jersey
has solved that problem, as I understand it-and you may wish to
ask them about that-by spreading that bad debt across all pur-
chasers, if my information is correct.

But if we don't take care of that particular problem, we are
going to see a collapse of a vital sector of the nonprofit charitable
hospital group that does make a real commitment to the care of
the underinsured and the uninsured.

In closing, I just mention that the American Hospital Associ-
ation, as you know, has proposed a prospective reimbursement pro-
gram. I think that's to be applauded. It is not a perfect set of ideas;
but it is certainly a start, and other ideas are coming forward now.

Now, in the ideal world, hospitals are like any other industry
which produces services. They would love to set their own charges
unilaterally and expect that all buyers would pay for them. Some
have even suggested the medicare beneficiaries should be entitled
to an indemnity insurance program, not a service benefit, and
should pay the difference between the hospital's rates and the Gov-
ernment allowance. In my view, as a person who is very much con-
cerned with medicare and medicaid, that course of action would be
tragic and would be a sop to the vagaries of hospital charge prac-
tices.

What would not be tragic would be a medicare incentive prospec-
tive program for beneficiaries that would pay the covered services
in full except for modest patient copayments and allow hospitals
which operate at lower comparable costs to retain surpluses and to
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improve their services or to meet their charitable responsibilities to
the poor and to the uninsured.

As I said, I don't think the Federal Government is prepared to
deploy a prospective system at the moment; however, States are at
work, additional States could be bought into the fold, and as
States wish to garner all payers together under one umbrella to get
sufficient leverage in the system, I see no reason why the Federal
Government shouldn't waive its own and hopefully new incentive
reimbursement program to add to that purchasing power in order
to deal effectively with hospitals.

That is essentially what I came to say, and I thank you for the
time.

[The prepared statement of Robert A. Derzon follows:]
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It is a ple - ear ar before this subcommittee. I am

Robert Derzon, first Administrator of the Health Care Financing
Administration, a former hospital director at New York University Medical

Center and the University o_ California Hospitals, and now a
Vice-President of Lewin & Associates, a Washington based health policy

and health management consulting group. I represent only Pyself and my

experience. Those who know me well recognize that I am a strong
proponent of the public and private hospital sector, but that I am

equally determined that our hospitals do not price themselves beyond our

population's ability to pay for care and our government's ability to

pay. Hospitals do provide unique and essential services to all Americans

and it is unavoidable that government programs for the aged and poor are
paying and will continue to pay a spectacular portion of those essential
services.

Today's hearing subject is prospective reimbursement of

hospitals. The question you are addressing, simply stated, is how to

purchase care from hospitals? Tragically, that question has been on the

back burner for almost all of the sixteen years of Medicare and
Medicaid - it should not have been.

The issue is vitilly important to hospitals, their patients, and

the tax-paying public at large. Today, about three-fourths of every

Medicare dollar goes Co', hospital payments, making Medicare the largest

97-561 0 - 82 - 2
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single purchaser of hospital services. Medicare plus Medicaid represents
one-third of all hospitals' income; a payment in 1980 of $35.8 billion to
our short term acute care hospitals. Total government expenditures for
hospital services -- encompassing monies paid by federal, state and local
government units -- were $54.2 billion in 1980 and made up more than half
of all funds received by the nation's hospitals. Hospital cost increases
along with increases in nursing home expenditures have and a-re expected
to continue to outstrip the CPI, and government and Social Security
revenue growth. Medicare's practice of retrospectively paying incurred
costs has created strong incentives for hospitals to spend more, not
less; and what is worse, has encouraged hospitals to believe that almost
all capital investment is risk free.

Certain prospective payment programs change the incentives to
overspend and may moderate rates of cost increases. We have a wealth of
experience with alternative prospective payment programs about which
subsequent witnesses will testify.

Contrary to most beliefs, prospective payment for hospitals is
not a brand new idea. In 1974, Bill Dowling found that there were 22
non-legislated separate schemes already operational. Additionally, in
the early 1970's, hospital prices along with other prices on other goods
and services were capped In advance by the Economic Stabilization
Program. The wage-price board had also prepared but never implemented a
Phase IV plan to pay hospitals prospectively on a per stay basis.
Interestingly, price increases but not hospitals' incurred cost increases
were successfully dampened during the wage-price control period.

Today I want to discuss four basic matters with you, as well as
to urge your reading of your staff's working paper which describes the
basic fundamentals of prospective reimbursement and its application in
selected regions or states. I will only once reiterate that prospective
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payment means hospitals will know in advance what they will be paid for
their product regardless of their production costs; they will know which
classes of payors will be obligated to pay those prices; and as a
consequence, hospitals will be at risk if their costs outrun the
pre-established prices. Hospitals at risk should be allowed to retain
all or a portion of their savings if, in fact, their actual costs are
less than their revenues. In contrast, today Medicare and Medicaid pay
on the basis of allowed reasonable costs incurred for the "efficient
production" of services.

The four matters I wish to present are:

1. The purposes or objectives of prospective reimbursement. In
other words, when the government purchases hospital care on
a massive scale, what are we trying to accomplish?

2. My judgment of the most important elements to build into a
prospective payment plan.

3. Key issues that have to be resolved early on, and

4. A caution to observe, as you consider the many prospective
payment alternatives, which though imperfect are less
defective than the retrospective system the law now requires.

THE OBJECTIVES OF PROSPECTIVE REIMBURSEMENT

Proponents of prospective hospital payment argue that the
following objectives can be met:
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1. Government and other payors can budget their expenditures in
advance.

2. Hospitals know their prospective income and ae able to make the

short and long range investment and operating decisions to live

within their available finances.

3. Cost saving behavior can be rewarded, or at the very least, not

penalized. In Medicare today, if a hospital spends less, the
hospital gets less (effectively a Medicare 100% tax on savings.)

4. Hospitals can be motivated to reduce the intensity of acute care

where such care is appropriate.

5. Cost shifting and market segmentation can be lessened or
eliminated, if all payors are required to participate and pay
equivalent prices for equivalent services.

6. State flexibility can be maintained. States have played a major

role in early prospective reimbursement demonstrations and have

(at least currently) a Medicaid stake in costs. Individual

state initiative can be enhanced in a revised national program
to pay hospitals.

7. Health care delivery reforms can be induced by prospective
payment schemes by rewarding regionalization, sharing of support

services among hospitals, and promotion of non-inpatient

alternatives to acute hospital care.

8. Access can be better assured, because essential hospitals can

remain more viable if reimbursement is structured fairly.
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9. Paradoxically, competition can be promoted. Despite the
regulatory aspect of government involvement in establishing and
operating prospective payment systems, such systems can be
consistent with very real efforts to interject greater price
competition among providers and insurors. Prospective prices
could be used to inform the buying public of what each
individual hospital's price or cost, on-average, would be.

10. Last, but not least, prospective reimbursement can eliminate the
current retrospective method which rewards increased spending
and faulty ove,-investment decisions. -

A brief comment is in order about these objectives. First,
Congres$'lf it chooses to moe toward prospective paymenitust decide on
which obTectives are most important. The design of a prospective system
hinges on which objectives matter. For instance, if all payers are going

to pay equally, some Blue Cross plans which now receive large discounts
from charges and even Medicare which disallows certain ordinary costs
such as non-Medicare patient bad debts, could find that a prospective
payment system would raise their payment obligations. In effect,
discount purchasers could face higher short run costs, but total hospital
expenditures might be more effectively managed.

We know that the several state programs were established for
very specific objectives. In New York, Connecticut, and MassaGhusetts
the intent was to curb the rate of increase in the unit price of services
by certain payors. In Maryland, Washington State and Minnesota the
objective was to control the rate 6f increase in overall expenditures for

hospital services. In Washington, Maryland, and New Jersey, one goal was
to eliminate payment inequities among payors and among hospitals.

Maryland and Washington's history suggests these states really wanted to

create an alternative to Federal management of hospital payment.
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Today as you will hear there is considerable and unresolved
debate over whether current prospective rate setting and rate review
states have controlled hospital expenditures better than non-rate setting
states. In more typical states charges set by the hospitals determine
most payor prices except for Medicare, Medicaid and some Blue Cross plans
which continue retrospectively to pay allowable costs. The conflicting
evidence suggests to me that the mandatory rate setting states, as a
group, started with higher hospital costs and have moderately tempered
their increase. Some rate setting states with very stringent formulas,
su,:;i as New York, can dramatically lower the rate of increase in hospital
expenditures even to the painful point of closing down some providers.

In the 1972 Social Security amendments D4fft-was authorized to
provide development funds to states interested in rate-setting. The
states have tried a wide variety of approaches, from allowable inflation
formulas to. negotiated budget review. Rates have been setper dtem or
per caseje'rious adjustment and appeal mechanisms have been tried.
Overall, however, experience in these state programs suggests the
following:

First, that all payment systems, prospective or
retrospective, if they affect large portions of hospital's
business, do influence hospital behavior. We know that when
HCFA set 223 limits on only inpatient routine costs,
hospitals built intensive care units which are excluded from
routine costs and hospitals shifted costs to ancillary
services and outpatient clinics. If a formula pays by the
day, one can expect more hospital days and longer hospital
stays. If we set a stringent rate for only Medicare and
hospitals can get more from other buyers, they will shift
costs before they cut costs.
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Second, not all rate setting is wholly prospective and some.
plans really do not offer hospitals strong incentives to
save and to keep the savings.

Third, any national program would be wise to recognize that

current state rate setting efforts are worthwhile and should
have a chance to develop further. They should be monitored
closely by government evaluators because there are
innovative ideas in most plans. Aa*.asomewhat
different but all have had to address all of the je*GU..

tough isues in reimbursement. That does not mean, however,
that in every state Medicare waivers should be granted.

s Last, that there is increasing human capacity in the design
and management of incentive prospective payment programs
that can be tapped by others who are interested.

SOUND ELEMENTS IN A PROSPECTIVE PROGRAM

I wish to touch on a few criteria. I will warn you that they

are obvious in concept; complex in application.

a. The program must be firm and durable. Hospitals will not

make hard decisions if the formula is going to change every
year or is likely to be abandoned. By necessity most state

programs have taken several years of evolution.

b. Prices must be determined well in advance so management can
plan accordingly. A two or three year planning cycle with
stipulated inflation indicators vould result in better
hospital planning and budgeting.
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c. There must be income incentives for efficiency, sufficient
adjusters for differences in patient mix) and special
provisions for educat',o.,al and capital costs. Cost pass

throughs should be avoiU'd. The gains for one year should

not limit the incentives for the next.

d. The program must be understandable to large and small

hospitals. The authorized commission or agency must have a

program which is administerable.

e. The program should encourage appropriate utilization

practices and substitutes for expensive in--patient care.

f. The program-should encourage community-wide health cost

savings by encouraging hospitals to effect cooperative
service programs which are less duplicative.

g. The program must protect the viability of a sufficient

number of efficient, high quality providers.

KEY POLICY ISSUES TO BE DECIDED

Should all classes of payors (Medicare, Medicaid, Blue Cross,
commercial carriers, self-pay patients) be subject to a single
prospective payment program?

The answer is "no". We would not know how to design a program
that could fit the nation. We could design a program with prospective
features for Medicare and Medicaid. Such a program could build off 223

limits by adding ancillary costs/stay, weaving in a case mix adjuster,
and allowing low cost hospitals within well defined groups to retain

savings for efficient performance. That would be a departure from

current retrospective reimbursement.
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As a complementary course of action, state programs seem to
evolve naturally toward all payor classes and most will eventually seek
Medicare participation. The Federal government can make clear the
circumstances under which it is willing to assign a state the
responsibility for Medicare payment.

If there is immediacy in protecting all payors from the
inflation in hospital services, then there seems to be few available
options other than the types of plans proposed by the Administration and
various Congressional committees in the 1977-1979 period-when prospective
revenue ceilings were set for all hospitals. Those plans, if dusted off,
could be tested against the criteria discussed earlier and a revised

program designed.

Which hospital product should be prospectively priced?

Hospitals produce hospital stays, days of care, and individual
services such as X-ray or lab procedures, outpatient visits, home health
visits, etc. A single payor or group of payors must decide its

preference for a particular unit of purchase. Each has advantages and
weaknesses; each can-create undesirable utilization effects. We have the
most experience in establishing prices per day; but price per stay seems
to me to be the most promising, provided there is sufficient monitoring

of the medical necessity of admissions and re-admissions. The price per
admission can be established by group average; by adjustments for case

mix and volume changes, and/or by taking historical cost and accepting a
tolerable mark-up. Hospital prices for less expensive product
alternatives to inpatient care could remain outside the prospective

system.
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What collateral activities to prospective reimbursement for
inpatient care should be implemented?

Prospective rate systems address only one piece of the total
equation of hospital costs -- namely a unit price. They only \

tangentially touch the other principal factors that big buyers are
worried about -- days of care and number of stays. Different and more
vigorous incentives than exist now can and should be put into place.
Medicare patients on average use 3.7 days of care annually, but this
ranges from below 2 days in some areas-to as high as 5.4 days. Similar
variations in hospital use are found for other groups. The cost
difference attributable to utilization dwarfs the savings potential of
the best prospective rate system. If one's goal is saving dollars,
prospective reimbursement, in my judgment, should be accompanied by other
supportive changes such as

9 Revising fee schedules of physicians to provide incentives
for out-of-hospital care, for case management, and for
non-procedural medicine.

* Instituting modest Medicare co-payments in the hospital that
will increase~price sensitivity but will not work an extreme
hardship on those aged whose resources are limited.

e Legislating a program that would encourage more Medicare
access to HMOs.

9 Encouraging states to control hospital capacity. The
Government's problems with respect to agricultural surpluses
are going to be "small potatoes" compared to the extra costs
of financing excess hospital capacity and duplicative
programs. At least with corn and wheat, you know your price
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and may be able to sell the surplus; with Medicare, we pay
an indeterminate price to a hospital for a non-returnable,

or non-resellable commodity at a cost which escalates with

level of inefficiency and excess assets.

The point, simply restated, is that prospective reimbursement should be

in tandem with other policy initiatives.

Should the Federal Government provide support for prospective

rate setting programs at the state or regional level? If it should, how

could it do it?

We can start with the premise that a state will be more likely

to enact prospective rate setting legislation if it feels the public is
being punished by runaway hospital costs, or if there is a crisis in
hospital financing. If Medicaid is federalized, there would te a drop in

state interest, I suspect. State interest in rate setting is renewable
when cost shifting intensifies to the commercials and the Blues and when

the financing crisis hits inner city or rural hospitals. Nevertheless,

some states may wish to move on their own in the direction of prospective

reimbursement.

The large states are at a great disadvantage. They have several

hundred hospitals and often have the highest per capita hospital costs.
Program administration is much easier for states with under 100

hospitals; rate setting mechanisms are better understood, the hospital
association can train its members, and if there is budget review, that
task is manageable. Larger states such as New York and Massachusetts are
constantly in court defending their agencies against charges of crude
formulas, inequities in implementation, and inadequate-due process.
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The Federal government should assist states technically, not
dissuade them, and adopt a clear policy that Medicare will opt into state
machinery that works well. It should only opt into programs that have
positive as well as negative incentives. Too many of our so-called
"prospective programs" set cost limits but do not reward cost cutting. I
would continue the experimental authorities and encourage HCFA to seek
new prospective programs. State programs, in particular, take a few
years to get off the ground.

Does prospective rate setting preclude competition?

Free market economists might say - "Yes, it's devastating". My
view is different. Announcing prices ahead of time could move HMOs and
insurors to use preferred provider hospitals within multi-hospital
communities. The knowledge of price differences among hospitals could
lead hospitals to try to reduce their costs and consequently their
prices, a normal element of competition which is truly precluded by
retrospective payment.

ONE CAUTIONARY NOTE

Hospitals and their products are highly differentiated. Those

differences affect their cost structures. Hospitals frame their pricing
strategies and determine their profit or operating margins depending upon
ownership, the need for profit, and their aggressiveness in acquiring new
capital. Certain hospitals have traditionally cared for the poor and the
underfinanced -- that number of patients is increasing and these
unfinanced costs, reflected as bad debts or charity, become expenses that
show up on hospital operating statements. These differences in hospitals
must also show up in prospective rate formulation. If not, we will
witness the collapse of one vital segment of this industry.
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CONCLUSION

Hospitals, which once supported but now oppose state direction,

have until recently been silent on prospective reimbursement. The AHA is

to be congratulated on initiating a Medicare proposal this year. Other

ideas are coming forward. Obviously, in an ideal commercial world, -

hospitals would like to set unilaterally their own charges and expect

that all buyers pay them. Some even suggest that Medicare beneficiaries

should be entitled to an indemnity insurance program, not a service

benefit, and should pay the difference between the hospital's rate and

the government allowance. That course of action would be tragic in my

view, and be a sop to the vagaries of hospital charge practices.

What would not be tragic would be a Medicare incentive
prospective program for beneficiaries that would pay the covered benefits

in full except for modest patient co-payments and allow hospitals which
operate at lower comparable costs to retain surpluses to improve their
services orAmeet their charitable responsibilities to the poor and
underinsured.

At the Federal level, I do not believe the technology nor the

stomach is available to do hospital rate setting for all payors. States
and purchasers of care however should be encouraged to explore new ways
to achieve savings of health dollars. States can use the leverage of

formulating rates for all mayors if that is a politically acceptable and

a sound economic course of action. In those situations, the Federal
government should set standards whereby it would waive its own incentive

reimbursement program to add its buying power and leverage to a state

body irthat would lead to more effective care at lower cost.
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Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much,-Bob. Let me deal
first with the issue of what the product is that we want to buy. To
quote from an editorial in the Denver Post after Colorado quit rate-
setting, as follows:

The real problem clearly stems from the flawed conception of what the rate-set-
ting commission could do. It was given the power and resources to make arbitrary
rollbacks in charges while doing nothing to control the basic costs underlying those
charges.

Although I'm not thoroughly familiar with the specific legislative
authority Colorado was given, is that characterization generally
true of ratesetting programs?

Mr. DERZON. When we had that wage and stabilization program
from 1972 to 1974, where, remember, we controlled prices, we
found that hospital costs went up very much as they always did-
not quite as fast, but almost as fast-despite the fact that there
were controls on input costs.

So one can argue that if you only control rates you don't really
get at the problem of costs.

I think that the key to controlling costs is to get hospitals per-
suaded that they really are only going to have so much to work
with; and that maybe two hospitals can get together and be under
the same umbrella, so their costs could be joined together and es-
sentially work toward a less expensive product. Hospitals must
save costs. Once hospitals incur these costs I think ratesetters and
the government feels absolutely obliged to pay for them. After all,
most of our hospitals are in the nonprofit charitable category, they
are community institutions, they have enormous lobby force, and
we are just not going to be allowed to starve hospitals. I think
that's evident. We don't want to. But the problem we have is that
when hospitals incur costs, we feel we have to make them whole.-

So, whatever formula we used-it can be rates; I think that most
of the ratesetters have moved from at first budgeting costs to rate
formulas; in other words, they have started with costs and then
moved toward the rate side. The place to start, in my view on costs,
in part is on capital, because I think capital costs are turning out
to be one of the hidden costs that is really driving our health care
expenditures.

Senator DURENBERGER. Are there other public policy consider-
ations that we should be looking at in that connection? We have
the problem of the nontax status of certain kinds of corporate enti-
ties; we have the situation relative to the tax-exempt nature of a
bonding authority for hospitals; we have the special preference, in
some cases, given a teaching hospital; we have a situation with
regard to military hospitals and veterans' hospitals. If we look at
hospitals in the large context, I take it there are other things in
addition to rates that impact capital formation. Is that correct?

Mr. DERZON. Most certainly. I am going to avoid saying anything
about VA policy, because I got in so much trouble in Government
talking about the VA that I will leave that to others.

But on the tax-exempt issue, I think that that issue is a difficult
one. It is to some extent made easier by the fact that the difference
between taxable borrowing and tax-exempt borrowing has been
narrowing.
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I think that it sends the wrong signal out, though, that kind of
legislation, because basically hospitals that are in tax-exempt
status for a whole lot of purposes begin to worry about whether
their tax exemption is, in fact, being jeopardized.

What is more bothersome is the fact that, regardless of at what
rates the hospital borrows at, medicare will pay for it. So even if
we got rid of tax-exempt bonding authority, it is highly likely that
all it would do is raise-the cost-of-medicare.

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, let me continue to explore the issue
of a hospital as, in part, a physical facility. You talked in your
presentation about States with few hospitals and States with many
hospitals. To be blunt about it, how do we get rid of the inefficient
hospitals?

Mr. DERZON. Well, there is no easy way.
Senator DURENBERGER. We, as a community, not as Congress.
Mr. DERZON. First of all, I think that there are going to be hospi-

tals scattered through At the country-and they are in rural Min-
nesota as they are in other rural areas. They are absolutely essen-
tial. And though they are small and underutilized, and so forth,
they are there for good and valid purposes, and they are not the
big expense end of the hospital system. If I remember correctly,
something like 13 percent of the hospitals represent 50 or 60 per-
cent of the expenditures of hospitals in the country; so maybe we
shouldn't worry too much about some of the smaller rural hospitals
for our discussion here.

But wd-dT-halW -a inordinate number of localities where there
are too many hospitals. My view is that the only way one can pro-
ductively do anything about it is to create reimbursement incen-
tives for merger and consolidation. I think one way to get that
started is to do it thfiog-h a prospective reimbursement system.

Senator DURENBERGER. Doesn't the ratesetting process just tend
to franchise existing institutions?

Mr. DERZON. Not necessarily. It depends on what you do. You
could, for example, build into reimbursement programs incentives
to merge in areas that are overcongested with hospitals. It is possi-
ble to do that. And in fact we even thought about doing that in the
Carter proposals a while back.

If the revenue limits are tough enough, it might be possible for
two hospitals to get together, be treated as a single provider, and
actually find the economies to squeeze under a tight prospective
limit.

Right now, though, there is nothing in the reimbursement pro-
grams that gives hospitals any resources in which to conduct that
kind of a merger. In fact, we have just the opposite problem. We
have big hospitals, or hospital systems, or hospital companies,
paying extraordinary sums of money for beds and simply raising
the depreciation base on which medicare has to reimburse. So we
are doing exactly the opposite thing. We have a lot of capital out
there, but it's not really working productively

Senator DURENBERGER. Then part of the answer to the problem
of the inefficient hospitals is providing incentives for community
solutions. I suppose when we get to Rochester, or maybe some
other examples, that we will find out that other things take place
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in the ratesetting process that are not always predicted in the law
but that emerge as a community reacts to ratesetting.

Mr. DERZON. Sure.
You might ask-in New York there are 50 hospitals which were

taken out of circulation between 1975 and 1980, if I am not mistak-
en, in New York State. Now, some of that may not be attributable
to the effects of ratesetting, but I suspect that some are.

Senator DURENBERGER. The August 1980 HCFA study told us a
number of things, but one of them was that mandatory ratesetting
programs have a significantly higher probability of influencing hos-
pital behavior than voluntary programs. Do you agree with that
conclusion?

Mr. DERZON. That's what the statistics show, and I think they
show it very strongly.

Senator DURENBERGER. Would one or the other be more practical
on the Federal level, or in terms of a Federal reimbursement
policy?

Mr. DERZON. Well, I think that it's hard to imagine a new medi-
care-reimbursement formula that wasn't applicable across the
board unless a State could show that it could do as well or better.
In my view, the only States that would be able to show that they
could do as well or better are probably States with mandatory pro-
grams. So I think it's hard to imagine a sort of voluntary acquies-
cence to one payment system in medicare.

Senator DURENBERGER. Let me ask you a little bit about the issue
of quality of care.

Normally you get at quality at least in part by talking about who
has market leverage. If quality is all the same, then in a surplus
market you have price leverage with a buyer, and in a short
market you have leverage with a seller. And I take it we are deal-
ing in a surplus market right now. I would be curious to know
whether or not any of these programs in any way deal with the
issue of quality of care.

Mr. DERZON. I would tell you that I haven't seen anything in the
literature that studied the relationship of quality to prospective re-
imbursement, and I can only give you my sort of amateurish view
of that issue.

It is always argued that if you squeeze hospitals on dollars that
quality will take a bath. And yet very few people have ever been
able to draw a relationship between hospital expenditures and hos-
pital quality-mostly because very few people know how to meas-
ure quality of care in a hospital, and it really has to be done almost
on a case-by-case basis.

What we find is that we have huge differences in practice pat-
terns around the country, and that physicians practice different
brands of medicine in different parts of the country, different ways
of practicing. That accounts for some of these wide differences in
lengths of stay, days per thousand, and so forth.

My feeling about it is, though, that very few people make a con-
vincing argument that people do better in a hospital if they stay
there a lot longer than the average person for the same kind of
condition, the same degree of illness. So the argument that "more
is better" has never been made satisfactorily.
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When we have surpluses, as we do, we have different results,
however. For example, we have very short stays and a big bed sur-
plus in California. We still have very short stays there. That raises
the unit cost of care, and California has one of the highest unit
costs of care in the country.

On the other hand, some argue that, until you have shortages of
beds, and so forth, you don't get changes in hospital behavior.

I think there is essentially a lot of conflicting evidence, but I
guess where I come out on all of this is that increasingly physicians
who are concerned about economics and concerned about the total
cost of health care are finding less expensive ways to treat some of
the kinds of patient problems that they used to treat in the acute
care setting. Some of our best hospitals in the United States now
do 35 percent of their total surgery on an outpatient basis. That's a
big change, and nobody is shouting about quality.

So I think there is lots -)f room. And I think when you have in-
centives and pressures, and you bottle up the inpatient side a little
bit, it gives people opportunity to find other substitutes.

Senator DURENBERGER. Let me conclude by asking you about
your obsevations on the general scope of ratesetting. There is a
recent study quoted in Hospital magazine indicating that the aver-
age annual growth of hospital expenditures in States without rate-
review programs in 1980 was 13.7 percent compared with 13.6 in
States with mandatory goals, and it indicates that the margin be-
tween the two groups of States has consistently narrowed since the
4.3-percent spread in 1978. Are we to accuse Hospital magazine of
prejudice, or is there a trend like that developing in the country?

Mr. DERZON. I think that there may be others who are going to
appear here today that know more about this last year of experi-
ence than I do.

First of all, there are very conflicting numbers on the relative
performances of States with and without mandatory programs. On
balance, at least through 1980-you have asked about 1981 over
1980, but at least through 1980-it is pretty clear to me that there
was a greater dampening of the rates of increase of per capita
costs, per stay costs, and various measures, pretty much across the
board in mandatory States.

Now, the critics say that that is the way it ought to be, because
these are the highest cost States to start with; so they feel that
there is more fat. I think it is very early to make a final judgment
about this year or last year or the years before. And the reason I
say that is that the experience of ratesetting States requires a
rather lengthy period of implementation, and it takes a few years
before any impacts can really be attributable. Some of the rateset-
ters take credit for the first year, and the program wasn't even in
effect yet.

So I think we have to be a little more patient about our conclu-
sions as to whether or not one State is doing better than another. I
think that the economists who operate in this area will tell you
that in the first years of ratesetting you get very light savings,
then you go through a period which is unknown at the moment
where you gpt heavier savings; but then, down the road, things
begin to average out, particularly if other States either come on

97-561 0 - 82 - 3
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board or if the Government tries a new reimbursement program, or
something else.

The biggest change I think was in 1978, the biggest gap between
States with and without ratesetting. And I have the feeling that
the reason for that was that in the States that had mandatory rate-
setting, those hospi t als were locked in. In all those other States,
hospitals were behaving as you would expect they would behave-
they were gearing up for cost containment. So they were, in my
view, probably pumping up their costs, covering their bases for
future periods.

So there are a lot of things that tend to confuse these numbers.
Therefore, it seems to me, we are going to have to wait a few years
before we draw a final conclusion. I would simply say that is cer-
tainly not an argument for overriding or preempting the State rate-
setting programs that are going on. They are finding interesting
ways to pay hospitals, and I don't know who else is.

Senator DURENBERGER. With some familiarity with that period of
time, I would tend to agree with you. It's a lousy period of time to
use statistics for or against anything.

Bob, thank you very much for your time and preparation and
presentation. We appreciate it a lot.

Mr. DERZON. Thank you, sir.
Senator DURENBERGER. Next we have a panel consisting of Carl

Schramm, vice chairman of the Health Services Cost Review Com-
mission, State of Maryland; Robert Crane, director of Health Sys-
tems Management, State of New York, Albany, N.Y.; and James A.
Block, M.D., president of the Rochester Area Hospitals' Corp.,
Rochester, N.Y.

-Thank you very much for being here. Unless you have a favorite
way of going, we will proceed as you Were introduced.

STATEMENT OF CARL J. SCHRAMM, DIRECTOR, JOHNS HOPKINS
CENTER FOR HOSPITAL FINANCE & MANAGEMENT, AND VICE
CHAIRMAN, MARYLAND HEALTH SERVICES COST REVIEW
COMMISSION
Mr. SCHRAMM. Thank you, Senator.
I am Carl Schramm. I am vice chairman of the Maryland Health

Services Cost Review Commission and also director for the Center
for Hospital Finances & Management at the Johns Hopkins Medi-
cal Institutions in Baltimore.

Senator, I have prepared written remarks for the record, but I
would like to depart from them.

Senator DURENBERGER. All of your remarks will be made part of
the record.

Mr. SCHRAMM. Thank you.
Senator, I will try to be very brief today. I want to essentially

tell the story of Maryland briefly, then also present for your con-
sideration some evidence from studies we have been doing at Johns
Hopkins of the behavior of -all six of the mandatory States relative
to the States without mandatory ratesetting.

First of all, at the beginning in Maryland I think there was an
important distinction which flavors the success of Maryland ever-
more. In our State the hospital association is an association of
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trustees, people who in fact have the fiduciary responsibility for
the hospital. It was this group that petitioned the State legislature
along with the medicaid agency in the late sixties for legislation to
establish a mechanism to control hospital costs in our State, using
the methods of the State public utility commission in the State.

The theory, legally and economically, was that these hospitals
could in fact be controlled in the marketplace much like other
public utilities. With that in mind, the general assembly passed, in
1971, our enabling legislation, and the health services cost review
commission was established with a 4-year starting period. I think
that's critical. It was in those 4 years that the rate method was de-
veloped and that basic information was gathered which has served
us well ever since.

In 1975 we began to regulate the 54 hospitals in Maryland. Our
total budgets now are well over $1.5 billion, and our hospitals run
the whole gamut representative of hospitals across the Nation. We
have an 1,100-bed hospital at Johns Hopkins, an internationally
famous medical teaching hospital, and we have a 38-bed hospital
over on the Eastern Shore-a very small hospital-a hospital be-
cause of its geographic remoteness which is necessary, a hospital
that runs at less than 50 percent occupancy, a hospital which by
many accounts would be thought to be inefficient.

From the beginning our system of ratesetting in Maryland has
attempted to accomplish three things. First of all, we have sought
to develop a sense of efficiency in our State's hospitals. Second, we
have striven after the equity principle, making sure that the
system of ratesetting was equitable among all providers and equita-
ble for all hospitals. And, third, we have attempted to insure the
financial stability of our hospital industry.

First of all, the efficiency constraint. Obviously, the State estab-
lished this system because it threw up its arms at the absence of
any Federal direction which was effectively controlling either med-
icaid expenditures in the State budget or overall expenditures by
the citizens of Maryland on hospital costs.

Thus, the first thing the commission set out to do was lower the
observed rate of inflation in the cost of hospitals in our State.

I have put up here, Senator, a chart showing the 6 regulated
States versus the 44 nonregulated jurisdictions. Underneath this
chart, if you will excuse me for a minute, is the story for Mary-
land.

Now, this chart holds several lessons. First of all, it shows us
that immediately after the regulatory authority vested in the com-
mission in 1975 we began to have a marked effect. Every year since
1975 we have had a statistically significant, lower rate of inflation
than the 44 nonregulated jurisdictions and certainly lower than the
extrapolated growth that Maryland would have experienced.

Maryland, prior to the establishment of the cost review commis-
sion, experienced a higher than average rate of inflation and cer-
tainly higher than our neighboring jurisdictions-Pennsylvania,
West Virginia, Virginia, and Delaware.

So the record in Maryland, is I think, clear. We have in fact kept
the rate of inflation down, and we estimate the compounded sav-
ings to the citizens of Maryland over the last 5 years to be in
excess of $200 million. One clear effect of this has been the return
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to Maryland's members of Blue Cross/Blue Shield of several mil-
lions of dollars in reduced subscription costs.

Now, the second goal we sought was equity-equity both among
hospitals and equity among payers. Using the section 222 jurisdic-
tion of your 1972 amendments to title XVIII, Maryland was grant-
ed by HCFA a waiver which established the rates set by the com-
mission as the rates set for all payers including medicare and med-
icaid.

Thus, from 1976 forward, the rates paid by cash-paying custom-
ers, by Blue Cross subscribers, by commercially insured patients,
and by beneficiaries under both titles XVIII and XIX has been the
exact same rate. This has permitted equity among payers, and I
would submit has also established a system of equity among hospi-
tals such that there is not the major problem of cost shifting ob-
served in other States.

For example, we have in inner-city Baltimore a number of hospi-
tals which deal with an inordinate load of medicaid patients and
patients who are essentially charity and bad-debt patients. By es-
tablishing the major payers as an insurance pool, distributing pay-
ments equally by making the rate base equal among all hospitals,
this bad debt load is shifted across all payers and through all hospi-
tals. I think this is a signal achievement in Maryland, an achieve-
ment which has led us to the third goal, that is assuring the finan-
cial solvency of our hospitals.

One of the critical problems that came before the legislature in
1971 was the issue of inner-city hospitals in Baltimore facing over-
whelming bad-debt experience that threatened the solvency of the
hospitals-and in fact bankruptcy was pending in several of our
hospitals.

By developing a system that shifted the load of bad debt across
the payers and across the hospitals, we have established financial
solvency throughout our system.

I have included, Senator, at appendix 3, a 10-year history of the
bottom lines in Maryland. You see also in appendix 3 that through-
out this period the bottom line in our hospitals has improved con-
sistently. We in fact have a more financially solid industry than
many other States and certainly much more solid than it was in
Maryland before the commission took hold.

These, I think, are the achievements of Maryland. And I think
the Maryland system in many respects preshadows the systems de-
veloped in the other six States. When we examine the other six
States, and I will have to excuse myself again to switch charts-our
five sister jurisdictions are, as you know, Connecticut, New York,
New Jersey, Massachusetts, and the State.of Washington. These six
states have consistently reported significantly lower rates of infla-
tion throughout what I call the "regulatory era," post-1975-76.
These data, by the way, were first reported in the New England
Journal of Medicine, and this very chart appeared last year in cor-
respondence in the New England Journal of Medicine. The data
used here are from the AHA and are the most current publicly
available consistent data which we could bring to the Senate this
afternoon.

Throughout this period from 1975-76 to 1980 we see a marked
and statistically reduced rate of inflation in hospital costs in these
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jurisdictions. I think this is the critical index to look at. I think
this is the index that people are concerned about politically, and
this is in fact the index that tells us accurately the size of the total
budget committed to hospital costs across these six jurisdictions.

Senator, I would like to make only three final points. They are
points that essentially anticipate criticisms that those of us who
are on this panel involved in ratesetting hear constantly. I think
they are important criticisms, criticisms you have undoubtedly
heard and will hear in the future.

The first is that the six States where mandatory ratesetting is
established or has been established were high-cost States to begin
with; which is to say, the cost of a hospital stay was high relative
to the other States. That in fact is true. In many respects that is
exactly why you would expect the urgency to have emerged in
those jurisdictions, and I think it is a worthwhile observation but
one which is not as important in 1982 as it was in 1976; because
the unregulated States, as a result of the discrepancy in the rates
of inflation, are catching up very fast with the six regulated juris-
dictions.

In fact, in Maryland last year our adjusted average cost of an in-
patient day of care is now below the average for the United States.
This, I think, shows exactly the phenomenon I am referring to.

Second, as I believe was also alluded to in that hospitals' article
you asked Mr. Derzon about, it is often alleged that per capita costs
in these States.are going up higher or are higher than in the non-
regulated jurisdictions. In response to this I think it is imperative
that we point out that increases in per capita costs, in fact, are
lower in these jurisdictions, and certainly it is the case in Mary-
land that per capita costs are lower than per capita costs in the
United States.

Again, these are statistical nuances that critics point to to dis-
miss the overwhelming and statistically robust effect of the impor-
tant indicator, which is the rate of inflation.

Third, many people point to the presence of hospital bankrupt-
cies or hospital closures in the regulated States. As Mr. Derzon
ably observed, the experience here is quite checkered. In fact, in
Maryland we have had no hospital bankruptcies and continued
strengthening of the financial base of our hospital industry.

The overwhelming evidence comes from New York on the ques-
tion of hospital bankruptcies. And while Mr. Crane is to my right, I
can't help but observe that over the last 5 to 10 years the State of
New York has lost hundreds of thousands of citizens to outmigra-
tion. At the same time that the State of New York is closing ele-
mentary schools, high schools, and colleges, apparently the hospital
industry thinks there is a sacrosanct limit on the number of beds
that can be eliminated in that State. I think that is the important
ball to keep our eye upon when the question of hospital bankrupt-
cies is in the air.

Finally, in conclusion, I think the lessons of Maryland and the
other five regulated States are applicable, as Mr. Derzon observed,
across the Nation. I think this is true for a number-of reasons.

The first is that the problem of hospital-cost inflation is not
solely a national problem. In fact, both the economy and the hospi-
tal industry vary immensely from State to State. What was appli-
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cable in New York and in Maryland in the early 1970's was not
and is not applicable in some of the Southwestern jurisdictions
with booming economies and a great influx of population.

Second, hospitals are financed, apart from medicare, principally
by local enterprise and local economies. Thus, there is a particular-
ly important role for State governments, for Governors, and for the
local community and their power elites to control the growth of
their hospital industries.

Third, I can't underscore enough the observation of Mr. Derzon
that continued growth of the capital stock of our hospitals must be
continually watched.

The last appendix I have included shows that if Maryland has
had any trouble in containing the per capita costs in our State it is
because over the last 5 years, in a State that has lost population,
our health planning agency has permitted the construction of 1,500
new beds in this State. Given such a growing amount of real debt
service to support, it is difficult to expect Maryland to achieve the
significantly low rates of inflation in per capita expenditures being
achieved by other regulated States.

Thank you very much for this opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Carl J. Schramm and answers to ques-

tions from Senator Durenberger follow:]
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MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK TO YOU CON-

CERNING THE MARYLAND EXPERIENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT OF

HOSPITALS AND ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE OF HOSPITAL RATE-SETTING

IN GENERAL. FOR THE PAST 5 YEARS I HAVE SERVED AS A MEMBER

OF THE HEALTH SERVICES COST REVIEW COMMISSION. I WAS

APPOINTED IN 1977 BY ACTING GOVERNOR LEE TO FILL THE

"ECONOMIST'S CHAIR" FIRST HELD BY MY DISTINGUISHED

PREDECESSOR, PROFESSOR MANCUR OLSEN OF THE UNIVERSITY OF

MARYLAND. LAST SUMMER GOVERNOR HUGHES REAPPOINTED ME TO A

SECOND FOUR YEAR TERM.

IN ADDITION TO SERVING ON THE COMMISSION, MY PROFES-

SIONAL RESEARCH INTERESTS, PERFORMED AS A MEMBER OF THE

FACULTY AT JOHNS HOPKINS, HAVE CONCENTRATED ON THE PROBLEM

OF CONTAINING HOSPITAL COSTS. IN 1980, 1 WAS A MEMBER OF A

TEAM OF RESEARCHERS WHO REPORTED THE RESULTS OF A STUDY OF

THE RATE SETTING EXPERIENCE IN SIX STATES, INCLUDING

MARYLAND, IN THE NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE. I HAVE

APPENDED A COPY OF THAT ARTICLE FOR THE RECORD. (APPENDIX 1)

OUR STUDY SHOWED THAT IN THE SIX STATES WHERE MANDATORY

STATE INITIATIVES WERE IN PLACE, THE RATE OF INFLATION WAS

CONSISTENTLY THREE TO FOUR PERCENT BELOW THE AVERAGE

EXPERIENCED BY THE NATION AS A WHOLE AND BY THE UNREGULATED

JURISDICTIONS.

TODAY I HAVE BROUGHT WITH ME A -CHART SHOWING THE SAME

COMPARISONS, ONLY UPDATED, WHERE YOU CAN-SEE THAT THE EFFECT
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STILL HOLDS. (APPENDIX 2)

THE KEY TO THIS SUCCESS IS RELATED TO THE METHOD OF

SETTING HOSPITAL PRICES AND IN PROVIDING INCENTIVES FOR

EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT. THE MARYLAND EXPERIENCE OFFERS THE

VERY BEST EXAMPLE OF WHAT I MEAN.

IN 1971, THE MARYLAND GENERAL ASSEMBLY PASSED OUR

ENABLING STATUTE. IT PROVIDES THAT COMMISSION-SET HOSPITAL

RATES SHALL BE PROSPECTIVE IN NATURE AND REQUIRES THE

COMMISSION "TO ASSURE ALL PURCHASERS OF HEALTH CARE HOSPITAL

SERVICES THAT THE TOTAL COSTS OF THE HOSPITAL ARE REASONABLY

RELATED TO THE TOTAL SERVICES OFFERED BY THE HOSPITAL; THAT

THE HOSPITAL'S AGGREGATE RATES ARE REASONABLY RELATED TO THE

HOSPITAL'S AGGREGATE COSTS; AND THAT RATES ARE SET EQUITABLY

AMONG ALL PURCHASERS OR CLASSES OF PURCHASERS OF SERVICES

WITHOUT UNDUE DISCRIMINATION OR PREFERENCE." THE COMMISSION

BEGAN REGULATING HOSPITAL RATES IN 1975. IN 1977, WE

ENTERED INTO A CONTRACT WITH THE HEALTH CARE FINANCING

ADMINISTRATION WHICH PROVIDED A WAIVER OF MEDICARE AND

MEDICAID REIMBURSEMENT PRINCIPLES. AS A RESULT, SINCE JULY

1, 1977, ALL PAYORS HAVE BEEN PAYING MARYLAND'S HOSPITALS

ACCORDING TO RATES SET BY THE COMMISSION.

THUS, MARYLAND'S SYSTEM IS ONE OF PROSPECTIVE RATES

COVERING ALL PAYORS AND ASSURING EFFICIENCY, SOLVENCY, AND

EQUITY.

OUR SEVEN YEAR EXPERIENCE YIELDS SEVERAL IMPORTANT

LESSONS. FIRST, AS NOTED, LIMITING HOSPITAL REVENUES

THROUGH A PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT METHOD DOES LEAD HOSPITALS TO
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SPEND LESS MONEY. FROM FISCAL YEAR 1975 TO FISCAL YEAR

1981, MARYLAND'S HOSPITALS HAD INCREASES IN COST WHICH

AVERAGE 2 TO 3 PERCENT A YEAR LESS THAN THE NATIONAL RATE OF

INCREASE. THIS CUMULATIVE SAVING OF ABOUT 17 PERCENT HAS

OCCURRED WITH NO BANKRUPTCIES. THE CITIZENS OF OUR STATE

HAVE ENJOYED APPROXIMATE SAVINGS OVER THIS PERIOD IN EXCESS

OF $300 MILLION.

THE SECOND LESSON IS AS OLD AS REGULATION ITSELF. IN

ANY REGULATED INDUSTRY, THE AGENCY MUST CONCERN ITSELF WITH

THE HEALTH OF THE INDUSTRY IT REGULATES. I AM PLEASED TO

INCLUDE AS AN APPENDIX TO MY TESTIMONY DATA COMPILED BY OUR

STATE'S HOSPITALS SHOWING THAT THEY HAVE BECOME PROGRES-

SIVELY STRONGER FINANCIALLY DURING THE LAST TEN YEARS.

(APPENDIX 3) HOW CAN THE APPARENT BENEFIT TO THE CITIZENS

IN SAVINGS COEXIST WITH INCREASED OPERATING MARGINS IN OUR

STATE'S HOSPITALS?

THE ANSWER LIES IN LESSON THREE. HOSPITALS RESPOND TO

INCENTIVES IN THE PAYMENT SYSTEM. THUS, A RATE-SETTING

SYSTEM MUST NOT MERELY BE DESIGNED TO PROVIDE A FLOW OF

FUNDS, BUT MUST BE DESIGNED SO THAT DESIRED CHANGES IN

HOSPITAL BEHAVIOR IMPROVE THE HOSPITAL'S FINANCIAL CONDITION

WHILE HOSPITALS ARE AT FINANCIAL RISK FOR THE COSTS

ASSOCIATED WITH UNDESIRABLE BEHAVIOR. WE HAVE ESTABLISHED

MARKET-TYPE INCENTIVES WHICH ARE EXPRESSLY DESIGNED AS A

KIND OF "VISIBLE HAND" TO REPLACE THE MIS-INCENTIVES WHICH

ARE ASSOCIATED WITH COST-BASED REIMBURSEMENT.

UNDER COST-BASED REIMBURSEMENT, A HOSPITAL IS NOT
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FISCALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR ANYTHING. IF IT SPENDS MORE IT

GETS MORE. PRESENT MEDICARE SECTION 223 LIMITS ARE

RELATIVELY MILD AND MANY HOSPITALS CAN IGNORE THEM. THEY

ALSO DRIFT UPWARD WITH REALIZED, RATHER THAN APPROPRIATE,

INCREASES IN COSTS. UNDER A COMPLETELY "PROSPECTIVE"

PAYMENT SYSTEM, A HOSPITAL WOULD BE TOTALLY AT RISK FOR ALL

FINANCIAL DEVIATIONS.- FOR EXAMPLE, IF THE ACTUAL RATE OF

INFLATION PROVED TO BE DIFFERENT FROM THAT PROJECTED,

HOSPITALS WOULD BE AT RISK FOR THE MISPROJECTION. YET, NO

PROSPECTIVE SYSTEM COULD HAVE FORSEEN THE ACUTE RISE IN THE

PRICE OF X-RAY FILMS WHICH OCCURRED IN 1979 AND NO

REASONABLE SYSTEM WOULD HOLD HOSPITALS ACCOUNTABLE FOR THE

ASSOCIATED UNDERFORECAST OF INFLATION. ACCORDINGLY, A

"PROSPECTIVE" SYSTEM SHOULD NOT BE ONE WHICH SETS FUTURE

RATES IN CONCRETE, BUT RATHER ONE THAT SETS REVENUE

CONSTRAINTS FOR EACH HOSPITAL AND ADJUSTS THEM ONLY

ACCORDING TO PRE-ESTABLISHED METHODOLOGIES. A PARTICULAR

HOSPITAL'S REVENUES ARE ADJUSTED ON A YEAR-TO-YEAR BASIS

WITHOUT RECOGNITION OF ITS ACTUAL COSTS BEYOND THE SPECIFIC

APPLICATION TO THE HOSPITAL OF THE PRE-ESTABLISHED

METHODOLOGY (I.E., ADJUSTMENTS FOR VOLUME CHANGES, CASEMIX

CHANGES, FUTURE INFLATION, MISFORECASTS OF PAST INFLATION,

CERTIFICATE-OF-NEED PROJECTS, NEW GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS,

ETC.). IN MARYLAND WE BELIEVE, WHENEVER POSSIBLE AND MOST

CERTAINLY FOR LABOR, THAT INFLATION PROXIES FROM OUTSIDE THE

HOSPITAL INDUSTRY SHOULD BE USED AS THE MEASURE OF

INFLATIONARY PRESSURE IN THE MARKET PLACE. WE ALSO BELIEVE
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THAT THE SYSTEM SHOULD ATTEMPT TO RESPOND TO CHANGES IN CASE

MIX SO THAT HOSPITALS DO NOT HAVE INCENTIVES TO TRIVIALIZE

THEIR ADMISSIONS OR TO AVOID PARTICULARLY SICK PATIENTS WHOM

THEY ARE MEDICALLY EQUIPPED TO TREAT.

THE FOURTH LESSON IS THAT TOTAL SYSTEM COSTS CAN NOT BE

CONTROLLED UNLESS THERE IS AN EFFECTIVE BRAKE PUT ON

CONTINUED REAL GROWTH IN OUR HOSPITAL INDUSTRY. IN MARYLAND

IN THE LAST FIVE YEARS WE HAVE ADDED NEARLY 1500 NEW BEDS IN

A STATE WHICH IS LOSING POPULATION. THESE NEW BEDS ADD

TREMENDOUSLY TO THE PER CAPITA COSTS OF THE SYSTEM AND ARE,

IN ALL LIKELIHOOD, UNNECESSARY. SEE APPENDIX 4. EVERY

DOLLAR MARYLANDERS SPEND IN SUPPORTING-THE DEBT SERVICES ON

A NEW BED IS MATCHED 12 TIMES OVER IN DEMAND FOR OPERATING

DOLLARS. OUR ECONOMY SUFFERS FROM ALL OF THESE RESOURCES

BEING DIVERTED TO NEEDLESS HOSPITAL SPENDING. FOR EVERY

DOLLAR SO EXPENDED IS A DOLLAR NOT AVAILABLE FOR CAPITAL

INVESTMENT, WHICH IS DESPERATELY NEEDED AND WHICH WILL YIELD

WEALTH TO FUTURE GENERATIONS OF OUR CITIZENS.

MR. CHAIRMAN, THE STATE-LEVEL EXPERIENCE IN MARYLAND IS

ENVIOUS. WE HAVE SUCCEEDED IN REDUCING THE RATE OF

INFLATION, IN DAMPENING THE GROWTH OF PER CAPITA SYSTEM

COSTS, AND IN STRENGTHENING THE FISCAL CONDITION OF OUR

HOSPITALS. I BELIEVE THE LESSONS THE SENATE MIGHT FIND IN

MARYLAND THAT ARE APPLICABLE TO THE NATION ARE MANIFOLD.

FIRST, THERE IS AN IMPORTANT ROLE FOR STATE GOVERNMENT IN

CONTROLLING HOSPITAL COSTS. SETTING ASIDE MEDICARE, THE

SUPPORT OF OUR NATION'S HOSPITALS IS A LOCAL ENTERPRISE.
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LOCAL PROGRAMS AND SOLUTIONS ARE OFTEN BETTER THAN THOSE

THAT ARE FEDERALLY-IMPOSED. THE RECORD IN REGARD TO SIX

STATE EXPERIMENTS IS INCONTROVERTIBLE EVIDENCE OF THIS.

SECOND, THE DEMAND FOR COST CONTAINMENT PROGRAMS VARIES

ENORMOUSLY FROM STATE TO STATE. IN JURISDICTIONS WITH

ROBUST ECONOMIES THE PROBLEM IS LESS CRITICAL THAN IN STATES

WITH STAGNANT ECONOMIES AND MORE POOR PEOPLE TO LOOK OUT

FOR.

FINALLY, STATE EFFORTS, IN ORDER TO BE SUCCESSFUL, MUST

ENJOY THE SUPPORT OF GOVERNORS, STATE LEGISLATURES, AND THE

REGULATED INDUSTRY. THE COMMONWEALTH MUST BE ADVANCED IN

TERMS OF A REDUCED FLOW OF REAL RESOURCES TO HOSPITALS AT

THE SAME TIME WE ENSURE THE FINANCIAL SECURITY OF OUR

NATION'S VERY PRECIOUS HOSPITAL SYSTEM. ONLY PUBLIC EFFORTS

WILL PRODUCE THE SHORT TERM GUIDANCE NEEDED TO ACHIEVE BOTH

GOALS BY INCREASING EFFICIENT BEHAVIOR IN HOSPITALS WHERE

EXISTING PAYMENT SYSTEMS ENGENDER SENSELESS RESOURCE UTILI-

ZATION. I HAVE-'!C6tDED,-FOR THE RECORD, A MODEL STATE ACT

WHICH I HAVE DRAFTED, WHICH IS DESIGNED TO ACHIEVE THESE

GOALS. I ENCOURAGE THE SUBCOMMITTEE TO EXAMINE THE STATE

EXPERIENCE CAREFULLY AND TO STIMULATE THE PROLIFERATI ON OF

STATE EFFORTS IN THIS FIELD BY OFFERING TO SHARE SAVINGS TO

THE FEDERAL MEDICARE BUDGET WITH THOSE STATES SUPPORTING

EFFORTS TO CONTROL THE INFLATION OF PRICES PAID BY HCFA, AND

BY SUPPORTING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO LEGISLATURES AND

GOVERNORS IN ESTABLISHING NEW STATE PROGRAMS.

THANK YOU.
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SPECIAL ARTICLE

HOSPITAL COST INFLATION UNDER STATE RATE-SETTING PROGRAMS

BRIAN BILES, MD., MP.H., CARLJ. SCitRA.em, PH D, J D, AnDJ GRAHAm ATKINSON, D.PHIL

Abstract Evaluations of the early phases of stale ef-
forts to control hospital costs led to discouraging con-
clusions about the effectiveness of such programs To
determine whether cost regulation has improved
since then, we compared the experience of the six
states that have comprehensive, legally mandated
hospital rate-setting programs with that of the states
without such programs during the period from 1970to
1978. During the last three years of this period, the

OVSR the past decade, a number of states have
established programs to set hospital rates on a

prospective basis as a response to rapid increases in
health-care expenditures. During this period, sever.
al authorities have viewed the evidence on the effec-
tiveness of these programs as inconclusive.1' In a re-
cent survey article, for example, Hellinger states:
"Although firm conclusions regarding rate-setting
programs should not be drawn from existing evalua-
tions, few policy makers feel that state rate-setting
commissions are capable of controlling health-care
costs" ' Others have taken a disparaging view of the
ability of these regulatory agencies to limit increases
in health-care costs in general.' Enthoven captures the
view of the pessimistic observers in his comment:
'The weight of evidence, based on experience in many
other industries, as well as in health care, supports the
view that such regulation is likely to raise costs and
retard beneficial innovation." I

Because most studies of the effectiveness of hospital
rate-setting programs are based on their performance
before 1975, when man) programs were still in their
early phases and were not yet regulating actively,
more recent data are required for a valid assessment of
the effectiveness of the programs. Data for the period
from 1970 to 1978, presented here, show that sub.
stantial reductions in the rate of increase in the cost of
a hospital stay can be attributed to the cost-
containment programs.

STATE PROGRAMS

According to the traditional reimbursement sys-
tem, hospitals are paid after services are rendered,
either on the basis of a schedule of charges (charge re-
imbursement) or, for selected third-party payers, at
the actual cost of the service (cost reimbursement) In
contrast, prospective rate-setting programs attempt to
set the amount that hospitals can charge for services
before the period for which the rate is to apply.

From the Johnrs Hoplins Center for Hospital Finance and Managemeni
and the Marnland Heaihh Serv c Cost Revle. Commission (adddres re-
print request; i Dr 5c0ramm at 65 N A lk St, Batimore, MD 21205)

Stepportd in part by the John A Hartford Foundation and %he Robert
Shood Johnon Foundation

average annual rate of increase in hospital costs in
rate-setting states has been 11.2 per cent, as com-
pared with an average annual rate of increase of 14.3
per cent in states without such programs (P<0.05). We
conclude that much of the initial pessimism regarding
the effectiveness of hospital rate-setting programs,
based on studies that covered earlier reporting
periods, may be unwarranted. (N Engl J Med. 1980;
303 664-8.)

The approximately 25 prospective rate-setting pro-
grains now operating in the United States vary in
authority, from mandatory rate setting by a legisla-
tively established public agency to advisory budget
review by nongovernmental associations. In addition,
programs differ in the types of payers whose rates are
subject to regulation - ranging from only Medicaid
patients to all payers (Medicaid, Medicare, Blue
Cross, commercial insurance, and out-of-pocket
payers).

For this analysis, states are classified as rate-setting
states only if they meet the following criteria: the rate-
setting program is operated directly by a state agency,
compliance by hospitals is mandatory, a majority of
non-Medicare hospital expenses are subject to regu.
lation, and the agency has been regulating rates ac-
tively since 1976 or earlier. The six states that meet
these criteria are Connecticut, Maryland, Massachu-
setts, New Jersey, New York, and Washington.
Although a majority of non-Medicare hospital ex-
penses are affected by rate setting in each of the six
states, the states vary in the coverage that their pro-
grams provide. The types of coverage range from that
of Connecticut, %here rate setting applies only to
persons with commercial insurance and persons who
pay out of pocket, to those of Maryland and Wash-
ington, where rate setting applies to everyone.

In these states, the appropriate state agency estab-
lishes daily rates as well as a schedule of rates for the
other revenue centers (e.g, laboratory, operating
room, and radiology) in each hospital. These become
the only schedules that the provider may use to com-
pute bills. Thus, the hospital's annual- operating
budget may be computed by multiplying the project-
ed volume of standardized units that are delivered in
each revenue center by the schedule of rates Payers
pay the provider for services rendered to subscribers
according to the schedule. This renders the tradition-
al distinctions among costs, charges, and reimburse-
ment irrelevant. For this reason, we use the term"expense" to refer to money actually paid to the hos-
pital Some states allow discounts from the scheduled
rates to Blue Cross and Medicaid because of econo-
mies of scale in processing claims, certain contractual
assurances to pay without challenge, and promptness
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Table 1. Delayed Regulatory Activity in Six Rate-Setting
States *

Ssti, , V .isT.TOti Nt. AGs-t 5cG*.
E'.CTMD o RITo Ilo

Connecicut 1973 1976
%,.(r)land 1971 J975
Mt ssauhuscs 1968 1973
r Jersey 1971 1974
Nex, York 1969 1971
W asington 1973 1975
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of payment. Table I lists the year of passage of rate-
setting legislation and the year in which regulation ef-
fectively began in each rate-setting state, The periods
between the year of legislation and the year vs hen reg-
ulation became effective reflect start-up periods of
various lengths.

In orderto examine the impact of state rate-setting
programs on the rate of increase in hospital costs, this
analysis compares the rates of increase in expense per
equivalent admission for community hospitals in the
six rate-setting states with those rates for hospitals in
the 44 non-rate-setting states and in Washington D C.
during the years 1970 to 1978.

DATA

Data for this study were drawn from the past 10 an-
nual surveys of the nation's hospitals conducted by
the American Hospital Association (AHA) and pub-
lished in the 1970 through 1979 editions of the AHA's
Hospital Statistics. The survey questionnaire, which is
sent to all hospitals registered in the United States, is
usually returned by more than 90 per cent of the hos-
pitals.

We took the raw data from tables in the annual edi-
tions of Hospital Stalistics and obtained the number of
admissions and the total expenses for community hos-
pitals in the individual states and in the United States
as a whole from the tables entitled "Utilization, Per-
sonnel, and Finances." For 1972 and subsequent
years, the data are presented as a total for the nation
in Table 5A of the series and by state in Table 5C; for
the years before 1972, these data are presented in
Table 3. Inpatient gross revenue data for communi-
ty hospitals were obtained from the table entitled
"Revenue for Community Hosopitals." This table is
now presented as Table II of Hospital Statistics and
was presented before 1972 as Table 8.

The category of"community hospitals" was chosen
to represent the kind of hospital typically subject to
s, lte regulation. Community hospitals denote all non-
federal hospitals except psychiatric institutions, tu-
berculosis hospitals, long-term general hospitals, and
other special hospitals The category includes non-

governmental, nonprofit hospitals, investor-owned,
profit-making hospitals, and state and local govern-
mental hospitals. After 1970 the AHA narrowed its
definition of community hospitals to exclude "hospi-
tal units of institutions," primarily prison and college
infirmaries This change decreased the size of the
categor) by less than I per cent and does not affect the
results of this study.

The expense per inpatient admission and the ex-
pense per inpatient day are the two measures of hos-
pital output that are used most often to measure the
major goal of state cost-containment programs -
reduction in the rate of increase in inpatient costs.
The fact that hospitals can maintain or increase cur-
rent levels of spending and still show a reduction in
per diem costs by extending the average length of stay
limits the value of the per diem expense as a measure
of cost savings. Therefore, we chose the expense per
equivalent admission, which reflects the average cost
of treating each hospitalized patient, as the best
index with which to compare rates of cost increase in
rate-setting and non-rate-setting states

METHODS

In order to study the effect of state rate-settine programs on the
rate of increase in hospital costs, the average increase in the ex-
pense per admission was calculated for all hospitals in each state
and the District of Columbia for each year from 1970 to 1978

Calculation of increases in total hospital expenses requires a tech-
nique to measure a hospital's output of both inpatient and ouipa-
ten' services Admissions are a natural unit for inpatient
treatment, whereas patient sisits are the natural unit for outpa-
tient ser'tces In order to obtain an aggregate volume of services,
i is common to calculate "equivalent inpatient" services by con-
Vcertfg outpatient vStis into a fraction of inpatient services The
fraction used is the ratio of the average revenue per outpatient visit
to the average revenue per inpatient unit measured This ap-
proach, vhrch the AHA employs to compute adjusted patient
da-s,' oa used tn this study to compute ihe number of equivalent
admissions

Ve then obtained the expense per equivalent admission (EPEA)
by dividt-ig the total expenses by the number of equivalent admis-
sions Th' number of equiualent admissions is the sum of the
number of inpatient admissions plus the product of the number of
outpatient %isits times the ratio of revenue per outpatient visit to
revenue per inpatient admission -

S outpatient ross rrocnin

equivalent - (otpatent otpatientvisits inpatient
adisions isis / daisson adisit

The expense per equivalent admission was then calculated as the
total expenses divided by the number or oquLvalent admissions

The EPEA -as thus calculated each pear from 1969 to 1978 foe
each of the 50 states and the District of Columbia The EPEA was
also calculated for the six rate-settig states as a group and for the
44 non-rate-setting states and the District or Columbia as a group.
The rates of the increase from )ear to year, expressed as a percent-
age of the pre' ious )ear, were then calculated, the mean rates of in-
crease in EPEA for the rate-setting states % ere compared with the
mean rates of increase in the non-rate-setting states and the Dis-
trict of Columbia IFig I) In addition, the rates of increase in
EPEA for each of the six rate- teing states were compared with the
mean performance of the non-rate-setting states and the District of
Columbia (Fig 2)

Because beth the simple sizes and the\ariances wee sigil-
canoly different, the Behrens-Fisher statistil' was used tc compare
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Figure 1. Annual Percentage Increases in Expense per Equv-
alen Admission (EPEA) of Rate-Setting and Non-Rate-

Setting States, 1970-1978.
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Figure 2. Annual Percentage Increases in Expense per Equiv-
aent Admission (EPEA) for Each Rate-Setting State Com-
pared with Increases In EPEA for Non-Rate-Setting States.

1974-1978.
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Ihe mean rates of increase in EPEA of the tale-setting states with
those of the non-rare-setting slates and the Distrlct o Columbia

R ,SULTs
Figure I compares the rates of increase in EPEA for

the rate-setting and non-rate-setting states from 1970
to 1978. The annual rates of increase in EPEA show
no discernible pattern of difference between rate.
setting and non-rate-setting states until 1976, when
they begin to diverge. The Behrens-Fisher test shows
that the differences in EPEA between the rate-setting
and non-rate-setting states were significant in 1976
(P<0.05, degrees of freedom = 5,44) and highly sig.
nificant in 1977 and 1978 (P<0.005, degrees of free-
dom = 5,44.).

Figure 2 compares the rate of increase in EPEA
from 1974 to 1978 for the non-rate-setting states with
that of each rate-setting state. The individual graphs
show that of the six rate-setting states only Washing-
ton had a rate of increase above the national average
in 1976, and that in 1978 all six rate-setting states had
smaller increases in EPEA.

DiscussioN
Although comprehensive, legally mandated rate-

setting programs have been in effect for as long as
eight years, it is only in the past three years that
notable differences between rates of cost inflation in
rate-setting and non-rate-setting states have emerged.

One explanation for the difference between the
findings reported here and those reported in earlier
studies is that because the state programs were only
established between 1970 and 1975, earlier reporting
periods did not allow them adequate time to become
effective. There are indications that state programs
and officials refine their administrative procedures
and gain political skill in the early years of opera-
tion.'°0 . For example, although the Maryland Health
Services Cost Review Commission was established on
July 1, 1971, and given regulatory authority onJuly 1,
1974, only one hospital had been fully reviewed by

July 1, 1975. It was not until July 1, 1977, that the
rates of all Maryland hospitals had been approved by
the commission.

A second explanation for the recent trend is that
only in the past few years has the concern with high
rates of increase in hospital costs become a sufficient-
ly visible public problem to give the officials of state
programs the incentive (and perhaps the political sup-
port) to reduce the rate of cost increase. The high rate
of increase nationwide during the early part of this
period - 16.9 per cent in 1975 and 13.7 per cent in
1976 - may have increased the commitment of both
the public and the state employees to improvement of
the programs. In addition, the introduction of the
Carter administration's hospital-cost-containment
proposal in early 1977 and the subsequent considera-
tion of that proposal by Congress may have increased
the states' interest and the regulators' ability to re-
strain cost increases.
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Finally, it must be noted that the Nixon adminis-
tration's Economic Stabilization Program operated
from August 1971 to April 1974 and included specific
rules to limit cost increases in hospitals nationwide.
By reducing the rate of increase in hospital costs in
non-rate-setting states, the Economic Stabilization
Program may have masked any effect of-state pro-
grams during this period

Wih the recent Congressional rejection of the fed-
eral cost-coatainment bill, state initiatives to control
hospital cost increases have taken on added impor-
tance. The data reported in this paper reveal a statis-
tically significant reduction in average annual cost
increases in rate-setting states as compared with
non-rate-setting states from 1976 to 1978. These data
are consistent with the view that mandatory rate-
setting programs that establish rates prospectively
and cover most patients can effectively contain in-
creases in hospital costs.

Further analysis of the effects of state rate setting is
of course necessary. The precise effects of rate setting
on per capita use, the intensiveness of hospital ser-
vices, the salaries of hospital employees, the prices
paid by hospitals for goods and services, and a wide
variety of other factors are all matters of interest.
Ultimately, information on the relation between dif-
ferences in per capita hospital expenditures and the
health status of population groups will be desirable.
Such analysis, when available, will permit the
development of even more sophisticated hospital pay-
ment policies. Meansshile, we believe that the results

of this analysis support a more optimistic view of the
effectiveness of state hospital rate-setting programs
than that of the studies that covered earlier reporting
periods

We are indebted to lur Steven Renn and Dr Susan Horn for as-
sistance witlh he computer and statistica analyses, and to Ms
Janet Archer for her comments on the manuscript
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TRENDS IN MARYLAND HOSPITAL FINANCIAL STATUS
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OPERATING PROFIT/LOSS
(SoWo'S)

70 71 72

Operating Profit/Loss = Total Operating Revenues
M,nus Toial Operating Expenses

NET PROFIT/LOSS
(SOW'S)

Net Profit/Loss =1 otal Operating Pius Net
Non OperyLing Revenue Minus Toi' Operating
E expenses
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OPERATING MARGIN
M%)

Operating Margin = Net Revenue From Operations
' Total Operating Revenue

+.

TOTAL MARGIN
(%)

Total Margin = Net Revenue From Operations
Plus Net Non Operating Revenue .' Total
Operating Revenue

APPENDIX 3
PAGE 3
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APPENDIX 4

TABLE 3

TRENDS IN INDEX
OF TOTAL BEDS FOR CO)MUNITT

BOSPITAL, 1975 -1980
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QUESTION: UNDER THE MARYLAND PROGRAM, ARE HOSPITALS AT

RISK FOR LOSSES IF THEIR COSTS EXCEED THE

PROSPECTIVELY SET PAYMENT AND CAPABLE OF

PROFITING IF COSTS ARE LESS THAN PAYMENT?

IF SO, ARE HOSPITALS GENERALLY PROFITING

OR INCURRING LOSSES FROM THIS PROGRAM?

ANSWER: Under the Maryland Guaranteed Inpatient

Revenue (GIR) system, which is the reimbursement

mechanism for most of the states' hospitals, there are

strong financial incentives for a hospital to carefully

monitor its expenditures-. If a hospital expends less

than its agency-approved guaranteed revenue per

admission, the hospital is rewarded by having those

savings added to its approved revenues in the following

year. By the same token, if the hospital's costs

exceed the prospectively set payment, the hospital,

while not actually being at risk for the loss in the

current year, will be penalized in the following year

by having the excess subtracted from its following

year's approved revenues. Because a hospital's

revenues in a succeeding year are based on the prior

year's revenues, and not on the prior year's costs, the -

hospital suffers no penalty for controlling its

expenditures, and can accrue the benefits of its

savings in subsequent years. Combined financial

statements indicate that Maryland hospitals had a net
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profit of over $33 million in 1980, and that both the

operating margin and total margin have increased

steadily since 1975. The hospitals' excess of revenue

over expense has, since 1970, increased at an annual....

rate of 20.1 percent,-and at a rate of 43.5 percent

since 1975.

QUESTION: YOUR STATEMENT NOTES THE SUCCESS OF SIX

MANDATORY PROGRAMS. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT

VOLUNTARY PROGRAMS CAN HAVE THE SAME PROB-

ABILITY FOR SUCCESS?

ANSWER: The data we have accumulated indicate that

the past attempts at voluntary-solutions have met with

little success. Certainly the formal Voluntary Effort

of the A.H.A. failed and was abandoned by the

Association. Voluntary programs in Arizona, Minnesota,

and Pennsylvania have shown only modest to weak promise

in reducing cost inflation. Smaller scale voluntary

efforts, based in specific communities, may hold more

potential hope. However, like the Voluntary Effort,

one can expect less impressive results simply because

there are no incentives for compliance, and no

sanctions for non-compliance. Additionally, voluntary

programs can only be effective so long as participants

and sponsors feel that their financial interests are

not threatened or that by cooperating they can avoid
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what would be perceived as a worse evil. Without the

threat of a major change in reimbursement mechanisms,

it is unrealistic to expect voluntary programs to be

successful in the future.

QUESTION: OPPONENTS OF THE MARYLAND PROGRAMS SAY THAT

OVER THE PERIOD 1976-1980, BOTH TOTAL -

MEDICARE SPENDING PER ENROLLEE AND IN-

PATIENT SPENDING ROSE FASTER IN MARYLAND

THAN IN THE REST OF THE U.S. THEY ARGUE

THAT COST-PER ENROLLEE IS THE TRUE TEST

BECAUSE IT CONSIDERS CHANGES IN THE-NUMBER

OF ADMISSIONS AS WELL AS ADMISSION COSTS.

HOW WOULD YOU RESPOND TO THIS?

ANSWER: The FAH study which presented these data has

several serious drawbacks. First, examining the time

period from 1976 to 1980 is improper, since the

Maryland waiver did not become effective until July 1,

1977. A simple correction of their choice of time

periods yields data indicating that both total Medicare

spending per enrollee and inpatient spending rose

faster in the rest of the United States than in

Maryland. Second, the figures used for Medicare

expenditures were not actual benefits paid, but instead

were estimates based on interim reimbursements.

Likewise, the number of Medicare enrollees is not a
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substitute for the number of Medicare admissions. The

best index to examine, in making a comparison similar

to that attempted by the FAH, would be the ratio of

Medicare inpatient hospital benefits paid to the number

of Medicare hospital admissions in a state. Finally,

aside from the above criticisms, it should be

remembered that under the Maryland waiver, Medicare

agreed to pay Maryland hospitals at rates equal to 94

percent of those paid by other payors, instead of the

customary 75 to 80 percent, in hopes of obtaining

long-term cost containment at the risk of a possible

short-term loss.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
Before we go to Mr. Crane, I am informed that both Dr. Block

and Dr. Vasile have somewhat of a time problem in getting back to
Rochester.

And, unless you have a time problem, Mr. Crane, in getting to
Albany, I would like to ask Dr. Block to go next and then ask Dr.
Vasile to come up and follow him so that we can get their presen-
tations.

Is that all right with you?
Mr. CRANE. That's fine.
Senator DURENBERGER. All right.

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES A. BLOCK, PRESIDENT, ROCHESTER
AREA HOSPITALS CORP., ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Dr. BLOCK. Senator, I am very pleased to have the opportunity to
speak to you on behalf of the Rochester community and the Roch-
ester Area Hospitals Corp.

I think it is important to stress that it is in fact because of the
wisdom of this committee and your decision to pass in 1972 the 222
provisions that permitted medicare waivers that we are able to
speak to you today about our experience in Rochester.

I also would like to add, with some humor, that Rochester is not
a State. We are a metropolitan area. We in fact are not a govern-
ment. We are a voluntary corporation, the Rochester Area Hospi-
tals Corp., and it is because of the voluntary nature of our program
that I believe we were invited here today.

It is a most unusual situation and a most unusual corporation. I
believe that there is none quite like it in the United States, and
that is only to suggest that we think there are some lessons to be
learned from this voluntary effort in Rochester.
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Perhaps I should underscore the point that in the first 2 years of
the reimbursement experiment in Rochester, N.Y., we believe that
we have recorded the lowest rate of increase in hospital expenses
in the Nation 2 years in a row. In 1980 our experience was a 9.1-
percent increase; in 1981, a 10-percent increase. These figures, of
course, are approximately half of the national average. And to put
it in a slightly different context, had the hospitals in the rest of the
Nation performed at the same level the national savings would
have been in the range of $10 to $15 billion.

Now, it is important to stress that the Rochester program is
more than a reimbursement experiment. It is more than an experi-
ment in prospective payments. It has all of the attributes of pros-
pective payment systems that have been alluded to this afternoon,
and those attributes are extremely important. That is to say, our
hospitals are able to benefit from cost reductions; if their expenses
are less than their predictable revenue, they keep the entire sav-
ings.

Second, it is important to stress that our hospitals live in a pre-
dictable environment. To the- extent that their revenue is predict-
able, management is in a position to manage. They are no longer in
a position to blame Albany or to blame Washington for their prob-
lems.

It was also stressed that prospective reimbursement systems are
product oriented. And I think that that is an extremely important
attribute. To me, one of the great weaknesses in our existing reim-
bursement is not only the fact that it is cost-based but the fact that
it has not brought clearly into focus the importance of the product
of the hospital industry. In my mind, as a physician, the product of
the industry is clinical medicine. To the extent that we understand
that product, we not only understand the cost of producing it but
the quality of the product.

So a very important result of our reimbursement system in Roch-
ester we are now focusing on-the resources required to produce
the product and the quality of the product-which has resulted in
physicians becoming a very active participant in the management
system of hospitals and are beginning to understand the nature of
what we are providing to our citizens.

Another interesting attribute of this reimbursement system is
that it is global in nature; that is to say, it encompasses all of the
hospitals in the entire metropolitan area and that they have
agreed to a single revenue cap. As a result, there are powerful in-
centives for sharing in services; there are powerful incentives to
support the planning system.

In addition to an overall revenue cap related to operating ex-
penses, there is also included in that revenue cap a cap on addi-
tional operating expenses that could be added to the system as a
result of new certificate-of-need projects. This is extremely impor-
tant.

First, it means that the hospitals together are the first step in
the certificate-of-need process in Rochester. They review each
other's certificate-of-need applications, and when a certificate-of-
need application is recommended for approval we also recommend
the level of increase in expenditures that are added to the system,
but we do that within the overall revenue cap. So we have not only
capped historical expenses and their rate of increase but we also
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have a cap on the level of increase that is permitted to be added to
the system each Year as-th-e result of new projects, and that
amount of money is shared among the hospitals as a group. This
results in very profound cooperation in the planning environment.

What we have, then, is a voluntary system. The hospitals have
voluntarily joined this corporation. They have together designed
this new reimbursement system. But it is an interesting voluntary.
system in that it is in partnership with government. We could not
have done this without the support of New York State, without the
leadership of the Office of Health Systems Management of the iew
York State government; nor could we have done it without the sup-
port and cooperation of the Federal Government through H(FA.
Together they have given us the authority to design and manage
our own reimbursement system.

I would like to end by stressing that the reimbursement experi-
ment is in reality an experiment in management, that one ',hould
not view prospective reimbursement systems as simply changing
the flow of dollars to hospitals. More importantly, these reirburse-
ment systems create the opportunity for entirely new approaches
to the management of the hospital industry and to cooperative ef-
forts among hospitals.

I would stress that, whatever is done, it should continue to en-
courage prospective reimbursement; it should as much as possible
encourage volunteerism and the opportunity for local initiatives as
has been demonstrated in Rochester; and it should continue to em-
phasize the importance of the product of the hospital industry, and
that is clinical medicine.

It is interesting to bring to your attention that perhaps the most
significant article that has been written on the product of the hos-
pital industry was written in 1913. It was written by a doctor who,
at that time, was the medical director of Massachusetts General
Hospital. His name was Dr. Codman. His paper was entitled "The
Clinical Product of the Hospital," and it was delivered to the Phila-
delphia Medical Society in 1913.

At that time he suggested to his colleagues that in order for hos-
pitals to be effectively managed, in order for costs to be contained,
and in order for quality to be assured and maintained, we needed
to understand the product of what we were delivering and that the
reimbursement system should reinforce that product.

His ideas were not accepted at that time. The concept that man-
agement should be based on the clinical product was viewed as
threatening by many, and unfortunately he lost his position. I
think perhaps the time has come to reevaluate his ideas, to rein-
force those ideas with new incentives in reimbursement systems,
and to join those efforts with overall efforts in hospital planning.

Thank you very much.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
Now we will go to Dr. Vasile.
Dr. BLOCK. All right
[The prepared statement of Dr. James A. Block and answers to

questions from Senator Durenberger follow:]

2--
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HC
Rochester Area James A Block. M.D.
Hospitals' Corporation President

20 Aexander Street, Suite 06
ocetee, New Yort 140? 716-5m46-

June 21, 1982

Senator David Durenberger
Chairman, Senate Subcommittee on Health
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Durenberger:

I am honored to have the opportunity to testify before the
Committee on Finance, Subcommittee on Health regarding per-
spective payment systems for hospitals. I am submitting,
as my written testimony, the 1981 Annual Report of the
Rochester Area Hospitals' Corporation. We believe that our
Hospitals Experimental Payments Program (REP), which has
held hospital expense increases during 1980 and 1981 to
approximately 10% per year, slightly over one-half the rate
of national hospital expense increases, represents the
lowest community-wide hospital expense increase in the
nation during the past two years. More importantly, however,
this experiment represents a cooperative effort on the part
of the Rochester hospitals who have joined in a voluntary
alliance to assure the highest quality medical care in the
most cost effective manner.

I look forward to sharing my thoughts with your Co-nittee.

Sincerely,

5 .Bock, M.D.
Pr~ idt

JAB/k
Att.
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Executive Summary

Fbr the second year in arow the
10% increase in costs at hospitals in
the Rochester. NY arm was just over
hal the IS.7% rate of ncrese expal-
enced nationally Elsewhere In New
York State. where hospitals are subject
to tight rate rgulaton hospital cost
Increases exceeded those In Rochester.
Y the Rochester area's hoitals
-increased the voltoe of patient care
they provided. eraned a variety of
clinical services, and operated In the
black.

How was this acoplshed?
1"he answer lies in a unique five-year

demonstration called the Hospitals
Experimental Payments HEP)
Program. under which all hospitals in
the community aiV expcaed to powerful
new financial incentives to improve
produc-fty freed from the constraints
of traditional reimbursent and
allowed to operate responsively under

local management initiative.
Under HEP the nbne Rochester ama

hospitals as a group are guaranteed a
predictable income from ma)or insure
ofhospltal cue-Blue Cross. Medicre
and Medicaid- over a five year period.
with adjustments to reflect the Impact
o inflation and changes in volume of
patient care. Regulations that -nnerly
hampered effective management such
as those which penalized effient
hospitals by reducing ionome when
expenses were reduced, have been elim-
inated. In return. the hospitals have
contracted to provide quality ce while
living within their community-wide
revenue cap. Under the HP agree-
ment. contingency Aunds not required
by the hospitals will be shared with the
payors who advanced thes hunds.

Experience Is demonstrating that the
Rochester area hospital system under
HEP is operating in the black and

~bI

N
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strengthening its financial and clinicAl
capability to meet future needs-while
maintutning its reputation for -cel-
tenoe in hobpll care and medicaleducarton.

With the Reagan adminwratbon's
emphasis on decentralized, non-regula-
tory approaches for reforming the Infla-
ton-prone health care Industry HEP Is
already drawing atteniu nationally as
a proming model. Representatives of
HEP's parent group. the Rocheswe
Area Hospitals' Corp., have described
HEP to the U.S. Senate Finance Com-
rrttee's Sub-Committee on Health,
health pubUcations have noted its
promisn perfo--nc; a growing
strn of iurx k W visitors reflects
the interest of other kxaltlies and
states and continuation of support
from The John A. Hwfd Foundation
of New Yok City similarly recognizes
the potential otthe Rochester
experiment

Newfound fiscal stability under HEP
is fireg Rochester area hospitals to
take a hard look at othr tough ques-
ions-such as how many acute
hospital beds the community needs.
and where they should be located. The
omficulty of these decisions is comn-
pounde by many factors. Including

o The back-up of long-term car
patients In acute beds, a nationwide
problem:
o Continuing rigidity In the long-
term care reimbursement system.
which hampers effeclJve patientplacement.
0 An a" population wtth Corre-
sponding changes In health car
needs:
o A voter mandate to the federal
government coupled with a shakynatina economy that Isfrcn
reexamination of"all public prior ties, - -rinclidng healthca
The process of tackling these difficulntC

issues is providing a focal point for
cooperation among liaders In healthA
care, business., industry government
and the community at large. as they
join the search for new and workable
ways to meet the community's needs
for hospital careI
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Black Ink on the
Bottom Line: HEP's
Second Year

20

ID

During 1981 the nine hospitals
participating in the Rochester Area
Hospitals Expeimetal Payments
(HER. Program continued to Improve
their overall fiscal position. For the
second consecutive year they operated
within the voluntary commurntywide
cap on hospital expenditures estab-
lished under HER while at the same
time reporting positive operating and
net margins.

The hospitals achieved this goal
despite increased patient days coupled
with declining admissions, This length-
ening of hospital stays Is believed to be
related in part to the backup oflong-
term patients in acute hospital beds,
Since in-patient revenues under HEP
are related to numbers of patents
admitted rather than to individual
se rvces provided or length of stay
hospitals are encouraged to seek the
most cost-effective ways to provide
necessary health care.

The year's results gave further
support to a basic premise of HER

si

1977 1978 19 t]n lost

* liEp Hospals a M Naus % Ide Hospttais
o NSS ilospltals - Consumer ice hlex

HEP Begins

which is that hospitals and their
medical staffs can improve productivity
and maintain better control over rising
costs wh a they are assured pred it-
able income and provided opportunities
to respond to positive financial and
planning incentives. -

Hospital costs in the Rochester area
rose 10%1 during 1981. in comparison
with a 12% rise in New York State. and
18.7% nation-ide. The HEP hospitals'
cost increase also compares favorably
with the increase in the medical care
component of the Consumer Price
4nd". While the CP1 as a whole rose
89% in 1981. its medical care compo-
nent rose 12 5%

The Improvement in the Rochester
area hospitals' overall finacxal status
is reflected by indicators of liquidity
and cash position Cash flow has been
eased greatly by the prospective
payment process under HER which has
helped to reduce average collection
periods for receivables to 34.6 days.
This compares with an industry
average or almost 60 days,

Although the 1981 net operating
margin of .011 for the hospitals as a
group remains below industry
averages, this indicator shows signifi-
cant improvement over Its level prior
to HER During the mld-1970s.
Rochester area hospitals, like others in
New York State. were under increasing
fiscal pressure As a group, RAHC
hospitals showed operating losses in
two of the three years preceding the
start of HEP in 1980. Operating deficits
were, and remain, a Stateside
problem: one study - shows that nine
of every 10 voluntary hospitals in the
State operated in the red for at least
two of the five ears from 1974 to

'The rate of increase for HEP hspotals In
1981 -Aould be 10 7% if adjusentsa were
made for certain changes n physician biting

t~at wovld lower the 1980 cos
u.ed for mupari o The unadjusted

basis is used here i s more deeOy
comparable to State and Natonal statstics

-Schwartz WB11 MD 'ThelRegutaoon
Strate 1 fo Cotrilti H i-ospital costa-
Na. Ewsolond Jo=a f Medlclne 1981
305 1249-1255Nov 19. 19811.

HOSPITAL
EXPENSE TRENDS
Pescest Ose, nse over previous year
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1978. One-fourth of the 82 billion
equity of comwsniuty hospitals
Statewide had to be used to under.
Atlte operating losses during the
study period.

By helpingi-o stem thin erosion of
equity HEP supports the community's
efforts to preserve a quality hospital
system. Continuing progress toward
fical stability will allow Rochester area
hospitals to maintain and replace phys-
ical plants and equipment to meetgroin or chngn health care needs.
adto remain competlive In the
marketlc for top-calibe proesoa
and support staff.

Service limpovemecta
With predictable revenues under

HER the hospital system has expanded
and Umproved a variety Of clinical
ser-ices during 1981. in doing so the
hospitals have cooperated closely with
State and local planning authorities in
efforts to yield more rapid approval
and implementation ofneeded new
services and technologies.

In the ae of cardiovascular
diseases. for example, clinicians defined
a need fo- an Increase in the commu-
rnty's treatment capacity Implementa-
lion of the recommended expansion
had begun In 1980. During 1981
RAHC approved HEP funding for
several proposals Including expanded
open heart surgical capacity at St-ong
Memorial Hospital and Rochester
General Hospital. an outpatient rehabi-
litatlon program foe cardiac patients at
St. Mary's Hospital. and new cardiac
monitoring equipment at The Genesee
Hospital. During review of Its applica-
lion. Genesee agreed to sharemits evalu-
aLion o this new equipment with the
RAHC Medical Adviory Committee, so
that patients and physicians at other
hospitals could benefit from its
experience.

Hospital services and support staff
were also strengthened In other ways
during 1981, Including expansion of
the community's ambulatory surgery
capacity and Implementation of a
variety of other programs and services.
Since sil hospital care must be
prodded within the community cap on

revenues established under HER cost
Impact Is an Important consideration in
planning ror any additiona services. In
some case hospitals have found that
services designed to improve care can
also reduce coats. One Iustraton is a
nutrition support service Initiated at
Strong Memori Hospital during £981
to Improve nutrition of patients
requiring intravenous or tube feeding.
This service has improved patient care.
decreased costs of formula preparation
and feeding equipment and Identified
more patients who could be tube-fed as
a substitute fo the more costly intra-vaua feedt. A st'udy Is now
conducted tct eermine the rtexalp
between improved. nutrition and length
of hospitalization.

Funding foe Chlanging Nes&
The Contingency RndW set aside

each year under the HEP program is

used in part to help hospitals adjust to
changes in patient vohne ocmr as
the year progresses.

The Contingency Fund also provie
operating revenues %or approved Certi-
cate of Need project During 1981
these incu the cardiac surgery
expansions at Strong Memori and
Rochester General Hospitals and
establishment of an out-patient menial
health facility at Noyes Memori
Hospital in Uvligston County The
Noyes mental health project will draw
paychiatic staff firom the Genesee
Hospital In Rocheter. thereby
extendizig a specialized service Into a
predominantly rural area.

Another major purpose of the
Contingency Fund Is to support special
projects that are consistent with the
goals of HER F example during 198£

sevralhositas rceied unding for
Geriatric Assewnent Titam aimed at

Hospital Utlilzatlon
1961° 1960 1979 16

Adminion 99.492 104,263 107.013 105.354
Patient days S45.704 8356.2 841.697 837.356

Ewmey dep. Vto 197.201 206.048 207.931 206.631

Oit visits 338.903 336,788 316.320 300,969

Hospital Financial Indicators
see1 1Ir al 1979 Alle0

Current Ratio 233 L53 136 1.88
Current assets + cur-ent bies

AvergeWlc -tonPeriod 346 40 5 525 592
W days in A 69

Ne Opeating argin Oil .012 101 .022
Net opera Oiome + opemung reenue

* These do s oVe preirntrvo w i n.lude esatmates based on hosp(iksl subiEsb sa RAHrt
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improved management patients who
need both acute and chronic care.
Mother group o(speclal projects
r~ecevng Contingency Fund support
during 1981 will help hospitals to late-
grate HEP incentives into their manage-
nt structures and learn to use new

Information that is becoming available
through the coenmmuntywide data ba e.
The integrated clinical and financial
formats yield data on the Interrelation-
ship between clinical decisions and
hospitals' resource allocation Analy-
sis of this Information will enable better
understand Ing of the effectiveness of
patient car

As HEP enters Its third year Roch-
ester area hospitals continue to benefit
from a stable revenue base that
provides a rational environment for
long-te n planning and exploration of
options for consimunity ae-vice.

,.-4

.... -- -V

97-561 0 - 82 - 5
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All HEP HospitalsCombined Financial Statements

Fbr theCalendar Yes 1978 to 1981
Amounts In t ousands

Statement of Changes in Cash Position

Cah 6va -prao
Oprtr Swua vefc
Owtes to Opaeaors not

camUo O utlay

Totd Cash Opersuons

069cc Soces /Webc*
Nw4.Oerathig Revcrme

DaMaseOnvasr I NetCuxyOU Asmet,

Total Cash Prmvded

Cash ciad E-. Capita

.dlMons to Pfoperty. Plant &

Deatase Oncsel hn
L1,oTam DlI

Nd Tota l :ctiof

i Cash

1981 1980 1979 1978

6 3.578 8 3.339 8 i3071 8 65

14,968 14.081 13497 13.758

$ 18.540 $ 17.420 8 12.190 8 13.411

8 7.316 6 4,677 8 1.784 $ 1.713

111.63" 3178 5,850 M.464)

13.351 337 o11 2984

8 27.183 S 25.612 8 19.133 $ 15.844

* 17.077 S 12,154 8 8.133 8 9.549

3.262 3.440 .453 3124

8 20.339 8 15.5%4 8 10,586 8 12.673

* 7,244 S 10.018 8 8.547 8 2971

F 8orpuipoes ofco"mpartson Monoe C- unwJHoSPta tdi began goparlapoL Ill 1
e1 1901. Ls notlnuug in Osees1

6
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Balance sheets

1981 1980 1979 1978

and Seamltm 8 37.494 8 30.250 8 20.230 8 11.683

Othe Oumt Aset
010 lolout 37.697 38.590 44.565 49.705

OteAsset 1.241 9.29 7,771 5.549
lodG Aind 206,193 204.156 206.111 211.6M

Toa Asses $292.6Z5 828255 $276M7 827.8

It&ABE=IT=~ A" FUtND

BALANCES
Currnt IUablllies 6 32.283 8 44.806 8 47.6D4 8 46.954
uxW Tarm Debt and

oNbrOrnt U~abI*Om -
T tal Ambii l s

_imSance
Tobt Lab/lnm snd bund

Balance

Statement of Revenue
and Exuenses

134.444 137.027 139.317 139,991
816.7"27 8181.833 186.921 8186,945

125,89 100.422 91.757 91,741

82 .25 628225 8276.678 8276.686

" 191 18L80.., 19"79 It"
Net Paient Revmue 8307.045 8278.796 8251.69 8230.574

Other Opeating R"Ovie 9.3 8.651 7.407 6.617
Tbll OpemUn Revemie 8316.283 9287.449 82M, 102 827. 191

Towi pea5ntrg u 8312.708 8284.110 8.400 8238.135
Operlung &Wphu vedU 3.578 339 i1.71 656

NoM4O -n gl RevMue 7.316 4.677 1.784 1.713

Net S h1us Defidt 8 10,894 8 8.016 6 477 8 2.369

7
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Rochester Area
Hospitals Tackle the
Tbugh Issues

Fiscal stability under the HEP pro-
spective payment program has relieved
Rochester area hospitals of many
revenue-related problerns. As a result.
the hospital system now has new
opportunities to tackle difficult basic
issues which. if left unresolved, could
threaten the community's hopes of
mainuIning quality hospital care with-
in a health care system it can afford

One such basic Issue concurs acute
bed needs- a question which tis er.
trcably interwoven with needs for
preventive care and for long-term care.
At present patients often occupy acute
beds longer than medically necessary
because of various legal and financta
barriers to placement at more appro-
priate levels o care. The severity of the
backup problem In the Rochester ares
Is revealed by RAHC data indicating
that the number of patients occupying
acute beds while awaiting long-term

placement has doubled since 1977. By
1981 the monthly average reached
238. about 1% of operated medical-
surgical beds In RAHC hospitals

Thus. In spite of Improvements In
hospital financing under HER ridity
affecting other sectors of the health care
system continue to hamper hospitals
in their efforts to secure effective treat-
meri for those requiing acute care.
The result Ls an apparent "shortage" of
acute beds resulting from distortions in
the natural market factors affectn the
health care system. This oonditUo
although In a sem artificially created.
Is no less real to those patients and
their physicianm who nered access to
hospital beds for acute care.

During 1981 RAHC studied the
backup problem in detail. A survey of
patients in acute care beds awaiting
long-term placement showed that the
majority were at least 75 years old and
required skilled nursing care. Most had
eitered the hospital from home via the
emergency department On the aver-
age they had been hospitalized nearly
fuur months. The most difficult cases
to place involved Medicaid patients
who requjlm high levels of care.

Subsequent analysis led the hospi-
tals to identify several areas for follow-
up. These focused on the emergency
department as the point of entry for
four-fifths of the patients who became
"backed-up." along with needs fir
closer linkages A th home care and
long-tean care provides and better
incentives for nursing homes and other
provides to sen-ve patients Aith signifi-
cant medical disabilities.

As a result, RAHC approved HEP
Contingency Fnd support for several
special hospltal-based projects intended
to help ease the backup problem. These
included development of multi-disci-
plinary geriatric evaluation teams at all
six Rochester and suburban hospitals.
a family care program for long-term
patients proposed jointly by Rochester
General and The Genesee Hospitals.
a denJtton SNF level geriatric
rehabilitation unit at Strong Memorial
Hospital and a urdt at Park Ridge
Hospital especially oriented to geriatric
patients' acute care needs. Contingency

- *1
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Funds were also approved enabling
RAHC. with the cooperation ofthe

-onroe County Long Term care
Program. Inc. (ACCESS) to propose
development of a capitation reimburse-
ment system for long-term care.

In the Rochester area, the task of
unravelling such perplexing Issues Is
made easier by a strong network of
health care planners. providers and
payors coupled with a tradition ofcoop-
erative action. These assets have made
It possible to pursue solutions on
several fronts simultaneously Thus, in
additon to Its own efforts. RAHC has
joined with communIty agencies and
providers including the Finger Lakes
Health Systems Agency IFLHSA).
ACCESS. vohmtay and proprietary
nursing home representatives. home_
health care agencies, and others to
deielop cooperative solutions to the
community's long-term care needs.
Rochester's experience with these proj-
eeMs will be evaluated. This research is
expected to help advance the level of
understanding. which can then be
applied to this emerging national
Issue-how best to provide humane.
effective, and affordable care to our
chronically 1ll, elderly population.

Community Plang fe Acute Canm
Since Its Inception RAHIC h-s recg-

nized that cooperative planning is
necessary to achieve maximum benefit
to the community from Oe resources
available for hospital care. D 1981
important progress was made toward
development of a Community Hospital
Plan aimed at this goal. Four task
forces were formed that included more
than 80 representatives of all RAHC
hospitals and the community at large.
plus observers from FLHSA. Organized
along clinical lines. the task forces were
assembled to explore key issues for
hospital services in pediatrics. obstet-
rics/gynecology medicine and surgery
Their work was well under way at the
endof 1981.

The community's overall need for
hospital beds for these services has
been defined by the FLHSA based on a
State-wide methodology The first phase
of the Community Hospilta Plan

'ew~ ~ ~ ~ Roles ;o~he~murl
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Includes a review of the State's rmethd-
olov and preparation of recommend&
bons as to where these beds might best
be located. Ultimately these recommend -
datlor whan approved by RAWG and
Its member hospitals, will be submitted
to the FLHSA for review and Incorpo
ration In their Health Systems Plan
which serves as a frame of reference for
Certificate of Need appllcalons.

it Is indicative o( RAHC members'
commitmtet to the planning process
that three hosp tal applIcations for
additional acute beds were voluntarily
tabled during 1981. pending compie-
tdon of the Plan's rounedatons In
mid-1W82.

Althuug the renmenctons of
the Community Hospital Plan will be
l'r-reactng indeed, they do not repre-
sent an effort to redesIgn the hospital
sytem. Rath. they are intended to
produce a shary, locus ot desired
future directions for the mIstIng
system
tfoessatioat A Vital Resaourc

Availability of Information from the
communttywde hospital database has
been a vital advantage for RAWG and
its member hospitals In many aspects
of their work. As one i the most ectr-
sive sotrof o hospital information in
the nat., the data base Includes
financial data, utilization statistics, and
clinical inflation.

One purpose of the data base has
been to facilitate the financial admbins-
tradon of HEIR It 14 also a conerstone
o the development process for the
Community Hospital Plan. One of the
most promising applcatior of the data
base. however, Ies In Its role as the
foundation of an InformatIon and
re t system that wIll ultimately
provide hospital boards, df executive
officers and medical staffs with reports
onthe type and volume of clinical
"products" that the hospital produces.
and tde patterns of cost and resource
use associated with them.

Important steps toward development
o( thts type of integrated Information
system were taken during 1981. RA-C
developed a capability to provide each
of Its member hospitals with two basic

document& a financial analysis of the
hospitals own unt costs and staffn
levels during 190coenpared with
1978 and conpared to the experience
of similar hospitals in Rocheste or else-
where; and a clnial aalysis o
on patients- lergth of stay at thathcptal Lupared with similar data
from Rochester areas hospitals colt.cUve nd fronM a group Of smlar
hospitals eswher 7e clinical analy-
ses are currnty being enlarged to
include data on usage of ancillary
services such as laboratory x-ray
medical suppes, etc. Eventually the
clinka and financial analyses will be
merged into an integrated Information
system aimed at helping hospitalmanagers, boards and medical staffs
make better resource allocation decs-
slins for the patients and Institutions.

The ability o the data system to
a te patter of care with costs
underscore the Importance of phyuI-
clan Involvement in hospital manage-
rrket--ie physictan decisions de.
mine wot hospital rescue use. The
Implications carry over Into medical
education as wel. as It becomes more
clearly understood tha health care
proh-aslnls require training to
respond to new opportunities for-
comnbindng mantagerial and treatment

Since Informatiof the caliber
provided by the commuinty data base
has never befre been available. lnsttu-tiona I and inf orntto

yseni reben modified in ore to
use the new data to rnaidroum advan-
tAge. Several hospitals have applied for

HERCnrgnyFund assistance in
Integra" Od rew resource into their
mnagement structur .
NknWa Heal,.s

RAHCs skills in coumunty-wide
approaches to hospital service delivery
and fina are now beig applied In
the mental health field. DuIn 1981
work was begun on the Monoe-Uvng
stoa County Single Service System
Demonstration Project one 0 three
being funded by the New Vbrk State
Office of Mental Health. The purpose of
the three-year project is to develop a

more cormprenive mental health
service system in the two ouUes, by
Improvements in coordination and
fiancing!3uin its firs year the exisin

sy mental hewth services was
review and possible models for an
Integrated system re Identified. Te
m proposed will be based
upon a federatI of providers tat
would includeencies receiving state
and locaJ mental health funds. These
age-cies would thus be Joined in a
common commitment to providing care
to the community at risk. patcularly
the chronicay mentally Ill. The tnte-

atedW s n would help provide aso p~t coordmnaton of mental
he lth services, would Uclde new
payment tnrctives for cost-effictve
care, and would develop a community'
wide data base to assist participating
provides and agenda

CeaLai 1982
In the coming year RAHC will

continue to work with other agencies,
providers and payrs to Inprove the
community's ability to serve patients
reuirng lng-ta car An Important
focal point be the p capital.
Uon reimbursement system Ior hospi-
taitoed patients needing long- carBy estab rates which recognize
varying dbity daarwtntic of
Individual patients, the proposed
system would enable lom-term care
providers to accept a larger proportiono(hesvycare patients without undue
rtsk of financal kiss.

A continuing theme through
virtually all RAWG activities and plan-
rig for 1982 and beyond relates to
recognition by hospitals and medical
staffs of their roles nt only as provid-
er of acute care, but also as part oia
continuum of health ca services
required by the communi ty Awareness
of thIs responsilblityis growing
on ma4 ts as RAHC Joins In the
search t-ongten care solutios, in
the development ofa Corrusutty
Hospital Plan, and in the evoluton of a
more effective Management syem to
provide hospital care that the commu-
nltycan afford.
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Rochester Area Hospitals' Corporation
Balance Sheets
As o(Decrmbr 31. 1951 and 1980

1981 1980
ASSETh

VCgtst-sctad rvAa

.Ah &d ,~n:xvAn n, uw~rIS5 241IN S 1631599
D t- mRntsjkd 2389"

A.In5 " ZE 43 24588
4,t E xp"rse 15 636 1%6

SFed As.ts at Cou'ms, w 1w,
LUpetsatn 'MSI 3 45A &-tI 5W7 65 747 406-28

1~I wrictal", ksswts 13066 22. 7

Retrivd ?nd
%LnWAP Ccn ,Tmxsa RFn

Cash and TsmepamN irtn'ntl

HEP Cseugr.N a d
Cash AM Te-prrq n,'eunmerr

Due fStan" er HL*P~tats

S 6A4 45'6

S,5 25375 2 63625497
1 139016 5375

127 8W)

6 520 616 64 163 '

LIABILITES AND FUND BALANCES
I. cnsnlctad Nabf

AwrA.nmS a~at~e S 102'95.2 '4 26'-A
AnnT~m &n.-cd PansThsra 53 612 14 tO
D.*nd Gatlxr,rw 15 343 1 6S l9

Total Zubsaun ItL3DO 227284

Umesttd Naod Ealmot eftftS

TXLt4n'nL~dwa Aand

Rt-trkl &Lakd,

'.bmp Cur(ex- F.MA Salrxn

HEtttatF-.

to. ',4 1. -tAmed FiaM
rxd .1 rx

1,.6 3119 39 131
65 747 4062
4 ,642) I 4C

Y 50366 S 2F454

S 664 495

56 52k4616 s-I 1632635
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Rochester Area Hospitals' Corporation
Statements of Activity
For Lhe Yew, Ended Demember 31 1981 and 90

UNREST1UCTED F'UND RESTRICTED FINDS __

Data JahA A. OMM Gram

Opet, , Bse & Ksrlse

twm' " SAMpe' a A." =TW

md had Clinical Founded= -______
Assets Analysts Grant Systeve 1981 1980 1981 law_0 teA 1980

Rev" se Lnd SszPPOa

Grnt 29w",e t 6 7% 2fA4 3K 154 5 153152

'a tre 5-5 ;64S 298.87

321 "49 76SS 9$ . 2 10 711 135

exaerasea

P,wh IS . 5s 1 2 .31 81042 Se '41 "1-, -4' 5 3'1 -2 L3'714

1M 3 405 1.3 47 2. *'64 147556e 97 3

P. AxFees I 53 347 2211413 115 '.23 5 43 29_ 54-.
460145 4 13 W5- 79, 205 X>4 125iS23 192 U5

SUPPast Over
expeas" 84 4)3 413 4". .5 43A4A3, * 4>4-'

.u-.'. See

Lrtrr .t Eneal

Pm ' . Abi

Yand Balance$

thunsfers

_1A44 413 4: 4'12e14 4522 .4

?and Blne
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Rochester Area James A 81ock. M 0
Hospitals' Corporation Presidnt

220 Muarder Street. Suite "
Rochester. New York T4607 716-546-3280

August 12, 1982

The Honorable David Durenberger
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator:

Thank you for your letter of July 30th requesting my reply
to certain questions which should be answered for the re-
cord of the June 23, 1982 hearing on State hospital payment
systems of the Subcommittee on Health. The following are
the replies which should be entered in the record.

1. Who determines the rate of payment to your member
hospitals? The rate of payment to the member hospitals is
determined according to a contract defining annual revenue
available to each participating hospital. The amount of
revenue a hospital will receive is based upon its actual
costs in 1978 (the base year of our payment program, used
because it was the most recent year for which audited cost
reports were available at the time our program was imple-
mented in 1980), plus inflation trend factors that are com-
puted, plus certain allowances for patient volume, new pro-
jects approved by the State Health Department, and a one
percent adjustment added to the trend factor in 1979 and
1980 to improve the working capital position of the hos-
pitals.

2. Are differences between teaching and nonteaching
hospitals taken into account in calculating the rate of pay-
ment? Such differences among hospitals would be reflected
in each hospital's payment rates only to the extent that
they were already reflected in 1978 cost structures of hos-
pitals or related to State Health Department approved pro-
jects approved after 1978.
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3. In what respect is your program voluntary? Can
member hospitals withdraw at any time? The experimental
payment program is based on a contract among hospitals and
payors which was entered into voluntarily by all parties.
While there is considerable community peer pressure to
continue to participate it would be possible for a member
to withdraw on a contract anniversary date. All of the
hospitals are committed to reviewing members' concerns
and resolving issues as they arise on the assumption that
this will enable continued participation of all in the
program, which is viewed as having considerable benefits
to the community.

Sincerely,

James A. Block, M.D.
President

JAB/k

STATEMENT OF GENNARO VASILE, PH. D., EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, STRONG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, UNIVERSITY OF ROCIlES-
TER, ROCHESTER, N.Y.
Dr. VASiLE. Thank you, Senator.
I would like to begin my remarks by indicating that I am the ex-

ecutive director of the University of Rochester Strong Memorial
Hospital. An appropriate perspective on my comments can be per-
ceived via some comments that were made by hospital administra-
tive colleagues 3 years ago when I decided to leave Virginia and to
go to New York State. They wanted to know whether I needed to
have my head examined for going into a State that was as heavily
regulated as New York State and where hospital administrators
were actually fleeing the State because of the perceived inability to
manage the hospital system with the State exerting such a great
influence.

Senator DURENBERGER. What did you tell them then, and what
do you tell them now? [Laughter.]

Is that the subject of your presentation?
Dr. VASILE. What I told them at the time was that I was going to

New York State, and specifically Rochester, N.Y., because of the
possibility of a reimbursement experiment in Rochester that could
demonstrate that other than regulated systems could contain the
rate of increase in hospital costs.

So what I would like to do is to provide two perspectives: one per-
spective concerning the State's regulated system; and then the per-
spective of a hospital administrator within the hospital experimen-
tal payments program, the program that Dr. Block oversees.

The New York State system of prospective rate control has been
effective in containing the rate of increase in hospital costs. No one
can deny that.

Between 1977 and 1981, the national rate of increase in hospital
costs ranged from approximately 14 percent to 19 percent. Between
1977 and 1981 in New York State, the annual rate of increase in
hospital costs ranged from approximately 6 percent to 12 percent-
better than a 50-percent differential.
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The price for this effectiveness in containing costs has been the
rapid erosion of the financial base of New York State's hospitals,
which, in turn, is limiting these hospitals' ability to adequately
serve the health-care needs of the State's citizens.

In each year between 1976 and 1980 over 75 percent of our State's
acute care hospitals incurred operating losses. Over that period,
those loses amounted to $1.2 billion. Exhibit 1 in my material lists
each year; and you will notice-75 percent is conservative.

I might add that the 1980 figure for an operating surplus of $16
million for the State's hospitals included $8 million from the Roch-
ester hospitals under the experimental payments program.

New York State's hospitals cannot survive long with these kinds
of financial results. Currently they are borrowing more money at
higher interest rates, which ultimately increase reimbursement
rates. They are using philanthropic funds to reduce operating
losses; they are spending depreciation funds reserved for replace-
ment of plant and equipment; they are curtailing services; some
are seeking bailout funding from governmental sources; and some
go bankrupt or out of business, as 50 have done.

I would like to make a comment on Mr. Schramm's note that
hospital closures shouldn't concern us too much because schools
and other kinds of industries are closing in New York State.

It is one thing to plan the closure of a health care facility. It is
another thing to subvert it through the reimbursement system.
The citizens of those areas served by the hospitals might have
something to say about those closures.

The fiscal viability of New York State hospitals has reached a
crisis point, and policymakers are looking for alternatives to the
present system. In fact, consensus has emerged in New York State
around a legislative proposal that would significantly change the
system. It is called the Lombardi legislation, and I won't speak to
that. Perhaps our representative firm the New York State govern-
ment will.

Meanwhile, under the waiver and demonstration provisions of
the medicare program, and with the support of the State, I might
add, and local government, HCFA, Blue Cross, and local industries,
nine hospitals in the Rochester area of New York State are success-
fully demonstrating an alternative to State-controlled systems of
rate regulation.

The alternative is a locally controlled prospective system of reim-
bursement called the Rochester area hospitals experimental pay-
ments program, or HEP.

Exhibit 2 in my statement indicates the experience of Rochester
hospitals in two periods of time, between 1977 and 1979, when they
were under the State system, and from 1980 through 1981 under
the HEP program.

You will notice that the Rochester hospitals compared very well
with the rest of the State in terms of containing costs under the
State system. When the hospitals went under the HEP program
you will notice a significant decrease or a better performance than
the State as a whole in terms of containing costs. Dr. Block has
cited those figures as well.

Under HEP, for example, in 1981 the Rochester area hospitals
were able to contain costs to approximately 10 percent, while costs
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in the State increased at the rate of 12 percent; and that's roughly
a 20-percent differential.

The dramatic aspect of that, as Dr. Block has pointed out, is that
that was done voluntarily. Services haven't been curtailed, and ex-
hibit 3, which lists hospital utilization in Rochester as well as criti-
cal hospital financial indicators such as net operating margin and
current ratios, shows significant improvements.

The hospital industry in the Rochester area was on the verge of
insolvency in 1979, and it is slowly but surely making a recovery.

The purpose of the HEP program is to demonstrate that the
Rochester area hospitals can voluntarily contain the rate of in-
crease in hospital costs while maintaining or enhancing the quality
of services. HEP's design provides incentives and flexibility which
facilitate, as Mr. Derzon indicated, responsible local planning and
decisionmaking.

A prospectively determined cap on inpatient and outpatient rev-
enues of the participating hospitals is one major feature of the
design. The cap is based on 1978 operating expenses trended for-
ward, and the cap is adjusted each year for inflation, approved cer-
tificate-of-need projects, and volume changes.

There are also positive incentives. The basis for the revenue cap
determination in subsequent years is independent of expenses. Indi-
vidual hospitals retain the difference between revenues and ex-
penses, contrary to other systems where lower expenses result in a
reduction in future reimbursement.

One of the major benefits of this system is improved cashflow.
Each of the hospitals receives one/fifty-second of their prospective-
ly determined payment each week. Since 80 percent of the hospital
business is under the experiment,- a significant amount of cash
enters the system weekly.

There are other features as well. One of the critical ones-and
Dr. Block wouldn't speak for his own organization-is the place of
Rochester Area Hospitals Corp. within the Rochester system.
RAHC is a consortium that was formed by the hospitals for joint
planning and community problem solving. It administers the con-
tract and it facilitates communitywide planning and problem solv-
ing. It has been very effective in administering the contract and as-
sisting the hospitals to adapt to this new program.

These features have resulted in not only the financial results
that have been referred to earlier but also the following:

First, the development of a service-specific community hospital
plan. Can you imagine nine hospitals getting together and essen-
tially planning on a service-specific basis the number and location
of beds in the community? I am hard pressed to find another com-
munity in the country that has done that. Rochester has done that.

Second, the development of a communitywide data system.
Third, a major expansion of cardiac surgery.
Fourth, the establishment of several ambulatory surgery facili-

ties.
Fifth, several new innovative programs to address more appro-

priately the health-care needs of the elderly.
New York State's publicly regulated system of hospital financing

has contained the rate of increase in hospital costs to levels signifi-
cantly below the national experience. The State has achievcd that
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performance at the expense of the financial viability of New York
State hospitals.

Reform is necessary, and viable alternatives exist. The Rochester
experience with HEP is demonstrating one such alternative. And I
would ask that in the deliberations regarding prospective reim-
bursement that thi3 experiment be given serious consideration as
to its design features.

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, that's why you are here.
[The prepared statement of Gennaro Vasile and answers to ques-

tions from Senator Durenberger follow:j
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TESTIMONY

OF

CENNA RO J. VASELE, Ph.D.

HOSPITAL FINANCING IN NEW YORK STATE

AND

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

DIVERGENT APPROACHES AND RESULTS

My name is Gennaro J. Vasile, Ph.D.. I serve as the Executive Director of the

University of Rochester Strong Memorial Hospital in Rochester, New York. I am here

today to:

Describe New York State's regulated system of hospital financing and

highlight the results of the system.

Review the recent experience of nine Rochester area hospitals under the

Hospital Experimental Payments Program (HEP) as an example of a

successful voluntary alternative to state-controlled rate regulation.

I will deal with thtse subjects briefly. A number of attachments describe more fully the

details of New York State's system of hospital financing and the HEP Program.

HOSPITAL FINANCING IN NEW YORK STATE

The New York State hospital financing system is based on a prospective rate setting

system. This system accounts for approximately one-half of the hospital costs in New

York State. Reimbursement rates under this system are based on total hospital operating

costs, adjusted by inflation and standards of efficiency, such as I) average costs of peer

group hospitals; 2) occupancy and length of stay standards for facilities; and 3) prior year

utilization rates.

-I-
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The New York State system of rate regulation is effective. From 1977-1981, the

percent increase in hospital costs in New York State was considerably lower than that of

nation-wide hospitals. However, the impact on New York Sate hospitals indicates

problems with the system. As shown in Exhibit 1, during the period 1976-80, over 75% of

all hospitals incurred operating losses. Those losses amounted to $1.2 billion over five

years. These losses are measurable and significant and are compounded by recent cuts in

both State and Federal funding of health care programs.

How do hospitals survive these deficits? They:

Borrow more money, increasing reimbursement rates;

Use philanthropic funds to reduce operating losses;

Spend depreciation funds reserved for replacement of plant and capital

equipment;

Curtail service;

Seek "bailout" funding from governmental sources

The fiscal viability of the New York State hospital system has reached a crisis point.

New York State, realizing the danger of this situation, is beginning t( explore alternatives

to the present system. Nine hospitals in the Rochester, New York area are currently

addressing the problem, resondirg to many of the pressures being felt state-wide. It is

their belief that a %oluntary system is preferrable, both in terms of quality) and cost of

health care, to a state-controlled system of rate regulation.

ROCHESTER HOSPITALS UNDER HEP

- Exhibit I1 compares the percentage change in the consumer price index for the

period 1977-1981, to the percentage change in hospital expense for the nation, New York

State and the Rochester area. Rochester hospitals operated under the state-regulated

-2-
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EXHIBIT I

PERCENTAGE OF NEW YORK STATE HOSPITALS WITH
OPERATING SURPLUS/LOSSES: 1976-1980

Operating Losses Percentage of Hospitals Operating Surplus
Year in Dollars with Losses in Dollars

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

$167,000,000

$230,000,000

$247,000,000

$263,000,000

$256,000,000

79%

81%

76%

80%

81%

$ 12,000,000

$ 17,000,000

$ 20,000,000

$ 15,000,000

$ 16,000,000

Percentage of Hospitals
with Surplus

21%

19%

24%

20%

19%

Total New York State Hospitals: 1976-1980 = 243.

Source: Hospital Association of New York State, 1980 Fiscal Pressures Suvery.

97-5EI 0 - 82 - 6
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EXHIBIT U

TREND IN HOSPITAL EXPENSE 1977-1981
PERCENT INCREASE OVER PREVIOUS YEAR
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reimbursement system for the period 1977-1979. The performance of the Rochester

hospitals was equal to or slightly above the industry as a whole in New York State. The

performance of these local hospitals was still significantly better than the nation's

hospitals for that period. They achieved that performance by eliminating jobs and eroding

their asset bases.

Local concern among the hospitals, trustees, physicians, and industrial leaders over

the long-term financial viability of Rochester's hospitals led to the formation of the

Rochester Area Hospital Corporation (RAHC). The Corporation was founded to facilitate

community-wide hospital planning and problem-solving. Working with the support of local

government, Blue Cross, the State Health Department, and the Federal Health Care

Financing Administration, the leadership of RAHC was able to develop a new approach to

the problem of cost containment - HEP.

As Exhibit II indicates, HEP went into effect on January 1, 1980. Given the HEP

Program design, which I will summarize in a moment, the results are dramatic. Percent

increases in 1980 and 1981 for HEP hospitals were considerably less than that of the

national average and significantly less than tightly regulated New York State hospitals.

Specificaliry

HOSPITALS
HE P N.Y.S. NATION

1980 9.1% 9.5% 17.0%
1981 10.0% 12.0% 18.7%

Ks Exhibit IaI demonstrates, this cost containment performance was achieved while

maintaining service levels and improving generally accepted indicators of financial health.

What is dramatic about these results is that they have been achieved without

Federal and State reimbursement regulations which were waived as part of HEPs

experimental design. In fact, the purpose of HEP is to demonstrate that Rochester area

-3-
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EXHIBIT M

TRENDS IN ROCHESTER AREA HOSPITALS
UTILIZATION AND FINANCIAL INDICATORS

1979- 1982

Hospital Utilization

AdmisskortS

ruant dmys

mr- -cisy dept. %.sfu.u

Cle ,'stu

1981• 1980 1979 1978

99,492 104.263 107.013 105.354

345.704 835.692 841.697 837.356

197.201 208.048 207.931 206.631

338.903 336,788 316320 300969

Hospital Financial Indicators

19814 •9"79 evcxs ,¢

VOaun RaUo 233 I.53 1.36 1 m
Cune a ssets + current Uambe

A ir.W Cogecu Palod 346 40.5 52 59.2
hidays in AIR

Nl Opmt" Margin .0l1 .012 1OD .022
Iva ope 'uwg wwm . operuntl "n uAe

Thesr data ar'e p Lmpwy and Include esflndaLs based on hospital subn2~womes &o RAJKC
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hospitals can voluntarily contain tne rate of increase in hospital costs while maintaining

or enhancing the quality of services provided to area residents. HEP's design provides

incentives and flexibility which facilitate responsible local planning and decision-making.

Major design features include:

A prospectively determined cap on inpatient and outpatient revenues of

the nine participating hospitals:

- The cap is based upon 1978 actual operating expenses

- The cap is adjusted each year for inflation, approved "Certi-

ficate of Need' projects and volume changes

Positive incentives, because once the initial cap is established, it is a

revenue cap. The basis for revenue cap determination in subsequent

years is independent of expenses. The individual hospital retains the

difference between revenues and expenses -- contrary to other systems

lower expenses do not result in a reduction in future reimbursement.

Guaranteed weekly revenue to each hospital:

- From contract payors: Blue Cross, Medicaid, and Medicare

- Contract payors account for approximately 80% of aggre-

grate hospital revenue

Provision for a community-wide contingency fund that is administered by

RAHC. The fund is used for "Certificate of Need" and volume

adjustments, data system development expenses, case mix adjustments,

research activities, and unforeseen expenses.

Waiver of Federal and State reimbursement regulations for the

durationof the experiment.

A voluntary local organizational linkage -- RAHC - for contract

administration and community-wide planning and problem-solving.

-4-
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These features have resulted in not only the financiaJ results referred to earlier, but also

the following: development of a service-specific community hospital plan; development

of a community-wide hospital data system; a major expansion of cardiac surgery capacity;

implementation of a cardiac rehabilitation program; establishment of ambulatory surgery

facilities; and several new innovative program to address more appropriately the health

care needs of the elderly.

SUMMARY

New York State's publicly regulated system of hospital financing has contained the

rate of increase in hospital costs to levels significantly below national experience. The

State has achieved such performance at the expense of the financial viability of New York

State hospitals. Reform is necessary and viable alternatives exist. The Rochester

experience with HEP is demonstrating one such alternative.
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Attachment A

WHO PAYS FOR HOSPITAL CARE?
Hospital services are funded primarily In one of two ways: through

reimbursement by third party peyors or by hospital established charges
to private paying patients.

A brief look at each of the major payment sources sets the
framework for an examination of hospital financing In New York State.

Medicare - Medicare Is a totally federally funded health care
beneficiary program for persons ages 66 and older. In New York State,
Medicare Is the payor for approximately 38% of all hospital care.

Unlike other major third party payors in New York State, Medicare
reimburses hospitals on a retrospectiw basis. Under- a retrospective
system, hospitals are reimbursed during the year a portion of what their
expected costs for treating Medicare patients for that year will be. After
that rate year Is audited and actual costs are determined, the rates are
adjusted to reflect that total share of the hospital's overall costs wh!ch
Medicare will reimburse.

Also under Medicare's retrospective reimbursement system, certain
costs associated with operating a hospital, such as costs related to
maternity and pediatric services, are "carved out" or totally disallowed
from payment consideration. The reason for the carve-out Is that
persons over 65 are not normally expected to utilize these services. The
carvr-out often results, however, In hospitals being reimbursed Under
Medicare for less that their actual cost of providing services.

Because actual audited costs (minus the carve-outs) are reimbursed
under this retrospective system, there are no Incentives for Institutions
which control their spending. Further, as hospitals do not know until
well after the fiscal year how much Medicare will be reimbursing in
total, hospitals have no precise revenue expectations and can not
budget nor plan accurately.

Medicaid - Medicaid is a government funded health care beneficiary
program for persons with Incomes under a statutorily established limit.
The program Is funded jointly by the federal government (50%1, the
State government (25%) and county governments (25%), and pays for
19% of all Inpatient hospital care in New York.

Reimbursement rates for Medicaid are set in New York by the Office
of Health Systems Management under a methodology approved by the
New York State Hospital Review and Planning Council.It is an average cost prospective reimbursement system, under which
hospitals are reimbursed fixed rates which are established In advance of
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the billing year so that Institutions can anticipate revenue and budget
appropriately. The rates are derived from base year costs (two years
prior to the rate year? to which an Inflation factor Is added for the two
Intervening years to project increases in cost to a facility during the rate
year.

The underlying concept of prospective reimbursement is that it
projects costs as they should be reasonably expected to occur and. as
such, encourages hospitals to plan ahead. Further. It anticipates that
efficiencies achieved in the base year should be continued through the
rate year.

A detailed description of Medicaid reimbursement in New York
follows in the next section of this report.

Blue Cross - Blue Cross is a not-for-profit corporation which provides
health care benefits to its subscribers. There are seven Blue Cross plans
In New York offering a variety of coverage plans. The combined Blue
Cross plans pay for approximately 26% of hospital care in New York.

Blue Cross reimburses on an average cost basis, as loses Medici.id.
While the Blue Cross plans calculate their own rates of payment to
hospitals, the rates must be certified by the Office of Health Sysvems
Management as being related to the efficient production of services
before being approved for payment by the Superintendent of the State
Insurance Department.

Warke,'a Compensation and No-Fault Insurance - Worker's
Compensation and No-Fault insurance programs also reimburse on a
prospective, average cost basis. Reimbursement rates for these programs
are calculated by the Office of Health Systems Management Only 6%
of hospital services are reimbursed by these two programs.

Private Insurance Carriers and Private Payors - Private Insurance
companies do not reimburse hospitals on the basis of average cost, as do
Medicaid, Blue Cross, Worker's Compensation and No-Fault Insurance.
Nor do they pay on a retrospective basis as does Medicare. Instead.
private Insurance carriers pay hospital charges - the price established
by each Individual hospital for the services it provides to private paying
patients.

Private Insurance payments and individuals paying out of pocket for
hospital care together pay for 11% of the hospital care delivered in New
York. Since 1978, annual increases in private charges have been
controlled under the Hospital Charge Control Law. This law requires
that hospital charge Increases be kept within the amount determined by
the statutorily enacted Panel of Health Economists to account for
inflation.
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REIMBURSEMENT CONCEPTS: WHAT
THEY ARE AND HOW THEY WORK

As noted In the preceding section, Medicaid, Blue Cross, Worker's
Compensation and No-Fault Insurance reimburse hospitals for care
provided to their beneficiaries under an average cost, prospective
reimbursement system. What this prospective system Is and how It Is
applied Is the subject of this section of Thae Top"

The Basic Formula - The prospective payors under State control -
Medicaid, Blue Cross, Worker's Compensation and No-Fault Insurince
- reimburse hospitals on the basis of average daily cost. To derive
average daily cost, the total cost of operating the hospital during the
base year Is calculated. (Note: These costs are reported to the OHSM on
each hospital's annual financial report). Standards of efficient operation
are then applied to the operating costs, and, In some cases, ce taln
hospital costs are disallowed, or subtracted from the total. To the
remaining allowable operating costs, a percentage Increase Is appild to
account for Inflation from the base year to the rate year. For exarlple,
for the rate year 1980, approximately 16% was added to the alloabie
1978 costs to account for Inflation.

Once the Inflation, or trend factor, Is applied, capital costs ore added
and the resulting total Is divided by the number of days of patleni care
rendered In the base year. The result: a daily, or per diem, rate of
reimbursement which reflects the projected allowable cost of providing
care during the rate year.

A word here about the trend factor. This factor Is developed by a
statutorily established Independent panel of economists and Is designed
to project, as precisely as possible, Increases In costs as a result of wge
and price movements In the general economy. The factor Is adjusted
every six months to take into consideration new ecodomlc
developments which affect the cost of doing business. Resources used
for projecting economic movement by the panel Include the Consumer
Price Index, the Wholesale Index, and a number of economic Indicators
particular to the health care Industry.

Standards of Efficiency - New York State law governing the Medicaid
program requires that rates of reimbursement to hospitals be "related
to the efficlekit production of service." Standards which reflect efficient
operation have been developed Incrementally over the years, and are
applied to a hospital's reported costs to obtain the maximum amount
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allowable under law. The most Important of these measures of hospital
efficiency are peer groupings, occupancy standards, and length of stay
stndards.

Peer groupings - The technique used to identify maximum allowable
hospital costs for reimbursement is a normative approach called peer
groupings. This technique, which has been upheld in court decisions
over the past few years as an equitable meons of determining efficient
cost, groups hospitals on the basis of comparable Indicators such as case
mix, service mix and utilization. The group average cost plus 5%
becomes the standard, or reimbursement "ceiling." for all members of
the group.

Hospitals In a group whose costs are above the group average are
reimbursed only at the group ceiling. Hospitals whose cost are below
their group's average receive full cost reimbursement.

It is Important to emphasize that all hospitals In a group are not
reimbursed on the basis of the most efficient hospital in the group. Use
of the group average provides a relief corridor for the least efficient
among the group, while simultaneously encouraging elimination of
Inefficiencies.

When making decisions about current and future hosptal operations.
trustees should Identify what if any, costs wer disallowed for
reimbursement as a result of peer group ceilings. This Information is
readily available on the complete print-outs of each facility's
reimbursement rate calculations, which were sent to each hospital in
November.

Occupancy Standards - Burdensome costs associated with duplicative,
underused services and unnecessary (and emptyl) hospital beds led to
the development of hospital occupancy standards. These standards,
adopted for all Inpatient services by 1975, are utilization levels deemed
necessary for the efficient operation of a service.

Cognizant of utilization fluctuations particular to small
geographically isolated hospitals, two sets of standards for basic services
were adopted:

Services Urban Rural
Medlcal/Surgical 85% 80%
Pediatrics 75% 70%
Maternity 75% "M

As mentioned earlier, a hospital's per diem reimbursement rate is
calculated by dividing Its total allowable costs by the days of care
rendered. However, In the case of a hospital whose occupancy rate falls
below the standards, that hospital's total cost Is not divided by the
actual number of days provided, but rather by the number of days that
would have been provided had the hospital achieved the occupancy
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than It did in 1978 (keeps utilization below its target), participating
third party payors will reimburse at the full per diem rate for each day
of care actually provided, plus 80% of the dally rate for each additional
day over actual utilization to the target. This 80% will compensate the
hospital for costs which remain fixed, such as mortgage payments and
fuel costs, regardless of the number of patients It treats.

Conversely, If a hospital provides more days of care In 1980 than It
did In 1978, or exceeds its volume target, the hospital will be
reimbursed the full per diem rate from each of the participating payers
for each of those days of care rendered up to the target, but only 20%
of Its rate for each day over target. The 20% payment Is Intended to
cover the additional cost, such as meals, x-ray and lab work, for these
additional patient days.

Thus, there Is both a positive incentive to reduce unnecessary
utilization and a negative incentive to Increase utilization.

The volume target mechanism Is perhaps the single most Important
element In the OHSM's long range approach to financing hosoltal
Inpatient care. It allows management of a facility the freedom to t*ke
efficiency promotion efforts and be rewarded for them. It removes 'the
threat of financial harm to a hospital for eliminating unnecessary days
of care. And, it removes some of the pressure felt by many institutions
to recruit physicians In order to fill beds.

Medicaid, Blue Cross, Worker's Compensation and No-Fiult
Insurance all participate In this volume adjustment mechanIsm

FROM CONCEPTS TO PER DIEMS

The reimbursement process, while administered by the OHSM, is ne
which Involves hospital representatives, a broadly representative
Statewide Council, other agencies of State government and the federal
government. How the methodology by which hospitals are reimbursed

.comes Into being and options available to hospitals which don't "f It"
the methodology are the subjects of this section.

Rate-setting - Reimbursement rates are calculated under a formula
which Is laid out in regulation In a section of the Administrative Rues
and Regulations of the Department of Health called Part 86.

The New York State Hospital Review and Planning Council is the
body authorized by statute to adopt the hospital reimbursement
regulations found In Part 86.1. This 31-member State Council Includes
representatives from the hospital Industry, government, Blue Cross,
consumers, the medical profeson, the health systems agencies and
other health Industry sectors, The Council Meets approximately
monthly at the Blue Cross-Blue Shield building 6n Third Avenue In
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Manhattan. All the proceedings of the Council are open to the public.
Hospital trustees would find the meetings Interesting and pertinent, and
should attend when their schedules permit.

Recommendations for changes or Improvements to State
reimbursement regulations are developed by the OHSM and are
forwarded to the State Council for their review and deliberation. The
Council's Fiscal Policy Committee reviews In great depth the proposed
methodology, holds open meetings to discuss the proposals at which all
Interested parties are welcome to speak, and makes whatever changes,
additions or deletions they believe necessary for Council consideration
on the basis of their analysis and the public comments. This process
normally begins in June or July preceding the year for which the
proposed methodology would go Into effect. In September, the Fiscal
Policy Committee presents the proposal and Its review to the full
Council for their Information. The Council members review the
proposals, obtain additional comments from interested parties, and may

-request alterations before final Council action Is taken. Proposed
regulations are also published in the State Register for public notice and
comment.

Once the methodology is approved, Medicaid rates are then
calculated by the OHSM and are forwarded to the State Division of the
Budget for the Budget Director's approval before being milled to each
Institution.

Blue Cross rates are calculated under methodologies similar to that
used by Medicaid. Once calculated, they must be certified 3S
"reasonably related to the efficient cost" of providing services by the
OHSM Director and are then forwarded to the Insurance Department
Superintendent for his approval. Worker's Compensation and No-Fault
Insurance reimbursement rates are calculated by the OHSM and
approved by the Director of the State Division of the Budget before
publication.

Rate Calculation Sheets - Federal law requires that hospitals be
notified of new Medicaid reimbursement rates 60 days in advance of
the rate year. The OHSM publishes rates each year at the end of
October, and sends the new rates, along with computer printouts of the
actual rate calculation, to each facility.

The rate calculation sheets contain a wealth of Information for
hospital trustees. They indicate, as noted earlier In this report, to what
extent the reimbursement rate for that Individual facility has been
adjusted to account for utilization, length of stay, or costs disallowed
above group average. This information Is Important to trustees as they
approve budgets for the upcoming year, Initiate cost control programs
and contemplate service changes.
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Appeals - Any formula system of r6mrrbirscmunt must have some
mechanism for handling significant, unique individual facility
aberrations. A formalized appeal process has been developed to
accomodate these unique situations.

Appeals for increases in Medicaid reimbursement are initiated by the
appealing facility, and that facility is responsible for justifying why an
Increase should be approved. In most cases, this Involves the
preparation by the appealing facility of documentation and data to
substantiate an appeal.

Because of the volume nd complexity of appeals and the limited
OHSM staff resources to review the appeals, a significant backlog of
appeals accumulated in 1978. Many of these appeals, such Is those
concerning case mix, required new analytical technologies to
adjudicate. The OHSM developed the necessary tools - technologies
that didn't exist anywhere else in the country - to get the job done. All
but a handful of hospital appeals for rate years 1975 through 1979 are
now completed.

Appeals of Blue Cross rates are reviewed by the individual Blue Cross
plans, and any rate changes based on appeal are then certified by the
OHSM and forwarded to the Insurance Sup~rintendent for approval.

GETTING PAID

To be reimbursed for services rendered, hospitals must submit claims
to patients' third party payors. In cases of private paying patients, bills
are sent directly to the patient.

All major third party payors, including Medicare, Medicaid, Blue
Cross, Worker's Compensation and the commercial Insurance
companies, use a uniform bill called the UBF-1 for claims. This
uniform bill, developed by the OHSM In conjunction with the
Statewide Planning and Research Cooperative System (SPARCS).
eliminates the dozens of claim forms hospitals previously had to use for
the variety of payors.

For services rendered t Medicaid beneficiaries, claims must be
submitted to local social services districts (in New York City, to the
Medicaid Management Information System). Claims for Blue Cross
patients are submitted directly to the Blue Cross plans.

Although claims are also filed with the Blue Cross plans for Medicare
beneficiaries, Medicare Wvances regular bl-weekly payments to
hospitals under a periodic Interim payment, or PiP, plan. At the end of
the year, the money paid to the hospital In PIP payments Is compared
with the actual number of claims submitted, and any necessary
payment adjustments are made.
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Attachment B

C

Experimental payments program

It's working

by James A. Block, M.D.. Donna I. Regenst ad. Ph.D. and Leonard J. Shute

Editor's note: In 1967, Congress authorzed the
Medicare program to conduct healthcare expor-
mental payment projects that would provide Incon-

vaes for economy while maintaining or Improving
quality of health services.5 

It reconfirmed, In 1972,
the Medicare program's authority to enter Into
Incentive contracts with healthcare providers in
which payment would be based on negotiated
rates

The Health Care Financing AdministraUon (HCFA)
has a large number of waiver and demonstration
programs, one of the moat important being the
Rochester Area Hospitals' Experimental Payments

I Program. It Is a volutary experiment not designed
' by or for a state rate-etting agency. It has resulted
In significant improvemonte for Its ra's hospital'
financial condiUons. DUN readers will be especillty
Interested because components of this program
may be usable in other perte of the country.
THE SOLVENCY OF ROCHESTER. New York. hospitals

was seriously threatened as a result 0 rigorc u
New York State hospital cost conteewnMt policies
that limited paymeoe to hospitals front Sue Cross
and Medicaid iiWay. end eventualy broughl hos
pilt charges under state control.

Tha was happening despite a background of
economic factors condrtudig to economy in
healthcar costs in the wa.

Prior to he Hospitel* Experimental Payments
(HEP) Program pay-mmrt mechanism for thee
hospitals were under government regutllons that
were sometime contradictory, did not pemi accu-
rate hospital income prsdlction and lnvarialy re-
suited in hospital administration losing revenue
when cost reductions were achieved.

Under these circumstances hopil administra-
tors lound it diffkA to estbish poicies thai
could enhance patient care and maintain francial
olvey.

Moreover, their abit ity to budg e nd plan e ec-
lively wae adversely affected by frequent charges
in reimbursement rules and regulations. y 197.
the solvency of the hospital system in Rochester
and elsewhere in the Slate was seriously briat-
sned, snd some hospital adminisloators had re-
toled to iquidatig portions o their endowment
lunds 10 underwrite route activities

A locat system of self-conrol

Rochester hospi.al trustees were determined to
develop a positi sitrnalve to these difficulties
They would, on a voluntay basis. demonstrate
their commiment to a local system of aeFcmAro
Tie system required a predictable fiscal environ-
ment to succeed

It was aoinst Ot background 01 difficulties Ial
the Rochester Are Hoapitls Corporation (RAHC)
was incorporated ass tot-f-proli organization in
July 1978,4 after years o planning -mn the
area's hospitals, their boards and mecd slafl

The HEP program wee combined wlth information
systems I0 eAble community wide pin a rn-
sponse to community needs and ongoing e to
assure quality and evaluate coal effectivenes o
hospital ceroies.

RAHC's initial task %as to develop a payment a-
ternalive to lest the assumption that a community.
Ilvough voluntary local control 4d eccounabitlty.
could smlouly enhance its hospital system's
sceeene and control Its rate of cost increase.

See Socisl Security Amendments of tee?, PL 0,11. sectn
402 (sl
b Social Securit Amendments Pt. 32-40. Section 222 (b)
o Ats-vide hoopltpla ning dates beck overlfour decades. esoft
snort are descieod inthe Rochese Rhpional te&t ceunci
L S Rosailet and KI. Makover. Camribdge, Heivad Unversity
Press. tate.

,lOseplembe 9 I1 WM

I
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for Rochester-area hospitals

Thus. RAN' mission i:
* To maintain ard enhance the community's

hospital system
* Control the rate of coet increase of hospital

services. ensuring the vaiabiity of needed
hospitl services in an erm of increasing con-
airaitl On resources,

* Facilitate local decision making through en-
haniced communication and coordination.

e Maimize the coat effectiveses ard benefit
to the community of hoepital services provided
and planned

The Hospitals Experimenll Paymnts (1P) pro-
gram was devekloed to help achieve th s goal.
tis devskfnt we supported by dues from PAHC
hospitaend a grant troe The Johnt A. Hartod
Foundation of New York City. A contract was de-
veloped specifying the terms W o new hoepitat
payert methodology cost of 8 proposed
prospeciely determined contsunityide cap on
reveiue ko'a tWee-year period to begin Jan. 1,
19e0. It was sge by those repress t aecte
cars hospitals In the area and by the Rochester
Hospital Service Corporatlon (Bli Croes). The
contract was forwarded to the Salte of New York,
where it receied approval bot the Office of
Health Sysltems Maagemnt and the Deprtment
of Social Services (Medicaid).

The U.S. Health Cars Financing Admititration
CHOFA) approved the project hn December 1979.

and granted a waiver o4 Medicare and Medicaid
reimbursement principles. HEP was iplorniented
on Jan I. 19W. its tem extended for an additlon-
ol two years (through Dic. 31. 1964) with the
agrfemen of ms contracting parts at the end of

Nine hopilails are participating i the PAO ex.
prment: they range f m two hospital o under
100 beds in seml-rival communities to a tertiry
care university medical coter with morm tha 700
beds. In 1960. on entering the payment axpe-

flt sr aggregate expenses exceeded O70

million. They employed nearly 10.000 people and
annually trained more than 600 residents in a vari-
sty of medical education programs. They serve s
population of one ilt ion and constitute the North-
em Sub-flea o4 the Finger Lakes Healih Systems
Agency planning region

The provision of needed high quality sovces
presumes an understanding o4 the hospolmls malor
products and the association between patterns o
resource use (or medical practice) and treatment
costs. H offers predictable levels o4 reve~ it
support of th hospial activities. Concurrently, It
crests need for a clear stltemen o4 expected
patient resource usage in order for a hospital to
effectively plan, budget ard monior its perfor-
manee. Thus, one i0woolam facet 4 AW actii--
lies has ben the intleration o4 it hospitals finan-
cl, bitn and discharge abstract information "o
a routine mngIeomeo Ieoring system. inditidual
hospital administrations use these reports It pla-
ning. manaement Land quality assurance function
On a comnity-wide basis, theme reports assist
in overall hospital system planning. IE's payment
approach thus offers hospal administrators totally
dMtfent tinanclal incenives plus a unique man.
agement snd planting opportunity.

General festurs of HIP

HEP's general features ae to promote the eio-
lve and efficien! dekvery of hospital services in
the Rochester area end to maintain the solvency
of the participating hospitI administrations. HEP is
predicted on the idea tat a maj cause of inla.
tion in hospital cosls tI the faulty design of health
payment systems. The incentives inherent in trdi-.
tional payment system. and New York's early ef-
forls at elie-wde regulation, do not protiot

Conf hiv on pag*e1

it The Iwo-courly population is 0.000 and Vie nie-countl
r*ginal referval was is a population of i moion

Septambe IetlWI. 11
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HEP: It's working
P'on pgel I t

these purposes- EP encourages hospital coat
coa oenit through the inlroduction of appro-
piate incentives i the hospital financing system
that affect both ipaflienl and ouIpatinl seirvic e

These new incentives are, tor the moat part. the
results of two features of the SEP system They
are.

t) Paymnts of each hospital are based, after
she fit year of the program, on that hop-
tarls preceding year's payments without r-

mole increasild use of owtpaletnt services At
payment for ad 'tonal services is drawn from
a conl I ntcy ind. thus hospital adminislra
tions are collectively at risk for unwarrntad
increases in vo lms of service Further,
there is a 2 percent corridor before wicriased
admsso are paid and a conlrvalve mar
ginal cost factor (40 percent) applied to Pay-
nents for increased ipatlml admis ons

Further, hospitals receive no compensation,
-for increased resource use per patient

21 Planing The operating costs of CON-ap-
proved projects are drawn from a comnunity-
wide contingency fund and are a lect to
negotiation between RANG ard the hospitals*

(

Exhibit 1: Comiputat lon 1 0 final dollar amount

Sts over all
IS?? t-Ired 190 trend pa .icipaiting

HoTharsI fctorplusz2% F;OFi. factor plus 2% FW". II 2 hospitls FWast
Actua 194 9k -.. ~ IdIolar amun -- I "-". Itiularavicntl

tor IS? new

guard to is incurred costs Cost sivings real-
ized by the hospital thus accrue to ois bonefi
Ilvoughosi the program

2) Total renenu tadaiable to the community's
hospitals Is dietemined in advance of each
year of the program. The availelat revenue
cors atll of the hospitals* eapenso. inud-
ing incremrntal operating expenses asso-
ciated with approved Celttcate of Need
(CON) proos. increase in volumes of ser-
vices, and coats associated with undoreseen
events This feature ives the hospitals i,
ceilties to wo ogtheV to avoid uninecee-
sary dupication of service. while preserving
the autonomy of each hospital

Causes of hospital cost Ibflilos

HEP addroas two principal causes of hospital
cost itiatorl. Ihey include:

1) The volume prods-m-The Ince-entve of tradi-
tional reilbureemew1t to reward high ratet of
admissionn. tong enihe of stay and inoreas.
in resource use per admilssiom

2) The pantna -probderw--Ptaviing agencies'
approval of projects und r CON regulation
neither reflects an accurate asselataent in fi-
nancial resonorableness nor inks project
expenis with Actual esperkince.

HEP's response to "oct of these isues is more
dvarse and clearly deleatedll tan In any other
hospital pay-ment system in th United Stes to-
day. These responses e:

1) Volume: Undr VEP. hosuotal financial depart-
mems are comntpenad f Inceasels in ad-
mieions according to a formula designed to
decosurage marginal tdmleansa and to pro-

tiancial stalls Thus, the hospitals are col-
lectivety at risk for Planning decisions and
their associated costs; and there is epelise
snd incentive to prove cost offectiveness'

HEP is a prospectv parymen system that uses
the hospitals' 1978 allowable costs defendd in ac.
cordance with Medicare principles) as the basis
for Oeablishing payment levels for the five-yar
term of the eaperetenl Two celculations are fun-
damentsl to the system: t) an overat hi on the
annual nerl patierlt reventuo foe aN hostals, called
that c*I dollr amount" nd a Said on 2) an Ai-
dvijs) hotarls annual nt patieim revenue.
whis the hospilslre "lenl alowable cool base."

The tinel do er amount. sometimes referred to
as the '10lat revenue cap." was calculated tor
19W by projecting ech hosphale's 1075 bese-year
coats (adjuslod tor Shi incemestwl| Operating coats
of MI-approved piroecs imiplenened between
the base year end 190) to the rale year, using in-

a AW* cleat retursmenol conAwil in development of EP
was Jn 8 Cook. 0 Pd.. kmnr ial rate anslyst with e
Maryland HeaSli Series Coal Reviw C4meWn C4ass lea-
lives of the Maryland eysi and of the tMAICAP pirie wer I be
ltu ni the MEP program. MAJIICA was a concurrent efor to
devel a regional planris and reimiburisesif altthodology which
was developed weth tse cooperation of HUCA, National and Ploc~es-
ter Slue Cos. Vil Now York State Hoeital Asocia and the
Fige Lakes Hiell Sylems Agency. but was never linemen ed
See Slorenaoi. A A. Pt 0. and Seward, E.W., M.D.; "An Altematme
Approech I0so osI Cost Corol the Roechester Project" PlShe
fltaN Papmrs 311-317. 4197t
I During recent neotiaicns hn connection wit CON Icremenll
operating e4nas I, ncla sed capaomy tor open hat surgery.
the henal negotiated level of icoesenal eapentse approved by thel
RANG board wetoom 80 450.000 leve athe1n tied been onoinatly
proposed by the sponaoring hosptal

2itpleiber 1Nt tEWol

(

0
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fSllot or trend " lactao 10 account Por price in-
cresses o the goods and sovices that hospital
managers use and a I percent annual provision for
working caenl|. In 1981 end svbsequew4 years, the

fatal dolar amount ia based on tMe preceding
year's tal allwable cost bases (which are ea-
ptawied below). exclusive of adjusimenta tor vol-
ume. plus a' amount lor infation.

Final dotar amount

in addition, 2 percent is added each year to the
trend actors to aNow payment for increased vol-
umes of hospital services, incr mental operating
cipensea assocaeled with CON projects. umfora-

increase over the trend factors for working capital
Hospals Ptltl alloable coast bases are also at-
creased by payment for etieases ot service vO
times according to contract formula

A policy common to si prospective payment
systems a" used by aN hospital rate-alting egen-
cca is not to put hospil edministrationa at nak
for cost inreases beyond other Control. for exam-
pie. those associated with orat economic mne-
tio. The combinations at goods and services con-
sumed by hospitals is diff rent trom that of other
sectors O lhe economy The eltect of inflon, on
hospitals is riot accurately reflecled in the rdeas
developed by the Bureau of Labo( Statistacs ( SS)
or other economic forecasters In order to rmnpe-

Exhibit 2: Computation o a hotptars 980 final allowable cost base

t99 trend 19 trand Volume
,toosii ars g fa Pctor plus I% ala 101 f actor ius t 14e'SM' t106'501 ad0owaTO Hosials 1 e

lnwAafclowable caal Iw

19sn row I=6 new
Pro-cs Prjet

- seen events and various other special protected
consistent with the ercentvioa of HEP This 2 per-
cent at s hospital's final dollar amount is paid aia
a contingencyy und" which is heol nd disbursed
by RA-IC Ary balance remainetg in the fund at the
conclusion of the expermnl is shared really by
the hospitals and the payers and distribute
among them at proportion to the contributions to
the fund

The sum ot el the final doatr amounts of the In-
dividual hospitals is called the 'fetal aggregate
dollar mount.'" This ia the maxiium amount o net
paten4 reveniu that al the pariciparnt hosptla
may hare a a given year and is digrmmed hr
EshNbt 1.

F" allowable cost base

While the fPeal doar amour limila the amount
the hospital system as a whole may receive. she f-
nal alowable cost base deites the revenue an in-
diidual hospital can receive Por services to pa-

tats, Sne t m the base on which the labilitita
o the contracting pays are established. It i also
a cap on revenue because a hoepilea total not
patient revenue from al sources in aess of the
final alowable cost base must be paid into the
contingency fund. Any excess revenue thus a-
crse to the system as a whole and not fi an Ir-
dividual hospital This aspe t of t fel allowilblc
coat base extends the revenue cap to aN classes
of pays not only the three Contracting payors.

Calculation o the final allowable cost base. as
of the final dollar amount, uses 198 base yau
costs with edpAUinamta fmLCON proleCe and is
diaramed in Exhibit L hr 1970 and tow oly.

IPe hos tal manage wwe provided a I p recent

meant HEP. a system was devekped cased the
"trend factor methodology" to measure more pre.
cisely the effect of inflation on hospital costs

This melhodology separates each HEP hospital's
1978 costa into 50 components These include
wag e, benefit calegarses (FICA. medical meur-
ance). load, medical supplies (blood products.
drugs. X-ray him). depreciation on movable ecuip-
meint. buddidg and fined equipment

Each of these cost common nlts is assigned a
weight which its percent* of total coats A
proxy is assigned I each o these weighs whiCh
etimates the price movement in that cost compo-
nant 1w a stated tew period. Some ot these prosi-
lee are kt volv Ih the computation ot the Consum-
er Price Index (CP) and oer Indexes pubWed
by BLS.

For example, the subcomponent of tie CPI
which measures increases i food Mcs is the
proxy used for the load cost component. Petoxies
are speciied hr the HEP contract and are calcu-
lated or estimated by RA-C at given Intervals aach
year.

The overall trend factor for each hospral is the
sur of the products of the proxy mui iphod by the
weight for each cost component.

The 'P treInd sector differs trom the melhodolo-
gy in the prior payment formula r tivee ways. They
Include:

1) The 'EP Ired factor is hospital-speciic. The
weights used on the computational are those
at an Individual hospital as opposed to an av-
erage o many hospitals;

2) The proxy Po depreciation on buildings ard
fixtures is the actual movement In this cost
category rom one year to the nest. N a hoe-

Conkxned on ge f4
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piers deprecilion on bu wg end fixed
equipment rincreasd 10 percent in IM over
199. then the proxy used is 10 percent.

3) The proxy lot wages and salaries (abcut S0
to 860 pecent of a hospitals sotl costa) is
related I the weighted average of actual sal-
ary increases given to production sitters
and working super o a in the Rochestir
area This lies the hosplrs allowance tot
salary increases to the experience of the lo
cal labor market.

Apportionment of the alowable cost base

The allowablte co base derlies the iabiities of
the contracting payors. Distribution o the alow.
able coal base among the contracting peyors is
accomplished using standard Medicare apportion-
ment tchniq"s. Pat t days by pyor class is
used to distributed rmtine coas. The ratio of
charges-lo-charges-appied-Io-coats (RCCAC) is
used to apportion ancitary and outpatient coals
among contracting Payola.

Under traditional New YV.K Stale reimbuSement.
Blue Croa d Medic-ad pay hospitals according
to ih, average coat per day for e patients. This
has led to sho lIas in revenue and crosalsubaidi-
ziln among payors By applying the same sye.
tern to at payo , INa croa-subsldization should
be lieninled under HEP. Payments to hospitals
are made bn a concurrent basis similar to Periodic
intlrn Payments (PIP) under Medicare. interim
payor habilrties are established using the blest ai-
dited apportion m ent statistics to calulate weekly
payments

It should be pointed out that the ist yrs in.
fluence on the change to the RCCAC methodology.
the concurrent payments and the provision of the
contingency Iund had the effect o inceasing Bke
Cross' liabilities to the hospitals 6 to ? percent
over the trend factor. Hower, future increases in
Blue Cross peymenl should be knitted to apron-
mately the trend factor.

The contingency fund

The hospitals' weekly payments include an
amoual lor the HEP -intingency lund equl to ap-
proaiately 2 percent o the hospitals' allowable
coat bases. It is used to pay hospital for i
cresee in volumes *I services, CON projects, in-
cremental operating expenses and various other
purposes subject to the approval of the RAHC
Board.

in 190. the HEP contract restricted the use of
the contingency fhnd to volume end CON edjulst-
meants. Atr 1O. the ind split equally into two
sections: up to one-half for volume adjustment and
CON expenses, end the balance for what Is re-
fiered to as the "other" taps porl in 01 the hind.

Each year's lind balance carries Inward into the
next year thioughoul HEP Any unepended mornies
remaining iupot termiatlon wil be returied in
ql*S palts to the hospital ad lratsona and the

contrscti payers, proportionate to the original
contributions to the kind.

Uses of the conualcy lund-volumme adjustment

The HEP contract volume adjustment formula
was designed to provide hospitl administralors
wih incentives They ere

e Screen elective admissione to determine I
they ere medical required.

e To reduce length of slay,
" To replace. whmen mediclly appropriale. I p-

liNl admissons with less costly outpatient
modalities

This is accorplshed prinarity by the method
used Io :ompue the inpatient volum adjustment
f admissions are less than in the base year
(178). ill revenue i unalflecled, enabling hospital
managentents to retain as inpia'rnt revenues even
though they are Ireasiig fewer inetrenls N a hoe-
pitt experiences an incsase in admissions over
the base year. it must absorb the tarieble cost per
admission 0 the first 2 percent increase. That is,
the hospital wi receive a vokmle austmoint lor
only those admissions beyond 102 pircen of base
year admissions Fot admissions in excess of 102
percent. a hospital receives 40 percent o the
base year's cost per admission (adjusted tot inlt.
loon) from the contingency lind, which is a conser
valire estimate of variable coats

Voime adjuatmeat ft outpatient services

Fot outpatient services, the intent of the volume
eiHtpiIsm wil not reward or penalize a hospital
for increases or decrease& in the nurbe o pe
tints treated Thus, there hi no corridor t the
outpatient volume, adueItmcnt, The adluatment may
add so. or reduce, a hopial'e revenue For each
added (or dectesed) oupiallent visit, lob test.
X-ray procedure during the base year (aduslamnts
are calcuated epartmentally). te hosplia re.
cevS or contributes to the contingency fund an
adjustment el*I to 60 percent of the 18 cost
per unit adjusted for kflati*n

RAHC review ef aI Cethicale-ot-Need proocl
is provided in Its bylaws because of i goal of in-
proving coordination W4 hospital planning While
RAIHCI role is advisory to the Finger Lkes Hea
System Agency (FLISA). the influence of RAHO
aiew has been significantly siengthenqd since

implementation of the HEP experenenl due to the
changes in new services financing

Tr" HEP contract requires that the net incre-
mental operating expenses o as CON approved
projects ipmerenled altr Jan. t. 190. be Is
notnced from the HEP contingency fund After iniltal
financing. these incremental expenses are added
to the hospital's alowble cost base

Cone tued on poe fd
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ince s expdite kom the continoncy fund
must be approved by the RANC board. the fEP
Contract hes given added weight to local planning
eftot. A hospital admI stratIo coul, concev-
ably. receive state approval for a project rejected
by RAMC. Howewer. S wud bno 1 the proi
without certainty of adequate revenue for related
Inceased operating expenses lot the duration of
the eAperiktnt.

The definition of the financial eect of CON proj-
acts is negotiated between RANC and hospital
staffs. The hospital submits en etimiale oo he
Cost offec of a project; RANG stall reviews the as-
sumptions underlying ths estimate and resolves
any I mes with the hospitls staff. The final esti-
male is subjected 10 furWher analysis by commit.
tees MW, utimately, the RAIO board, where autho-
rization to expend projecl-related contingency fund
monies mut occur prior to disbursements.

Three cato0r1e Of COats are reviewed: I) capi-
tal costs associated with building and Rxtures. 2)
caiAl costs associated with major movable equip-
ment. and 3) incremental operating expenses. De-
preciation and interest on buildings and fixed
equipment is paid bled on actu al cOSta For this
reason. these projects are assessed on ihek me-
Its in terms of community need. A simplO review for
reasonableness of financing and construction
costs, relative to the scope of the project is
deemed suflIcient.

Because HEP payment for depreciatioro on mov-
able equipment results from trending forward thM
cost component from the bese year, s hospilata
revenue is fixed regardless of the addition of mo-
able equipmeM. Because the administrstion Is at

risk for mancung new equipment. only a cursory re.
view of equipment costs occurs Nonetheless.
through the revew of such applications by RAHC
committees, opportunities for volume discounts
(when several tacilites are planning purchases of
anilar equipment) become apparent end can be
pursued.

A more detailed review occurs for projects in-
volving inrsesed hospital operating expenses
Since the initial Financing of these projects Is from
the contingency fund. It Is RAtC's fiduc ary to-
sponsibirlty to assure that these funds are spent
appropriately. As a result. prir to presentation ot
an authorization request to the RAN Bsoard, such
projects and their incremental costs are revieweE
to assure that project fiscal issues are raised ard
resolved. The RIANC board then votes on the proj-
ect to suthorize the payment for financing the proj-
ecW.

"Other" contingency fund taps

in 191 and thereafter. one-half of the contin-
gency fund may be used In connection with "otler
tape." These "other laps" were defined by criteria
established by RA.C during 1 M to provide incen-
tives for costefective resource management and
may be applied to case mIx adjustments, informa-
tion system expenses, unforeseen events and oth-

Conhfed on page 18
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er situations as determined by the, RAHC board.
Currently. a portion of these funds is support ng
development of a date bese that wil combine as
hospitals* medical records, brings, end cost infor-
mation. This date base should give hospital man.
@We plan4ig and management Information not
previously obtainable in a timely fashion on a com-
reunity wide basis.

Also, a methodology is being developed to pay
hospitals for changes in case complexity. This re-
fers not only to case mix but also to changes in in-
tensity and/or medical practice patterns.

Proposals submitted by participating hospital ad-
ministrations, the univ elty medical center, and
others in the helthcare community, have been re-
ceived and are being given funding consideralion.
These projects would analyze Issues or support ef-
forls to enable greater understanding of factors In-
volved in success under HEP. initial funding deci-
sions are expected later this year.

First-year results under HEP

From a financial viewpoint, HEP was intended to
accomplish two goats: t) contain the rate of in-
crease in hospital expenditures on a voluntary be-
sis, and 2) restore solvency to a hospital system .

Exhibit 3 Hospital expense trends

Percent Increae over previous year
18-

161/2

10 e -

experiencing a rapidly deteriorating financial Condo-
lIon.

In 1980, the Rocheslter hospitals' collective in.
crease in expenditures over 1979 wee 9.1 percent.
This compares favorably with expenlse movement
under traditional reimbusement regulation als-
where in the state end Is in sharp contrast to the
estimated 1? percent by which hospital expendi-
tures expected to rise nationally during 1960. as
shown in Exhibit 3.

The predictable revenues and reduced collection
periods provided under HEP combined with the
hospital administrators' efforts to contain costs
have crested the potential for Rochester area hoe.
pitala to generate capital to meet future require-
ments thereby better meeting the health needs of
the community. Exhibit 4 presents some financial
indicators demonstrating improvements under HEP.

Moreover, the hospitals' unrestricted cash in-
creased by more than $10 million, nearly a 50 per-
cent increase during the year. This favorable in-
fluence sided non-operating revenue and nat in-
come due to the high interest rates evailble In
1980 for short-term Investments.

It is not expected that each subsequent year of
the experiment wilt yield such dramatic poslfive
changes. Nonetheles, since the hospitals' reve.
nues are not predictable, hospital manages should
be able to retain the first year's benefits end im-
prove their financial condition further through pru-
dent management during the duration of the ex-
periment.

Other management activiUes etlmutated by REP

Rochester area hospitals' progress under HEP
In 1980 demonstrates that appropriate payment In-
centives can help hospitals improve ther-fmnncl t-
standing and contain their rate of cost increase.
The "crisis" atmosphere surrounding management
has been reduced and an environment o fiscal
prediclability prevail.

Hospital executives era beginning to seek solu-
ions to some luridamental managerial and plan-

ning concerns. They now recognize that. implicit in
the search for quality care at eftordable coet. a
new partnership Is needed among all of the key
players In the hospital field: adminilstrators. medi-
cal staffs and governing boards.

Continued on page 20

Exhibit 4: Hospital financial Indicators
HEP hosplasi u

1960 1979 average

Current raio (current as-
sets + currot lsbiMt es)

Average collection period in

'77 78 '79 '80 Net operating margin (net oper-
sting income + by aetling

-- Nationwide hospitals 0 .EP hospitals rev~)

1.63 .36 1.0

40.6 52.5 694

.012 (01) .023

'Indulry overas per It Hospitl Financial Management AisO-
ciatian, oclsl Analysis Service.

11115*9dY1*~ 1981 IWM

"-.'mConsumer price Index -- NYS hospitals
• HEP begins
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lnning must be guided by clinical forecaslov Hospital managers have been able to receive
because, in the cows of caring fOr the patients, comparative reporls through Independent agencies
physicians hold the key to consumption of mot or associations for some tirm. The major difter.
hospital resources. Necessary services must be once (other than methodology) between such re-
available within each hospital structure and as pert ports and the RAHO financial analysis is the pre-
of a community wide system. Governing bodies settion process. Discussions occur (-kh the lull
responsible both for quality of care and the hospi- cooperation 04 each hospital staff), alter presents-
tars level of financial performance nod informs- lions to the RAHC board and fruance committee.
lion which inlegrstas cinical an fnancel data. that enable each to iearn and share the benerits of

In anlicipation of these needs, the HEP contract the information in a constructive, non-punitive at-
provided lor the acquision of a more complete set mosphere. An important goal Is to focus hospital
of financial. ulsftion. clinical and statistical infor- board members' understanding and attention on
mstion than ever has been available to a c .- potential problem areas within an institution and I
ly's hospitals. Technical development to enable obtain the board's support for dstratin-nI-
the production of routine management reports for listed actions in lo1low-up.
each hospital administration to assist in its quality Development of financial analyses has also
assurance, utitization review and budgeting lunc- aided in reviewing the budgets of the hospitals.
lions has boon completed. This year. hospital man- provided for in RAWC' bylaws. The hospital admin-
ges wIN receive the itll products of its Istrilions reached a consensus on budget review

merged chicalfillcat data system based on 1980 criteria such that, it a hospital facility did not meet
one or more of the criteria. a detailed RANC syview
of the hospital's budget would occur. The crilefi

S Rochester's progressive selected Included net patient revenue. expense
movements and operating income tests. The de.healthcare community Is act- tatted review was carried out using formats similar

- Ing as a laboratory for the to the financlat analyi-s.
nation In a significant cooper- Howerver, Iistead of making comparisons with
o1i other hospital administrations, the hospital's 1978alive reimbursement exper- costs (trended to 1981 levels) and the 198t bud-
ment ... It may well provide gel were compared. The purpose was to identity
a new direction In hospital fl- areas in which cost Increases exceeded amounts

allowed by HEP trend faclors. Presentation of thedancing. I can assure you It's budget reviews were done In the same context as
being closely watched. the financial analyses, and were agreed to be of

Rep. Barber B. Conable Jr. benefit to institutions in understanding the long-
term effecls of management decisions as well as
factors outside of Itrditional direct management

expeence. These reports wig enable aiallyol" control, such as changes in cabe complexity or
patterns of utilization and the medical practice pat- patterns of medical practice.
tens underlying demands for beds and support As a result of negotiations in the fi of 19O
services. With these and other types of analyses (which led to the extension of the initial voe-year
s management tools, hospitals, physicians, and term of the experiment to a five-year HEP). the ex-
health planners can. for the firs time. make mn- tension contract was worded to provide for a mid-
agement decisions which are directly based upon cycle review of the program's influence on payors
the hospitars patient care products and hweu pro- and hospitals based upon five board creia: rate
sections of these. of cost increase; hospital industry solvency; devel-

In the years to come. major efforts wil focus on opment and use of inforwatlon system effective.
further development of the data bese and en- noss of hospital care; board and medical staff in-
heincenenta of the reporting capabilities. Other In- volvement. Clearly, all parties thus recognize the
podant ongoing RAHC activities include providing broader managerial implications of the program
a forum tor sharing emerging positive experiences and are unied in their determination to effect posi-
to Implement lis new Inlormation. educational pr- live changes in these multiple sectors with the
grams and technical assistance. Changes in under- stimulus provided by positive incentives and ire-
graduate and graduate medical education €Cuefts dictable revenue under HEP. )
are expWed as clinical knoetedgeO beomes un-
dertood.

The 10 results were assisted by various finan-
cifly focused management reports called "Fkn-
clal An alses." These were completed for each
participating hospital administration. Using compa-
rable cost data from Maryland and RAHC hospitals. h. The Financial Anst8is Molhodoly woo dved coofalv.their purpose lat Identify areas wth a hospital ly wth hosl cnl sinacia offor and is desired in rAC
with apparent potential for cost savings when conm- Financil Analyse.," Rochester Ares Hospitls Coriorstlin.
pared to hospttls with similar characters cs. leow.

20oSeplember 198 If M
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Attachment C

Rochester Area
Hospitals' Corporation

220 Alieunder Street. Sufte 606
Rochester. Now York 14607

7 546-3200

Questions and Answers about the
,Rochester Area Hospitals Experimental
Payments Program (HEP)
1. What is the purpose of the Roche.ter Area

Hospio Experientd Pby ents (HEP)
Program?

2. How wi the HEP program lead to better
health care at less cost?

3. Who developed the HEP Program?
4. Was the Rochester Area Hospitals' Corpora-

tion developed exclusively for this purpose?
5. Which payers of hospital services are partic-

ipating In the experiment?
6. In order for the experiment to be carried out,

which parties had to agree to participate?
7. What features of the past hospital financing

systems was the HEP program intended to
improve upoc?

8. What were the consequences of these pay-
ment systems for Rochester area hospitals?

9. How did the trustees of Rochester area hospi-
talb by to rctfy the situa ion which has been
described?

10. What an the features of the HEP program?
11. Does the HE? program assure a meaningful

Imitation on the pubic's response t to pay
for hospital costs increases?

12. What are the key features of the HEP pro-
gram that enable it to control increases in
hospital costs wbile maintaining an efficient.
highquailty hospital care system?

13. How wil HE? contribute to greater coopera-
tion among hospitals

14. What is the role of each hospits board in
the HEP Program?

15. What is the role of each hospitals admnistra-
tive staff in the HEP program?

-16. Why is HE? important to physicians as they
make decisions about patient care?

17. How is the overall imit on yearly revenue for
al hospitals determined?

18. How is the yearly revenue for each hospital
determined?

19. What happens if total allowable costs of al the
hospitals exceed the overall Imit or cap on
hospital revenues?

20. How wi payments to hospitals be &djusted if
they need to treat more patients or I they
start new programs?

21. What happens I a hospital spends more caring
for its patients in a year than it receives
through HEP, even after al the appropriate
adjustments are made for increases in num-
bers of patients and new approved programs?

22. How do the payors determine how much each
pays into the revenue pool through the partic.
ipating hospitals?

I. What Is the purpose of the Rochester
Area Hospitals Experimental Payments
(HEP) Program?

The p e of the HE program is to demon.
state that the voluntay hospital system in the
greater Rocester area can control the rate of
increase in hospital costs and can maintain an
efficient, high quality delivery system.

2. How wifl the HEP program lead to
better health care at less cost?

This voluntary experimental payment program
is based on positive incentives for changes rather
than the punitive sanctions associated with exist.
ing cost containment efforts. It is designed to
reduce excessive regulation and emphasizes local
control and responsibility for our hospital system.
As a result, planning and investment decisions
can be made on the basis of the special needs of
our patients and community, rather than on the
basis of regulations which may be more applicable
to other communities.
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Under the HEP program, basic hospital oper.

aftig revenues will be certain. Ths is in marked
contrast to the unpredictable reimbursement
cirnate which has characteried our hospital inds.
ty n recent years. Tis change i permit ho-
pital managers and phyticias to make the bed
use d scarce resources and facitis in response
to the needs of their patients, free from the con-
straints of the traditional reinribursement system.

3. Who developed the HEP program?
The payment experiment was developed by the

Rochester Area Hospital Corporation, whose
board consists of two trustees of all Rochester
area hospitals and the University of Rochester
School of Medicine and Dentistry.

4. Was the Rochester Area Hospitals'
Corporation developed exclusively for
this purpose?

No. The Rochester Area kspitai' Corporatn,
incorporated in'July 1978, grew out of years of
cooperative planning activities on the part of area
hospital administrators, trustees, and physicians.

S. Which payors of hospital services are
participating In the experiment?

The HEP program governs the payments of
each of the rnaor third party payors for hospital
services-Medicare, Medicaid, and Blue Cross.
In additk, the experiment includes the income
for patient care services obtained by the hospitals
for services rendered to patients who are not
the beneficiaries o the majo third parties. Hence -
HEP covers, direct or indirectly, the payments
for all kvatient and outpatient hospital services.

6. In order for the experiment to be
carried out, which parties had to agree to
participate?

Alog with the Rochester Area Hospit'
Corporation and eight hospitals, the participation
of the bowing parties was required In order
for HEP to proceed.

1 The State of New York, Department of
Health, Office of Health Systems Management

" The State of New York Department of Social
Services

a Rochester Hospital Service Corporation
rBlue Cross')

SHealth Care Financing Administration,
(Medicare), U.S. Department of Health, Edu
cation and Welfare (After April 13, 1910.
U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services)

Needless to say, the implementation of the ex.
periment required an enormous amount of effort,
coordination, and good wil on the part of al of
the paticiparft

7. What features of the past hospital
financing systems was the HEP program
Intended to improve upon?

Prior to January 1, 1980, the hospiah in the
Rochester area were subject to three major pay,
ment systems and a wide variety of other foms
of coverage. Medicare payments were governed
by Federal regulations; Medicaid payments by
State regulation; Blue Cross by a third set of
regulations. The economic incentives in these sys
term were sometimes contradictory, did not per-
mit hospitals to accurately predict their income,
and invariably kpled that a hospitals income
would be reduced whenever the hospital reduced
its costs. Each of these elements of the current
reimbursement systems in corrected by HE?.
8. What were the consequences of these
payment systems for Rochester area
hospitals?

Because the economic incentives in these sys
ters are sometimes contradictory, the hospitals
often found i difficult to establish policies which
could both enhance patient care and maintain
hospital solvency. The variation in the systems
from year to year limited the hospitals' ability to
predict their income and hence to budget and plan
effectively. As indicated above, hospital cost re.
ductions were invariably accompanied by subse.
quent reductions in the hospitals income, hence
cost improvements normally did not improve the
hospitals' financial position. By 1978 these aspects
of the then-current reimbursement system had
combined to threaten the solvency of the hospital

- systemin Rochester-Inparticular,-4he overall -
working capital position of Rochester hospitals
was poor and some hospitals had been forced to
liquidate a portion of their endowment funds to

Sswrite routine activities.
9. How did the trustees of Rochester
are hospitals try to rectify the situation
which has been described?

The hospital trustees joined together in a co
operative effort which led to the formtio of
RAHC and the devekpment of a unique and
imaginative reirrburement experiment. The pur.
poses of the proposed system were two-fold.
First, it was designed as a positive. voluntary
response to the acknowledged problem of hospital
costs containment. Second, it was intended to
prevent any deterioration o( the Rochester hospi
tal industry by protecting it from insolvency.

10. What are the features of the HEP
program?

The payment experiment involves a prospectke
payment system which provides economic in-
centives to individual hospitals to utize their fac
ties and services in the most cost effective manner.
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In particular. I a hospital is able to reduce its
costs, can share In the savings.

-The prospective payment system provides
greater certainty of hospital revenue. A hospitals
guaranteed revenue in a particular year is do-
ternined by only four factors (1) the hospiars
revenue in the preceding year, (2) the reasonable
impact of inflation on the costs of goods and &a.
vices purchased by the hospital in providing
patient care (3) the number of patients treated.
(4) the costs for new programs approved by the
State.

Finally, HE involves a waiver of most Federal
and State reimbursement principles. As a result
it reduces regulation in order to permit better
management and to achieve and improve cost
effectiveness'

11. Does the HEP program assure a
meaningful limitation on the public's
responsibity to pay for hospital costs
increases?

Yes. In agreeing to participate in the expen
met the Rochester Area Hospita' Cororation
and the participating hospitals in the greater
Rochester area have agreed to a station on the
rate of increase in the amount of dollars to be
made available for care in participating hospitals.
This voluntary effort restricts increases in hospice
tal income to the amounts in the proposed Cost
Containment Act of 1979, a Federal initiative
which was not adopted. In return for agreeing to
an overall citation on hospital revenue, the
governance of the hospital system will rest with
the local community.

12. What are the key features of the HEP
program that enable It to control In-
creases in hospital costs while mainta-
ing an efficient, high-qality hospital care

system?
Two reciprocal agreements embody the most

important principles of the HEP program:
9 IE guarantees participating hospitals a specfic

revenue for five years beginning in 1980, by
agrement wth the three major payers (Medicare.

icaid and Blue Cross), whkh is sufficient to
fran the solvency of the hospitalkindustry.

s In return, the hospitals have agreed to accept
this revenue amount as an overall limit for
hospital expenditures.

Since hospital income is no longer based an
incured costs, I a hospital can improve efficiency
wile continuing to provide quality care it can
ap the resulting savings to other purposes at
the h boards discretion.-Tbe income aw
for example, be held in reserve for future capital
expansion, increased charity care, or other future

purposes specified by the hospital board. Thus,
this income may be used to underwrite a variety
of improved patient care programs.

Also under HEP. a hospital no longer must
deliver patient care in a specified setting in order
to be reimbursed. This means that physicians wil
have greater discretion in the treatment of their
patients.

As a result, increasing efficient medical prac.
tice patterns can be developed This situation
represents an unprecedented opportunity for the
development of alternative medicalal practice pat.
terns which can improve patient care.

13. How wil HEP contribute to greater
cooperation among hospitals?

There are two primary incentives that wi en-
courage cooperation among hospitals participating
in HEP.

One of these is built into the procedure for
approval of new projects that the hospitals t~nt
to initiate. AN such requests are first routed to the
HEP program for review and apoval, before
being submitted to the Health Systems Agency.
Since the HE? program has a limited total dollar
amount that can be applied for new projects by al
hospitals combined, it must set priorities. And,
since the reviewing body (the RAHC board) in-
cludes representatives of the boards of all par.
ticipating hospitals, the review process insures
that investment decision will be made in the con-
text of a cormunity-wide definition of patient
need.

The second incentive lotcooperative action
among hospitals is that, for the first time hospitals
can make use of money saved through sharing
facilities and programs with other institutions.

14. What Is the role of each hospital
board in the HEP Program?

Participation in the HEP Program involved
commitment to the purposes of the experiment by
each hospital board. As already indicated, HEP
intends to achieve its puposes through positive
incentives, rather than through the types of sanc-
tions that have attended traditional reimbursement
systems. In order for a hospital to respond to
these incentives, both administrative officers and
physicians must understand them. Thus, the first
role of each hospitals boaid is to insure that
HEP's purposes and incentives are clearly under-
stood by the hospital's administrative staff as well
as attending physicians.

In order to respond to the incentives of HEP
each hospital wil also have to realize cost
improvements. These cost improvements may be
effected by improving the efficiency of hospital
departments, by planning and reorganizing the
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delivery system, an by involving physicians in
resource ue analysis. To realize cost inprove-
mets inteligently, one needs Wormation. Thus, a
second role of each hospitals board is to become
increasingly informed about those hospital func.
tions in which costs improvements are posse.
PAC Is in the process of develoig a detailed
data base to &sst trustees in this effor

In many instances, costs improvements wE only
be possible V the changes required to make them
are firmly endorsed by the board of trustees.
Hence, a third role of each hospitals board is
to create an environment in which rational cost
reductions and continued improvements in medi-
cal care delivery can be brought about.

15. What Is the role of each hospital's
administi -five staff in the HEP program?

The'cooperation of aN hospital constituencies
wil be vital for HEM's success. A key role of the
hospital chid executive officers, therefore, is to
assure that the Board, nmed staff, and per.
sonned understand the purposes and opportunities
for appropriate actions at aN management levels.

In addiftn HEP provides new opportunities
for administrators to develop programs and man-
agement procedures that are more cost effective,
witou jeopardizing hospital income or quality of
patent care. Each hospital chief executive will
need to examine how best to take advantage of
the incentives provided by HEP, within the
invdkkul hospital setting.

One of the most signifct management tools
that HEP wi inake available to hospitals is the
extensive datq base now being developed. Ths
information wi alow hospitals to monitor re-
source use to a degree that has never been
posle beore. This mean that chief executive
officers A need to work actively with physicias
to give them the assistance they need in analyzing
practice patterns in the context of gaining the
most effective use of limited resources.

16. Why Is HEP Important to physicians
as they make decisions about
patient care?

Increasing hospital costs have been a significant
burden to patients, and have resulted in increasing
regulation of the hospital industry as well as con-
tinued efforts to regulate and lit the discretion
of physicians in the care of their patients. One of
the basic oNectives of HEP is to stem this
growing web of regulations by demonstrating that
we can. through voluntary effort, curtail the rate
of increase in hospital costs,

The HEP program, through the agreements
of the contracting payors, guarantees a certain
amount of revenue to hospitals. Conversely, the
hospitals have guaranteed to the payors and to
the public that the revenue of Rochester area
hospitals will be limited to this, amounL

These agreements make It clear that the
resource available to the ndusty me, on the one
hand, limited; and on the other hand, definite.
What is more, the amount of available revenue is
completely unrelated to the setting in which
hospital care is deliveredL

To those among us who are physicians, this
situation implies that we face a unique challenge.
As a result of the flexibility inherent in the new
hospital payment system, we will have greatly
increased discretion to select the most appropriate
setting and treatment modaities for the care of
our patients, within a clearly defined amount
of resources.

For HEP to be successful, alternatives to, and
cost improvements in, inpatient care must be
developed. These include, where appropriote and
feasible, reductions in admissions and length of
stays, a greater reliance on ambulatory settings,
as well as a careful analysis of our use of ancillary
services including laboratory testing, diagnostic
radiolog, pharmacy and medical supplies. If we
can h-lp curtal the rate of hospital cost increases,
while provid'ing excellent patient care, we A help
forestall further regulation ad erosion of our
discretion over the care of our patients.

17. How is the overall limit on yearly
revenue for all hospitals determined?

Each hospital's anticipated cor are Poete
producing a "final dollar arm " of mue ead
for that hospital i a partiagar year. The figures for anl
hospitals are then added together to produce a total or
final a egate doar amount" of reue nerm for

allpticpating hospitals for a particular year.
The formula for con the final dooar amounts
revenue is bud on actual cots from all hospitals

in 1978. Inflation trend factors ae added each year to
the 1978 costs to account for pie increases in the
goods and serves that hospitals use.

Also, two percent is added each year, to allow for
increased hospital sevces to a growing, and aging.
Population In the Rocthester area; to pay for new and
-improved medical tedinolog and to provide more
working capital to participating hospitals.
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The sum of al these costs, inducing the 1978

base costs, the inflation trend factors, and the
special two-percent allowance for al parlaipatkg
hospitals, equals the upper imit on the revenue
pool that al hospitals may share in a particular

The flowing diagram (A.) describes how the
llnal aggregate dollar amount" needed foral

participating hospitals is computed.

Rochester Area Hospitals Experimental
Payments Program

A. Computation of Maximum Allowable
Hospital RevEnue In 1980

1979 Trend Factor 1980 Trend FactorHospil's 1978 Plu 2 Hospital's Pus~ F2na 190 ol
Actual 1979 Amount for
costs Cost Base Plus Adjustments the Hospital

for 1979 New
Projects

F-Inal 1980 Dolla
Amount for

Each Hospi

Sum Over AM
Participating Hospitals SFnal AggregateDollar Amount

_> or 198D

18. How Is the yearly revenue for each
hospital determined?

The amount of revenue a hospital will actually
receive is based on its actual costs in 1978, plus
inflation trend factors that have been computed
for succeeding years, plus certain allowances. The
allowances include one-percent increases for 1979
and 1980, to provide more working capital. (After
1980. no working capital provision wil be made.)
Additional allowances are made for changes in
patient volume, and for new projects approved
by the State Health Department.

The sum of all these factors, including 1978
base costs for the particular hospital, inflation
trend factors, the one percent allowance through
1980, and allowances for change in work load and
approved new projects, equals the revenues that
a specific hospital may anticipate for a particular
year.

The follovng diagram (B.) descnbes how a
hospital's yearly revenue is computed.

Rochester Area Hospitals Experimental
Payments Program

B. Computation of a Hospital's
1980 Final Allowance Cost Base

F 1 1979 Trend Factor Hoptr 99 1980 Trend Factor osia 18
1Hospitars 19781 Plus 1% Hsias199 Plus 1% Hopt~ 90Aklwable

fActual -- _ Projected Cos Bas Unadusted
costs Plus A4. For 1979 costs Plus Adj. For 1980 For Volumlenew projects new projects

Volume Adiustiment
1980178

Hospital's 1980 Final
Allowable Cost

Base
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19. What happens If total allowable costs
of all the hospitals exceed the overall
limit or cap on hospital revenues?

This k unlikely because of the uy the overall
lniit is computed, which allows for increased
volume cd eice provided, as w as inflationary
factors and new medical technology.

In the unlikely event that for some reason
the cost bases of all hospitals added together did
exceed the approved revenue pool, then the
allowances for increased volume of services would
be uniformy reduced to bring costs into line
with revenues.

20. How will payments to hospitals be
adjusted If they need to treat more
patients or if they start new programs?

A4ustments for volume increases and operating
funds for neW programs approved by the State
wi come from a special fund set aside for this
purpose byRAHC.

The source for this special fund is in the differ-
ence between the total amount of money provided
by the third-party payors for hospital care, and
the amounts actually al-cated yearly for each
hospia

At the end of the three-year HEP Program,
any money left in this special fund will be divided
among the payors and the participating hospitals.

21. What happens if a hospital spends
more caring for its patients In a year
than it receives through HEP, even after
all the appropriate adjustments are made
for increases in numbers of patients and
new approved programs?
Ts is not likey to happen for two reasons:

first, hospital adinators for-the firs t ie have
a guaranteed income base against which to plan
for the year; and second, certain regulations have
been waived under the HEP program. These
changes give hospital chief evccutive officers
much greater discretion over the management of
their institutions, and greater opportunity to
develop internal control systems for effective
financial management.

If a hospital does spend more than it receives
through HEP, it will be responsible for making up
the difference.

22. How do the payers determine how
much each pays Into the revenue pool
through the participating hospitals?

A detailed apportionment system developed
by the Medicare program has been adopted for
use by aI payors in the HEP program If the
apportionment system determines that, for ex-
ample, 35% of a hospitals costs are associated
with serving Blue Cross beneficiaries, then Blue
Cross wE be responsible for providing 35% of the
approved revenues for that hospital in that ve.

Similarly, If patients not covered by the three
maor third-party payors account for 25% of a
hospital's costs, then the hospital can set its
charges so as to generate income equal to 25%
of its allowable revenue.

-The apportionment system also distinguishes
between inpatient and outpatient service costs
that are assigned to a specific payor. (New York
State law prevents apportionment of hospital
outpatient costs to Medicaid. This exception does
not prevent apportionment of outpatient costs
to other payors, however, and does not endanger
the effectiveness of the payment experimea)
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Attachment D

Executive Summary

Is It realistic to hope that the Federal Govern.
ment's plan to scrap burdensome regulations-
in partnership with the best of free enterprise-
can actually curb Inflation? In one field-the
inflation-prone hospital industry-the answer
appears to be yes.

A group of hospitals in Rochester, N.Y., has
developed a new prescription to control costs.
After ut one year. theyWre showing that it
works. -

In 1980, Rochester's hospital costs increased
at about one-half the national rate-yet overall
the participating hospitals operated in the
black

"It's an interesting speculation" notes a
Rochester business leader, "that had the rest of
the nation's ho,, itals performed as well, we
would have saved $7 IMlIom"

The Crisis That Sparked A
Major Change

Rochester shares many of the problems of
other older northeastern cities. Its nine non-
profit hospitals serve a population of one
million in a mult-county area.

By the mid 1970s many of these hospitals
were already faci serious financial piroblerns.
New York State. in an effort to curb risin
hospital costs statewide, imposed severe new
limits on hospital reimbursements.

As one community leader put it "Since most
observers agreed that the Rochester hosptals
were already operating efficiently, the state
action wasn't cutting fat-it was cutting bone."

A New Approach
Faced with a major crisis, Rochesters busi-

ness cormrnty and hospital and university
leaders, with the support of several farsighted
officials of local government and Blue Cross.
the State Health Department and the Federal
Health Care Financing Administration.
hammered out a new approach.

Here's how it woks:
Under the traditional "old" approach, hospi.

tas are reimbursed for each incident of patient
care they provide on the basis of costs or
dwges. Result: If they improve their efficiency
or experience a decrease in volume, their
income goes down. so there are no real
incentives for efficiency.

In contrast, under the "new" approach in
Rochester, the major insurers of hospital care-
Bke Cross, Medicare, and Medi ai-guaran-
teed a specified amount of money each year.
for five years, to the Rochter area hospitals.
as a group. This community-wide revenue cap
is calculated based on 1978 costs, with annual
adjustments for tnfion.

Just as important a multitude of state and
federal regulations that govern the hospital
industry's reimbursement were waived for the
same perid

In turn, the Rochester hospitals contracted to
continue to provide quality health care under
local community control, and to share any
savings with the health care insurers within the
specified level of reimbursem.ent-..

Incentives: Trading Negatives
for Positives

In one stroke--as simple as tt was radical-
the Rochest community exchanged years of
punitive regulations for positive incentives to
mange its own hospital Industry.

To create the administrative frafmework for
this plan, the hospitals formalized their organ-J.
zation as a new corporation named RAHC:
Rochester Area Hosptals' Coaporation.

The simple-yet-radical reimbursement
experiment canes its own aaonym, HEP-
whcfh stands for Hospitals Experimental
Payments Program. It became effective on
January L 1980.

I
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Results: Important
Advantages

Even in th first yew, the new approach
offers obvious advantages over the old reim-
hrsement system

1. Overall, Rochester's hospitals are not
losing money for the first time in years.

2. The limited rise in costs is striking when
compared nationally, wee overall hospital

costs increased 70 faster than tose in
Rochester.

3. Incentives for improved management are
introduced into the picture, as Rochester hospi-
tals stive for efficiency to make the most of the
finite pool of funds available.

An important facet in the impkmentation of
this new approad Is development of another
unique resource: the most complete community-
wide hospital data bank in the nation-an
essential management tool in a competitive
environment

Under development is a growing bank of
dinical data, which, when merged vith the
hospitals'finncial information, wtll give physi.
clans-as well as administrators-new manage-
ment tools for effective use of the community's
health resources on behalf o( thei patients.

Phoor coray of Rocliei. Gawal Howmal by P" Mn.

"Rochesters progressive health"
care community Is acting as a
laboratory for the nation In a
significant cooperative reimburse.
ment experiment ... It may wcE1l
provide a new direction In hospiil
financing. I can assure you it's
being closely watched."

The national Implications of Rochestcr's
radical-et-simple approach are refleclcd by thit
comment of Rep. Barber B. Conable. Jr.. se'iak
Republican on the House Ways and Meana
Committee and an authority on fiscal policy.

1,m I

....... .. ... .. [ Iw ... ...... -Xll
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The Rochester Area Hospitals Experimental
Payments Program: The First Year

In ts firm U year of operation, te HEP
program appears to be fulfillg the promise
that accompanied Its formal lauiding on
January 1, 1980. The rate of increase In
hospital expenditures in Rochester was less
than that achieved by the state or nation
despite the total absence of punitive regulation
to assist In enforcement of cost containment
Because of successful expense cotrol, coupled
with predictable revenue flows under the tens
of HE, hospitals were able to restore their
cash position al add tothe prop , plant
and equipment necessary to render effective
patient care and maintain strong educational
program while achivn a reduction in long-
term debt. It was an encouraging begring.

Nationally, the picture remains far less
pleasant Costs of hospital care have risen
alarmingly In recent years. Now approaching
$100 Nion yearly, they represent some 40
percent of the nation's total health care bill.
Hospital Expense Trends
Petam hIasase ove preylow yew
18

16

14

12

10S
6

77 '78 '79 0

According to Health Care Financing Adminis.
traton estimates, hospital costs will climb to
$335 billion i the next ten years.

HEP was developed in the late 1970s as the
Rochester areas response to these pressures.
Virtually all hospital-related interests were
represented in the planning process. The hospi.
talks and the University of Rochester created
the Rohester Area Hospitals Corporation.
Through RAHC, they worked with private
groups and local, State and Federal agencies
including the New York State Departments of
Health and Social Services, the Health Care
Finncn Administration of &,e US. Depart.
ment of Heath and Human Services, the
national Blue Cross and Blue Shield Assoca.
tons, the Hospital Association of New York
State, the Finger Lakes Health Systems
Agency. and the major Insurers of hospital care:
Medicare, Medicaid and Rochester Area Blue
Cross. Grant support was obtained from the
John A. Hartford Foundation of New York City.

The program they devised works this way.
the major thlrd.party payers contracted to pay
hospitals species revenues each year. The
amounts are prospectively determined and paid
according to a formula related to the proportion
of hospital costs associated with caring for
patients each payor insures.

The hospitals, n turn agree to accept a
spedfi limit on total revenue, thereby creating
a community-wide re%ue cap. Two percent of
this revenue cap is paid by the hospitals each
year to a contingency fund administered by
RAHC. The contingency fund provides addi-
tional payments to hospitals that haw
increases In patient volume or initiate new
approved projc or services. The contingency
fund also supports special projects which
promote cost-effective resource management.
The participating hospitals voluntarily support
the cost of RAHC activities, incl~un the
administration of 1EP

3

* Nftonwt Hostas S tEP Hovitals
o Cam ice ide o NYS Hosptw
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By the end of 1980, HEPs financial impact
on paticipating hospitals was enoouragng. The
du fkca objetives of HEP appeared to be
met Rocheste- area hospitals not only were
in th, black, but were abl to contain the rateof increase in expenditures while improving
their financial condition and maintaining quality
c a l c
Hospital Financial Indicators"

M Hong Nm0&nIm"i
1I5 1915 Average

Cuffe, Ratio 1.63 1.36
Curi, Assets * Cwreng Uao ki

-wo Caolon Period
DWA

2.30

4035 5236 608

No Operating M.9hb .012 (.01 .040
N Operating Income + Opeating Re~-,

'Rocheder Is of rig as a obororylor i nation na
sscW cooperative rekn kAer.w"
cowanfed Rep. Bwhe B. Cvnabke. ,r. T rff, Thl.
sen r Repubican on Ow H me VA" and deo
Cm", ttime. Here. he cscus, the progrona wth (from
k11) Stehm Wme. bov .nwmbe end Mkm D.
Ra boodchawna non.ir . Bekr M ,prestder.
en-d Donna RegeruareY4. AhD, vice presderg. RAHW.

Under HEs vokintary tcontarnent
program, hospitals in 1980 controlled expendh.
tLures even more succesfuly than in 1979,

whm they were still under the State's tht
reimbursement regulations. Their rate of
increase in expenditures dropped from 10.1
percent in 1979 to 9.1 percent in 1980. This
is In sharp contrast to US. hospital cost figures,
whih rose an estimated 17 percent during 1980.

Although the statewide trend in hospital
expenditures has paralleled the Rochester
areas, the great majority of hospitals statewide
have experience a deteriorating financial
condition. By contrast, the overall financial
condition of the Rochester area hospitals
improved In 1980.

The stable revenues proved under HER
combined with hospital efforts to contain costs
and a reduction in collection periods for recelv.
ables, have led to inprovemnots in net
margins. Uqul ty has improved sgnifkan
aough it remains below industry standards
the hospital' ccoective current ratio rose from
1,36 in 1979 to 1.53 in 1980. This is further
evidenced by the significant improve t in the
hospitals' cash position at the end of 1980 as
shown in the Combined Statement of Chages
in Cash Pcsifon for all HEP hospitals.

The combination of cost containment and
revenue benefits described above Is creating
the potential for Rochester area hospitals to
generate capital to meet future requirements.
thereby better meeting the health needs of the
conmulty.

Hospital Utilization
19W 1979 197M

A6,iom 104.263 107.013 105354

Patmerw DA 83S52 84169 837.356

Emeepy DePt. Vits 209.048 207.931 206.631

akc Vt 336,788 316.320 300.969

'These data are prelkl nry and inch#de essimrsocs
baued on hospitals' sub 1ssons to RAW.
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All HEP Hospitals
Combined Financial Statements
For the Caenwi 1977I to 1980

Statement of Chwxe in ash Pbsition
Amounts in tiowuwnls

Cash from Operations:

Operati Surpl (Defci
Ow to Operatons not rewirng a Cash Oulay

fpUtip*dxedawo expense
Total Cash fomr Operattr

Other Sourceslsge
Non-Operatng Revene (princpally Interest Uxamr
Deaeamelhicreasd in Net Current Assets, exdclng Cub

Total Cash Pmulded

Cash used for Capital Expendltures
Addkwn to Property. Plant & Eqlpmee
DeaseAncreasd in Long-Term Debt

Total Applicawons lor CItal Purpos

Net inaeaseADecrease) ki Cash

1980 1979 1978 1977

$ 3.339 $11.307 $ 656 $13.2321

14.081 13.497 12.755 11.976

$17.420 $12.190 $13.411 $ 8.744

$ 4.677
3,178

337

$25.612

$12154

3.440

$15.594

$10.018

$ 1.784
5.850
(691)

$19.133

$ 8.133

2.453

$10.586

$ 8.547

$ 1,713
(2.464)
2.984

515.644

$ 9.549
3.124

$12,673

$ 2.971

$ 718
494

5.489

$15.445

$14.723

t 1.783

$12.940

$ 2.505

5
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All HEP Hospitals
Combined Financial Statements
Fe e Calendar Ys 1977 so 1980

Balance sheet
Aouts in usanis 1980 1979 1978 1977

Assets
cashandSecurtes $ 30.250 $ 20.230 $ 11.683 $ 8.712

Odw C'rent Assets lPncipally Accounts Receivablel 38.590 44.566 49.766 46.714

00ther Assets 9.259 7.771 5.549 4.86p
FixedAssets 204.156 206,111 211,688 214.81Y)

Total Assets $282.255 i278.678 $278.686 S275.11I)

Uabilitles and Fund Balances
Cierv Liablilties $ 44.806 S 47.604 $ 46.954 $ 46.3(,
Long Term Debt a"d Nonurent Liabilties 137.027 139.317 139.991 143.00

TOWb Liabilties $181833' $186.921 $186.945 $189.374

Fund Balarce 100,422 91.757 91,741 85.8 1b

Total Liabilities and Fund Balance $282.255 $278.678 $278.686 . $275.190

Statement of Revenue and Expenses
Amounts in *usnds 1980 1979 1978 1977

Net Patient Reveaue
Other Operaing Revenue

Total Opera&Vn Ree

Operation Expenses
nOperaft g R esie

Net Swpke lDdidt)

$278,798 $251.695 t230.574 $209.427
8.651 7.407 6.617 6.59I

$287.449 $259.102 $237.191 $216.02o
284.110 260.409 236.535 219.2.

3.339 1.307) 656 (3.2321
4,677 1.784 1,713 7191

$ 8.016 $ 477 5 2,369 $ 12.5141

97-561 0 - 82 - 8
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Quality Care with Cost Control:
Rohes ter area hospitals accept the challenge

The progress of Rochester area hospitals in
1980 under the HEP program dearly demon-
stra.ed that a prospective payment program
can indeed help participating hospitals improve
their financial standing. Crisis management has
been reduced and an environment of fiscal
predictability created

As a result, hospitals In the Rochester area
are now finding the "breathing space" to seek -
solutions to some fundamental manaera and
planning ooncems. In a nutshell, there has been
an emerging recgitin that, Implicit in the
quest for quality care at affordable cost, there Is
the need for an environment where tm
management is possible. And this, in 1Mn,
implies that physicians as well as adrnlns.
trators must participate on the management
team, because in the course of caring for their
patients, fsicians hold the key to consump-
tion of hospital resources. There Is a growing
awareness that financial management and din-
Ical management are Inseparable.

... . w...qiau5

The key role of the physician in
cost management Is Increasingly
recognized:

"The Importance of involving
physicians in the routine analysis
of medical practice patterns and
in understanding the impact of
thousands of minute decisions on
the patterns of care available to
patients and the patterns of costs
at hospitals is obvious. The plans
for clinical analysis, which are
currently evolving as a facet of the
HEP program, should be of great
interest to clinicians and policy
makers throughout the country.

I believe that many other
communities will have much to
learn from the outcome of the
Rochester demonstration
program."

David E. Rogers, MD.. PhD. President.
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation,
Princeton, NJ.

Dring 1980 the hospitals, working through
RAHC with the continuing assistance of the
Joihn A. Hartford Foundation, explored ways to
help develop more integrated management
processes. One of the first priorities has been
to develop an information system that permits
blending of baa and dinical informatin for
management purposes.

The data base that serves as the primary
information resource for HEP administration is
one of the most complete hospital information
system In the United States. It was designed to
include financial and utilization statistics, such
as numbers of patient days. length of stay,

7

I I II
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aggregate costs for various hospital functions.
etc, and also clinical information based on
patients' medical record abstracts, billings and
so n.-

Systems are being developed to integrate
and analyze these data so that patterns of
medical practice can emerge and be associated
with costs of treatmenL

With these and other types of analyses as
management tools, hospitals, physicians, and
health care planners can now, for the first time,
make management decisions based upon a
more complete understanding of the hospitals'
ultimate product-patient care-and how this
product relates to community need for quality
care at affordable cost.

James A. Block, MD., Preskent of RAHC,
places these management needs In perspective.
"The hospitals have recognized that new plan.
ning and managerial methods are required In
order to define more precisely the 'product' of
the hospital industry. This meant developing
detailed financial and clinical analyses.

"Probably the most revolutionary ' direction
of our program is the emphasis on the daily -
role of the physician as the key determinant of
hospital resource consumption and his or her
long-term impact on the actual avalabtllty o'
equ t and saves. That means;
must become more active participants in the
hospital maragerent team, and they must have
the appropriate wupport to perform that role."

Frank E. Yung, MD.. Ph.D. Dean of the
University of Rochester School of Medicine and
Dentistry and Director of the Medical Center,
notes that, "The development of the HEP
experiment has added a new and important
focus to our educational efforts, to include the
analysis of health care practice and ests, an
often neglected field in mneci] education and
research. As this new Information becomes
available It must be Incorporated into continuing
medical education programs as we."

By obtaining andA analyzing equivalent data
from all participating hospitals, RAHC is able
to create commurttty-wide financial summaries
and to make available specific information to
each hospital about its own operations. These
documents are intended to provide a frame-
work for companion and analysis of infomna-
tion to hospital administrators and physicians
faced with management decisions. Since hospi.
talks must, under HER realize all possible
savings in order to operate within revenue
limits, the additional information can help foster
constructive competition without jeopardizing
the community-wide planning process.

For example, after trustees of one Rochester
hospital firmly declared their intent to maximize.
efficiencies under HER. the community-wide
comparative financial information from the data
base helped them discover an opportunity to
utrn some $66,000 from the cost of malprac-
tice insurance.

The need to understand and
compare the "products" of the
i-6s-iltal in'istry is-hardly new- "

"We must formulate some
method of hosplta report showing
as nearly as possible what are the
results of the treatment obtained
at different Institutions... in a
uniform manner so that compar.
ison will be possible. With such a
report as a starting-point, those
Interested can begin to ask ques.
tions as to management and

eFiMe he Product of a Hospital." by L A.

Codman. MD., Boston; an address before the
Philadelphia County Medical Society on May 14,
191"

., , "k r
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Planning and problem solving:
RAHC provides the forum

In contrast to the usual planning hierardcy
for locates, RAWC series in concert with the
Finger Lkes Health Systems Agency as a
commnunlty discussion forum and planning
umnbrella for hospital system-related Issues.
The Health Systems Agency takes the lead in
kientifying the overall community need for
hospital beds and services and then RAHC
takes the lead in coordinating the development
of the plans of its member hospitals to meet
those needs.

This Is a rna)or responsibility. In carrtng out
ls planning function, RAHC depends and
buls upon the internal planning processes of
the member hospitals. All hospital applications
for new facilities or equipment requiring Certifi-
cate of Need (CON) approval from the New
York State Department of Health are first
reviewed at RAHC. This review is a multi-part
process since It indudes assessments of the
clinical efficacy of the item, the current and
anticipated need for it in the Rochester area,
and the impact of the proposed service or
equipment on the comrnm ltys overall expendi-
tures for hospital car

To illustrate Highland Hospital in 1979
requested approval to obtain a mul-crystal
gamma camera and computer a relatively new
technology to evaluate moe safely the extent
of heart disease.

The application was discussed at length not
only by the RAHC Board of Directors, but also
by Its Media Advisory Committee, which Is
comprised of medical staff representing all
hospitals; and by the Adlmlnistration
Committee, which kxlcles chief executives of
all hospitals. in addition, a meeting ofconu-
uN cardiologists and rdologs was called to
disss the new tehnokg. When the applica-
tion was approved, Hland was asked to
report back in a specified tfine period with a

summary of its experiences with the multi-
crystal gamma camera, since it was the only
such equipment in the area. This analysis wil
initially be shared with the Medica Advisory
Committee, so that physicians representing
RAHC member hospitals can be informed
about the clinical outcome of such hospital
investments.

Just as industrial managers are required to
be specific about productivity objectives in a
well-managed business, the CON application
review process in RAHC thus encourages
hospitals to become specific about dinical
objectves and to use these objecUves as check
points for management.

The value of the detailed clinical and fna.
dal planning data becoming available through
RAHC is also underscored since the data will
permit hospitals and planners to quantify din.
ical activity as never before.

During 1980 public discussions of several
issues of major concern to the community's
hospital system were coordinated through
RAHC.

Open heart surgery
One of these was the recent growth in the

demand for coronary artery byass surgery
and an associated lengthening of waiting time
for patients referred for this procedure. In
response the RAHC Board of Directors
appointed an Open Heart Surgery Task Force.
which included representatives of the RAHC
member hospitals, the Monroe Couny Medc
Society. Blue Cross, the Fnger Lakes Health
Systems Agency and the New 'Yrk State
Department of Health. The initial focus. on
patient need, was addressed by a committee of
cardiologists and cardiac surgeons from each
community hospital affected, Including the two
open heart surgical facilities.

9
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The Task Force studied the feasibility of
expanding existing surgical capacities at Strong
Memorial Hospital and Rochester General
Hospit; explored the potentlalfor establishing
a third site for this type of surgery;, and Invited
suggestions of other alternatives for meeting
community need. The clinical committee was
asked to review criteria for cardiac bypass
surgery in Rochester and to develop projections
of need through 1985.

After Intensive study the Task Force was
able to reommend specific measures to ease
the Immediate problem and to strengthen long-
term planning for carcac care needs in the
community. Its report was published In dhe
November, 1980, Issue of the Monroe County
Medical Society journal, The Bulletin. Its
recommendations will be implemented during
1981.

A comment on the Open Heart
Surgery Task Force:

"We should appreciate that ...
a major problem has been - -
studied, analyzed, and in my
opinion, solved. It was accom-
plished in record time, with speed
and cooperation necessary to the
urgency of the situation .. . We
can now make the solution work
by standing behind the recommen.
dcdlons, by Implementing the
recommendations, and by
realizing that unless we do all that
Is required to achieve the goals,
the problem will not be solved."

Thomas E. Cardlllo. MD.. Executive
Director of the Monroe Couty Medical
Society and a member of then Heart
Surgery Task Force. in The Eft
published by the Monroe county Medical
SocWet% November. 1980

The Task Force approach to an important
and complex community problem was an effc.
tive model for future problem-solving efforts by
RAHC.

Long-term care
Meeting the long-term care rseeds of patient,,

at appropriate levels has been a continuing
problem in the Rochester area as well as
nationkide. For many interrelated reasons,
such patients often remain longer than medi-
cally necessary in acute hospital beds, rather
than being placed promptly in non-acute facii-
ties or at home with support services. Not only
is this situation difficult for the patient and
family, but it results in costs that are dispropor.
tionate to the level of care needed, and in
reduced availability of hospital beds for patients.
needing acute care. Since the supply of acute
care beds is limited as a result of planning
efforts, the backup of long-term patients in
acute care facilities creates a serious drain on
the hospital resources available to patients.

As more specific data emerged during 1980.
both the scope of the problem and Its negative
impact on hospitals physicians and patients
became Increasingly obvious. All of the hospi-
tals have taken action to address the problem.
At St. Mary's Hospital, for example, a study ld
to reorganiation of several separate functions
into a single department responsible for coor.
dinating discharge plans. The number of
patients at St. Mary's awaiting long-tern place.
meant dropped by some 60 percent. and the
hospital has been able to devote more of its
resources to acute care.

Centralized Services: The
Regional Kidney Services
Center
Implementation of the Regional Kidney
Serves Center was another 1980 milestone.
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This s a selfare-oriented renal dialysis center,
operated by the Regional Hospita Services,
Inc, which is a subsidiay corporation of
RAI The Kkiney Center serves cialysis
patients from throughout the region. Individual.
ized patient tTainin is an Important part of the
program. Greater self-management by dialysis
patients permits lower staffing ratios and lowe
costs while at the same time benefiting patients
who feel more control ove their treatmenL

Development of the Kkiney Center has
srved as a good experience in planning for
centralzed services. Since the number of poten-
tial patients to be served in such a setting was
relatively small, administrators of hospital.
based dialysis units agreed It would be suitable
from both economic and patient care view-
points to create a single shared cse~ier for self.
managed dialyss rather than expand each
existing u#'s capability in this area. A
committee of the Medical Directors of the four
hospital-based chronic dialysis centers provide
advice and guidance on operation of the Kidney
Center.

Access to care
An underlying assumpn in the search for

quality health care Is Its accessibility. Frecluently
this is understood to apply chiefly to patient
for example, that patients could be admitted
prorty to hospitals when they need care.
With this interpretation, factors such as the
badp of long.term patients in acute beds
reduce access to care because dhblok beds
that acute patients need.

An ad&tin interpretation of the concept of
accessibility has been emerging, however, as
the community grapples with the red to knt
health care expenditures to affordable leves.
This interpretation focuses on the opportunity
for physicians to refer and follow their patients
to needed clinical services. The question
becomes particularly relevant as health care

planning tends to linit the distribution of more
highly specialized cinical services to one or two
locations In the region. The question of central.
tzed services, and- equitable aoess for physi-
dans and patients, is expected to be an impor-
tant topic in coming months.

Coming in-1981
Many activities initiated at RAIC and its

member hospitals during the past year are
continuing ones. Among them are solutions to
the problems relating to long-term care, the
issue of access to hospital facilities and
services, further development of a methodology
for accomplishing dinical alyses using the
data base, and ongoing guidance of HER

A major new project for 1981 is preparation
of a plan for a unique system for Im vn the
integration of mental health services in Monroe
and Livingston Counties. Fuxed by a
$215,000 planning grant to RAHC from the
New York State Office of Mental Health, the
plan wil propose ways in which these services
can be coordinated and financed more effec-
tively. As with the P program, the mental -
health planning project Is advised by
committees representing the organizations that
have ma)or responsibility for operating and
planning mental health services in the two
counties.

As the events of 1980 demonstrate, the
Rochester area health care community is taking
positive, Innovative steps at the local level to
address issues that are fundamental to the
continuation of a voluntary health system in
America. It is obvious that many difficult
obstades must be overcome in the community's
and the nation's search for affordable health
care of high qlty that is accessible to those
who need it. Those partpang in the cooper
ative community process to resolve these
problem in the Rochester area are optimistic
that success is possible.

I1I
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Rochester Area Hospitals' Corporation
Balance Sheet
As oDecembe 31, 1980 and 1979

Assets 1980 1979
Umesticted Funds -

Cash en Tecporay Wesbnenb $ 161,599 $388.994
Acamts Recelvable 24.588 85.554
Prepald insurance 1.966 924
Fixed Assets, at Cost. Less AcCuLnled

Depredation o $5,607 and $1,461 40.628 16.113

Total Unrestricted Assets $ 228.781 $491.585

Rcgrited Funds
MNICAP Conungency Frd

Cash and Temporary Investmns $ 604495 -0-
Due from Mmber Hospitals -0- 548.92S

$ 604,495 $548,925
HP Contngency Find

Cash and Temporary Investments $3.570.715 -0-
Accrued Interest Receivable 54.782 -0-
Due from Member Hospftal' 537.598 -0-

$4,163,095 -0-

Liabilities and Fund Balance@
Unrestricted Funds
Acouts Payabe $ 26.756 5119.598

Aocsed PayrQ land PaynA Taxas 14.710 -0-
Derred Grat Icme 185.818 388.970

Total Liabities $ 227.284 $508,568

U sulkced Fund Balms
Operating 139,1311 133.0961
Fixed Asset 40,628 16.113

TotW FURd B& 1,497 116.983)

Total Unrestriced Liablties and Rand Balances 5 228.781 $491.585

Restricted Funds
MINICAP COnngeCy Rind

Fund Balance $ 604.495 $548.925

604.495 548.925

-EP Contirgency Frd
Fund Balae 4.163,095 -0-

$4.163.095 -0-
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Rochester Area Hospitals' Corporation
Statements of Activity
For 1'a Ended December 31,1980 and 1979

UNRESTR

AFesd Grad
Assaft Related

ICTED RESTRICTED
Hnphls E..xperimental

Pay"e ts
Total MINICAP MINICAP Proarn mHE

1980 1979 1980 1979 1990

Revenue and Support
Dues from Member Hosptas
GratInccne
Interest Incore
Bt86g to Member Hospitals for

1978 Deb*d.
MincawoUs

Expenses
Saets and Benefts
Offic Sml and Expenses
Conutants, Contacts and Data

Excess fDeftdencyl of
Revenue and Support
Over Expenses

Nonexpendable Addluons
Amounts Received and

Receivable hon Member
Hospitls

Interest Earned

Fund Balances IDefd
Be alnen

Fund Balances dOefdtX,
EncU

$328,096 $328,096 $282.833
$353.152 353,152

3.018 26,869 29,887

9.393
518

$331.114 5380.021 $711,135 $292.744

186,7.04 116,930 303.714 112.936
61,494 35.899 97.393 59.499

64.356 227,192 291,548 137.292

$312.634 $380.021 5692,655 5309.727

18,480 -0- 18,480 116.9831

555.570

116.9831

S 1.497.

$548,925 $3.957.705
205,390

116,983 -0- 548,925 -0- -0-

$ 1.497 $116,9831 $604,495 $548,925 $4,163.095

NOTE These finonci staementr we condensed ond do not bnlde oll the details required by
generally accepted occounfing principles. Houwe,. the complete 'inonc' 01report for the yea
1980 was audited by Metsger. Wood & Sokolskt, Cwt iled Public Account ants. and their
unquoalifedreport w Issud Mwch 19.1981.

13
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Executive Summary

Fbr the second year In a row the
10% Increase In costs at hospitals In
the Rodster. N.Y area was Jt am
hU the 18.7% rate of Increase experl-
axed nationally Elsewere In New
York State. %tre hospitals are subject
to tght rate reguVltn hospital a
tocrmases eixed those in Rocheste
Yet the Rodeste area's hospitals
increased the voume o patient mca
the provided. enhanrced a variety of
dinical aervic and opeatled i the
bbkdL

How wn this accomplished?
The answer lies in a unique five-year

dnonstation called the Hospitals
Experimental Paymonta W)15"

Pi urnif. w hsich all hospitals I
th e conu Wty areexpos to pots-S
new S i eives to Impeove
productivity kel from the cmtrats

aowdto apaeraowvey wide

local management initiative.
Under HER the nine Rochever area

hospitals as a group are gu rAniced a
pricwtable income from major istans
of hospital cane-Blue Crosw NMdiare
arid Icalt- ove a five year pold.
with adjustment& to reject the Ipacl
of inflation and changes in volume of
patinmt cart Regulatoosthat fonnoly

ha ~e dective management. such
as those whhhZed rk

hositas b = ncosewhen
xpens wew reduced have bean eim-
inated. n return, the hospitals have
entruacl to provide quality care ile
liing within their communitywMe
revenue cap. Under fth HE? agree-
ment contingency Funds not r-
by the hospitals will be shared with the
payors who advanced these aids.

Expalence is demonstrating that the
Rohester area hospital system under
HEP Is operating In the blac and

strrnnig its financial and clinical
capability to mod future needs-whlk
maintaining Is reputation for excl-
ence in hospital cue and medical -
education.

With the Reagan administration's
emphasis on deentralizod. nomergula-
tory approaches fo rdformnlng the br-
tion-xone health car Industr HEP Is
already drawing attention nationally -
a profising model. Representative of
-tP's parent group. the Rocheste

Area Hospitals' corp.. have described
ISP to the U.S. Seate Finanr o Co-
mutes's Sub-xCommltte on Heslt,
health publications have nata its
prm - ao growang

MMMV andvisitors reflects
the Itest of o&he localities, and
mates: and ontinston of suport
from The John A. Hartford Fb~bidation
of New Vast aity similarly ranols
the pottral of the Rothet-
expriment

Newkuocd fiscal stAbilty uide S?
is but* Rodieste areas hospital to
take a hand look at other tough qua-
tiomn-md i -sm mow o amn e
hospital beds the awmuasly nee.
mid what they should be loated. The
difficulty of these daciswui M con.
pleaded by u-7 eoyhsS iulg

O The badt-u of bIog-tam mica
patients in &cute beila. a nationwide

O) Conurnthig rigidity hi the lost
tem cue rdWnAmnenl system
wichhaprsfatve patn
"DAn agin population with core-

spnchglangesihealth cam

C A voter mandatle to the ledeal
gwvovauncouplcd with a shaky

iluing health carm
1wproess of taciftig these difficult

issuish providing a focal point fo
ospsin ioi ates i health

mid the eunaly at -ahe
join the smith for new and workable
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black Ink on the
Bottom Line: HEP's
Second Year

Dwlrg 191 the nine hospAis
0ar-c 1patng In the Rodteatr Area
Hospitals Experlmee Pa)nats
01 PnVm continued to improve
thel" owr-a fiscal position. F the

econd sU year tey operated
within th volutary commutrtlde
eap on hospi eqpAidnre eatab
lshedtrda d Er while at the same
Woe reportmg poiie o-Wg and
net margin

a bw hosptals aheved ths goal
depte ocns-ea ptient days coupled
with dndinirg admisshar 1f lgth.
ai% of hospital gays I believed to be
rae i part to te banup ofl -
tu patients in acute hospital beds.
Since' I-i revues under HEP
arerelata tonumbersofpatlenta
admiAtted tathber tha to Individual
aarvicesprovlded or IsOf ~t~
hospitals are et=oa to aeX th
moat cost-effective ways to provide
necessay health cam

The years reais gave irther
suptprt to a basic prenha of MR

0 1fF HOa55b WX Naionwide Noqash
ID MY Hospital - nMUq PM 1C

otildh is that hospital and their
medical staffs can improve productvity
and maintain better contro over risi
costs %bn thy are assured pr-dict-
able income and proided opponunkk%
torespond to posiUve finaial and
planning Incentves.

rose I0%, dur 1981. in comparison
with a 12% rise In New Y'k State. and
18.7% nauonide. The HEP hospkals'
cost increase also compazac ravubly
with the Increase in the medical care
compont of the Cohuiwner Price
Index. W he th CPI as a whok se
8.9% In 1981. Its medical came co.
nt rose 12.5%.

The Iproventt in the Rejheaser
area hospitals overall financial status
is reflecid by Indicators or faulty
and cash posito. Csh low has been
eased greatly by Ue p che
payment procem under HEP which 1has

opad t reduce avaWColection
periods for receivabis to 34.6 da)s.
This compare with anlrANsy
avuae lakos CD days.

Although the 1961 net opeating
marin o.01 for the hospala as a

up rem below indkwy
average this indicator shows 5n9&
meant Inprovent ovar us level prior
to HE Duing the mdd-l1970s
Rod ohta ar-a hoqtalWe oern In
New Vrk Sue. we rader Increasing
fisal prsare. As a group. RAHC
hspita s hotd opaataV ome in
two or the thee y I the
start ofHEP in 9JA .Operaljdd't
we. and raln a S5taewde
problem one study" • shows that nie
every 10 vomtay hospitals I the
State operated in te red for at least
two ofthe ve yea im 1974 to

-The rats o' e , , Ior P hpfta% I
1961 would be 1O.7% IadjUstmtaw
made forcrtain daWVM Mtunanb

woutr ta aeld blerw 980 rim
bonm sued hovnxftw I asaa

parable to Sue and Natina statsW

3MI ,249125 It I198|1

HOSPITAL .
EXPENS3 TRENDS
a ' , over Ph yew

15.

10

4*oil

19ff7"--'W ." In tsJ. - 3i
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3I78. One-kuuih of Vic 82 billion
cQuity dcomo"ttY hospitals
Stateside had to be used to une-
wrie opeatig losses during the
study prio.

By helping to 1105 ths esion d
equty H P Porta the mmwoty

to pwes" a qualy h.=ia
Syste.n pmgsa
fiar stability wi all Rochester am
hospitals to maintain and rqac phy
WO planta and equipmmt to mt
growftgor charging health cam d~5
ard to renaho Cmpetitl in the
maictplace for topcaiber profesional
and support statf

Service Improventsf
W~th predicible revenues under

HEIR the hospital "yatn has expanded
and improved a variety ddnal
sar sdung 1961. 1i doing an the
hoitals have oopeatedddosy with
State and local planning authorities in
-ff-uIaoyleP more rawi approval
and Inplemntatoo enem new
meidreI and tortkmol

hn the arm ofcariovascular
dbeinm. for campie. €inkelam defined
a n or an Ahoee in the onm-
nitylstrestnt rapaciy hnplmata-
tin ofthe ruwmndod epmm
had begin hn 1960. Dwing 1 981
RAHC approved HEP fridog for
several propo hodudhoGed
open heart maical capac"t at Stroing
Memoria Hospit and Rochester
Gooma Hospital. an outpatit rehabi-
bsutooporm1 cardiac patients at
StL Matyb spia and new cardiac
SMI wiorng eqpenrt at The Genesee
Hospital. Duing elewo(ttaappllra.
amo 0, Ps agrd to ahare Its evahk.
allon odthanew apuiment ith the
RAHC Medical Advisory Cioncnitime so
that patients and physicians at oher
hospitals could benclit km a

during 3961. kxodfdhoexpanslmtof

caaw anud" amulnetatoy surar

=ait tew prams and savices.
hospial care nut abeOoeW ihi mcommniraty cap an

revenues established unde HEP cost
impact Is an important coeistdoration ho
planning forwon additional aerice. I
sonic cases hospitals have ksmd that
services design to Improve care cao
also reduce osta. One illustration Is@
nutrition support smice initiated at
Strog Memorial Hospital during 3963
to ioprove nutritin of patienta
requiring intravenos or tube reedhog.
This aervice has improved patient came
decreased costa offormula prk ra. s
amd ceding ONulpenoL and =dnhe
m.or patients who could be tube-fed as
a substittoie for the mnore cosly hotta
venous finding. A atudy Is. now being
conducted to determine the relatioeulolp
between Improved nrition and lengt
ofhospitaizuation.

FUnding for ChngIg Needs
TeCn~cyFnd elasd

used in part to hep ho tals adju" i
changes in patient %vurc ocm'sti a%
the year

The ConUer Axnd also prukh-.
operating m us for approved CItIli
care of Need proets. During 1983
tlese included e rdlac surgery
expansion at Stron* mrial atnd
Rochester General Hospitals: and
establishment o an outpatient niit.d
health facUity at Novs Memorial
Hospitl i Lvbgton County Thr
Noyes mental health project will draw-sdsti staff m The Cms
Hospitanh Rochester thereby
extending a specialized sm'or Into a
predonnantlynrural are.

,"nothe major purpose of the
Caitth~toory FbWo Is to support ajustol
projects tat are corslment with r
goals oHE. For example. durtnr IOt
several hospitals ruMved frAi i.
Geiatre Assessmet iTans aid im

Hoqspd Utlizatlom
into 1390 139 197

Ad,mun 99.492 104=16 107.033 14AX4

Patien days 5"&.74 W83.02 541*97 #07Xs

Eawey dpt sbf 197.201 20&.048 207.*31 2ttAM

Ctsre 5555s 336.903 330.66 316.320 3W.0.1

Hospital Financial Indicators

cusuatMaio 2M 0 A 1 .336 1 Y^
Curro asew4 cinW Baatles

A% a Me Cobadha Passd 34* 40.3 35 V.2
Jt dq~p I A IR

Nd OP-01 MAISh .011 .012 t03l A32
sot opeuadb hIMIea +.ePeMOe AM*s

I These dam oretlmPoM "od Witioe maIas based on hmpub'SlA H.M41com oI RM



tnpr-oed marnaganai ofpatknts who
need both acute ad dironic care.
Anotho group of peda project,
rwUng n Wnax Fund auppor
during lgg2l hdp hospital to Inte-
grate HEP IncUtvs Ito thdr manage-
ment suctutes and kan to use new
Information that Is be~omkig av-aflable
throth te ommuntdryude data base.

Integrated draL and financial
fomats yid data on the IrterrelaTbon
ahip bemtver dicW decisons a
hosptalsreme Wfons.w MA*
ala o( this bfomation ill eamble betu
wldear~adlng of'the effniveness of

As HEP entrs Its third yam Roch-
ester am hospital o ue to bereht
fiom a stab revenue base that
rovids a rato ar nment for

lord-terrn hmw j.and exploration or
options kw nunsty servim
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AU HEP Hospitals
Combined Financial Statcmcnts

ftUe Calenmd an 2 978 to 1981
Amouit5 in thousarnl5

Statement of Changes in Cash Position

1931 1980 1979 1978

C Mha Opersdam
-prrm Srpwhs Od

Augn to Opw.tiom not

mI x-T cdha -
Ta~oata iht eaow

NDp-alntht Na

OtiW

WCash ProvCaide

Ad8Utors to Proertiy. Mlaw

Lc,*Taw DM

Net' Ir€ /ID irmInCull

8 3.578 8 3.339 81.307 8 656

14.968 24.08) 13.497 12.755
S18.54 8 17.420 S 12.190 8 13.411

6 7.316 8 4.A77 8 1.784 8 1.713

It 1.6301 3.178 5.850 .4641
13.351 337 i91) 2.984

8 27.58 8 5.612 8 18133 6 15,644

8 17.077 8 113.54 8 8.133 6 9.59

22 3.440 2.453 3.124

8 203 8 25594 0.88 8 122.873

8 7.244 8 10.018 6 8.547 0 2.971

41oputmea of wwpwti. UAmm oe ni q*aL ulkh &Wg w np-&aIe MInsP
i 1981. 6 not kwbided in dwse labia.
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Balance sbeets

1981- 1980 1979 1978

ASSM

Cash and somnmm

Otha CurrW Ain.i

Moda AmoM

ToWa Am=O

LABATM AND n
BALANCU&

Cum aim

Lm rm f ,

TO.5I LIalitI

FW51 DaLmt

Toal L~Umtf and fl
Bam

Statement of Revenue
=Ad Epense191

Nd PAU" PVM 8307.o45

ooff opoloi Revear - 9.%=
115 OpaMOV Rem"¢ 6316.03

Woad O5C"Hft rpamm 6311705

07.1mW SwNis ld 3.578
No.OpaallijReu 7.316

$ 37.494 $ 30.250 $ 20.230 8 11.683

37.97 38 44.566 49.766

11.241 9.250 7.771 5.549

206 193 204.156 206.111 211.M

8=2e 828.25 $27&678 8278.69

S3223 $ 44.8 8 47.604 S 46.954

134.444 137.027 139.317 139.991

6166727 Si81J;3 8168M21 8186.945

125,8W. 100.422 91.757 91.741

8292.6n 8282.X6 8276an S678.66

3380 18 1976b

878,9 82I.895 6250M.74

&851 7.407 c 17

8287.449 tM.150 S'.1..I

8284.110 8o6.40o S23.535

3339 (.3" 66

4.677 L84 1 713

Nd Swphm IdmW S 10.894 8 8.016 8 477 8 2.36
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ircludes a reftw o the State's mehod-
lW arid preparation of renmaimdar

tion as touwer these bdA s mig bea
be located. Ultimately these rmommmn-
datio s. w hn appred by RAW and
Its member hospitals. wl be submittal
to the n.HSA Erw reiew "n WmMrp-
ration I their Health Systemis Man
whildi serves as a frame of redauace fo
Coticaw d Ned applatonh

It Is Indicative of RAHC mnbs'
canmionn to thep lannepros
hat ths e hospital application fo
adddonal cte beds ,-e volntsrily
tabled duriig 1961. pending comple-
ion of the Plan s rec enasdatiorn I

mid 4962.
Altho the recm renrdation o

the Com misy Hospital Plan will be
artehe in r e they do not repre-

sent an edro to rd (behop.tal
ysteao Rather dntwme the ddt

duca wpe a,-st
futue purpen k the d Ise hu

ayt n

Wafo adoa a . A Vital Resource
liability of Inbrmation fm the

asamuittywide hospital data base haa
been a vita ad forg RAHC said
utse h hospital hi in nyM

fthebir . As one of the moat eclas-
dau ses of hospital kormatlon hia
other nation the dam base includes
finacia d"t sitllation satistm and
dhinf hormalea

One poac of the data base has
bw to hlhltate theI fsxa dmnis-
trtion of HEP it Is also a coniastone
of the developmjs r o fea the
Coraritty Hospital Mlan, One of the
Uwea Im -- piteatinns. of the data
bs aeA; ea hOs role as t e
feasialation of an inkrmation, WOn

w that willutiney
prvd boards dnlofexecutive
cifxrs, and medical at with repore

o he type and -wn a]nos
"prodts- ast the hospital produces.
and the pattern oft com and resource
use associated with OhN=

of this type ofiitteigrated rntla
systmwe en d uring 981RANC

Of Its member hospAialwth two basic

documents: a finandal analysis of the
hospitalrs own Unit costs Adsafi
levels dinn 1960 compared Aith
1978 and compared to the experience
of skmOiar hospi als In Rochester or else-
w.h and a cnWal oal)sis f scriig
an patents" kgth of stay at that
hospital compared Aith similar data
from Rocheste ame hospitals conec-
tively and fram a group of similar
hospitals elsesi. The dinical analy
sa armcretybigelre to
include data an usage of adlt
services, auci as laoaej -ra
ameIki A nb Eehi hecti-kad and f~ Anabse %I be
merged into an itr Information
system aimed at hpighospital
mange boards and maldstaffs
m e btresoue allocation docs.
sans for thei patients and institutions.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER SMH DIRECTORS OFFICE

601 ELMWOOD AVENUE-BOX 612

ROCHESTER,. NEW YORK 14642
MEDICAL CENTER AREA CODE 716 2754605

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AND DENTISTRY SCHOOL OF NURSING
STRONG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

Gannaro J. Ville, Ph.D.
Executive Director

Sarong MemorIal Hospital

August 10, 1982

Mr. Robert E. Lighthizer
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Lighthizer:

This letter provides responses to the two questions conveyed by
Senator Durenberger arising from my June 23, 1982 testimony before
the Subcommittee on Health. The questions and related responses are
provided below.

Question #1: "Under the Rochester Area Program, hospitals retain
the difference between revenues and expenses. How
many of the nine member hospitals have been able to
to recognize a 'profit'?"

Response #l: The Rochester Area Hospitals Experimental Payments
(HEP) Program has been in operation for two and
one-half years. The question pertains to the
financial results under the HEP Program for each of
the nine participating hospitals for calendar years
1980 and 1981. In 1980, eight of the nine par-
ticipating hospitals achieved bottom line surpluses
("profits"). The aggregrate excess of revenue over
expense for these hospitals amounted to $8,016,000
or a 2.8% margin. The one hospital that sustained
a bottom line loss did so because of an extraordinary
expense adjustment. In 1981, all nine participating
hospitals achieved bottom line surpluses ("profits").
The aggregrate excess of revenue over expense amounted
to $12,600,000 or a 4.0% margin.

A major factor contributing to these results is the
prospective nature of the reimbursement system's
design that results in improved cash flow. This,
coupled with successful cost containment efforts of
the hospitals (stimulated by additional incentives
of the Program), permits short-term cash investments
which have been yielding interest income in excess
of interest expense.

97-561 0 - 82 - 9
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Mr. Robert E. Lighthizer
August 10, 1982

Question #2: "Do you believe that either the New York State or the
voluntary Rochester area program could be implemented
on the Federal level?"

Response #2: This is a question which requires a three part response
because the New York State program is in a state of
flux between its current program and a reform program
which would address mny of the former's deficiencies.

On June 23, 1 testified before the Subcommittee con-
cerning the devasting impact of New York State's
current reimbursement program on the financial health
of the State's hospitals. What I did not indicate
was that the system does not provide positive incentives
(such as those found in the Rochester program) for
the hospitals of New York State to contain costs or
utilize limited resources most effectively. The
design of the current State program fosters the most
expensive use of resources -- inpatient -- by re-
imbursing on a patient day basis. Yes, there are
offsetting design features such as group averaging,
ceilings, and penalty provisions. However, these
result in charges of arbitrariness and in appeals
that take months and years to adjudicate in addition
to being costly.

While it may be possible to implement New York's cur-
rent program, at the Federal level, especially if the
grouping of hospitals feature can be applied to smaller
states, I do not believe, based on the program's de-
sign and the experience of New York State hospitals
that such a decision would reflect prudent long-term
public policy. The program would result in short-
term cost containment but, as a consequence, erode
the financial viability of the nation's hospitals
and, thus, their long-term ability to provide needed
health services to the American public.

Concerns, such as the above, have led New York State
to consider other alternatives. Legislation has been

-enacted (Spring 1982) to reform the current inpatient
method of reimbursing the State's hospitals. A waiver
to include the Medicare Program is also being sought
from the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA).
The reform program for New York State would have many
of the same design features as the Rochester Program
(e.g., revenue cap and positive incentives) but would
require mandatory participation, administration by
the State, and incorporation of the grouping methodology.
While I have reservations about the program (admin-
istration by New York State government and the grouping
methodology), I believe the waiver being considered by
HCFA should be approved. Without the waiver, New York's
reform program cannot be fully evaluated for its
potential application on a national basis.
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The Rochester Program (KEP) does have a Medicare
waiver, covers all payors, is voluntary and is admin-
istered privately without burdensome regulations and
questionable grouping methodologies. Moreover, the
Program-has been highly successful in containing costs
to levels significantly below national and State rates
of increase. For these reasons, several of-the design
factors of HEP could and probably should be incorporated
into a national program. The features include the
following:

* Voluntary participation of hospital providers

* A revenue cap approach that covers all hospital
costs and, therefore, all payors

* A single methodology for computing the prospective
revenue cap (i.e., it should be prospective

General and specific incentives that promote
improvements in productivity and the use of less
costly but effective alternatives to inpatient
utilization

A simple and equitable methodology for computing
the final settlement based on the proportion of
use by various payers -- RCCAC - ratio of cost
to charge applied to charges.

* Provision of an annual contingency fund from the
revenue cap (2 - 4%) for:

Volume adjustments which are linked to
incentives for the use of less costly
alternatives to inpatient use.

Incremental operating expenses associated
with certificate of need applications

Expenses, pre-approved, for special pro-
jects related to improving the effective
and efficient delivery of hospital services

Expenses associated with developing and
maintaining the relevant integrated clinical
and financial data basis necessary for
monitoring and promoting cost effective
clinical practice

Administration at the local level by an independent
private sector-agency with a proven capacity for
effective community-wide planning and problem-
solving for hospitals.
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A legitimate argument could be made that Rochester
and its historical leadership experience provided
a fertile environment for the program's success,
which is not typical of most American communities.
In other words, the generic design features dis-
cussed above might not yield the same results in
another state or community. I maintain that the
program has worked in Rochester because the community
wanted it to work and has labored hard and long to
make it successful. The voluntary feature of the
program should be preserved If it is to become a
Federal program. The current Medicare/Medicaid
program should be maintained and a HEP-like alter-
native offered to those states and communities willing
to participate in a voluntary program to contain
costs while providing needed health services. In
Rochester we have guaranteed the payors that our
hospitals will not exceed the community-wide,
equitably-determined cap. After two full years
we have been able to live up to that commitment.
What I am suggesting is that our states and conmnun-
ities should be provided an opportunity to make
and live up to similar commitments.

The thought of maintaining two programs (current
Medicare/Medicaid and HEP-like programs) seems
overwhelming. I have not thought through the
intricacies or the potential problems. I am sure
there are plenty of both. I would be pleased to
give this more thought if such were deemed appro-
priate.

If any of the above requires clarification or further amplification,
please feel free to call (716-275-4605) or write.

Sincerely,

4

Gennaro J. Vasile, PhvO.
Executive Director
Strong Memorial Hospital

GJV:vlb

dictated but signed in Dr. Vasile's absence
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Senator DURENBERGER. Now we will go to the public regulators.
Mr. Crane?
Thank you very much for your patience.

STATEMENT OF MR. ROBERT M. CRANE, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
HEALTH SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT, STATE OF NEW YORK,
ALBANY, N.Y.
Mr. CRANE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Robert Crane, director of the New York State Office of

Health Systems Management. The Office of Health Systems Man-
agement is the component of the State health department that has
responsibility for health-care regulation. And, as other speakers, I
would like to try to summarize my remarks and ask that the full
text be included in the record.

Senator DURENBERGER. Yes. Your full statement will be made
part of the record.

Mr. CRANE. I think that New York State offers a good learning
experience for the committee; in many respects, New York is a mi-
crocosm of the Nation. We have 20-bed hospitals, we have 1,000-bed
teaching hospitals. If one looks at the major indicators comparing
hospitals, I think you will find a great deal of commonality be-
tween New York State in the Nation.

Second, I think that, as you have heard from a number of speak-
ers, there is little doubt that New York State's system of cost con-
tainment has been effective in containing costs-in the years 1975
through 1979 nearly halving the rate of increase compared to the
Nation.

I think it is important to build on some of the things which other
speakers have noted, that ratesetting alone is not adequate to dothe *ob.he see a tripartite program in New York State as being neces-

sary for effective cost containment, one which builds upon a pro-
spective reimbursement system, one that includes effective health
planning, and one which includes effective utilization control. And,
like the legs of a stool, those three parts are necessary, in our view,
in order for the program or the stool to be functional.

Let me briefly highlight the key elements of New York's pro-
gram: It is a prospective formula-based reimbursement system as
opposed to budget-based systems in other States. A formula-based
system in New York State was viewed as a necessity given the
large number of facilities-close to 300 acute-care hospitals within
the system.

The State saw the best way to measure efficiency within hospi-
tals was to compare them, and so the State system includes a peer-
grouping methodology which looks at such factors as teaching
status, age of patients and case mix, and groups like hospitals to-
gether. Then we set efficiency standards for those groupings: A rou-
tine standard, which is applied on a per diem basis; an ancillary
standard, which is applied on a per-discharge basis.

The system includes minimum-occupancy standards in order to
encourage hospitals to be more efficient and to deal with problems
of underutilization. This system has encouraged reductions in beds
and service and in some cases facility consolidation.
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The system also includes a series of disallowances for excess
length of stay. Such a system, we believed, was quite important
given the fact that our system pays on a per diem basis. So one of
the ways to beat the system is just to add to length of stay and get
paid more days. In essence, we have tried- to solve that by setting
length-of-stay standards for the system as a whole.

The final important part is a recently added aspect, and that re-
lates to volume adjustments. Again, as an incentive to reduce utili-
zation, the system recognizes the fixed costs of providing care if
volume decreases. We pay for decreased volume at approximately
80 percent. But it recognizes only variable costs if volume increases
beyond a certain level.

New York's original cost-containment program began in 1970,
and while it covered Blue Cross and medicaid payments, apprbxi-
mately 40 percent of hospital revenues, these programs were only
loosely linked.

From 1976 through the current period, statutory and regulatory
changes have improved New York's cost-containment program and
more closely linked medicaid and Blue Cross methodologies, and
covered all other payers with the exception of medicare. So we now
control about 60 to 65 percent of hospital revenues.

As our control of an increasingly large share of hospital revenues
became more effective, we found that the ability of hospitals to
shift costs from one payer to another was very much limited. One
of the results of this has been that a number of hospitals in New
York State have suffered operating losses. These losses have result-
ed rimarily from three factors:

First, providing care to those who cannot pay-the bad debt and
charity care, which is a problem, as noted earlier, that has been
solved to a great degree in the Maryland system and perhaps in
the New Jersey system.

Second, the difference in third-party reimbursement, especially
the difference between the way in which medicare reimburses,
compared to other payers.

Then, finally, from the inability of institutions to operate effi-
ciently and to contain yearly increases within the rate of inflation.

As was noted, we are currently working to improve our cost con-
tainment program, focusing in on these problems by recognizing
the cost of bad debt and charity care and by eliminating losses
from the differences in third-party payer formulas, while at the
same time increasing incentives-for efficient operation.

To accomplish this, New York State has submitted a request to
the Health Care Financing Administration requesting a medicare
waiver, which would allow medicare to participate in New York
State's reimbursement system.

The highlights of this proposal include: prospective cost-based
rates which would be set for all major hospital payers, including
medicare; a 3-year revenue cap trended forward for inflation-3
years to give the industry some predictability and stability; adjust-
ments for changes in hospital volume, case mix, and service
changes; regional funding to help offset the cost of bad debt and
charity care; regional funding to aid financially distressed hospi-
tals; discretionary fund allowances to provide additional working
capital to hospitals; and a continuation of the peer group ceiling
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and other performance standards that have been part of our
system.

As was noted by one of the previous speakers, this proposal
comes with a reasonable amount of consensus within New York
State among the health leaderships within the assembly and the
Senate, the Hospital Association of New York State, and the execu-
tive branch. And we are at a point where I believe we must make
these changes, given the history of New York State's program and
the problems that we have identified with it, if we are to continue
to maintain a strong cost-containment program within the State.

Let me deal briefly with the other two legs of this stool I referred
to.

In 1964, New York State established the first certificate-of-need
program. Our health planning program has been effective and an
effective complement to our overall cost-containment program.
Since 1975, through reimbursement and planning, we have moder-
ated capital expenditures and removed over 12,000 excess beds
from our hospital system, increased the efficient use of our remain-
ing beds, and encouraged the development of alernative modes of
care.

However, we are now facing new problems which have the-poten-
tial of restarting the cycle that we found ourselves with in 1975
when many of the reimbursement programs were put into place.

To give you a sense of that problem, let me quickly scope out the
levels of approvals of capital expenditures in New York State over
the past several years:

In 1979 the State approved $236 million worth of new projects.
Three hundred and sixty-nine million were sanctioned in 1980.
Last year, capital projects with initial cost estimates of $815 mil-

lion were approved.
This year we are facing requests for capital expenditures of close

to $3 billion.
Senator DURENBERGER. Is this all hospitals?
Mr. CRANE. It is not all hospitals. This would include hospitals,

long-term care facilities, and ambulatory care facilities. The major-
ity of it, however, is in the hospital sector.

This figure is well in excess of anything that we consider reason-
able or acceptable in an era of limited and contracting resources.
And, clearly, if that amount is approved, taking the capital costs,
the related operating costs, and the costs of financing that capital
in today's environment, we are looking at substantial increases to
both third-party payers, private payers in New York State, and to
the medicare and medicaid programs.

It may be not unreasonable to assume that the cost to medicare
alone from that package of expenditures could reach $6 billion over
a period of time.

We are working actively to deal with this issue. One of the issues
we have been charged by Governor Carey to examine is the notion
of developing a system which would, in our planning process, con-
sider relative need as opposed to absolute need, trying to identify
these projects which are most important with which to proceed.
And we have a blue ribbon panel which is helping us think
through that issue, hopefully developing a solution before the end
of the year.
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The final leg of the stool deals with utilization review, and the
testimony goes through a litany of things which we have done to
try to strengthen utilization control. I would only underscore the
importance of that as a complementary piece.

Senator DURENBERGER. Excuse me. I think we had better leave it
with that.

Mr. CRANE. All right.
[The prepared statement of Robert M. Crane and answers to

questions from Senator Durenberger follow:]
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Mr. Robert M. Cran
Director
Office of Health Systems anagemnt

Before the Senate Finance Camittee
Wednesday, June 23, 1982
Washington, D.C.

Hospital Cost Containment in Nw York State

Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate Finance Committee, I am Robert M.

Crane, Director of the New York State Office of Health Systens Management. I

appreciate the opportunity to testify before you today because we in New York

have faced the problem of containing rising health care costs.

In many ways, New York's seemingly large and complex hospital system

is a microcosm of the nation's hospital system.

* Now York's hospitals range in size from 20-bed commity

hospitals in isolated rural commities, to 1,000-bed big-city

medical centers serving patients from all over the world, and with

yearly budgets that exceed the Gross National Product of some nations.

* ihe cost of hospital care in New York is remarkably similar to

nationwide hospital costs. In 1980, the avrage cost of a hospital

day in Now York was $255. Nationwide, the cost of a hospital day %as

$246. If we exclude the City of New York from our calculation, the

average cost of hospital care in upstate Now York was only $207 a day.

a In New York, voluntary hospitals account for 75 percent of total

hospital beds, proprietary hospitals 8 percent, and public hospitals

17 percent. Nationally, voltmtary hospitals account for 70 percent

of all hospital beds, proprietary hospitals 8 percent, and public

hospitals 22 percent.
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* New York has 3.9 beds per 1,000 population, while nationally this

figure is 4.5 beds per 1,000 population.

And by virtually any measure, Now York's hospitals are a major part

of the nation's hospital system.

" Now York has 8 percent of the nation's hospital beds.

" Now York's hospitals employ mor than 10 percent of the nation's

hospital workers.

* Hospital expenditures in Now York account for 10 percent of the

nation's hospital expenditures, and 10 percent of Kedicare's

expenditures for hospital care.

N ew York has 15 percent of all teaching hospitals in the nation

and trains more new doctors then any other state.

The problem Now York has faced, and the problem now more clearly

confronting the nation, is how to meet the demand for essential public

services, such as health care, while confronting fiscal and economic

realities. I cannot say that we have the perfect solution, nor can I say that

ouw solution is problem free, but I can say that New York has been success

in containing health care costs.

Between 1975 and 1979, total hospital costs in this country increased

by 64 1/2 percent, while New York's hospitals increased at less than half that

rate, 31 percent. During the sane period, national per capita hospital

expenditures increased by 58 percent, while during that sane period, per

capita expenditures in Now York increased by only 35 percent.

In 1980, Now York's per diem hospital costs went up by 11 percent,

while national hospital costs rose by 14 percent.
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Our success has been based on three principles:

1. effective prospective rate setting;

2. effective health planning; and,

3. effective utilization control.

Now York's Public Health Law provided the statutory frark for

this strategy. Under this law, we were required to establish prospective

rates of payment related to an efficient production of services. Because of

the size and complexity of New York's health care system, ve started with a

formula-based mthodology rather than a time-conaming budget review process.

We then adopted the principle that the best way to measure a

hospital's efficiency is to compare it to its peers. We developed groups of

similar hospitals using a variety of factors such as size, location, teachi g

versus non-teaching, average age of the hospital patients, case mix, and so

on. We then set up reimbursement ceilings at slightly above the average

routine and ancillary cost for each group. In effect, we md the average

cost our basic standard of an efficient production of services. We then

permitted any hospital with costs exceeding this standard to appeal based on a

%Ide variety of factors.

We further refined this system by incorporating a system for

disallowing the unnecessary cost of excessive patient lengths of stay. We

felt that this was a particularly isportmnt measure because excessive and

unnecessary patient stays are too often a commn cause of escalating hospital

costs. In addition, since the system pays on a per diem basis, we wanted to

counteract any incentive to increase patient days thru longer hospital stays.
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We also included in our rate methodology a system for disallowing the

umecessary costs incurred by hospitals with chronically low occupancy. Epty

beds and expensive equipment lying unused for a large part of each day is

another comon cause of high unit costs..nd without doubt, one of the least

defensible. We developed a schedule of minin n utilization standards that

took into account the type of service, e.g., medical/surgical, obstetric, open

heart surgery.. .and the physical location of the hospital. We also provided

for the special circumstances of isolated rural hospitals.

We then refused to reimburse hospitals for the extra per diem cost

,#en occupancy fell below these standards. This provision was not only

effective in reducing expenditures, but it provided an incentive for

consolidations, mergers, and closures.

We then included a volume adjustment that rewarded hospitals for

reducing patient hospital days. We reimbursed any hospital able to reduce

patient days below a predetermined target approximately 80 percent of their

per ditm rate of payment for every day of care below the target that the

hospital did not provide in order to cover fixed costs and encourage

appropriate utilization. Caersely, we reimbursed any hospital unable to

control patient days only 20 percent of their per diem rate of payment for

every day of care they provided above this target in order to cover variable

costs.

New York's original cost containment programs began in 1970, and

while covering Blue Cross and Medicaid payments -- approximately 40 percent of

hospital revenues -- to hospitals these programs were only loosely linked.

From 1976 through the current period, statutory and regulatory changes

improved the effectiveness of New York's cost containent programs, closely
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linked Medicaid and Blue Cross reimbursement methodologies and covered all

other payers except Medicare -- including hospital revenues from private

paying patients. In total, our programs now cover approximately 60 to 65

percent of all hospital reve ues.

- However, as our control of most hospital revevues became more

effective we eliminated the ability of a hospital to shift costs from one

payor to another. The result has been that a number of hospitals in New York

has suffered operating losses. They have resulted primarily from:

1. providing care to those who cannot pay (bad debt and charity

care);

2. the differences in third-party reimbrsement, especially the

difference between Medicare and other payers; or,

3. from an inability to operate efficiently or to contain yearly

cost increases to within the rate of inflation.

We are currently working to improve our cost contaiment program by

recognizing the cost of bad debt and charity care, and by eliminating losses

f- n the differences in third-party reimbursement formulas while at the same

time, increasing incentives for more efficient operation.

Two months ago, kew York State submitted a request to the federal

Health Care Financing Aministration entitled, "A Proposal for the Ievelopment

of a Relmbursement Methodology for New York for the Eighties." The highlights

of this proposal are:

1. prospective cost-based rates for all major hospital payers

including Medicare;
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2. a three-year reenue cap trended each year for inflation;

3. adjustments for changes in hospital volume, case mix, and

services;

4. regional funding to help offset the cost of bad debt and charity

care;

5. regional funding to aid financially distressed hospitals;

6. discretionary fund allowances to provide wring capital to

hospitals;

7. peer group cost ceilings and other performance standards; and,

8. more specific links to health planning and certificate of need.

We believe that this proposal is essential to the stability of Nw

York's hospital industry, and to the contimad success of Nw York's cost

containment program.

We in New York have also learned the necessity and value of joining

rate setting to strong health playing programs and to strong utilization

review programs.

In 1964, 1ie-York began the nation's first certificate of need

program. Our health planing program has become an effective comlmnt to

our cost containment programs. Since 1975 and through these program, we have

moderated capital expenditures and reod over 12,000 excess beds from our

hospital system, increased the efficient use of our remaining beds, and

encouraged the development of alternative modes of care. However, we are now

facing a new problem, ore which has the potential of restarting the cycle of

escalating costs, forcing increased taxes, and jumps in employee health

insurance costs.
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The scope of the problem quickly becomes evident when we look at the

statistics on the total dollar amounts of capital construction in health care

approved by Now York State over thelast few years. In 1979, the State

approved $236 million in new projects, and $369 million was sanctioned in

1980. last year, capital projects with initial cost estimates of $815 million

received State approval. This year, we are faced with projects totalling

nearly $3 billion. This figure ls well in excess of anything which we

consider reasonable or acceptable in an era of limited and contracting

resources.

By some estimates, the total capital costs including interest costs,

could be $10 to $15 billion. The cost to the federal Mdicare program alone

could be $6 billion.

What is our response to this development? If there truly exists a

demand for $3 billion worth of construction to keep our health care delivery

system operating in an effective, efficient, and responsible mamer, then

there must be some way of determining which projects are absolutely necessary

now, which are deferrable, and which can be reduced in size and scope in order

to met needs while reducing costs. If a lesser amount is required, we must

be able to determine te bare minio.n. In February of tis year, in his

Anual Health and Human Services Message, Governor Carey identified the -

Iepartment of Health's obvious responsibility to develop, "a capital

allocation process to consider the relative, rather than absolute, merits of

any certificate of need application."
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We have already begun to address this issue. A "blue ribbon psel"

appointed by the Commissioner of Health is assisting us in this task. They

will look at such issues as: the need for capital expenditures in the State,

whether or not we should allow hospitals to make capital investments when

interest rates are high, and how we can determine the relative need of the

proposed capital investments that are before us.

New York State has also pursued a strong program for utilization

review. Working with the Professional Standards Review Organizations (PSROG),

we designed a utilization review program that:

1. targetted effective reviews;

2. prohibited weekend admissions except for emergencies;

3. provided incentives for preadmission testing;

4. required an independent second opinion for all overutilized and

high risk procedures;

5. provided relmursemnt penalties for necessary preoperative

stays of more than 6ne day; and,

6. provided reimbursement incentives for performing some surgical

procedures on an outpatient basis.

Over the last several years, there has been a noticeable decline in the

average nuber of days patients stay in Hew York hospitals.

In conclusion, I only add that New York has been successful in

controlling costs. Hew York's cost containment program has provided medical

facilities with the incentive for efficiency and the will to contain yearly

cost increases. But, we are now working on a better system:
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1. a system that allows all payors, including Medicare to use a

prospective rate settirg fo mila;

2. a system that covers several years and provides the hospital

industry with stability;

3. a system that provides incentives for efficiency and economy;

4. a system that is used by all payers and eliminates the

differences in third-party reimbrsement programs;

5. a system that can be sensitive to individual hospitals and

special comity needs; and,

6. a system that is tied to effective health planning and

utilization control.

I encourage this Committee to build upon the lessons that we in Ibw

York have learned. Perspective reimbursement for Medicare and Medicaid is a

necessary but not a sufficient next step. It is not sufficient because it

would still allow hospitals to continue to avoid hard management decisions by

merely shifting costs to non-Medicare/Medicald patients. States given the

proper incentives and encouragmt can solve this problem by further refining

or creating programs that apply these principals to all third-party payors.

Suh programs can be designed to recognize unique hospital problems and can be

closely tied in a synergistic manner to health planning, utilization review,

and other State rum progrss.

We urge the Committee to mow in this direction.

7hank you.

97-561 0 - 82 - 10
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STATE OF NEW YORK
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH OFFICE OF HEALTH SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
TOWER UILOING 0 THU GOVIEON NELON A. fOCIU PLLER C[MPIR[ STATES PLAZA * AlBANY. N.Y. 12237

DAVID AXELROD, M.D. NOaERT M. CRANt

Septemter 22, 1982

Wk. Robert E. Lighthizer
Chief Cunsel
Committee on Finance
Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear r. Lghthizer:

Mr. David Drenberger has requested that I direct to you ny
responses to a series of four questions that he has posed concerning my
testimony to the Senate on June 23, 1982 regarding state hospital payment
systems. My responses, and several attachments, are enclosed. Please
do not hesitate to contact me if you need any additional information.

Robert H. Crane
Director
Office of Health System Management

klk
Enclosure (s)
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IA do you believe a three year revenue cap, trended for
h ioni7 is more desireable than establishing an annal figure?

Resplepr: A three-year revenue cap provides hospitals with a predictable.
8 lrevenu base. Predictability and a degree of stability in revenue
flos are prerequisites of sound long term financial planning for both
hospital administrators and third party payers. Additionally, Incentives
to control cost are strengthened as the base yea" will not change for the
three year period. Establishing an annral figure, possibly based upon the
introduction of new cost containment incentives each year, not only helps
to generate an urcertian revenue envircnment (thus placing long-term
resource allocations on rather te.xx ground), it also vitiates the ppod
faith attempts of hospitals to respond to presumbly reasonable cost controls
one year because these cost controls may be substantially changed the
following year. A three year methodology is a message to the hospital industry
that third party payors have developed an empirically sound and equitable
reimbursement methodology that they are willing to maintain for more than
just a year. We are comfortable with this three year coatiment and
confidant that it protects the interests of both the people of the State of
New York and the hospitals upon vfich they rely. The support of the
hospitals in New York State indicates that they share our confidence and are
equally content with the long term caMnitment to the methodology ve
have jointly developed.
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si Ud you explain your procedures in determining necessaryy
csIete to excessive patient lengths of stay and other urrecessary costs
incurred by hospitals as indicated in your statement.

Response: Three standards have been developed to evaluate the cost performance
of rzi-specialty hospitals. One standard, applied to the professional
component costs (physicians, interns and residents, and supervising physicians),
will hold these costs to a base-to-base (e.g., 1980 to 1981) limitation
reflecting the physician's salary opponent of the New York State inflation
factor.

A second standard is applied to ancillary costs measured on a
per discharge basis.

- Each hospital's anciilry costs are held to a case-mix-adjusted
standard equal to 105% of its peer group's average ancillary cost, i.e., those
ancillary costs in excess of 1057. of the group average are disallowed.
Because the ancillary cost standards depend on our peer grouping methodology
as well as case-mix adjustment methodology, these are both described fully
in Attachments A (Peer Grouping Methodology, B (Case-mix Index Calculation)
and C (Examples of case-mix Adjustment to Peer Group Ceilings).

The third standard is applied to routine costs, an is most
accurately described as a case-mix adjusted peer group average routine cost
per expected day. In effect, our methodology adjusts each hospital's routine
costs by case-mix as well as by expected length of stay (LOS), before these
costs are compared to its peer group average routine cost. Again, we have
placed a corridor on this group average, cost, recognizing cost differences
between facility's control. In this case, the corridor is 7.57. above the
group average, i.e., those routine costs in excess of 107.57 of the group
average are disallowed. This routine cost standard is calculated on the basis
of the same peer groups used for the ancillary cost standard calculations.
The case-mix calculation, this time for LOS adjusted for case-mix, is described
in Attachment D. The application of the facility's case-mix adjusted LOS to
its routine costs, and the calculation of ceiling penalties if any are
described in Attachment E.

The three cost standards described above apply only to non-specialty
hospitals. Specialty hospitals are "one of a kind" hospitals, whose case-mix
and services are substantially different from regular acute hospitals. Such
facilities include hospitals that admit only patients with certain diagnoses
such as cancer and related diseases, or with diagnoses involving the eye and
ear. Rehabilitation and psychiatric hospitals are also accorded specialty
status. Attachment F fully describes the cost standards applied to specialty
hospitals, but generally these hospitals are held to a base-to-base limitation
based upon the allowable cost growth for non-specialty hospitals in the
specialty hospital's Health Systems Agency (HSA) region.
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How were you able to eliminate the ability of hospitals to
to patients not covered by youw program?

Respose: I believe that, in referring to our program, you are referring to
the thr major third party payors, Medicare, Medicaid and Blue Cross. We
share your concern that, in or efforts to control the costs of Medicare,
Medicaid and Blue CrosJ, we do not allow costs to be shifted to ocimercial
insurers and private pay patients. We have addressed this problem by passing
legislation to limit annual increases in hospital charges to the hospital
price index which is adjusted for the ratio of current charges to costs in the
facility. This legislation has the effect of gradually lowering the charge
level. Beginning in 1984 a further change will be made by having Wrkers
Compensation and No Fault pay charges instead of per diem rates calculated
from the Medicaid rates.

For 1984 and 1985, hospitals must set their charges such that the
hospital's Blue Cross rate, adjusted for uncovered services, is at no more
than a specified discount from the charge rate. For 1984 and 1985, this
discount will not exceed twelve percent for those hospitals which had a
discount of less than twelve percent during the previous year, will be no
greater than the discount in effect during the previous year for those
hospitals whose previous year's discount was between twelve and fifteen
percent, and will not exceed fifteen percent for all others. For 1986 this
discount will not exceed twelve percent.

wsestion #4: Does your program take into account cost differences between
teach mrg/-n-teaching, large/small and urban/rural hospitals?

Resmgs.: We do indeed recognize these cost differences through both our
Vting methodology and adjustments to specific hospital costs such as wages
and energy. Attachment G describes the wage equalization factor. Attachment
H describes the power equalization factor.-

The grouping methodology described in Attachment A, explicitly
recognizes differences in teaching/non-teaching and urban/rural hospitals by
partitioning all New York hospitals into four groups before any seed clusters,
or peer groups, are developed. Tie four sets of hosplTaIs-created by the
partitioning are upstate teaching, downstate teaching, upstate non-teaching
and downstate non-teaching.

A separate set of grouping variables is developed for teaching
hospitals and for non-teaching hospitals. Within each set of grouping variables
is a variable which constitutes a measure of size, i.e., total number of
certified inpatient beds. The grouping variables, however, acknowledge a
far wider set of cost-influencing variables than a hospital's location,
teaching status and size. The grouping variables also account for cost
differences explained by such factors as patient age, payor mix, services
provided, case-mix and occupancy. As shown in Attachment A, in 1982 there were
nine grouping variables for teaching hospitals and 11 for non-teaching
hospitals.
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Attachnet A

1982 GMEWI3 MM'DIGY (to be used in 1983 as well) & 1952 GROUPING VIABLES

Methodology

New York State uses a grouping methodology called seed clustering.

What is seed clustering? Seed clustering is a process or algorithm which
identifies for each groupable hospital (called the "seed" hospital) at least
four but no more than 14 other hospitals most similar in terms of the values
of the "grouping" variables (Note: group size then can vary from five
to IS).

How are variables selected? Regression analysis; t-statistics and r-squared are
used to judge quality of the variables.

Once variables are selected, then what? Ultimately, we would like to compare
each of the seed hospital's grouping variables to the corresponding grouping
var able of every other hospital in the universe and compute a difference and
then somehow summarize these differences across all variables for all
hospital pairs. Therefore, if there are (say) 16 grouping variables and (say)
60 hospitals, then 59 sets of 16 grouping variable differences must be
calculated for each seed hospital and somehow the 16 differences must be
summarized for 39-pairs. But the 16 grouping variables are all in different
dimensions (e.g.jnumber of certified beds, number of extracorporeal procedures),
how can the differences be sumarized? The grouping variables are just Z-scored
for every hospital so they are all measured in the same dimension Li.e., standard
deviations from the population mean).

Are all variables weighted equally? No, the variables are weighted by the
beta weights (i.e.) standardized regression coefficients) from the regression
equation.

How are the 16 groupin! variable differences between the seed hospital and
each of the other hospitals with which it can be grotmed summarized? A
summary measure, called the seed distance, is computed. The seeddistance,
also called euclidean distance, is the square root of the sum of the
squared differences.

What happens after the seed distances between the seed hospital and every
other hospital with which it can be grouped are computed?

a. Ranking: The hospitals are rank ordered (from the closest to the
arthest seed distance) from the seed hospital.

b. The "Natural Break" is then computed at largest pairwise difference
in seed distances.

c. Second cut Point computed as 1.4 times the average seed distance of
the first five hospitals.

d. The smaller group size (but at least five) is determined from b and c
above.
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Example 1: Find

Pa Weight

1 160

2 180

3 175

4 190

5 205

6 156

7 210

8 230

9 19S

10 180

a group for the first of ten

Z-Score

160-187.5 , -1.22
22.6

-. 33

-. 5S

.11

.77

-1.66

.96

1.88

.33

-.33

men based upon weight.

Seed Distance from Man 01

0.89 w 1 (-1.22-(-.33)2

0.67

1.33

1.99

.44

2.18

3.10

1.55

.89

,, 187.S 0 22.6

Ptank Order man 6 3 2 10 4 9 S 7
from Kin #1 e ed Distance .44 .67 .89 .89 -1.33 1.SS 1.99 2.18

Wih 150 17S 180 180 190 19S 205 210
Group Cut Patrvise --- .44 .22 44 .19
after Man #7 Differences-- -2 .
Group Cut Second
after Man #10* Cut Point s ((.44 .67. .89. .89) /5) * 1.4 * .81
Group for Man #1 a 6, 3, 2, 10

Example 2: Find a group for the first of ten men based upon height and weight
(the similarity or weight is more important than height, so weight, weight and
height, .75 and .25, respectively).

Weight Height
Man Weight Z-Score Height Z-Score Seed Distance from Man #1

1 160 lbs. -1.22 5.8 ft. 0

2 180 -.33 6.0 0.8 .89 a .75(-2.22..33) 2.25(0-.81

3 175 -.SS 5.6 -0.8 .70

4 190 .11 6.0 0.8 1.22

S 20S .77 6.1 0.8 1.77

6 1S0 -1.66 S.S 1.2 .71

7 210 .96 5.7 -0.4 1.90

8
3.10
230
.920

2
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Weight
Man Weight Z-Score

8 230

9 195

10 180

Height
Height Z-Score

1.88 6.2 1.6

.33 6.0 0.8

-. 33 5.8 0

* 187,5

. * 22.6

Seed Distance from Man 91

2.80

1.40

.77

" - 5.8

Of - .25

Rank Order Man
from Man #1 Seed Distance

Group Cut . PiiiwTse
after Man #7' Differences
Group Cut Second
after Man 02 Cut Point
Group for Man #1 w 3, 6, 10, 2

3
.70
175
S.6

6
.71
150
S.5

10
.77
180
5.8

2 4
.89 1.22
180 190
6.0 6.0

9
1.40
195
6.0

S
1.77

205
6.1

7
1.90

210
S.7

8
2.80
230
6.2

---.-. -. .33 .18 .37 .13 .90"

* ((.70 * .71 * .77 + .89)/S) * 1.4 a .86
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Grouping Variables Used

Upstate Teaching Hospitals

1. Average patient age

2. Percentage of Medicaid days x percentage of Blue Cross days

3. Blue Cross service index

4. Total number of certified inpatient beds

S. Occupancy Percentage

6. Total number of residents and fellows per bed

7. Percentage of Medicaid days

S. Total Number of extracorporeal procedures

9. Case Hix factors

Downstate Teaching Hospitals

(Same grouping variables as upstate teaching hospitals)

Upstate Non-Teaching Hospitals

1. Percentage of Medicaid days x percentage of Blue Cross days

2. Percentage of new cancer registry cases per discharge

3. Blue Cross service index

4. Total number of certified inpatient beds

S. Occupancy Percentage

6. Total number of residents and fellows per bed

7. Percentage of surgical days

B. Ratio of ancillary costs to routine costs (less professional
components)

9. rercent of Hcdicaid days

10. Average patient age

11. Case Mix factors (which measure variation in proportion of cases
in major diagnostic categories - autogroup patient classification
scheme and diagnostic related groups)

Downstate Non-teaching Hospitals

(Sane variables as upstate non-teaching hospitals)
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Attachment B

CASE MX IN( CAWIXUTION

A. Introduction

The 1983-1985 hospital reimbursement methodology contains an
automatic case mix adjustment to- the cost ceilings applicable to I facility's
rate. This adjustment recognizes differences in case mix between the facility
and the group that it is compared to for ceiling purposes. Changes in the
facility's case mix from the base year used in the rate calculation to the
rate year will continue to be adjusted upon appeal. This chapter provides
a-background of the State's approach to recognizing case mix differences
and the effect of these differences on costs. It also provides the
methodology to implement the case mix adjustments.

B. Background

Case mix has been a major focus of attention in the hospital
industry during recent years. Research studies have demonstrated that the
complexity of case mix can account for a significant amount of the cost
differences found among hospitals. This information has motivated the OHS1
to institute methods which would appropriately take into account differences
among hospitals' case mix. Case mix reimbursement methods have been imple-
mented in Maryland, New Jersey and Georgia. and are being considered for
national application by the Medicare program.

New York State began to develop its expertise in case mix in
1978 with funding by the Federal Health Care Financing Administration of the
New York State Case Mix Study (CMS). The Case Mix Study is conducted under
the auspices of OHSM and with the assistance of the Hospital Association of
New York State (HANYS). Participants were recruited by CMS and HkNYS
to obtain a stratified 10% sample of acute care institutions located in
areas throughout the State. Each participant supplied the Study with the
following basic data: (a) an itemized patient bill and medical record
abstract for each 1978 discharge; (b) a copy of the Uniform Financial
Report (UFR) submitted annually to third narty payors for reimbursement
rate computations; and (c) a Financial Questionnaire designed by IS
to identify in detail the cost of each hospital department reported on
the UFR. Participating hospitals receive management reports relating to
case mix data including hospital costs organized by Diagnosis Related
Groups (DRG). a patient classification system developed at Yale University.

Several patient classification systems can be used to determine
the mix of cases treated in a hospital including: (a) Diagnosis Related
Groups (DRGs) ; (b) isocost groups (John Hopkins University); (c) patient
management algorithms (Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania); (d) Disease
Staging technique (Systemetrics); and (e) information theory (Maryland
Health Services Cost Review Commission/John Hopkins University). With the
exception of DRGs, these schemes are still largely in development stages.
Currently, OHSM believes that DRGs are the most viable classification
system available for the purpose of identifying overall resource consumption.
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Patients are assigned to one of 383 DRGs on the basis of primary and
secondary diagnoses, operative procedures, and age, all of which are reported
on the medical record abstract. Each DRG represents an aggregation of similar
diagnoses that are consistent in terms of their anatomical and/or physiopathological
characteristics. In addition, the classification method is sensitive to secondary
complications, operative procedures performed for the patients, and, to a moderate
degree, patient age. Since 383 mutually exclusive DRGs are used, analysis of
case mix is available in terms of manageable number of groups, moat of which
possess a substantial number of cases.

atched hospital discharge data and bills are costed into DRGs through
a cost finding process. Tables I and 2, attached, illustrate the summary reports
that can be generated. Table I provides the average cost per case for each
of five (5) hospitals for six DRGs. Table 2 provides detailed cost information
for five (5) hospitals for a particular DRG.

Average cost per case or day is used to establish a relative value
for case complexity in each of the 383 DRGs.

From the data in Table 2 (collected and processed for 31 New York
State hospitals for the 1978 base year), four major indices can be computed for
each DRG: ancillary cost per case, routine cost per day, total cost per case
and total cost per day. The computational approach used is the same for all
four indices. The steps necessary to determine the routine cost per day index
Is as follows:

Step 1. For all the hospitals in the study determine the total
routine costs applicable to each DRG and also the total
days applicable to each DRG.

Step 2. Determine the average cost for each DRG by dividing total
costs by the total days for each DRG.

Step 3. Determine average cost per day for all patientsby dividing
total costs by total days.

Step 4. The relationship of each DRG's average cost per day to
average cost per.day of all patients forms the index for
that particular DRG. For example, if the average cost per
day for the DRG is $300 and the average for all patients
is $250, the index for the DRG is 1.2.

Since the average for all patients is "I", indices greater than I
indicate cases more expensive than the average and those less than I indicate
cases less expensive than the average. Table 3 is a sample of some of the
weights which were calculated for each DRG based on an operational cost per
day. The weights show that DRG 1 (Diarrheal enteritis under age 16, vgt. .665)
costs less per day to treat than DRG #127 (Ischimc heart disease except AKI
with shunt oper, other major operations, wgt. 2.099).

The case mix index for a hospital is developed by taking the hospital's
discharges or days for each DRG and calculating a weighted average across all
DRGs for the hospital (an example calculation is shown in Table 4). The group
average is calculated the same way but-using the entire group's data. Hospital
specific and group average case mix index numbers are shown in Table 5.



TABLE I
RANK ORDER AVERAGE COST PER CASE IN SIr DRGs

TEACHING HOSPITALS A.D.C.D. & E

I i Average Cost Per Case.
OG Description Rank A 8 C D E

127 Ischemic Ileart Disease Except NI with 1 11689 7317 6547 8739 12930
Shunt or Other Major Operation

121 Acute Myocardial Infarction 2 5016 3463 6087 5250 6238

23 CA of Breast with Operation without 3 2470 2202 3697 2581 2461
Secondary Dlagnosi s

204 Abdominal Hernia of Age Over 64 with 4 1530 1834 2906 1851 1759
Mlnor Repair Operation

150 Iemorrholds 5 1304 1519 1678 1304 1324

IS9 Acute URI or Influenza of Age Under 45 6 566 776 836 661 736

Source: 1971, New York State Case Mix Study, Phase I. Case Mix Profile Analysis.
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Table

Examples of Service
Selected Diagnos

ORG Descript ion

I Enteritis Diarrheal Dis of Age
Under 16

12 Ca of Resp Syst WO Oper WO DX2

15 Ca of Resp Syst W Bipsy,
Endoscpy. Oth Minor Oper W DX2

73 Diabetes of Age tader 36 NO Oper
WO DX2 or-W Minor OX2

97 Epilepsy. Migraine. Brain Dis
(Unspec) WO Oper NO DX2

120 Hypertensive Heart Dis W Oper

127 lschemic Heart Dis Except AMI
. V Shunt Oper, Oth Major Oper

165 Pneumonia of Age Under 31

223 Liver Cirrhosis WO DX2 o W

4iior OX2

230 Dis of Pancreas WO Oper

280 livery With C-Section

314 Cong Anon of Ht (Valve.Unspec)
V Oper on ht (ValveSeptua)

318 Norsal Mature Born

336 Fz (Skull,FaceForearm.Tibia,
Fibula.Foot.Mand) WO Op,
Ag. Lt 30

368 Burn of 2nd Depr Compl, 3rd
Degr, More Than 201.of Body

Intensity Weights for
sitc Related Groups

Routine/Day Ancillary/Cost
SW SIW

.851 .20S

. 926

.991

.826

.877

1.1S9

1.564

.837

.904

.898

1.046

1. $25

,722

.988

2.OSO

.641

1.884

.384

.408

1.492

5.937

.356

.73S

.48

1. 308

4.950

.048

.252

4.062 1.889

Cost/Day
SIW

.665

.830

.950

.672

:'74-

1.112

2.099

.693

.848

,848

1.113

2,039

.463

.800



CALCULATION OP CASE MIX

flospltal A
Cases CasesX SIM

13 12.07

Ancillary
SIM

.99

1.70

1.17

1.91

2.65

\ 5.74

2.A1

ORG

1

2

3

4

s

6

7

Total

CHI

COMLEXITY INDEX AT TMER

Cases *X SIM

29 28.71

31 52.70

.148 173.16

243 464.13

98 259.70

so 287.00

118 296.18

717 1561.58

2.18

N3SPITALS

Cases Cases. I SIM

12 11.80

16 27.20

104 215.20

162 309.42

31 82.15

"80 459.20

8 20.08

493 1125.21

2.28

TABLE 4

31

100

168

78

72

21

403

52.70

117.00

320.88

206.70

413.28

52.71

1117.14

2.44
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~TO LE S

Hospital and Group Case ix Index Numbers (Ancillary)

Group Case Mix Index

Group Cases

54

78

432

573

207

202

147

1,693

Hospital

Hospital

Hobspital1

GroW

A

C

31W

.99

1.70

1.17

1.91

2.65

5.74

2.51

Cases

483

717

4'3

1.63

Cues X SIW

53.46

132.60

S05.44

1094.43

541.SS

1159.48

368.97

3862.93
Case Nix Index * 2.23

Case Mix Index

2.44

2.11

2.28

2,*28

DRG

3

4

S

6

Tota.
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Attacheit C

EALMES OF CAS MIX ADAUJ M M PEER GQO CEEL W

.(i) Facility Which is More Complex Than* its Peers'

Before Case Mix Adjustment:

Facility's routine cost per day $230
Group average with 5% corridor 210
Routine disallowance T-O

Case Mix Adjustment

Facility's routine case Rix index 1.10
Group average index 1.00
Difference .10

% facility's case mix more difficult
than group average 10%

Group average routine cost per day
(without corridor) $200

% facility's case mix more difficult 10%
Adjusted group average 220

Since this adjusted group average (without a corridor) exceeds the
previous ceilings, the facility's new routine cost ceiling will be $220, which
results in an adjusted routine disallowance of $10 a day. If the adjusted group
average did not exceed the ceiling, the ceiling will have remained as before.

(ii) Facility Which is Less Complex Than its Peers

If a facility's case mix index is less than that of the group, there
will be an adjustment only if the facility's index is more than 5% below the
average. The group average cost would be decreased by that portion of the
percentage that exceeds 5% and the original 5% corridor then added to this
adjusted group average.

Case Mix Adjustment

A B

Facility's routine case mix index .97 .90
Group average index 1.00 1.00
Difference -.03 -.10
% facility's case mix less

difficult than group average 3.0% 10.0%

Group average routine cost per day
(without corridor) $200 $200

%facility's case mix less difficult 3.0% 0%

Adjust by 5%
Adjusted group average No adjustment $190
Add original 5% corridor less than 5% 10
Adjusted routine cost ceiling $210 $200

(same as original)

97-561 0 - 82 - 11
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AttAchmmnt D

CAS X E DM .E' 1982 LUS SEMrM6 (Methok1ogy to be used in 1983-1985 as weli)

Statevide hospital cae six data ver clinically and statistically

analysed to determine the major age/diagnostic cells (KADC's) suitable

for the purpose of setting the 1982 LOS standards. Five hundred

forty-two (542 )KADC's vere identified as being significant, resulting

from collapsing 4,316 original cells (83 major diagnostic categories, 13

age categories, the presence or absence of surgery, and the presence or

absence of secondary diagnosis).

Table I shows, for illustrative purposes, the results of collapsing

the 52 original cells (13 age categories, the presence or absence of

surgery and the presence or absence of secondary diagnosis) for the major

diagnostic categoy, Infectious Diseases. The analysis indicated that the

significant age categories for Infectious Diseases are: less than or

equal to 30, greater than or equal to 31 but less than or equal to 80,

and greater than 80. The presence or absence of surgery and the presence

or absence of secondary diagnosis were both determined to be significant;

therefore, as the table illustrates, 4 cell divisions are retained for

each ne's age category defined above. Since thie original 13 age

categories are collapsed into 3, only 12 (3 z 2 x 2) of the original 52

cells remain, these are indexed XADC's 1 through 12.

Certain of the original 4,316 vere not collapsed because their small

case frequently sakes it difficult to derive meaningful statistical

comparisons. For this ease reason, these easm cells were deemed

non-comparable and so were excluded from the LOS standard computation.
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One hundred forty-aeven thousand cases (6.0 percent of total cases)

representing 6.7 percent of total days vere excluded from groups suitable

for standards.

Use of selected diagnoses for standard development involves two

specific changes from prior year applictions:

(1) Previously, a hospital's individual case mix-adjusted expected

LOS was compared with its actual LOS derived from the annual

financial report. Using selected diagnoses, however, requires

comparing the hospital's expected LOS with discharge data

submitted by the facility.

(2) To construct complete diagnostic case ait profiles for each

facility. 1980 data were used.

Four unique sets of LOS standards were developed for the MADC's -

one each for upstate teaching, upstate non-teaching, downatate teaching,

and downstate non-teaching hospitals - to recognize the significant

variations in lengths of stay among regions and by teaching status.
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Attachmnt E

1983 COBIMU ROUTINEMLOS CEILING CALCULATION

The now combined routine/length of stay ceiling vould use expected
days rather than actual days in the computation of routine costs per
day. The expected days vould be calculated by multiplying the facility's
expected length of stay standard (adjusted for all cases) times its
actual discharges. A facility's expected length of stay standard vould
be calculated as it currently is in the determination of the length of
stay disallovance. (See Chapter It - C)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Rout ins Actual Actual Adjusted

Hospital Costs Days Discharges Standard LOS*

A $8,470 77 11 7
(Seed Hosp.)

B 18,000 180 20 10.8

C 4,300 50 10 6

$30,970 307 41 6.61

(6)-(4)x(5) (7)-(2)-(6)
Expected Routine Cost

Hospital Days Per Expected Day $87.73 would be case
six adjusted. For

A 77 $110.00 i Illustration assume
no adjustment

3 216 83.33 necessary.

C 60 75.00 $87.73 vith a 7-1/2%
corridor - $87.73 x

353 $ 67.73 1.075 - $94.31
ceiling.

For seed hospital A, routine cost per expected day lass the
Ceiling " $110.00 - $94.31 - $15.69

$15.69 z expected days a $15.69 x 77 - $l,208 disallovance.

The present standard LOS Is derived from a sample of cases. The actual
hospital LOS of all cases can be either higher or lover than the actual
LOS of these cases included in the sample. Therefore, the standard LOS
should be adjusted to equal the ratio of actual LOS of all cases for that
hospital to actual LOS of the sample for that hospital multiplied by the
present standard LOS.
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Attac meant F

LIMITS ON ALLOWABLE COSTS FOR SPECIALTY HOSPITALS

Facilities Affected

Because of a substantially different case mix and substantial
differences in the services provided compared to regular acute
hospitals, there are several hospitals which historically have not
had all their costs subjected to normal peer group standards. For
1960, these facilities were held to no routine or ancillary ceilings.

Specialty facilities include one of a kind hospitals,
rehabilitation facilities and psychiatric hospitals. A list of these
facilities in attached.

Froposed Cost Limits for Specialty Hospitals

Failure to consider any standard of efficiency for specialty
facilities provides no incentive for these facilities to control costs.
To provide a reasonable standard, therefore, a regulation was previously
adopted which limits a specialty hospital's increase in operating cost per
day for 1982 rates to the weighted average operating cost per day increase from
1979 to 1980 for non-specialty hospitals located in the specialty hospital's
region--a base-to-base limitation. These limited costs would thereafter
be increased by the trend factor similar to non-specialty facilities.
Costs not included in the calculation of routine and ancillary ceilings
would be excluded from this limitation. The regions used would be the
Health System's Agencies (HSA's).

It is anticipated that specialty hospitals could appeal this
limitation if the facility added significant approved new services in
1979, thereby causing excessive cost growth.

Examples of Calculation

a) Specialty Hospital A

1979 operating costs per day $202.90
19M operating costs per day 221.60
percent change 9.2%
average cost growth for region S.S%
allowable 1980 base year operating costs - $202.90 x 1.085 • $220.15

b) Specialty Hospital B

IF79 operating costs per day $178.90
1900 operating costs per day 188.50
percent change S.4%
average cost growth for region 8.8%
allowable base year operating costs - $188.50

RCC Adjustment

The RCC adjustment methodology, as described in a previous chapter
of this text, will be applied subsequent to the cost limitation described
above.
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Facilities Subject to Limits on Allowable Costs for Specialty Hospitals

Unique Hospitals

Bellevue Maternity
St. Barnabas
Children's Hospital - Buffalo
Calvary
Roswell Park
Manhattan Eye and Ear
M emorial Hospital for Cancer
Hospital for Special Survcry
St. Francis - Roslyn

Rehabilitation Hospitals

B. S. Coler
7 Blythedale Children's
Brunswick - Rehab. Unit
Burke Rehabilitation
Children's Hospital - Utica
Goldwater
Helen Hayes
Institute of Rehab. Medicine
Monroe Community
Summit Park - Rehab. Unit
Sunnyview

Psyihiatrics

Neu Yor FyQ an" Far
Kinesbrook Jewish

Detox Unit - Roosevelt - St. Lu!e's
Mental Retardation Institute

Benjamin Rush'
Brunswick Hospital - Psych. building'
Falkirk'
Four Winds'
Freeport'
Gracie Square'
High Point*
Linwood Bryant*
Rye*
South Oaks*
N.Y. Hospital - Westchester division
Summit Park - Psych. Unit
St. Vincent's - Westchester division

* Article 31 facilities, no longer certified by the OHSM.
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Attadrent G

Wage Equalization Factor (WEF)

Purpose

The State has historically grouped hospitals without regard to

location. This necessitated the development of a mechanism that would

equalize each hospital's salary and salary-related costs, i.e. fringe

benefits, to reflect differences in the price of labor. The wage equali-

zation factor is designed to accomplish that goal.

Source Data

The WEF attempts to measure differences in salary prices, not

difference3 in salary costs. Consequently, the data source must allow

calculation of average salaries holding occupational mix constant.

Based on the recommendation by an ad hoc advisory group consisting

of representatives of OHSM, the Hospital Association of New York State, and

hospitals, OHSM developed a survey to measure average hourly rates by func-

tional titles. These titles are as follows:

1) Nursing aides and orderlies
2) Licensed practical nurse (regardless of whether or not they

are licensed to administer medication)
3) Registered nurse, nonsupervisory, including head nurse
4) Patient food service worker
S) X-ray technician (licensed or registered)
6) Laboratory technologist/technician
7) Housekeeping aides and attendants

WEF Methodology

The current methodology is the same as that used for 1981. The

major advantage of the WEF methodology is that it allows facilities to be

compared against statistics which are tailored to its employee mix. It

does so by applying a standardized salary level to each hospital's own

occupational mix. This has the effect of neutralizing the difference in

wages and fringe benefits between facilities across the State.

Another advantage of the WEF is that it is hospital specific, that

is, every hospital will receive its own unique WEF based upon its own data.

WEF is calculated as follows:

1. Calculate statewide weighted average salary for each occupation.

2. Calculate actual weighted average salary for each facility

(weighted by actual hours paid exclusive of on-call and
overtime hours).

3. Calculate weighted average salary for each facility using

facility's occupation mix and statewide weighted average
salary for each occupation.
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Attachent H

Power Equalization Factor (PEF)

Introduction

Similar to the wage equalization factor, the power
equalization factor is intended to adjust electric power costs so that
differences in electric rate levels between hospitals are neutralized
prior to peer group comparison. Use of a power equalization factor
in the reimbursement system recognizes that the price paid by a facility
for electricity varies from place to place and is not generally at the
discretion of the facility.

The data base for calculating the PEF consists of:

1. Rate information for each of the seven utility companies
in New York State. This information reflects rates per
KhH across various consumption levels, demand changes,
fuel adjustment changes, and seasonal rate differentials
for each of the seven companies.

2. Average utilization levels for hospitals within each of
the utility company's service areas based on a limited
survey conducted by HANYS in 1974. These same utili:atzon
levels are currently used to compute electricity price
movements as part of the trend factor computations.

Methodology

The methodology standardizes utilization to that of the "seed"
hospital or the facility for which the ceiling is to be calculated and
inflates or deflates the electricity cost of the other facilities in the
seed hospital's group to adjust for differences in utility rate levels and
rate structure.

Differential = Cost per KWH of Seed Hospital at Seed Hospital Usage
Cost per KXH of Grouped Element at Seed Hospital Usage

The following matrix represents costs per KWH based on three
average utilization levels, and three different rate-levels and structures.

Utilization Rate Structure
CE NI MO LIL

Con Ed (Facility A) $7.63 $3.38 55.34
NIMO (Facility 8) 7.64 3.38 5.60
Long Island Light
(Facility C) 8.36 4.14 5.29

If Facility B's peer group ceiling were under consideration and
Facility A and Facility C were in its group, the adjustments to electricity
cost would be as follows:

Facility B 1.00 (3.38/3.38)
Facility A .44 (3.3 8/7.64)
Facility C .60 (3.38/S.60)
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Senator DURENBERGER. I am going to have to take 5 minutes to
go over and vote. And, Mr. Schramm, you have been sitting there
for some period of time.

By way of suggestion, when I get back, one of the first issues I
would like to deal with is the whole issue of capital, which is where
Bob Derzon started-

That can be viewed several ways. One is the school closure exam-
ple, which you used and was reacted to in Rochester. Another,
from the possibility that prospective rate setting could have an ad-
verse impact on having adequate or sufficient capital in the
system; and also, as suggested by an earlier question, I do have con-
cerns about how these systems permit us to sort out the good from
the bad.

So when I get back maybe we can kick off with your reactions to
that.

[Whereupon, at 3:15 p.m., the hearing was recessed.]

AFTER RECESS

Senator DURENBERGER. We can proceed. I think I laid out in a
general way my concerns.

Mr. Schramm, perhaps you can begin by responding to that from
Maryland's perspective.

Mr. SCHRAMM. Senator, regarding the capital question, I thought
I would make a couple of observations in Maryland.

First of all, I think it's a critical question. Mr. Derzon said it
best. I would point out appendix IV. If there is a blip in the Mary-
land experience in 1979, it really is because we opened so many
new hospital beds. I think the issue boils down to controlling hospi-
tal growth and insuring an adequate capital base in hospitals, that
is, enough hospitals around to handle the population extant, as well
as to make sure there is enough money to rebuild the hospital capi-
tal stock.

The problem on the other side is you don't want the industry to
get so big that the burden becomes excessive in terms of drawing
off resources for other social expenditures and economic invest-
ment.

In Maryland we have handled that situation by building into the
rate base every year sufficient moneys to recapitalize the industry,
so there is a 2-percent grant on the base rates every year for the
hospitals to essentially put into the bank for recapitalization.

I think there is one other observation I should make. It regards
the ability of hospitals in regulated States to go into the capital
market ,and get private sector funds.

As you know, over the last 10 years the amount of hospital con-
struction financed in the private sector capital market, principally
Wall Street bonds, has grown from 5 percent of all hospital con-
struction to almost 75 percent in 10 years. So the predominate
fashion or function of financing new capital construction in hospi-
tals is through publicly issued debt instruments.

In the State of Maryland we have enjoyed extremely high ratings
on our bonds. Our bonds are issued through a tax-exempt authori-
ty, the Health and Higher Education Bonding Authority. The Au-
thority never issues a bond, as the underwriters won't take them,



unless there is a comfort letter from the Commission to insure that
revenues sufficient to support the debt service will flow through
the life of the obligation.

A number of investment bankers have told the Commission, and
they appear before the Commission on motions for comfort letters,
that in fact the recent offerings coming from our State have en-
joyed higher ratings and lower interest rates because of the com-
fort or security debt holders feel regarding the role the Cost
Review Commission plays in the long-term financial viability of the
State's hospitals.

Senator DURENBERGER. Would you care to add to that, Mr.
Crane?

Mr. CRANE. Yes. I would just add that the issue of capital is of
extreme concern to us. People in New York State are talking about
the possibility of trying to determine a capital budget for the State
as a whole, and then in essence having hospitals compete one
against the other for allocations under that budget. I don't know
whether we will get to that point, but that's one of the notions that
is being seriously considered.

Clearly, if we are to consider all of the proposed projects that are
currently before us, given our current standards in the planning
system of absolute need and financial feasibility and other tests,
approval is probably indicated. A major teaching hospital in New
York City that wants to replace itself at a cost of $1/2 billion. It is
difficult to say that that facility is needed. Whether the moderniza-
tion to the extent proposed is needed is another question. We need
to define and develop a system which helps provide an answer to
that.

Senator DURENBERGER. Let me ask you a question which I want
to remember to ask the next four panelists also, and which I was
reminded of when, I think, Mr. Schramm, you mentioned the
school closing example. It seems to me that in an ideal world-my
kind of an ideal world-when we are changing from prospective re-
imbursement to something else which more adequately provides all
of the incentives that we want in the system, that we might go to a
voucher system. Then you, and you, and you, and everybody gets x-
number of dollars, and you go out and make the choices. Then the
community and the provider react to that by being more efficient
and responsive to patient needs. But we are still a long way from
that. Prospective reimbursement may be a step in that direction
but we have to assure that when we get there there is an adequate
choice for people to make.

Now, let me make another observation about what I have been
hearing here today. I seem to be hearing a recommendation that
we sort of downshift the process of planning from a federally dic-
tated HSA and certificate-of-need process to something in which we
rely on States and, using Rochester as an example, local communi-
ties to provide us with a more efficient, less costly delivery system.

But I am not sure who, when you downshift, is really making the
decisions about quality and cost. I don't know whether it is a bunch
of doctors that got together in Rochester and decided, "We want to
hang on to our hospitals we had better get all eight of us together,"
or whether it is some politicians from Maryland who decided, "If
we want to save those important inner-city hospitals, we had better
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start shifting costs of their service delivery over to other hospitals."
I wonder whether, ultimately, we will have a system in which the
consumers do play some role.

In the school closure example the consumers really don't have
that much of a role. There you have a community saying, "We've
only got so many dollars to spend, and such-and-such a population
to spend it on, and we are going to close these schools." The indi-
vidual consumer, the person in need of education or the parent,
really has nothing to say about it. They can go and protest at the
school board meeting, but they can't use their tax dollars or any
other dollars to say, "I offer the way these teachers operate in this
setting to the way those teachers operate in that setting." That
isn't the way public education works in this country today.

Maybe I am expressing a concern that the provision of health
care might run the risk of going the same way as elementary and
secondary education, where we just sort of downshift it to a local
service delivery system in which the politicians and the community
and the doctors get together and say, "We're going to have so
many hospitals, and they are going to look like this and charge so
much."

Is there any risk of that happening under ratesetting in your two
States?

Mr. SCHRAMM. Well, sir, I think there is a very severe risk, and
it's the risk I think you feel strongly about. That is, it's a risk to
the emergence of a real market system.

I think the approach in Maryland is really a market regulatory
approach. We regulate with the idea of establishing incentives in
the regulations which will make people behave as if they were in a
market.

The real risk is if we continue to permit growth of acute-care in-
stitutions, such as Bob has made mention of in New York City.

The commitment to a "star wars" hospital in 1985 largely dis-
places resources that would be available to develop alternative
sources of care. We face that problem in the State of Maryland.
Our planning agencies have repeatedly refused licenses to day sur-
gery centers on the grounds that there was redundant capacity in
the big acute-care hospital surgical facilities.

So in many respects I think my real fear is, with overcapitaliza-
tion we essentially put in place political demands and political
power groups which will preclude or shut off the ability to generate
alternative suppliers of care. I think this will be a particularly
acute need in the future with the surplus of physicians coming on
board, where I think there is a great promise in terms of all kinds
of new ideas that we would like to see generated in our State.

But if the primary demand is in place, and it's larger in terms of
the extraordinary political influence of these hospitals, it could
foreclose these opportunities. And these are the opportunities, I
think, where the real market could emerge in the future.

Senator DURENBERGER. So, in designing a prospective reimburse-
ment system, we have to be especially aware of these kinds of polit-
ical influences and the pressures that come from a surplus of pro-
viders. Is that correct?

Mr. SCHRAMM. Absolutely.
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Senator, I have designed some model legislation that is appended
for the record, and I think the solution is basically a political one.
Legislators or Governors must make a decision, -a public decision,
concerning the amount of capital that should flow into this indus-
try. And I think it is largely a decision where, in the State of New
York, people blame the regulatory agency. It's a larger political de-
cision which, you have observed in many other States, Governors
choose to duck behind regulatory agencies.

By and large, it is a full-scale political decision to shut hospitals
in the State. It can't be anything but a political decision. And in
many cases it devolves to the regulatory agency without proper in-
struction or education of the body politic.

I think actually what we ought to do is make it very explicit,
have the legislature establish the amount of new funds that will
flow in the State's economy for construction or replacement of hos-
pital capital, and explicitly announce a certain pool of resources
that would be available for funding or financing or capitalizing al-
ternative suppliers of care to the market.

Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Crane?
Mr. CRANE. In order to have consumers make intelligent choices

within a health-care marketplace, were it to develop, they have got
to be well informed. And it seems to me that one of the intermedi-
ate benefits that you may have by creating some incentives for
States to take a major or larger role in this, and to continue and
even strengthen the health planning process, is to stimulate that
involvement and increase in knowledge of those who participate in
the health-planning process.

I think the process itself can go a long way to making consumers
more intelligent buyers, which, it seems to me, is a prerequisite for
getting where you want to go.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you both very much. There are
other questions that should be asked, but our time is limited.

Our next panel will be the four remaining panelists: Donald W.
Davis, president, Hunterdon Medical Center, Flemington, N.J.;
Francis R. Dietz, president, Memorial Hospital, Pawtucket, R.I.;
Joseph I. Morris, acting assistant commissioner, health planning
and resource development, State Department of Health, Trenton,
N.J.; and John Murray, assistant director of administration: plan-
ning and financial management, State of Rhode Island, Providence,
accompanied by Armand P. Leco, senior vice president, Blue Cross/
Blue Shield, Rhode Island.

Senator Bradley said to say hello to Mr. Davis. He will try to get
back, but I don't know that he can make it.

Perhaps what I might do is suggest that, since Mr. Davis of New
Jersey was first on this list, we might take the two New Jersey ex-
amples and talk about them, and then take the Rhode Island exam-
ple and talk about it. That might help my mind work a little
better.

So, if we can start with Mr. Davis.
Is there a preferable way to go, Mr. Morris?
Mr. MORRIS. Mr. Chairman,1'll go first.
Senator DURENBERGER. All right.
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STATEMENT OF JOSEPH I. MORRIS, ACTING ASSISTANT COMMIS-
SIONER, HEALTH PLANNING AND RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT,
STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALrH, TRENTON, NJ.
Mr. MORRIS. Thank you very much.
I would like to say that I'm not going to read my formal com-

ments. I would like them entered into the record, but I'm too com-
passionate to submit the committee and the audience to reading
more of the same.

I would like to underscore that I agree with much that my col-
leagues from the other States have said, especially Dr. Schramm
from Maryland. We have borrowed quite a few aspects of the Mary-
land system for use in New Jersey.

We are very proud of our record of rate control in New Jersey.
The Department of Health has been regulating rate since 1975,
and the hospitals in New Jersey were doing it for 7 years before
that under a voluntary budget-review system.

In listening to some of the discussions that have occurred already
today, one thing struck me, especially when I heard of the differ-
ences between Rochester and the rest of the State of New- York. I
think it is something that existed in New Jersey, but we have man-
aged to work it out somewhat.

I think it is necessary for the regulated and the regulators to
agree on some common goals and philosophies of what the rate-
review system should do. We had a lot of battles when we first es-
tablished rate regulation in New Jersey. In fact one of my old ad-
versaries, Mr. Jack Owen, president of the New Jersey Hospital As-
socation, is at the hearing today. During these battles with the in-
dustry, it was very surprising when, with both of us too tired to
fight any more, I said to Mr. Owen, "Well, what do you really
want?" When he told me, it sounded an awful lot like what we
wanted to accomplish, too.

So I think there is a need to have some sort of input by the hos-
pitals to recognize what are the goals and objectives of trying to
allocate scarce resources, and do it in a manner that makes sense.

We did have a budget review in place from 1975 to 1979, and it
was very much like Maryland's review process. But we saw some
shortcomings, and we decided to try to correct those. I think the
shortcomings that we saw in our budget system were:

First. We previously covered only Blue Cross, medicaid and local
governmental payers and just on the inpatient side. The first thing
we wanted to correct was to have all payers participate, and to
have both inpatient and outpatient costs covered. The reason for
this is that when all payers participate you avoid cost shifting,
which you yourself have indicated can be a problem.

Also, the reason that you need to control both inpatient and out-
patient reimbursement is that within the whole outpatient area
you can develop many alternative delivery modes that ycu want to
encourage. These modes are important, effective, and cost-efficient
alternatives to inpatient hospitalization.

The second thing that we wanted to do was to treat hospitals
fairly, and that meant a different treatment of hospital financial
elements.
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As you yourself and Dr. Schramm indicated, the hospitals have
to be paid for uncompensated care-that amount of medical indi-
gency that is not picked up by a medicaid or a medical-needy pro-
gram.

There are also capital needs-for the replacement of the plant,
maintenance of equipment and working capital. These are ele-
ments that we worked into the New Jersey system.

Then, the thing that makes New Jersey quite unique as a State,
besides being squeezed in between Philadelphia and New York, is
its approach of setting hospital rates by case mix. It is necessary to
have a fair treatment when rates are being set; because when you
measure hospitals, how do you know that you are measuring a hos-
pital that does the same amount of tonsillectomies or open-heart
surgeries as the one down the street?

I think we saw that need to measure hospitals fairly, because if
ou are going to set rates on a cost per admission, they had better

for the same types of admissions.
The other thing is to use the case-mix system to really make an

impact on the way that care is provided. This system was devel-
oped with a lot of input from physicians. I think that that influ-
ence is evident in the system and makes it useful because the phy-
sician is the true resource consumer in the hospital. The physician
admits the patient; he orders all the tests; he controls everything
that happens to the patient; and then eventually discharges the pa-
tient. Whether it is a long length of stay or a short length of stay,
the administrator can't have a very effective control on hospital re-
sources unless the medical staff is working with him and communi-
cates with him.

Given that role of the physician, I think we had to look at how
the physician was trained. In medical school the physician is
trained to treat each patient as an individual, and that guides his
clinical judgments. Each patient is individual. Whereas, rate regu-
lations tend to focus on the average patient consuming the average
amount of resources. Each patient day is treated like every other
patient day, as are admissions, in terms of the resources used.

What we have attempted to do in New Jersey is to try to come
up with a patient classification system that groups similar types of
patients together; and, using this type of a system, we think we
provide a common language so that the regulator, the hospital ad-
ministrator, and the physician can talk very meaningfully about ef-
ficiencies in the ways of delivering quality care.

What we have used is a system called diagnosis related groups,
or DRG's. There are 467 of these groups, and they attempt to clas-
sify patients who have similar illnesses and similar treatments. It
is based on the physician's own language-the diagnoses that he
writes. There are some 13,000 different diagnoses that a physician
could write for you. Of course, if we had 13,000 different groups,
and if we included all the combinations and permutations occur-
ring when you include secondary diagnoses and a number of proce-
dures we would have an unmanageable number of groups. It's
somewhere up in the tens of billions, I think.

So we have taken a system that was developed at Yale Universi-
ty. It contains 467 groups, and that is a manageable number. We
think it works pretty well.
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First of all, it allows the physician to start to look at types of
patients. This is important, because the first thing we do is make
cost comparisons, and it had better make clinical sense to the phy-
sician or you are not going to go anywhere with it. My colleague
Don Davis very well knows that if we had a system that didn't
make any sense at all, his medical staff would never listen to him,
and he would have to come back to me and tell me that I was out
of my mind.

Our system is prospective, and it's incentive-based. We develop a
price per case for each one of these DRG's in the hospital, and we
will tell a hospital, "Your historic cost is $1,000 for treating this
appendectomy. The rest of the hospitals in the State that are simi-
lar to you are doing it for $800. So we will pay that hospital ap-
proximately 900." already there is a disincentive if the hospital
is inefficient.

Conversely, there is an incentive. If the hospital is treating a cer-
tain type of case for $800 and the average cost is about $1,000, we
will give it about $900. So there is a reward, and it is prospective. If
the hospital can then control its costs during the year and beat the
price per case, it gets to keep the difference. This is a point that
Mr. Derzon made, that there has to be some way that the hospital
can keep the savings of its cost reductions. That does happen in
New Jersey.

Now, in addition to setting the price per case, what we also pro-
vide to the hospital is a set of management reports. We indicate to
the hospital not only where its costs for open heart surgery might
be higher than the State average but which departments that hap-
pens in. Is it laboratory? Operating room? Nursing? And with this
information the hospital can work with the physician, the true re-
source consumer, to try to determine how care is delivered and
how to better deliver care.

What we think this system does is to bring market forces to bear
on hospital decisionmaking. The hospital will be paid a fair price,
and then it will have the means to determine what it is that it
must do to achieve efficiencies.

I would like to just briefly give a few examples of some of the
things that we do with the New Jersey system, even though the
bell is going to ring on me.

We have one hospital that does a lot of open heart surgery, and
it never knew exactly how much those cases cost. We actually price
out each case. When the hospital saw the high amount of money
that each case cost, it was so surprised it decided to dig further
into the management reports. It saw that it was spending quite a
lot of money on something called a blood-gas test. So it went to the
director of the unit and said, "Why do we do so many blood-gas
tests?" The director of the unit said, "Well, that was a standing
order we developed when we set up the unit some 5 years ago, and
we just never thought to review it." So they did a medical audit of
charts over a period of 3 years, and they determined that they
could change the standing orders. That hospital now uses 50 per-
cent fewer blood-gas tests.

Another example which is probably the most telling involves the
DRG for pacemaker implantation. The medical director of one hos-
pital was looking at his costs in that, DRG and he had a higher
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average cost than other hospitals by some $2,000. So he went to the
management reports to see where it was that he was high. His hos-
ital was high in an area called medical-surgical supplies. The
ighest cost item was the pacemaker itself. When he looked into

the facts of the matter, he saw that there were a great number of
pacemakers being used in the hospital. When he did a study to de-
termine how the surgeons were using pacemakers he found that
each surgeon had his own favorite; there was no real trend. Al-
though there were differences between the pacemakers, the sur-
geons seemed to go with their own favorite brands.

When he confronted the surgeons with it, they said, "Well, the
detail man came in, and we just went with his spiel." They got the
surgeons together and developed criteria to show which pacemak-
ers made sense for which patients. Some pacemakers are good for
14 years; others for 5 years. Obviously, if you have a 50-year-old pa-
tient you want to use the 14-year pacemaker.

The other important thing they found was that prices ranged
very dramatically, even for comparable equipment. The surgeons
then worked up the criteria. They put it over the table where they
order the pacemakers, and they included the price of each pace-
maker. After a short period of time the surgeons started usingmore appropriate pacemakers for their patients; there was a cost
savings, andthe biggest cost saving wasn.t even clinical. The detail
man for one of the highest priced pacemakers came in; he looked
up and saw the price of his pacemaker listed there-at the top of
the hit parade; and he said, "What the dickens is that price doing
up there?" When it was explained to him, he went out and made
one phone call, and he came back with a sweet deal. As long as the
hospital didn't tell anybody else, he was going to drop the price of
pacemakers $1,000 per unit.

I think this underscores the linkage of a clinical system with the
reimbursement system. You have to somehow be able to have the
doctors step back from the bedside and review care and how they
provide it; instead of thinking of individual patients, think of pa-
tient types.

The other thing we do, in response to your question, is we have a
very active program of health planning and certificate of need to
try to control the capital costs and to make sure that only the
needed facilities are built and are reimbursed. We think that this
type of prospective reimbursement system goes hand in hand with
an active health-planning program and with utilization review.

We work with the New Jersey PSRO's, and I'm happy to say that
the Federal Government has been participating with the Depart-
ment to really change the review system and criteria to make them
fit with our prospective reimbursement system.

In New Jersey, health planning, utilization review, and rate
review are all within the same division under me in the Depart-
ment of Health.

In summary, we have had some degree of success with this pro-
gram. I could cite the statistics, but then other people cite other
statistics. But just in 1981 the 26 hospitals that came on the system
in 1980 had a cost increase of about 15 percent while national in-
creases were about 18.7 percent. Just for the State of New Jersey
that approximates almost $90 million in savings.

97-. 1 0 - 82 - 12
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With that, I will conclude my remarks and be willing to answer
any questions you may have, sir.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Shirley A. Mayer and Joseph I.
Morris and answers to questions from Senator Durenberger follow:]
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Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is

Joseph I. Morris. I am the Acting Assistant Commissioner for

Health Planning and Resources Development of the New Jersey

State Department of Health. I have the day-to-day responsibility

for running the cost containment system and the health planning

and Certificate of Need process in New Jersey. I will make

my statement and answer any questions you might have.

Mr. Chairman, you and your colleagues on this committee

a-re faced with an enormous task, one on which the future well-

being of literally millions of Xmericans will depend. In this

age of dwindling health resources, it is imperative that health

care services be provided in the most efficient and effective

manner possible. But cost containment efforts, if undertaken in

haste and without adequate foresight, can substantially impair

the ability of many of our sickest and most truly needy citizens

to receive vitally necessary health services, and substanIally

damage, if not destroy, many of our most valued social institutions,

such as urban hospitals, medical school teaching hospitals, and

certainly public nospitals, as well.as some rural nospitals that

serve many of the poor.
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Mr. Chairman, if you wish to reduce the costs of

health programs, you can do so either by reducing services or

by reducing what you pay for each unit of service. An arbitrary

cap or limitation on aggregate Medicare expenditures will lead

to substantial reductions in services to the poor and the

elderly. That seems the simplest and most direct solution

administratively, and some may believe it to be the easiest

solution politically. But our experience in New Jersey. and

that in some of our sister states, suggests that a sell thought-

out and well managed system for controlling the reimbursement

rates paid to the providers of services can insure program

economy without reducing access to necessary services. Further,

we are beginning to learn in New Jersey, as has been previously

demonstrated in Maryland, that well-conceived state programs

to regulate hospital costs can effect considerable savings.

Such programs are being implemented withcut serious :estrictions

on the availability of service or the financial viability of

the providers of care, and indeed can even do much to improve

the financial status :f well-managed instituti:ns wnicn serve

a disproportionately large number of poor citizens.

If one nas to choose between reducing ne soppiy cf

services or reducing tneir unit cost as 3 strategy for :ost

containment, it is desirable to look at the actual record as

to what has happened under prospective nospital reimbursement

systems. Indeed, analysis after analysis has shown that over

the last decade, only a small fraction of the total increase in

health care costs can be attributed to increased utilization cy

any part of the population. By far tne greatest prcporti:n of
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cost increases have come from increases in the unit price of a

patient day or an outpatient visit, along with some increase in

the "intensity" of the services provided.

On the other hand, the evidence on controlling the

rate of increases in prices in the hospital sector in those

states with mandatory cost containment programs is clear and

encouraging. Federal expenditures for hospital care, primarily

of course under Medicare, are so enormous, and growing so

rapidly, that relatively modest proportional inroads into that

growth can generate sizable economies. Under current projections,

Medicare expenditures for hospital care will increase anywhere

from 15 to 20%, or five to six billion dollars, in the next

fiscal year. The increase in health care costs over the last

decade has consistently exceeded that in all other sectors

except energy and, more recently, housing, and has thus been a

major contributing source to the inflationary spiral.

Effective systems of hospital rate or budget control,

save not only government dollars but private dollars as well, and

therefore contribute to control of inflation not only through a

reduction in government expenditures, but also through a reduction

in private expenditures.

The General Accounting Office concluded that mandatory

state hospital rate setting programs reduce hospital expenditures

approximately 4% below states without mandatory programs. That

figure is based not on some theoretical model, but on the actual

experience of such programs in the period up through 1978, and there
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is further reason to believe that the pay-offs from such programs

have increased since then.

And we do know how to control hospital expenditures.

Such controls are achievable, on the basis of the evidence in

Maryland and New Jersey, and analogous evidence from other

states. State rate setting systems which control total hospital

expenditures have moderated the growth of hospital costs for

all payors. However self-serving that conclusion might sound,

I should also emphasize to you that it is not solely our

own. Indeed, it is a conclusion that has been arrived at independently

by the General Accounting Office, the Congressional Budget Office,

and a much discussed article in the New England Journal of Medicine,

all of which concluded that it would be desirable to expand such

rate setting authorities to cther states.

State hospital rate setting programs in which all

payors participate have another significant characteristic. Rather

than weakening the financial status of those who provide services

to the poor, they can substantially improve them when all payors

participate and share among themselves the costs of services to

the medically indigent. Indeed, in essence, rate setting systems

such as those in Maryland or New Jersey are able to save enough

payor dollars to provide adequate revenues to hospitals serving

substantial numbers of the medically indigent, and still return

a savings dividend to those payors.
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To recount some of the specifics of the New Jersey

experience, in 1980 we implemented our hospital rate setting

demonstration, which under a planned phase-in involved a sample

of 26 hospitals. During 1980, the rate of total hospital cost

increase for those 26 hospitals was held to two to three percent

below the national average, while recognizing for the first time

as reimbursable costs services to the medically indigent. We

also provided what we call a "working cash infusion," a direct

infusion of reimbursement cash, to hospitals which, because of

an historic role of providing services to the poor, entered the

system with significant working capital deficiencies. Among

the 26 hospitals, the working cash infusion exceeded $4 million.

In other words, even while picking up costs to the services to the

poor that had been met in'the past only by the liquidation of

hospital endowments, the liquidation of hospital capital, or the

failure of hospitals to pay their bills, we still saved Medicare

between $5 and $10 million relative to what it could have been

expected to-spend had its costs increased at the national rate.

$5 million, of course, is not a very large amount compared to

total Medicare expnditures, but remember that we are talking about

only 26 hospitals, and only about the first year's experience when

there were significant one-time start up costs which we aaticipated

and planned for from the outset. The preliminary results for calendar

year 1981 indicate an increase of approximately 15% for these first 26

hospitals while the national increase was 18%.

Again, I must emphasize that we have accomplished these

savings without deleterious financial impact on inner city or
r h -- "

rural hospitals, and with, as far as we have been ableto discern,
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improved access to hospital care for the poor and medically

indigent. Nor is there the slightest evidence that the quality

of medical care in hospitals engaged in our rate setting demonstra-

tion has suffered to any degree. Indeed, we have considerable

evidence that in many specific instances our program provided the

vehicle for significant quality improvements.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the new hospital rate setting

system in New Jersey, building on our earlier system in which we

regulated only the rates paid by Blue Cross and Medicaid and other

governmental entities, involves the innovative and much discussed

methodology of payment by the case rather than the day, on the

basis of diagnosis related groups, or as they are commonly called,

DRGs. We think case-mix related reimbursement on the basis of DRGs

is an excellent means of hospital reimbursement, and one that holds

considerable promise not only in New Jersey but for the rest of

the nation. But what should be emphasized for ouf purposes here

is that any of a number of technical methodologies might well be

capable of achieving the same general results. Whether the system

is based on prospective revenue controls, prospective budget review,

DRGs, or any of a number of other technical approaches, the basic

finding of the GAO, the CBO, and others is that, when well managed,

they all seem to work. It just appears that in an industry where

the rate of cost increase has exceeded the rate of increase in input

prices by fifty to one hundred percent every year for more than

a decade, it is not technically difficult to achieve improved

efficiency.
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The advantage of the case mix approach is the linkage of

reimbursement with the clinical practice of the provider (both

hospital and physician). The 467 DRGs are a set of medically

meaningful and statistically stable diagnostic groups which permit

comparisons among like cases in hospital care. DRGs provide for

reimbursement on the basis of the case, rather than the day.

They also permit more effective communication among regulators,

administrators, and physicians about the economy, efficiency, and,

most importantly, quality of care compared across hospitals.

In addition to the advantages of per case payment versus

per diem payments (which can provide perverse incentives to lengthen

rather than shorten length of stay), the New Jersey system has two

other distinct advantages. The first is the provision of equity

among all payors to share in the total hospital financial elements

such as uncompensated care, replacemnt of plant and equipment

and working capital needs.

The second advantage is that the system is prospective

and incentive based. Hospitals receive a financial incentive to

be efficient and a disincentive if they cannot control expenditures.

A price per DRG is established based on its actual cost of care and

the comparison of the statewide average cost for that type of care.

For instance, if a hospital spends $1,000 for a normal delivery

while the average cost in the state is $800, the hospital will

receive a payment rate of approximately $900 per case. The

Department also provides management reports which will show the

hospital which departments are inefficient (such as laboratory,

radiology, nursing, etc.).
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Such an approach introduces to hospitalsthe natural

competitive market forces which other industries operate under.

They will receive only a "fair" market price and they will know

in what areas corrective action must be initiated. We have even

seen evidence that based on this management information, hospitals

can reduce their expenditures and even beat the price per case

and make a surplus on these cases. It is even possible for the

hospital to extend the management reports to compare the practice

of the physicians on staff.

While there is considerable debate about the introduction

of a competitive market for hospitals, it is important to consider

that in many areas of our country there is no competition for

the county hospital. In a situation where there is only one

hospital in a wide geographical area, how could you introduce

competition? The approach of New Jersey could be employed

using the cost comparisons of similar rural hospitals with similar

mix of patients. Additionally, the system allows the hospital to

compete with itself through the use of the management reports.

Previously this information was not available and the use of

these reports allow providers to review their practice from a

distance rather than at the bedside.

Historically, physicians have been trained to treat each

patient as an individual case and as such the emphasis is to be at

the bedside ordering whatever test or treatment. This system allows

the physician to reflect on his practice on types of patients when

he is away from the patient's bedside.
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The emphasis of this system is clinical and on the

quality of care. In this vein, I should mention that the

Hospital Rate Setting Commission has enlisted the aid of tne

Commissioner's Physicians Advisory Committee. The committee

will help the Ccmmission in its evaluation of innovations in

medicine so that a reimbursement rate for a particular DRG

does not prohibit the proper advancement of modern medicine.

This is very important. In no way should any rate setting system

interfere with sound medical advancements which improve patient

care, treatment or diagnosis.

However, one does not implement such a radical and

innovative program without experiencing some problems and criticisms.

The initial set of DRGs were an important first step in linking

a clinical system and a payment system and some unusual results

popped out. The most notorious was the case of the $5,000 finger,

in which a patient had an accident with a softball and damaged

his finger 3o badly he was hospitalized for tWo days so that the

bone could be repaired with a metal pin. This case (which is

rather unusual) was assigned to the DRG for major hip repair and

hence the cost of $5,000. The Department of Health responded

quickly to correct the patient classification system to account

for these unexpected results. The Department worked with Yale

University to completely redesign the DRGs and this new group of

DRGs are much more clinically meaningful and have been implemented

in New Jersey.
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We have also noticed some concern with the unwanted

incentives introduced by a per case payment system. There is

the notion that the system will encourage an increase in un-

necessary admissions or unjustified diagnoses (labelled DRG

creep). The Department is working with peer review groups

(including the New Jersey Professional Standards Review Organizations]

to monitor if such behavior exists. Our conclusion to date is

that this is not a problem due to the professionalism of both

physicians and medical records personnel.

I would also like to suggest to you that our experience,

at least in New Jersey, suggests very strongly that health planning

and some system of professional peer review are essential and

effective complementary tools to hospital rate setting programs.

They work best in an environment in which rate setting, quality

assurance, and planning, including capital expenditure controls,

are integrated in a single agency, as they are in the New Jersey

State Department of Health. I wish to emphasize that if we are

to save federal budgetary dollars in the health care sector, most

of those dollars are in the Medicare program. If we are to save

Medicare dollars, then our best hope is for a combination of

effective rate control and capital expenditures control programs.

The increasing body of evidence is that such programs work. The

alternative, in the long run, is reducing the benefits available

to Medicare recipients, which would involve the breach of a very

basic and fundamental commitment that has been maintained by

the Congress and five Presidential Administrations over the last

15 years. The best way to control Medicare expenditures we have
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available is state operated rate setting programs that cover

all payors in conjunction with vigorous planning and quality

assurance activities.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, the technical means are at

hand to achieve very substantial savings in health care

expenditures. The use of mandatory prospective rate review

systems can achieve savings in hospital expenditures without

sacrificing quality. The use of a case-mix approach such as

New Jersey's DRG system can even enhance quality while at

the same time achieving significant savings. We even expect

greater savings when we can intergrate DRGs with health planning

to study the delivery of care and develop alternative delivery

modes which will allow for savings and a renewed attention to

preventive care.

I am most grateful for the opportunity to appear before

you today. I would, of course, be happy to answer any questions

you might have.
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JOSEPH I. MORRIS' ANSWrS TO Qu TIoNs SuaurrrED BY SENATOR DURENBERGER

Question. What is the role of health planning and utilization review in a prospec-
tive ratesetting system?

Answer. Utilization review has a two-fold function within such a rate system.
First, it can be used to plug the loopholes in such a system. For instance, prospec-
tive systems that prescribe a per diem rate may encourage perverse institutional
behavior in the form of excessive lengths of stay. Prospective systems, like New Jer-
sey's, which are based on some form of price per case or admission may encourage
unnecessary admissions or readmissions. Effective utilization review can counteract
such undesirable behavior. Utilization review can foster hospital efficiency when it
focuses on the unnecessary (excessive) use of diagnostic and/or therapeutic ancillary
services within the institution. The second role of utilization review is to ensure
that patients are not discharged too early, and that they are not unnecessarily sub-
jected to risky diagnostic and/or therapeutic procedures: in other words, more of a
purely quality assurance function. Of course, such a distinction between xost control
and quality assurance functions is in many cases artificial: good quality care may in
fact cost less. Finally, we should note that questions about the cost effectiveness of
utilization review might be resolved in efforts were made to have such review done
with a narrower focus but with greater effectiveness. Identifying potential quality
problems and focusing review to establish the existence of and remedies for these
problems should be a key part of UR efforts. We are working with the PSRO's in
New Jersey to do this.

Health planning also continues to have an important role in the context of a pros-
aetive reimbursement system. Any regulatory approach to reimbursement must

the issues of what financial elements in general should be covered in the rates,
and what new components of the accepted financial elements should be covered. In
other words, what generic types of cost; will be allowed in the rates which are set,
and what new elemer, s of these costs will be allowed: new services, new buildings,
new tyles of equipment. Decisions on which specific new items of cost will be reim-
bursed itave to be based on a rational but flexible process of choice: i.e. a planning
process. Some mix of publicly-oriented planning and private planning is necessary
to ensure (1) that reimbursement is for medically necessary services, buildings, and
equipment, and (2) that the institution-specific concerns addressed by institutional
or multi-institutional planning are tempered by a broader view of regional or
arewide needs.

I should add that clinically-oriented prospective ratesetting systems like the one
we have in New Jersey may help to make planning more flexible and rooted in
actual experience. James Greenberg and Roger Kropf have shown how case-mix
methods can actually be used in planning in the November 1981 issue of Medical
Care, a health care journal.

In summary, utilization review and health planning activities continue to be es-
sential as part of a prospective rate-setting system, and can be made more effective
by the information generated in the rate-setting process itself.

Question. Should the rates established under a prospective rate-setting system be
mandated only for medicare and/or other federally funded users of health care, or
should they be applied to other types of patients?

Answer. As recent studies by the Congressional Budget Office have indicated, the
answer to this question depends on one's view of the cost/shifting issue, and on
one's concern for increases in the total costs of the health care system, rather than
only the share of the government's cost.

Cost-shifting, in its simplest form, occurs when hospitals shift costs of care which
are not covered by certain third party payors onto patients whose third party insur-
ers will pay all or more of these costs, and onto self-pay patients. This occurs be-
cause some payors (Medicare, Medicaid, Blue Cross; make payments on the basis of
reasonable costs, while commercial payors and self-pay patients pay on the basis of
actual charges to the patient. Cost-shifting enables those hospitals with sufficient
numbers of charge-based and non-indigent payors to avoid some of the hard deci-
sions about institutional management, patient management, and resource allocation
which the revenue restrictions imposed by cost-based payment would normally re-
quire.

Is cost-shifting justifiable? Some policy analysts would note that the costs not cov-
ered by cost-based payors are in fact unnecessarily incurred by the hospital; that
commercial payors could refuse to cover these costs by changes in the health insur-
ance policies which they issue; and that the abiF.y of hospitals to shift costs is limit-
ed by the potential or actual resistance of self-pay and commercially insured pa-
tients to excessive increases in charges. The latter argument presumes that these
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payors can always shop around for more reasonably priced cne and that such"shopping around" can and will be done regardless of the patient's illness state at
the time of a hospital admission. It also presumes that commercial payors will be
willing to alienate subscribers by telling them which hospitals and (depending on
the pattern of admitting privileges in an area's network-of hospitals), which physi-
cians to use. In the case of inner city hospitals, which cannot shift costs, the hospi-
tal is punished not only for possible inefficiencies, but also for having to serve indi-
gent patients. So cost shifting may be justified as a rather indirect approach to con-
trolling the inrrease in the total costs of hospital-based health care. However, it is a
blunt tool, and one with extremely uneven and difficult to calculate effects.

Whether Medicare moves to some form of prospective reimbursement or retains
its current cost-based system, the questions concerning cost-shifting remain the
same. As long as the costs of some payors are controlled, and those of other payors
are not, the brake on total health care system cost increases is achieved in part by
regulation, and in part by demand-side market effects i.e. charge-paying commer-
cial patients and self pay patients are induced by excessive charge increases to shop
around for cheaper care, or are induced to make sure that less care is consumed.
Whether such a demand-side effect will occur, and whether it is equitable to shift
such responsibility for controlling health care costs onto a relatively circumscribed
group of consumers, are questions which have to be answered. If the costs of all
payors are controlled, and the regulatory approach is used for all hospital care con-
sumers, then there is more likelihood of total costs being constrained. The problems
with this approach are: (1) it is likely to summon up more determined opposition
from key components of the hospital industry; (2) to obtain industry consent for
such a scheme, allowable costs would probably have to include costs of financial ele-
ments hitherto uncovered by cost-based payors; (3) the success of the system would
require integrated and vigorous efforts at health planning and utilization review to
ensure that hospitals are not evading the legislated controls.

In summary: Whenever hospital care costs are controlled by regulatory methods
for some payors, and by market dynamics for other payors, some amount of cost-
shifting is likely to occur. Whether controls are a function of cost-based payment
systems, or prospective rate systems, the cost-shifting effects will follow. If a concern
of federal policy is not simply the limitation in the federal share of rising health
care costs, but a limitation in the rise in total national health expenditures, then
serious consideration must be given to whether a combination of regulation and
cost-shifting, or a more thoroughly regulatory approach, is the best way of achieving
those ends. The mixed approach is easier to implement, but has an unpredictable
impact, and suffers from an insensitivity to some equity considerations. The more
regulatory approach is harder to win assent for, requires more vigilance, but is
more certain in its long range effects on unnecessary health care cost increases.

Question. Which health care services delivered in the hospital setting should be
covered under prospective rate system?

Answer. Should prospectively set rates cover only inpatient care, or outpatient
and inpatient care? Our feeling is that both types of costs should be covered. First, if
only inpatient costs are controlled, hospitals might try to shift their actual costs
onto outpatients through an increase in outpatient charges. Instead of trying to
manage themselves more efficiently, hospitals would simply try to shift costs from
one service to another. Second, by adjusting rates for outpatient services, incentives
can be created to encourage the use of less expensive outpatient delivery modes
rather than inpatient services. Control over the full range of a hospital's direct pa-
tient care cots can help insure the integrity of a rate-setting system, and to encour-
age the use by patients of less expensive outpatient services.

Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Davis?

STATEMENT OF DONALD W. DAVIS, PRESIDENT, HUNTERDON
MEDICAL CENTER, FLEMINGTON, NJ.

Mr. DAvIS. Thank you, Senator.
I am very pleased to present some comments as a hospital ad-

ministrator living under a mandatory rate-review system.
I think that I would agree with Mr. Morris on a couple of points,

and probably take issue with some of the statements that he has
made.
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First of all, I would indicate that I think the legislation creating
the rate-setting system in New Jersey contains some very positive
features that I strongly support, and Mr. Morris has indicated a
number of those.

One is that the financial solvency of institutions should be main-
tained, which I think is an important concept to recognize.

\ Second, that the system is applicable to all categories of payers,
which essentially means that isolated decisions on behalf of one
category of payer do not adversely affect other categories or thehospital.*Third, there are very important financial elements that are

called for in the law which recognize reasonable operating ex-
penses, equipment and facility replacement, bad debts and charity
allowances, and working capital.

Fourth, the system is prospective in nature. And again, I think
that is very important to the future of rate-setting in New Jersey.

One point not included in the law, but I think it is very impor-
tant to the process of the regulation, is the spirit with which the
rate-setting commission approaches its task. And in general, I
think the rate-setting commission in New Jersey initially would get
high marks in terms of their responsiveness.

Where I would take exception to Mr. Morris is in the question of
whether the system is truly prospective. I would not consider it to
be prospective at this point.

H unterdon Medical Center, where I am, has been under the
system now for 3 years. In 1980, our rates became effective in May.
In 1981, they became effective in April, and in 1982, they became
effective on June 1. In addition to some delays in issuing rates,
there have been mid-year adjustments. Appeals are generally not
resolved until the second half of the year, and we have had a final
reconciliation process that has been completed for only 3 of the
first 26 hospitals that entered this system ,n-19

The result is that we do not know in advance the reimbursement
that we are going to receive for the year and consequently have dif-
ficulty in setting the objectives to manage our institution within
those resources.

So I think I would take some issue with that with Mr. Morris,
because that is a very important feature.

I think the second point that I would like to make concerns the
complexity of the system. Obviously everyone is interested in some-
thing that is fair and reasonable; but I think we have to be con-
cerned that, in designing a system that is intended to be fair and
reasonable, we don't get it so complex that the management in the
institution becomes management of the system rather than man-
agement of the hospital.

In New Jersey we have a complicated system involving case mix.
I think the case mix has some very positive features, but it does
complicate the reimbursement. I think it has added to the expense
of the system in New Jersey.

A final point that I would make has to do with the need to tie
into the rate-setting process decisions of the pinning process and
licensure kinds of requirements.

In our own case in the past year, the certificateof-need which
was received for a CT head scanner, after about 8 months of review

97-561 0 - 82 - 13
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at seven different levels within the State, resulted in us acquiring
that equipment in November of 1981. However, at the present time
the only way the costs associated with that can be built into future
rates is through appeal to the commission. We have undertaken
that process for 1982, but again I do not expect that we will receive
a decision on that before the second half of this year.

I think those are the major comments I would make relative to
my support for the positive features of the system in New Jersey
and some of what I think have been the drawbacks in terms of the
implementation of some very fine legislation.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Donald W. Davis and answers to

questions from Senator Durenberger follow:]
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE HEALTH SUBCOMMITTEE

OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

ON JUNE 23, 1982

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am Donald

W. Davis, President of Huntordon Medical Center, located in

Flemington, New Jersey. I welcome the opportunity to offer

comments on the matter of state rate review.

Hunterdon Medical Center is a 200 bed, non profit, community

hospital serving approximately 90,000 people in a growing county

in the western part of the State. Since its beginning in the

early 1950's, the Medical Center has emphasized primary care and

community health services. Forty percent of the current Active

Medical Staff are board certified or eligible family physicians.

Physicians practicing family medicine, internal medicine, pediatrics,

and obstetrics and gynecology represent approximately 60% of the

Active Medical Staff.

The Medical Center operates with 2.3 beds per thousand

population and both admissions per thousand and patient day per

thousand have been consistently below nation and state averages.

The Medical Center provides a full range of primary and secondary

hospital services but refers almost all tertiary care to other

physicians and medical centers.

Personnel involved in community health services, those
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beyond the normal scope of hospital outpatient services, total

60 individuals and represents about 7.5% of our total work force.

The Medical Center is a teaching institution affiliated with

the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey - Rutgers

Medical School. We offer a highly successful Family Practice

Residency Training Program, oiie of the first 6 accreditated

programs in the nation.

My purpose today is to present those features which I feel

must be a part of a sound and responsive rate review system. I

will also present what I have seen as some of the problems

associated with such programs. My comments obviously reflect

experiences in New Jersey. I will leave to those more know-

ledgeable than I the debate over whether hospital expenditures

in states with rate review systems are more effectively controlled

and contained than in those states without such systems. However,

the results of a recent study quoted in "Hospitals" magazine

(April 16, 1982) indicate that-the average annual growth rate in

non-controlled states in 1980 was 13.7% compared to 13.6% in

states with mandatory controls. The margin between the two

groups has consistently narrowed since a 4.3% spread in 1978.

The iirst statewide system of rate review in New Jersey

began in late 1960's. This was a voluntary peer review program

organized through the New Jersey Hospital Association. Re-

imbursement decisions covered Blue Cross patients only and were

binding upon the hospitals. In 1971, the New Jersey State

Department of Health took over rate review for Blue Cross and

Medicaid and developed a system known as SHARE (Standardized
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Hospital Accounting and Rate Evaluation). This was a per diem re-

imbursement system utilizing cost comparisons between peer group

hospitals to determine allowable costs.

In 1978 legislation was -passed establishing a State Rate

Setting Commission with authority over the hospital's cost base,

revenue base and schedule of rates, or charges, to patients. The

law extended the state's authority and supervision of hospital

rates to all categories of payors, including Blue Cross, Medicare,

Medicaid, commercial insurance and self pay patients. Medicare's

participation was accomplished through a waiver agreement between

the Department of Health and Human Services and the State of New

Jersey.

Certain aspects of this 1978 New Jersey law provide examples

of what I consider to be the positive aspects of state rate review.

First, the law specifically requires that the financial solvency

of hospitals in the State of New Jersey be maintained. This is an

extremely important acknowledgement that governmental authority to

control costs must be balanced with a responsibility to assure that

well-managed hospitals have the financial resources necessary to

fulfill their responsibilities to provide quality health care

services.

Second, the system is applicable to all categories of payors.

This means there is one set of reimbursement rules rather than

several. This simplifies management a great deal. In 1979 when

Medicare ruled that it would pay only that portion of hospital

malpractice insurance premiums which related to malpractice claims

paid to Medicare patients, hospitals found it necessary to seek
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new arrangements with each other category of payor. In New Jersey,

that type of isolated reimbursement decision can no longer be

made without regard to all other categories of payors.

Third, financial elements important to the operation of the

hospital are recognized in the Law. These elements include

reasonable operating expenses. equipment and facility replacement

costs, bad debts and charity allowances, and working capital

requirements. For example, the law recognizes the costs of indigent

care and requires all categories of payors must participate in,

and cover the total cost of legitimate indigent care and bad debts.

Fourth, rates are to be prospectively determined. Hospitals

are suppose to be issued rates in advance so they can estimate their

total revenues and manage their institution's programs and services

within-those resources. An incentive is provided to hold down

costs under this system and an opportunity is provided to any

institution which can operate at costs below the rate,. paid.

Finally, there must be a spirit of trust and co operation

among the rate setters and the hospitals. The attitude of

individuals who serve on the Rate Setting Commission in New Jersey

has been positive. They have demonstrated their interest,

responsiveness and desire to work with health care administrators

in establishing a balance between the goal for quality health care

services and the need to contain costs.

I consider these features to bwj essential to a successful -

rate review program. The rate review law in New Jersey incorporates

these positive features. However, the implementation of this law

has resulted in several problems which undermine its effectiveness.
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First, the rate review system in New Jersey has not been

prospective. Hunterdon Medical Center was one of the first group

of hospitals to be included under the new reimbursement system

beginning in 1980. We did not receive our rates for the year

1980 until January 11, 1980 and they became effective on May 1,

1980. Our rates for 1981 were issued on March 16, 1981 and became

effective en April 1, 1981. For 1982 rates were issued on

February 18, 1982 and became effective on June 1, 1982.

In addition to the delays in issuing rates, changes in the

reimbursment methodology resulted in mid year adjustments to-

our rates. Appeal items generally have not been resolved until

the second half of the year and in many cases during November

and December. The final reconciliation process for the year

1980 has been completed for only 3 of the first 26 hospitals

included in the system. Hunterdon Medical Center recently

completed that process and is due additional reimbursement, which

we are authorized to collect in charges to future patients. This

recovery will extend until May, 1983. Thus, it will have taken

more than two additional years for us to receive full payment

for services rendered to patients in 1980. The other 23 hospitals

under this system in 1980 are still awaiting a final reconciliation.

The system in New Jersey is new and some initial start up

problems and delays were to be expected. However, the current

backlog of unissued rates, unresolved appeals, and unsettled

final reconciliations makes it extremely unlikely that the system

can be prospective in the foreseeable future in my opinion.
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The result is a continued uncertainty about our allowable

revenues and no clear objectives upon which management can focus

its efforts. It has been normal for Hunterdon Medical Center to

develop operating and capital budgets in September for the year

beginning the following January. In 1981, I suspended the budgeting

process as there was little sense in adopting a 1982 expense budget

without knowledge of 1982 revenues. Only when our 1982 rates were

received did we finalize operating and capital budgets. Without

a prospective system of reimbursement and rate review. management

simply can not effectively establish goals and direction for the

organization. The organization finds itself reacting rather than

anticipating and planning for the future.

Because the system in New Jersey has not been prospective

it is difficult to interpret how the question of incentives ultimately

will-be handled. If rates are constantly being-recalculated it

is very likely that the institution which operated below its

allowable costs iqi one year will find that rates in the following

year have been reduced accordingly. The incentives to hold down

costs become very short lived and almost certainly indicate that

any gains either will be held or used for non-recurring types of

expenses. To do otherwise almost certainly means the hospital is

forced into the positio, of appealing future rates. Incentives,

to be effective, must assure long term rewards to those institutions

which are effectively managed.

The second disadvantage of the rate review system is its

complexity. In an effort to assure reasonable and fair re-

imbursement we continually try tQ recognize and resolve the
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differences between institution and patients. Thus, reimbursement

is categorized according to the sizeof the hospital, its facilities,

the types of services and its status as a major teaching, minor

teaching or non-teaching hospital. We establish peer group cost

comparisons by department and by cost center within departments.

The system in New Jersey also tries to recognize the differences

in case mix, that is, the types of patients treated at one hospital

versus another, through a reimbursement system based upon diagnosis

related groups.

Each refinement in the reimbursement system offers the promise

of correcting an identified inequity. It also adds to the complexity

and expense of the reimbursement system. The more complex the

system the more time we seem to spend in managing the system rather

than the hospital. Each refinement seems to lead to more management

at the state level and less within the local community and hospital.

Each refinement seems to foster more dependency on the system and

change becomes more difficult and time consuming. Hunterdon

Medical Center was awarded $60,000 by the Rate Setting Commission

to cover the initial costs of implementing the system. The first

26 hospitals were granted $3,100,000 in total to implement and

comply with the requirements of the system for reporting and

analysis.

A further complicating factor is the high turnover of

-personnel at the Department of Health. These personnel calculate

the initial rates, perform analyses and make recommendations to

the Rate Setting Commission. The increasing complexity of the

reimbursement system requires a stable, knowledgeable and

experienced staff within the Department of Health.
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Each hospital seeks reasonable and fair reimbursement.

However, every change in the system must be weighed against its

real cost and the reality that no system-can be expected to fully

account for the differences between 118 hospitals in New Jersey

and the variations in the care required by hundreds of thousands

of individual patients.

A third major difficulty with our state rate review is the

failure to coordinate rate setting, planning and licensure. In

October, 1980 Hunterdon Medical Center submitted a certificate

of need application for a CT head only scanner. After review

at seven different levels approval was granted on June 11, 1981.

The equipment was installed in November, 1981. Our estimated

1982 operating expense to provide this service is $73,500. The

only way these funds can be included in our allowable rates is.

through appeal to the Rate Setting Commission. We have begun

that process but do not expect an answer until this Fall.

In summary, state rate review systems clearly address the

issues of cost containment and accountability for the expenditure

of public dollars. Their effectiveness in terms of cost containment

has recently been questioned in a study comparing hospital cost

increases in states with rate controls versus those states without

controls.

Rate review should have long term goals aimed at the quality

of health care services provided as well as the dollars spent. A

system that acknowledges the importance of the hospital's financial

solvency, creates a single system applicable to all payors,
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recognizes important financial elements and requirements,

creates incentives for effective management and is prospective

can be successful. Too often, the system falls behind and

becomes retrospective rather than prospective. In an effort

to assure reasonable and fair reimbursement it becomes overly

complicated, expensive, and slow to adapt to change. Long term

incentives for efficient management are often compromised for

short term dollar savings. Licensure requirements and the

planning agency decisions are not integrated and coordinated

with the rate review process. The system of rate review which

began in New Jersey in 1980 has both positive and negative features.

-It is probably too soon to tell which will prevail.

I appreciate the opportunity to make some of my views known

to the Subcommittee and would welcome further inquiry and discussion.
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August 14, 1982

Mr. Robert Lighthizer
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Lighthizer

The following are my responses for the-record to questions submitted to me by
the Senate Finance Committee's health subcommittee following my testimony
before the subcommittee on the issue of state rate review.

1. "Do you believe that a case-mix system as in New Jersey can be implemented
on a federal level?"

It is my opinion tnat the case-mix reimbursement system in New Jersey
cannot be implemented on a federal level. The effectiveness of the DRG
system in New Jersey as a reimbursement mechanism is still being debated
and it is probably too soon to draw conclusions. The system is complex,
costly to implement, and requires sophisticated computer support. In my
opinion, implementation of the case-mix system in New Jersey on a national
basis would place a tremendous burden on the smaller hospitals in this
country.

The DiG system is intended to accurately classify inpatients into
medically meaningful groups which also reflects the costs and resources
required for the care of that patient. In the New Jersey system, cases
which do not appear to fit the DRG system are excluded and called
"outliers". Outliers are reimbursed on the basis of billed charges rather
than a rate per case. Hunterdon Medical Center, which is a 200-bed
hospital, with approximately 8,000 admissions per year, expects about 40
per cent of its inpatient cases in 1982 will fall into the category of an
out lier.

The system's complexity and cost are also a problem. In New Jersey, the
cost of implementing the program in 1980 for 26 hospitals was
approximately $3.1 million. Although some of this cost was associated
with the initial startup of the program, it is my opinion that each of the
hospitals affected by this program have continued to incur additional
operating expenses.
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2. "How would you compare your state's case-mix system to its previous
Standard Hospital Accounting and Rate Evaluation system?"

The Standaraized Hospital Accounting and Rate Evaluation (SARE) system
was a per diem reimbursement system utilizing cost comparisons between
peer group hospitals to determine allowable costs. Comparisions were made
in each of 30 categories of expense. The hospital was paid its actual
costs or the limitation in each category, whichever was less. Any
reduction in costs in one year meant lower reimbursement in the following
year. thder the SHARE system, it was difficult to substitute the costs in
one department for those in another department without significant penalty.

Under the DIE system in New Jersey, a rate per case is established.
management is permitted more freedom to decide how much expense to incur
in each department or service. If a hospital's direct costs are under the
rate paid, it is allowed to keep the difference. An incentive to reduce
costs is clearly present.

In my opinion, the DRG system is far more complicated that the SiARE
system and requires extensive time and cost to administer. It is also
important to point out that the DRG system covers reimbursement for the
direct expenses associated with inpatients only. Indirect expenses and
exenses for outpatient services are covered by the principles of the 1978
law which created the state rate-setting commission. This law requires
that the financial solvency of all New Jersey hospitals be maintained,
applies to all payors and provides for reasonable operating expenses,
equipment and facility replacement costs, bad debts and charity
allowances, and working capital requirements. These features are clearly
more positive than those financial requirements reimbursed under the SWARE
system.

3. "Do you believe that many of the negative aspects noted in your statement
can be attributed to initial program startup?"

A year ago I might have said that the delay in issuing rates, mid-year
changes in these rates, and the delay in settling appeals in year-end
reconciliation were a part of the initial startup problem. I no longer
feel that these problems are part of the normal difficulties of beginning
a new complicated system.

There has been considerable turnover in personnel in the Department of
Health. This department provides the staff support for the rate-setting
commission. Very few, if any, of the principal people who initiated the
program remain. Personnel who have replaced them are not as familiar with
the system. Vacancies exist and the department is concerned that the
general state budget reductions will affect necessary positions. Computer
support systems and personnel also are inadequate and contribute to
delays. In my opinion, the backlog of decisions, which has developed
since the system began in 1980, is so extensive that the likelihood of the
system becoming prospective in the near future is very remote.

I hope that this additional information will be useful to the subcommittee in
its work.

Sincerely,

Donald W. Davis
President
Hunterdon Medical Center
Flemington, N.J. 08822
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Senator DURENBERGER. Let's go to Rhode Island. With whom
shall we start? Mr. Murray?

Mr. MURRAY. I was hoping he would defer to me.
Senator DURENBERGER, I always do, John.

STATEMENT OF-JOHN C. MURRAY, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF AD-
MINISTRATION FOR PLANNING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT,
STATE OF RHODE ISLAND, PROVIDENCE, R.I.
Mr. MURRAY. Mr. Chairman, I am John Murray, assistant direc-

tor of administration for planning and financial management,
State of Rhode Island. I have spent most of my career as the
budget officer for the State of Rhode Island before moving up to
this level. The critical point involved in there is that my career has
been in public budgeting and in financing.

I have associated with me today, simply accompanying me, Mr.
Armand Leco, whore is senior vice president of Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Rhode Island. I think just the fact that he is sitting beside
me is an indication that what we are doing in Rhode Island is quite
different from what is happening in the other States that you are
hearing today.

We do not have a ratesetting commission in the State of Rhode
Island, statutorily based. This does not mean to say that rates do
not come out of the product of our efforts. What we are doing is,
however, statutorily mandated. The genesis of the system of pros-
pective reimbursement in the State of Rhode Island goes back to
1969. And there are three people at this table who have participat-
ed in that for 13 years. I might also say that Mr. Davis was a par-
ticipant for some 4 or 5 years, I would guess, when he was in the
State of Rhode Island. In fact, I might also point out that of nine
witnesses today four of them have professional experience in the
State of Rhode Island; so, as small as we are, I think there is a
voice that you are hearing today.

So the genesis went back to 1969 when the Department of Busi-
ness Regulation of Rhode Island, which covers insurance compa-
nies, the director of such department was distraught by the repeat-
ed appearance year after year of Blue Cross or Rhode Island seek-
ing what were believed to be fantastic insurance premium in-
creases, so distraught that he directed Blue Cross to go and find a
different way of reimbursing hospitals rather than on a retrospec-
tive cost basis.

Blue Cross did not set about to fly out fiats and mandates to the
hospitals; instead it commenced a movement in the direction of
clearly relaying it to hospitals on what the problem was to be
solved.

In 1971, the State of Rhode Island passed legislation which stipu-
lated-and this is our statutory base-that the State of Rhode
Island, acting through the budget officer or his designee, and that's
how I got into this, the hospitals and hospital service corporations,
of which there is only one, Blue Cross of Rhode Island, shall be par-
ties to budget negotiations held for the purpose of determining
rates of payment for hospital costs by the State and such corpora-
tions.
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We were directed to do this-of course there were no other provi-
sions in my statement that I submitted, which I hope will be repro-
duced in the record, in the support of part of that. There were no
stipulations as to how we were to proceed to do this thing.

So we convened the parties and actually evolved there from a
body of agreed-upon elements in a protocol document. This has
been amended over the course of time, as one would expect, but
this is how we are guided in what we are doing.

Now, what do we do? We're small, and we can do something, but
it does not mean that what we are doing can't be transferred to a
larger geographical area. We set, on a budgetary basis, a cap on
the increment in cost for the next year for the entire hospital
system of Rhode Island. This is a statewide, what we call a maxi-
cap.

Having established the magnitudes to be spent in the system,
and the cap includes a reserve for contingencies and for some set-
tlings that we must do at the close of each year because we have
corridors relating to numbers of patient days, ancillary service, and
such, in the setting of the maxicap I think we bring to it some
pretty sophisticated information and documentation from both
sides.

- Blue Cross works very closely of course, as you would expect in
this, with the State budget office; and the hospital, of course, does
not operate individually in setting their maxicap, they operate as
an association.

The Siate budget office has an econometric model for the State of
Rhode Island which was developed in conjunction with Data Re-

-source, Inc., DRI-Arlo Aexnine's organization. And our model,
which is constantly updated by us, of course, is driven by the mac-
romodel.

We also have as a subscriber to that relationship with DRI,
which incidentally costs us something like $60,000 to $70,000 a
year, we then are able to have available to us its special publica-
tions and research, the publication being Health Care Costs, only
for subscribers. This zeros in on marketbasket items for hospitals.
All the data that we think is needed and can be most professional-
ly obtained is available to us.

We bring into these proceedings and we negotiate over what the
estimates are going to be of costs for the coming year. We do ulti-
mately agree on the maxicap.

Subsequently, we negotiate for the individual hospital rates.
There are only 16; but, nevertheless, it turns out to be the case
that all hospitals don't get the cap-they may get less or more de-
pending upon the requirements of the individual hospital, the re-
quirements of statewide need to be met by hospitals in a certain
area rather than in other areas. When we have a 12-percent or a
10-percent cap, hospitals can get 17 or 18 percent-individual hos-
pitals. Others will receive only 8 or 9 percent. And this is how the
system does work out.

Mr. Dietz is a strong participant in this process and I'm sure Will
go over some of these things; but, having heard some of the find-
ings and suggestions as to outcomes in other jurisdictions, I would
like to quickly go to what has happened with us.
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In 8 years of setting caps-the first year we set the highest cap.
Of course we didn't know it was the highest cap we were about to
set. But in fiscal 1975 we set a cap of 13.85 percent above the prior
year. In the following year we dropped it to-and when I say 'we,"
it doesn't mean myself or this man; it means the group, the negoti-
ants-we dropped it to 11.5 percent. We had 4 successive years
when it was less than 11 percent on an annual basis. In 1981 it
moved to 11.98, and in this past year to 12.99.

Now, how does this compare to what has been happening over
the Nation? This is all in your documentation, Mr. Chairman.

I would point out that the Rhode Island average as compared to
the U.S. average in operating expense growth in our first year,
1975, was only 7 percent less than the national growth. I say"only" because the following year it was 40 percent less; followed
by such years, 27, 36, 20, and 26 percent.

If I were to look at this another way-always dealing in budgets
and with the people I have to sell- budgets to-I would turn it
around the other way and say that if Rhode Island's rates were to
go up to the national rate, rather than being looked at as a reduc-
tion of such, the rate increases would have been 8 percent, 64 per-
cent, 40, 44, 25, and 30.

I might also say-I asked Mr. Schramm, but I'm sure he forgot
about it-that when this remarkable article came out in the New
England Journal of Medicine, and he had six States involved, rate-
setting States, one, we were happy to see that Connecticut was in
there. We knew their rate setting, but what we also knew was that
the executive director of the Rate-Setting Commission in Massachu-
setts used to be my chief negotiator, and-I think he learned sub-
stantially what he was doing in the State of Rhode Island system,
which was evolving.

I asked the people who performed this study now to look at what
the State of Rhode Island was doing and to run our numbers
through the same system which evolved from this. He forgot to
mention that we compared favorably, maybe better, throughout all
of this. One of Mr. Schramm's associates has indicated to me today
that they are still running Rhode Island's numbers through, and
we are still holding our position in outcome of equivalent charac-
ter.

I will close at this point. I won't take all of my time, because Mr.
Dietz, I'm sure, will say some of the things that I am saying, prob-
ably in a different way.

But I think you should have noticed what Mr. Derzon said. When
you move into-first of all, the States that got into prospective re-
imbursement in the first instance were high-cost States; and I'm
sure that's true, because we here in the State of Rhode Island-"If
you're doing so well, how come the rates are so high?" They are so
high because they were so high when we started, and the practice
of medicine in the east coast and the Northeast is different from
the rest of the Nation. -

He also pointed out that successes will be very substantial in the
first few years, and then they will gradually decline. And as you
will see, my numbers did decline.

And I would agree with something that you were suggesting, Mr.
Chairman. You said prospective reimbursement tends, it would
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seem, to put hospitals in sort of a capital-poor position. Well, you
know, all budgeting does that, whether it is at the national level,
the State level, or the local level. It puts all of those entities, in-
cluding hospitals-this is good budgeting, strong budgeting-it puts
them in cash-difficult situations. I don t know how to solve that.
It's easier to solve with hospitals in the private sector, however,
than in the public sector.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of John C. Murray and answers to ques-

tions from Senator Durenberger follow:]
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Rhode Island Prospective Reiuburaemsnt of Hospital Costs
Smary of the Principal Points

1. Prospective Reimbursement Program began in 1971, interrupted in 1973

due to Phase III of the Economic Stabilization Program, reinstituted

in 1975 and continues to the present.

2. Prospective Reimbursement Program has its basis in State Law.

3. Participants in the program include the State Budget Office, the

sixteen voluntary hospitals in the state and Blue Cross of Rhode

Island.

4. Basic elements of the program are:

a. negotiation of a statewide Maxicap on expenses

b. negotiation of individual hospital operating budgets

c. determination of Third Party payment rates

_-d. adjustment of payment rates at fiscal year end to reflect

volume.

5. Program Effectiveness

a. Period 1970-1979 - Rhode Island's average annual increases in

hospital expenses (10.9%) was second lowest in the nation.

b. Same period, 1970-1979 - Rhode Island ranked third lowest

(11.2%) in average percentage increase in hospital expenditures

per case, and fourth lowest (11.1%) in hospital expenditures per

capita.
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RHODE ISLAND: - PROSPECTIVE REIHURSEMENT
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Overview of Prospective Reimbursement Program

in Rhode Island

The Rhode Island Prospective Reimbursement Program was initiated in

response to the concern of the Rhode Island Department of Business

Regulation. In 1969, the Director of the Department expressed strong

concern over the magnitude of insurance premium increases and he

directed that a new manner of hospital reimbursement be developed to

control hospital costs. Up to that point,- hospitals were__Raid their

actual costs after service had been rendered to a patient, an arrange-

ment termed retrospective cost reimbursement.

The Prospective Reimbursement Program actually began in 1971 when the

hospitals guaranteed their operating expense budgets; the negotiation of

these budgets was initiated in 1972. The program was interrupted in

1973 due to Phase III of the Economic Stabilization Program, but was

reinstituted in 1975 and continues to the present.

The key element of the program is that hospitals are reimbursed not on

actual costs but on the basis of prospectively determined costs which

result from prospectively negotiated operating expense budgets. In

essence, a hospital agrees in advance to its operating expenses for the

coming fiscal year, and these expenses are the basis for Third Party

reimbursement.

R2/234
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Program Overview

The Prospective Reimbursement Program has its basis in State law. In

1971, amendments were added to the enabling act for nonprofit hospital

service corporations which mandated that hospital budget negotiations be

held for the purpose of determining payment rates for hospital costs.

The current participants in the program are the State Budgdt Office, the

sixteen voluntary hospitals in the State, and Blue Cross of Rhode Island.

For fiscal years 1975 through 1977, the Social Security Administration

(Medicare) also participated due to the designation of the Rhode island

Program as a three year experimental cost containment program, but no

longer participates due to the fact that the Program is no longer

experimental. Medicare still benefits from the Program's existence

because overall hospital expenses are being kept in check.

The objectives of the Program reflect its comprehensive nature. These

are to:

A. Contain costs,

B. Assure that growth in programs is based upon statewide needs,

C. Shift health resources from inpatient care modalities,

D. Reward management efficiencies and improve productivity, and

E. Ensure that cost control efforts do not have a deleterious

effect on patient care.

-2
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Generally, we feel that it is possible to contain costs while allowing

for new program growth and ensuring quality of care.

The program is composed of the following basic elements:

A. The negotiation of a statewide MAXICAP on expenses.

B. The negotiation of individual hospital operating budgets.

C. The determination of Third Party payment rates.

D. The adjustment of Third Party payment at fiscal year end to

reflect volume.

Additionally, there are mechanisms to adjust hospital budgets for

unforeseen circumstances, termed major contingencies and to adjust

budgets for the intensity of patient cases. If the negotiation process

fails to reach agreement on MAXICAP or individual budgets, resolution is

achieved through mediation and, if necessary, arbitration. Each compo-

nent of the process deserves some additional explanation.

Statewide MAXICAP

The Statewide MAXICAP represents a "negotiated outside guarantee on the

aggregate operating expenses of all the voluntary hospitals within which

all hospital budgets must be negotiated and a reserve maintained for

unforeseen expenses during the fiscal year." This is perhaps the most

significant program element, particularly from a cost containment,

perspective.

-3-
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In the development of their respective positions for the initiation of

HAXICAP negotiations, the hospitals and Third Parties utilize a wide

variety of economic indicators. These include (among other factors)

national and regional inflation projections, local and national labor

contract experience and unique local circumstances. The State Budget

Office's econometric model for Rhode Island which is driven by Data

Resources, Inc. (DRI) macro-model is of particular value. So also is

the flow of specialized data available to the Budget Office from DRI's

publication "Health Care Costs."

The negotiating process centers on the following MAXICAP components:

salaries and wages, supplies and' other expenses, depreciation, interest,

new programs, volume, plus a "reserve" factor to protect against volume/

intensity fluctuations and major contingencies (unforeseen expenses).

The final MAXICAP is the aggregate of the projected increases of all

these factors.

A major element in the determination of the MAXICAP which deserves more

explanation is the factor allowed for new programs. There are two major

sources of input to this factor: fl) the certificate of need program

and (2) the voluntary medical program review process.

-4-
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The Rhode Island Certificate of Need (CON) program reviews capital and

major medical equiment proposals which have associated capital costs

which exceed $150,000. The 1979 CON program also began reviews of new

medical programs meeting a $75,000 operating expense review threshold.

The State Budget Office, the hospitals and Blue Cross are all

represented on the Council which reviews CON proposals.

A unique element in Rhode Island is the presence of a voluntary medical

program review process. Initiated in 1972, the process reviews new and

expanded hospital medical programs which have associated operating

expenses exceeding review thresholds. These thresholds are graded

according to the individual hospital's overall operating expense

budget.

The result of the medical program review is that programs are assigned

priorities. A Priority I program's implementation is encouraged, and

the associated costs are included in the MAXICAP component for new

programs. Priority II programs are those which require more planning

before they are recomended for implementation. A program receiving

Priority III designation is not funded at all.

The results of both planning processes--CON and the voluntary program--

are utilized in HAXICAP negotiations.

-5-
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Hospital Budget Negotiations

Subsequent to agreement on a MAXICAP, individual hospital budgets are

negotiated. This process proceeds along the following steps:

I. Budget submission to the Third Parties,

2. Budget review and analysis, and

3. Negotiation of operating expenses and utilization statistics

(e.g., patient days, ancillary services).

Recalling that the MAXICAP is applied to aggregate expenses of all

voluntary hospitals, individual hospital budgets may increase by various

percentages both above and below the HAXICAP. Thus, the program can

respond flexibly to individual hospital financial needs which may vary

considerably from one year to the next--at the same time that costs are

contained in total.

Third Party payment is established based on the results of budget nego-

tiations coupled with each Third Parties' principles of reimbursement.

Volume Coridorb

The Program includes volume corridor provisions which essentially allow

and correct for shifts in patient care volume. More importantly, the

corridoro provide incentives to shift volume from the inpatient to the

outpatient modality. This is accomplished through the application of

differential reimbursement rates for inpatient versus outpatient

utilization.

-6-
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Major Contingency

As previously mentioned, the program includes a "major contingency"

provision to protect all parties against unforeseen and unexpected

events which impact hospital expenses. For example, several years ago

unusual increases in malpractice expenses resulted ini a major contin-

gency. Once negotiated, major contingency expenses constitute legiti-

mate adjustments to the MAXICAP and individual hospital budgets..

Mediation and Arbitration

The heart of the program is negotiations which are often marked by

strong disagreements and conflicts. Of necessity, the program contains

an appeals process to resolve disputes: mediation and arbitration.

Issues which have gone to mediation include individual hospital budget

disputes, major contingency allowances and MAXICAP resolution among

others. If an issue is not resolved by mediation, the process turns to

arbitration. In summary, the appeals process provides a mechanism that

assures resolution short of legal recourse.

Program Effectiveness

We feel that the program has been unequivocal in its success. For the

ten year period from 1970 - 1979, Rhode Island's average annual increase

in hospital expenses (10.9Z) was the second lowest in the nation. For

the same period, Rhode Island ranked third lowest (11.21) in average

percentage increase in hospital expenditures per case and fourth lowest,

(11.1%) in hospital expenditures per capita (see page 18).

-7-
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Undoubtedly, the key point to be made in regard to the Rhode Island

experience is that the cost containment results have been achieved by a

non-regulatory program which allows for the maximum possible degree of

flexibility for hospital management. This has been accomplished through

the cooperative efforts of hospitals and Third Parties, working to

maintain the quality and comprehensiveness of health services in Rhode

Island.

-8-
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BASIC ELEMENTS OF THE RHODE ISLAND

PROSPECTIVE REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAM

State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations

Department 6f Administration

Division of the Budget

State House

Providence, Rhode Island 02903

February 1982
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Basic Elements of the Rhode Island
Prospective Reimbursement Program

Purpose

The purpose of the prospective reimbursement program is to demonstrate
that a statewide program of prospective rate setting with incentives
based on budget negotiations within a statewide limit on total allowable
cost increases has substantial power to:

1) Contain cost
2) Assure that growth in programs is based on statewide need
3) Shift some proportion of health dollar investments from in-

patient to other patient care modalities
4) Reward management efficiencies and improved productivity
5) Ensure that cost control efforts do not have a deleterious

effect on patient care

Authorization

A waiver of Medicare/Medicaid principles for retrospective reimbursement
is in effect per Section 232 of P.L. 92-603 for the State Medicaid pro-
gram. Blue Cross participates in this program through an amendment to
its basic contract with the hospitals.

Duration of Program

The "experimental" portion of the program ran from October 1, 1974 to
September 30, 1977. This was funded in part by the Office of Research
and Statistics, Social Security Administration. During this period
Medicare was a participant in this reimbursement program. When the
experimental status of the program ended on September 30, 1977, the
parties to the process agreed to extend the program, pending potential
legislative action at the federal level.

Participants

-State of Rhode Island - Division of Budget/Medicaid
-Blue Cross of Rhode Island
-Hospital Association of Rhode Island - 16 voluntary hospitals, consist-
ing of 14 short-term, acute care hospitals for an aggregate of 3,590
beds; and 2 psychiatric hospitals.

Administration

A protocol stipulating the intent and rate-setting procedures of the
prospective rating program provides overall guidance.

There is one chief negotiator each from Blue Cross and from State/
Medicaid who negotiate opposite a negotiating committee made up of
hospital administrators and hospital association personnel.

R2/77-1 
- 10 -
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Major Features

I. Maxicap

The Haxicap is an overall ceiling or maximum on hospital expenses
for all 16 voluntary hospitals participating in the program. This
Maxicap is negotiated by all parties prospectively.

Thus far there have been eight Maxicap negotiations. Results have
been:

FY 1974-75: Actual 1973-74 expenses x 113.85% - total
available dollars to hospitals.

FY 1975-76: Total FY 1974-75 available dollars as estab-
lished above and adjusted for any major contin-
gencies and volume corridors x 11.5% w total
available dollars to hospitals.

FY 1976-77: Total FY 1975-76 available dollars x 110.50%.
FY 1977-78: Total FY 1976-77 available dollarasx 110.42%.
FY 1978-79: Total FY'1977-78 available dollars x 110.27%.
FY 1979-80: Total FY 1978-79 available dollars x 110.50%.
FY 1980-81: Total FY 1979-80 available dollars x 111.98%.
FY 1981-82: Total FY 1980-81 available dollars x 112.99%.

A. Reserve:

Each year, a portion of the Maxicap is set aside, i.e. not
allocated to individual hospital budgets, in order to absorb
any contingency or excess volume expenses that may develop.
Before the reserve is used for such expenses, all parties must
negotiate and agree on the legitimacy and amount of these
expenses.

B. Major Contingency Clause:

This provision allows a hospital or hospitals to be reimbursed
for a major, unforeseeable- uncontrollable expense not origi-
nally considered when prospective budgets and rates were set.
Malpractice insurance premium increases are an example.

C. Volume Corridor:

There are corridors to determine the amount of revenue re-
tained and added to an expense budget when increases in volume
in excess of budgeted levels occur. These corridors include
assumptions of variable costs in hospital expenses for in-
patient routine care, inpatient ancillaries ani outpatient
services. (See next page)

R2/77-2 - 11 -
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Volume Corridors

Routine Care

Patient Days
Increase

0- 5%
5- 7%
7 - 10%
> 102

Patient Days
Decrease

0 - 5%
5 - 7%
7 - 10%
> 10%

Percentage of Per
Diem Payable

202
302
40%-

Renegotiate

Percentage of Per
Diem Payable

802
702
60%

Renegotiate

Inpatient Ancillary Revenue

Increased Volume:

(Actual Revenue) - (Budgeted Revenue x 1.01) - Excess Revenue x
0.35 - amount retained and added to negotiated expense base.

Decreased Volume:

(Budgeted Revenue - Actual Revenue) x 0.65 - amount due hospital
from third parties. If 102 decrease in admissions occur, the
amount of adjustment must be negotiated. Stipulations governing
protection for decreased volume: length of stay increases when
admissions decrease will trigger a reduction in the amount of
protection generated by the 65% factor.

Outpatient Revenue

(Actual Revenue - Budgeted Revenue) x 0.60 amount of revenue
retained and added to expense base.

R2/77-3 - 12 -
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II. Individual Budget Negotiations

Each hospital's expense budget undergoes prospective review and
analysis by a tam of Blue Cross/State Budget Office analysts.
Then the hospital administrators and the team of third party nego-
tiators sit down and negotiate with each other to settle the budget
at a level that reflects a compromise between each side's position
on the level of resources necessary for a hospital to operate on
ditring the upcoming year.

Although the analysis necessary to develop a negotiating position
for the third parties is as detailed as possible, after intitial
negotiation sessions bottom-line negotiations take place. The
principle of an individual hospital's right to maintain its manage-
ment prerogatives is guarded well by the hospitals and is reflected
in bottom-line negotiations. However, items such as new programs,
statistical projections on volume, and lengths of stay are often
agreed on specifically by all parties.

A. Cost-Finding and Setting of Rates

Following completion of budget negotiations, each budget goes
through cost-finding to make sure that expense allocations to
cost centers and the relevant revenue projections are consis-
tent with the dollars and statistics negotiated. Hospital
cost allocations are also reviewed against past years' data to
see if any unusual changes in accounting or operations have
occurred to alter reimbursement.

Each major third party establishes its respective ratio uf
costs to charges (RCC) according to its principles of reim-
bursement. These RCC's form the prospective rates for in-
patient and outpatient services during the coming year. No
interim rates are paid. Year-end adjustments are not recon-
ciliations of the prospective RCC to actual reimbursement but
reflect the operation of agreed-upon volume corridors as
discussed previously in this outline.

B. Monitoring System

A fledgling computerized data system has been established to
obtain a month-by-month cumulative record of each hospital's
volume and associated expenses and is necessary to monitor
each hospital's progress relative to the expenses and
statistics negotiated prospectively.

R2/77-4 - 13 -
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III. Medical Program Review Process

A medical program review process is in place which requires all
hospitals to submit proposed new or expanded medical (non-capital)
programs which exceed predetermined dollar criteria to an independ-
ent voluntary review body for evaluation prior to budget negotia-
tions. This process identifies and ranks programs having a demon-
strable community-need in the budget year. Other programs of merit
which are not considered essential for implementation in the budget
year are given a lower priority ranking. Final decisions on
whether a program becomes incorporated into a hospital budget are
retained in the negotiation process. If a program is approved, it
becomes part of the hospitals' final approved budget and thus
subject to the statewide MAXICAP limitation.

IV. Utilization Review

Realizing that professional standards review organizations (PSRO)
were not slated to be in full swing until halfway through the pro-
gram, the third parties negotiated with the hospitals an agreement
to implement an independent utilization review process that would
be fully controlled by PSRO Qhen PSRO became operational.

In 1981 with the phasing out of PSRO, the utilization review

activities have been assumed by the state Medicaid program.

V. Qualified Hospital Cost Containment Program

In 1982, the Rhode Island prospective reimbursement program was
designated as a qualified hospital cost containment program. Rhode
Island is one of only seven states which has received this
designation.

VI. Mandatory Program vs. Voluntary Program

The Rhode Island program has characteristics of both a mandatory
program and a voluntary program. By state law, hospitals are
required to negotiate rates of payment with the state and Blue
Cross. By a voluntary contract, the parties have agreed as to how
the actual process will be carried out.

R2/77-5
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Chapter 19
NON-PROFIT HOSPITAL SERVICE CORPORATIONS

General Laws of Rhode Island

AN ACT Providing for Negotiation of Hospital Cost.

It is enacted by the General Assembly as follows:

Section 1. Chapter 19 in title 27 of the general laws, as
amended, entitled 'Non-profit hospital service corporations," is hereby
further amended by adding theveto the following-sections:

"27-19-14. NEGOTIATION OF HOSPITAL COST. -- The state, acting
through the budget officer or his designated representative, hospitals
and hospital service corporations incorporated under chapter 27-19 of
the general laws shall be parties to budget negotiations held for the
purpose-of determining payment rates for hospital costs by the state
and such corporations. Such negotiations shall be held for all
hospital fiscal years beginning on and after October 1, 1972 and such
negotiations shall commence not later than ninety (90) days prior to
the beginning of each hospital fiscal year. The parties may employ
mediation and conciliation services as an aid tosuch negotiations.

"27-19-15. AMREEMENT ON BUDGETS. -- The budgets and related
statistics shall be agreed upon not later than thirty (30) days prior
to the beginning of each fiscal.year. Such agreement shall be prima
face evidence that the budgets and related statistics are (1)
consistent with the proper conduct of the business of said corporations
and the interest of the public to the extent that such budgets
constitute in-the -aggre4ate a component of hospital service rates filed
for approval in any rate hearing, and (2) reasonable as a component of
rates paid by the state as a purchaser of hospital services.

"27-19-16. SEVERABILITY. - If a court of competent
jurisdiction shall adjudge that the requirement in section 27-19-14
that the state be a party to negotiations in which the United States is
a party or otherwise interested is invalid or unconstitutional, such
judgment shall not impair or invalidate that section insofar as it
requires the state to be a party to negotiations between hospitals and
hospital service corporations; and if any other clause, sentence, or
section of sL_4' -_s_7-_-l:, 27-19-15, 27-19-16 is adjudged invalid or
unconstitutional by a court of competent jurisdic-i-on, the remaining
provisions of said sections will not thereby be impaired or
invalidated, but the effect of such judgment shall be confined to the
clause, sentence, or section so adjudged to be invalid or
unconstitutional. If the United States or any of its department's or
agencies requires that funds supplied by it to the state for the
purchase or reimbursement of hospital services be disbursed in a manner
inconsistent with any agreement reached by the parties pursuant to
sections 27-19-14 and 27-19-15, such requirement shall not affect any
such agreement as to other funds to be paid by the state or by hospital
service corporations.

Sec. 2. This act shall be effective ,pon passage.

JCM/dk/2/99
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Excerpt from
State of Rhode Island

DIGEST OF ANNUAL REPORTS
1980-1981

a Prospective Budgeting for Hospitals: The prospective rating
program initiated on October 1, 1974, as an effort to contain
hospital cost increases, will start its eighth year of operation
during the fall of 1981. Started as a three-year experimental
program with participation from Blue Cross of Rhode Island, the
Hospital Association of Rhode Island, the State Division of the
Budget, and the Social Security Administration (Federal Medicare),
the program has been continued beyond this experimental period by the
three local parties. Since October of 1977, Medicare reimbursement
has reverted to the cost reimbursement process that existed prior to
prospective reimbursement, while Blue Cross and state reimbursement
continue to be based on the prospective budgets with the accrual of
significant cost savings to the third party payors.

The historical record for total hospital expense
follows:

growth has been as

Experience of Rhode Island Under

Prospective Reimbursement Program in Effect Since 1975

YET REVENUE GROWTH

U.S. Average* Rhode Island Average Years

19.5% 17.1Z 1975
17.8% 11.4% 1976
17.5% 11.8% 1977
13.52 11.42 1978
17.32 14.2% 1979
18.4% - 13.22 1980

GROSS OPERATING EXPENSE GROWTH

U.S. Average* Rhode Island Average Years

17.5% 16.22 1975
19.12 11.62 1976
15.62 11.1% 1977
12.82 8.92 1978
15.12 12.02 1979
17.0% 12.82 1980

*U.S. data based on American Hospital Association (ARA) Annual
Statistics, except 1977 data which is based on AHA panel surveys
for three quarters in 1977.

JCM/dk/2/lO0
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U. S. COIUNITY HOSPITALS
ANNUALIZED PERCENTAGE INCREASE:

PER ADJUSTED DAY, PER CAPITA, AND PER ADJUSTED ADMISSION
1976 - 1979

Col . 1 Col. 2 Col .3 Col. 4
Statutory, Annualized Percentage Increase

State Rate Expenses I Cost/ Expenses/ Rank
Settin, Aidj. ay Capita Adj. Admis. (Co1.3)

Vermont 9.6 7.2 7.4 -

New York Mandatory 8.9 8.5 8.0 2
Rhode Island Mandatory 9.7 10.7 8.8 3
Connecticut Mandatory 10.0 10.5 9.6 4
Massachusetts Mandatory 9.3 10.2 9.8 5
Maryland Mandatory 10.8 12.7 10.1 6
New Jersey Mandatory 10.3 11.2 10.2 7
Delaware 10.9 12.0 10.6 8
Kentucky 13.0 13.1 10.9 9
Florida 11.6 14.0 11.5 I0

Tennessee 13.1 15.8 11.5 11
Washington Mandatory 11.0 10.0 11.5 12
Georgia 11.6 14.0 11.7 13
Arizona 12.6 12.8 11.8 14
Illinois 13.7 13.8 11.8 15
Indiana 13.4 13.8 11.9 16
Michigan 12.8 27.7 11.9 17
Wisconsin Mandatory 13.2 11.5 11.9 18
South Carolina 12.9 13.3 12.1 19
Oregon 13.9 12.1 12.1 20
Nebraska 12.6 12.4 12.4 21
Ohio 13.? 13.1 12.5 22
Mississippi 12.8 17.3 12.5 23
West Virginia 13.6 12.9 12.6 24
New Mexico 13.5 13.1 12.8 25
Texas 13.5 13.6 12.9 26
Pennsylvania 13.7 14.3 13.0 27
Minnesota 11.4 11.0 13.0 28
North Dakota 11.4 12.9 13.0 29
Virginia 12.9 13.9 13.1 30
Alabama 13.9 17.7 13.2 31
North Carolina 13.8 14.0 13.2 32
South Dakota 16.1 12.9- 13.3 33
New Hampshire 13.5 12.1 13.3 34
Wyoming 18.7 10.8 13.5 35
Iowa 14.9 13.7 13.6 36
Oklahoma 13.3 15.3 13.6 37
Colorado 13.3 11.3 13.6 38
Missouri 13.8 14.6 13.7 39
Arkansas 13.6 15.2 13.7 40
Louisiana 14.7 16.6 13.9 41
Utah 16.2 14.2 13.9 42
Maine 12.2 14.5 14.0 43
California 14.2 12.8 14.2 44
Idaho 13.5 12.1 14.3 45
Nevada 16.1 15.5 14.3 46
Kansas 15.6 15.8 15.0 47
Hawaii 11.6 15.6 15.4 48
Montana 7.9 13.9 16.4 49
Dist. of Columbia 15.9 15.3 18.3 50
Alaska 19.4 24.8 24.3 51

U. S. AVERAGE 12.4 12.6 11.8

Source: Hospital Statistics, Data from the American Hospital Asociation Annual Survey

"T176-1979 Editions). Table is a collection of 1CF material.

Ranked according to Annualized Percentage Increase/Adjusted Admission.

- 17 -
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U.S. Community Hospitals
Hospital Expenditures Percentage Changes

Per Capita, Per Case, and Annual Expenditores, 1970-1979

... o. 4_

State

Vermont
Rhode Island
New York
Minnesota
D1st. of Coluebi
Connecticut
Massachusetts
South Dakota
Haeall
Xon tas
Wisconsin
Washington
North Dakota
Delaware
Nebraska
love
Now Jersey

New Hampshlre
Pennsylvania

U.S. Average

Vest Virginia
Ohio
Kentucky
Wyoming
Illinois
Indiana
Idaho
California
Oregon
North Carolina
Utah
Kansas
Maryland
Colorado
Nissouri
Michigan
Virginia
Texas
South Carolina
Arkansas
Mississippi
Oklahoma
Tennessee
Alabee
Maine
Georgia
Naw Mexico
Arizons
Florida
Louisiana
Nevada
Alaska

(Col 11 (Col 2)
1970-79 1970-Y9

Hospital Expendltures Hospital Expenditures
Per Capita Annual Per Case Annual
Percentage Chano Percentase Chanse

9.3 10.1
11.1 11.2
11.9 10.6
10.8 11.9

1 13.2 13.7
12.2 11.4
12.4 12.3
12.3 11.6
10.6 11.2
11.7 13.0
12.5 12.9
12.0 12.6
13.0 13.0
13.0 12.4
13.0 12.1
13.7 12.3
13.9 11.7
11.9 12.1
14.4 12.5

13.5 12.2

13.7
14.5
13.5
10.9
14.6
14.2
11.8
13.3
12.5
13.7
11.7
14.3
14.3
12.2
14.6
15.0
14.3
13.4
14.2
14.2
14.8
14.6
14.7
15.2
15.4
15.4
14.3
13.0
14.8
15.0
15.0
20.2

12.4
12.1
11.6
13.7
12.6
12.4
12.6
13.7
13.5
12.3
11.8
12.6
11.9
13.3
12.4
12.7
15.4
12.1
12.6
14.5
12.0
13.1
11.9
12.4
14.3
13.1
14.1
12.6
12.4
13.4
14.1
16.1

Source: Beckoround Data on Chanses In Hospital Expenditures and Revenues 1970-1979
prepared by IFC Incorporated. submitted to Federation of American Hospitals
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(Cal 4)

Reek
(Col 3)

1
2
3
4
S
6
7

9
10
II
12
13
14
I
16
17
ts
19

(Cal 3)
1970-19719

Hospital Expenditures
Annual

Percenta!21 Change
10.6
10.9
11.5
11.6
12.2
12.5
12.6
12.7
12.5
13.3
13.4
13.7
13.8
13.8
13.6
14.1
14.1
14.2
14.3

14.5

14.6
14.6
14.6
14.7
14.7
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r TATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS

Department of Administration
DIVISION OF THE BUDGET
State House
Providence, R. I. 02903

August 5, 1982

Mr. Robert E. Lighthizer
Chief Counsel Committee on Finance
Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Lighthizer:

Attached are responses to the questions by the committee in

regards to the hearing held on the State hospital payment system

held on June 23, 1982. 1 hope these responses answer the questions

of the committee.

Sincerely,

John C. Murray
Assistant Director: Planning &
Financial Management

JCM:sm/R2/296

Attachment

cc: Sen. David Durenburger
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Questions for fr. Murray:

1) How frequently have you had to use mediation or arbitration to
reach agreement on MAXICAP or individual budgets?

2) Does your program take into account differences in types or
locations of hospitals -- such as teaching/nonteaching or
urban/rural?

3) In that your program does not cover all payors -- Medicare has
not been included since 1978 -- have you seen any evidence of
cost shifting to patients not covered by your program?

4) Why is Medicare no longer covered by your program?

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS FROM SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH

1. The mediation process has oeen utilized five times to settle bud-
gets, while arbitration was utilized in two (2) additional cases to

settle hospital budgets. The axicap has been settled using media-

tion only once.

Arbitration was utilized by the State to settle an issue involving
malpractice with all the hospitals.

Currently, the issue of application of audit adjustments retrospec-

tively is in arbitration. In addition to the current third parties

(State and BideCross), Medicare is also party to the arbitration.

2. Each individual hospital's needs are reviewed and studied by the

third parties in the negotiating process.

3. Cost shifting is taking place but it is felt that the prospective
program is not the prime reason in the shift; rather, much of the

shift is due to new regulations that are being formulated by HCFA.

4. Medicare is no longer in the program because the prospective system
in Rhode Island is not formularized enough for Title XVIII. Further,

Medicare is getting the benefit of reduced costs without having to

provide waivers from any of its more restrictive provisions.
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Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Dietz?

STATEMENT OF MR. FRANCIS R. DIETZ, PRESIDENT, MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL, PAWTUCKET, R.I.

Mr. Di mz. Thank you, Senator. I appreciate the opportunity to
share my views today with you.

I will make my address from two viewpoints: One, as John said,
as an active participant in the Rhode Island system, and also as an
administrator of a local hospital.

I was extremely pleased during your opening comments that you
did make one statement that I believe very strongly about, and
that is the concern of what is going to happen to quality in setting
prospective rates. I believe that any system design that addresses
just the cost side of the ledger and ignores quality is not going to
be in the best interests of the citizenship that we serve.

As John said, we are not novices to prospective rates. We have
been in the business of doing it collectively in the State of Rhode
Island for about 12 years and have a track record that I think
stands for itself.

But in terms of quality, I can also say to you that the hospitals
in the State of Rhode Island do feel that the necessary programs
and services to meet the needs of our patients have also been
achieved during a setting that reduced hospital costs.

In our State, during the same identical period, 1969 to the pres-
ent date, that we have had prospective rates, that we have kept our
costs below the national average, we have built an entire medical
school. I think we all appreciate and understand the large expendi-
ture that a medical school brings to the system, but that system
was built in the State of Rhode Island while we kept costs down.

So I would strongly suggest that quality can be achieved in a
system of prospective rates and in no way necessitates the feeling
that it will suffer, if properly administered.

The second thing I would like to stress is what John said. It is
that in Rhode Island we don't have a mandated ratesetting com-
mission; we truly have a cooperative venture composed of-quite
appropriately in the State of Rhode Island-the member hospitals,
the State budget office, and Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Rhode Island
which is a major purchaser of health care on behalf of the citizen-
ship.

Our approach deals with bringing the bodies together and plac-
ing squarely on their shoulders the syndrome of cost-versus-quality,
and we solely and equally share any outcome of that. We stand col-
lectively accountable to our citizenship as to what the price is
going to be and what the quality is going to be; and by all of us
participating, none of us can run away from it or blame one an-
other.

I think one of the concerns I have about mandated ratesetting is
that I think it can polarize the parties, namely, the hospitals
versus the regulators, into one blaming one side for the exhorbi-
tant costs and the other blaming the other side for a diminishing of
quality.

I think a system that can encourage the parties-and we all
should be equally concerned. As a hospital administrator I am as
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concerned about the cost of health care to my community as
anyone else is. I have a responsibility to that community not only
to deliver care but I have a responsibility to do it at the best possi-
ble price.

I think, in our State, the State government has exhibited the
concern on the other side as Blue Cross has, that they are con-
cerned about the quality and the proper services and not just about
the price.

So I would encourage you, as you explore anything, to find a way
as we have in Rhode Island to get us to cooperatively go together.

That doesn't mean that everything is just peaches and cream.
John said that we have a system and at the heart of everything we
do is negotiations. And .1 can truly tell you as a participant both in
designing the system, in negotiating annually maxi-caps, and in ne-
gotiating my own hospital's budget, that those sessions are true,
hard negotiations.

As John says, he attempts to get facts, and with Blue Cross,
about inflation components. We, as hospitals, do the same thing.
And we bat heads.

We have the opportunity to interchange views, expressing pro-
grammatic needs, capital needs, as well as both expressing "How
much can the community afford?"

Our system, and part of the strength of the negotiating process,
calls for an independent arbitrator to resolve differences if we can't
do it. And I think because of that system-not the big-brother ap-
proach that Government is just going to set it, but a system that
says -to all of us as parties, "If you guys can't find the answer,
you're going to go to an individual that will"-I think that has fos-
tered good, firm negotiations and has brought most of the time a
resolution of either a statewide maxi cap for the last 12 years or
individual budget negotiations achieved through the negotiating
process and not resorting to the legalistic approach.

The third item I would like to stress, which has been said repeat-
edly, and I don't want to belabor it by any stretch of imagination,
is the idea that the prospective system does provide management
incentives. I, my medical staff, and my trustees have super incen-
tives in our system in Rhode Island to go out there and do a very
efficient job, because I've got more needs there in that institution
than my community can afford in any one given year; and, there-
fore through the incentive of efficiencies for myself, my physi-
cians, and my department directors, we can meet some of those
needs by cranking up a little harder.

So I think it is vital that we retain that incentive, that I can look
at it at a bottom-line P. & 0. statement, that it becomes a driving
force. I am not after and I don't need profit-I need resources to
meet my community needs, and the system that allows me to do
that through management incentives is what I think you have got
to keep.

I would also say that the system in Rhode Island helps redirect
health care. We deliberately designed things so that we would de-
velop a shift from inpatient to outpatient by providing more finan-
cial incentive if you have volume -increases in the outpatient area
instead of the inpatient area.
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In my own institution we instituted a home-care program, we
have a 1-day surgery program, and we have an outstanding resi-
dency program in family medicine to meet the clinical outpatient
needs of our community. The system, again, provided those vehi-
cles.

I think, in essence, I have covered what I would say, as John
said, we recognize that we probably have a big plus in Rhode
Island because we are small geographically. It is kind of easy for
all of us to get together, we know one another in so many different
arenas; but I do think that the system that we have can philosophi-
cally be overlaid in the other communities and include the key
components of the partnership of the public and private sector, the
negotiations of banging heads, and incentives to redirect the
system.

Thank you very much.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Fransis R. Dietz follows:]
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Testimony by Francis R. Diets, President of

The Memorial Hospital, Pavtucket, RI, to the Senate Finance Committee

Relative to Exploration of Kandatory Rate Setting Legislation

I sincerely appreciate the opportunity to provide to the Senate Finance

Committee my vieve relative to the exploration of a mandated rate review

system of hospital cost and charges throughout the country.

In Rhode Island, a system of prospectively determining payments to

hospitals by major third parties, I.e., Blue Cross, state government, and, for

a period of three years, the federal government, has existed since 1970.

Before addressing the salient features of the Rhode Island system, I must

point out the fact Rhode Island's rise in hospital costs has been at a rate of

3 to 5 percent belov that of the national average during the past ten years.

While ye as hospital representatives are pleased at this result relative to

cost constraint, ye are equally pleased to be able to say that during this

same period the quality of medical care delivered to the residents of Rhode

Island has been enhanced. The designing of any system that solely addresses

the cost side of the ledger and ignores quality vould be a grave injustice to

the citizenship.
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The single most quality-related development that has taken place in Rhode

Island during this period is the establishment of a medical school, even

though the hospitals' performance relative to cost increases was below the

national average. The establilsbent of a medical school in any community

entails large expenditures for health care; however, improvements in the

quality of services provided to the citizenship more than justifies these

expenditures.

The above results have been achieved only through Rhode Island's

prospective reimbursement system. Additionally, hospitals in our state have

been able to complete major capital projects for the housing of our medical

programs, as well as being able to establish many needed service programs for

our patients.

The major point that I would like to leave with you relative to the Rhode

Island system is that while costs have been constrained, quality has been

enhanced.

The reason for the success in Rhode Island stems from the fact that from the

very beginning the hospitals in our state voluntarily and enthusiastically

supported a change to our reimbursement system. Hospital trustees,

administrators, and physicians are truly concerned about the cost of health

care and have constantly attempted to stem its growth while discharging their

responsibilities for maintaining high quality care.
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The system of prospective reimbursement for hospital services wes not

mandated in Rhode Island by our General Assembly, but instead was formulated

through the voluntary and cooperative concerns of our hospitals and Blue Cross

of Rhode Island. In 1970, we collectively developed a aystea of prospective

reimbursement and in 1972, the stats budget office was included in this

process. The system in Rhode Island has succeeded because all parties

involved in the payment and delivery system--hospitals, third-party

purchasers, and state government--have had a direct say in the design of the

system and thus a direct responsibility for the outcome. Authority without

accountability will never succeed.

The responsibility of cost versus quality was placed squarely on the

shoulders of the hospitals and major third-party purchasers, and the challenge

was to design a system that would achieve 'oth ends. By being architects of

the system, all parties stood accountable to their communities for the

successful outcome.

The mandatory rate setting approach would, in my opinion, allow the

parties to divide themselves into different camp, each blaming the other for

the lack of quality or the exorbitant cost. This process could result in a

more legalistic outcome, since parties would tend to polarize and turn to the

court system for resolutions. A voluntary partnership approach between

private and public sector can result in an effective answer to the cost versus

quality syndrome and should become a guide to developments in other parts of

this country.
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The regulation of any activity does not breed enthusiasm, but the placing

of responsibility on those directly involved will produce the desired results.

The process vhich is the heart of the Rhode Island system lies in the

concept knovn as negotiation. Negotiation brings to the table all parties to

the problem, allowing a Lsetting for true dialogue, expressions of disagreement

and, finally, resolution.

The first step of negotiation is the establishment of a contract, vhich

consists of the rules and regulatlons- by vhich the system operates. The next

step of the process annually determines the growth in hospital expenditures by

taking into account the medical needs of the community, as vell as the

community's ability to afford the enhancement. Hospitals then negotiate thelr

share of these expenditures by addressing medical programs needed for their-

institutions as veil as capital programs approved through certificates of need.

Finally, if the results of negotiations fail to produce the desired end of a

hospital's expense level for a given year, then a voluntary appeals mechanism

of mediation and arbitration will decide which party is most responsible in

its position.

Tne negotiations are the cornerstone in this process, with all parties

standing accountable for the outcome. A mandated regulatory system could not

- accomplish the same end, since the body setting the rates would not stand

accountable to the individual patients receiving the care. Bovever, a system
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that allows all parties equal participation in negotiations, vith final

resolution being placed in the hands of an independent arbitrator, jointly

selected, fosters a spirit of cooperation and compromise. Rhode Island has

achieved that end.

The final point I would like to discuss relative to the Rhode Island

system is that of institutional incentives. The system in Rhode Island

results in a firm fixed selling price for services rendered in a given year.

Once these rates have been negotiated, it becomes the hospital's

responsibility to manage within its budgeted revenues. If a hospital's

expenditures exceed revenues, losses are born 100 percent by that

institution. However, if hospitals, through management Initiatives are able

to achieve savings within available revenues, reallocation of these savings

'can be made to our many needed medical programs and services. The/
accountability of bottom-line profit and loss becomes a driving force for

hospital efficiency and is a major reason why a medical school was developed

in Phode Island at a time vhen cost has been kept below the national average.

The trustees, medical staff, and administration of hospitals in Rhode

Island have a tool in place for dealing with the cost versus quality issue.

Through the collective development of hospital efficiencies, the resources

saved can be channeled to needed medical services without increasing the cost

of medical care. Management incentives must be an Integral part of any

successful payment system.
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The system of prospective reimbursement developed for Rhode Island could

not be applied in its entirety throughout the country. The reason for this

stems primarily from the fact that Rhode Island is small geographically, thus

promoting an ease in which all parties can join together. However, the

essential components of the Rhode Island system, namely voluntesrism of the

private and public sector, negotiations, and management incentives, can be

included in all locations.

This approach as opposed to a mandatory rate getting system can result in

cost restraints while continuously improving the quality of services rendered.

The key component to a prospective reimbursement system is the combination

of authority with accountability.

Senator DURENBERGER. All of your written statements will be
made part of the record. Because of the press of time I am going to
submit questions to each of you.

I would also appreciate your advice on some of the ancillary
issues such as State or community health planning, utilization
review, the PSRO system, tax-exempt bond financing, and the fed-
eralization of medicaid. I recognize that we have a responsibility to
the needy as well as the elderly; yet, I think that responsibility
might be better discharged at the State level.

[The questions follow:]
I regret the fact that we have run out of time. Thank you very

much for the time that went into your preparation and for being
here today.

The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
B direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

The American Hospital Association (AHA) appreciated the opportunity to present
its views on the issue of state rate review for hospitals. AHA represents over 6,300
member institutions, including most of the nation's hospitals, and over 35,000 per-
sonal members.

State rate review is not a sound alternative for addressing hospital cost increases.
While such review has resulted in temporary benefits in some states, it poses nu-
merous potential problen s. These include:

Failure to address the demand side of health care costs;
Creation of ponderous bureaucracies with unwieldy reporting systems;
Unfair preferences for certain payors, which create inequities;
High costs of operating rate review agencies, complying with their regulations,

and resolving through litigation the inequities they create;
Rates so low that hospiffals deplete their capital resources, jeopardizing their

future financial stability, their ability to serve the poor, and their very existence;
and
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Revenue controls without cost controls.
AHA opposes mandated state rate review and urges this committee to reject any

cost-cutting prop sals based on its principles. Hospitals are already burdened with
complex regulations and a massive federal bureaucracy in the provision of Medicare
and Medicaid services. A program of mandated state rate review would ad& yet an-
other level of regulation and bureaucracy that would further involve government
bureaucrats in hospital management. It would veer away from the goals of deregula-
tion and changed incentives in the health care system.

The solution to rising health care costs lies not in increasing government inter-
vention, but rather in placing control back where it belongs-in the hands of hospi-
tal management and consumers-with proper financial incentives for controlling
costs and expenditures. The AHA's prospective payment proposal for Medicare,
which was released in April and distributed to members of your Committee, deals
with both the supply and demand sides of the equation for Medicare. prospective
payment would control hospital cost - increases by determining in advance the
amount of money hospitals would receive for treating Medicare patients. The pres-
ent Medicare cost-reimbursement system provides disincentives for hospitals to con-
trol costs. The more services a hospital provides, the greater its payments from
Medicare. The AHA proposal would allow hospitals to elect annually whether to
accept Medicare's price as payment in full (known as "assignment"), or to bill pa-
tients, within limits, for the difference between that fixed price and their charges,
thus increasing consumer choices and cost awareness.

We urge Congress to move directly to a simple, straightforward system of prospec-
tive payment of hospitals for Medicare, with waivers for a hospital, group of hospi-
tals, or individual states for alternative prospective payment systems that offer a
reasonable expectation of savings over a minimum of three years. To ensure fruit-
ful, cooperative efforts under state programs, it would be important to provide waiv-
ers for state prospective payment programs only if they were approved by a major-
ity of hospitals in the respective states.

To further deal with the demand side of the hospital cost equation, we urge Con-
gress to enact legislation that would create other incentives for consumers to make"
cost-conscious health care decisions. Consumers have been insulated from the true
costs of their health care decisions through extensive first-dollar health insurance
coverage and tax policies promoting such coverage. Legislative changes that could
increase consumer cost-consciousness and reduce demand for health services include
limiting the tax-free status of employer-provided health insurance; encouraging em-
ployers to offer a choice of types of health insurance coverage; and adopting a Medi-
care voucher system.

AHA's opposition to state rate review is fairly recent. Prior to 1980, AHA had
supported federally-mandated state rate review as the best method for moving to a
prospective payment system that would meet the financial requirements of hospi-
tals. In 1980, after several years of experience with state rate review programs, the
AHA House of Delegates voted to reverse its position of the issue. The House of Del-
egates determined that state rate review was "an idea whose time has come and
gone" and that state rate review is an impediment to achieving a better system of
reimbursement.

In Colorado and Illinois, each state's hospital association had been instrumental
in enacting state legislation to create hospital rate review commissions. After expe-
riencing the actual operation of the commission in the case of Colorado, and the
plans for operation in the case of Illinois, the hospital associations took the lead in
efforts to abolish the commissions.

In Colorado, the rate review program enacted in 1977 became a bureaucratic
nightmare. The commission -became ensnarled in regulations, politics, commission
budgets, and granting of discounts for certain payors. Rates were set that threat-
ened the continued existence and development of some hospitals. The Colorado com-
mission was terminated in March 1980 by the state legislature. The experience cost
Colorado hospitals an estimated $1.8 million in compliance costs in the first year. In
Illinois7 a similar scenario has played out. Illinois decided it could not afford the
cost of rate review. Also, the system developed in Illinois would have resulted in
inequitable and preferential payments. Statements of the Colorado Hospital Associ-
ation and the Illinois Hospital Association of their own experiences with state rate
setting are attached to this statement as-Appendix A and Appendix B.

Development and operation of state rate review systems is very costly. Because of
this and the increasing competition for state tax dollars, hospitals are concerned
about the commitment of state legislatures to fund regulatory agencies with ade-
quate and capable staff who understand both the needs of the community and the
requirements of hospital management for quality health care delivery.

97-S61 0 - 82 - 16
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A -IA defines the financial requirements of a hospital as the resources that not
only are necessary to meet current operating needs, but also are sufficient to permit
replacement of physical plant when appropriate and to allow for changing commu-
nity health and patient needs, necessary education and research, and all other es-
sentials for the institutional provision of health care services. The two basic compo-
nents of hospital financial requirements are: (1) current operating funds and (2) an
operating margin or return on equity. Hospitals cannot operate at a break-even
level at which only operating expenses are recovered. In order to meet the total fi-
nancial requirements of an institution, a margin of total operating revenue in
excess of current operating requirements must be maintained. This operating
margin provides the necessary funds for working capital and capital requirements
for health care institutions and for providing care to patients who are unable or un-
willingJto pay their bills.

AHA's Office of Public Policy Analysis has prepared a comprehensive report on
the effectiveness of state rate review using -the latest available research findings
and state-level data. This report is attached as Appendix C. It indicates that while
the success of rate-setting states in controlling hospital costs may be affected by
many outside factors influencing costs and by wide variations between individual
states' experiences, one point is clear: Hospitals in rate review states as a whole
have significantly narrower operating margins than hospitals in nonregulated
states.

As indicated in Appendix C in Tables 7-11 on total revenue margins and in
Tables 12-16 on patient revenue margins, hospitals in rate review states appear to
be consuming their capital to a greater extent than hospitals in the rest of the
nation. These figures raise serious questions concerning the ability to meet current
and future service needs; the possibility of some hospitals being forced to limit
access to all citizens and reduce quality of care; and the long-term financial stability
and survival of some hospitals in rate review states.

While some in Congress have suggested a system of mandatory state rate review
for hospitals, we find it unlikely that Congress would be willing to fully turn over
the establishment of Medicare rates to the states-not when Congress must raise
the funds to pay the more than $50 billion Medicare bill. Instead, Congress would be
more likely to require that states operate under a Medicare "cap" established by
the federal government. This has been the case in New Jersey, a state that has a
waiver from the Health Care Financing Administration allowing it to set rates for
Medicare as well as other patients. The Medicare cap in New Jersey places a penal-
ty on the hospital rather than the state rate authority when Medicare costs exceed
what would have been paid to a hospital by Medicare. without the waiver. There is
no risk to the federal government, nor to the state-only to the hospitals.

In conclusion, neither state rate review nor arbitrary cuts in payment to hospitals
proposed in the Fiscal Year 1983 budget plan is the answer to the problem of rising
hospital costs. Both approaches only would tend to reduce payments to hospitals,
not reduce hospital costs. Such approaches fail to recognize the impact of the physi-
cian on use of services and the insulation of patients from the costs of health care
decisions made on their behalf.

We urge this committee to move rapidly to a system of prospective payment for
Medicare along the lines of AHA's proposal and to enact appropriate tax and con-
sumer-choice legislation to make health care consumers more cost-conscious. Both
supply and demand must be dealt with, if the solution is to be lasting.

[Appendix Al

STATEMENT OF THE COLORADO HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

THE COLORADO EXPEIIENCE-THE CREATION AND THE DEMISE OF A STATE HOSPITAL
COMMISSION

The issue of increasing health care costs, particularly hospital costs, has been of
concern in Colorado as much as it has in other parts of the country. Like too many
people in the health care field, the hospital industry in Colorado chose not to ad-
dress the problem within the industry where the real expertise was, but rather went
running to the government to solve it problems. The government in this case was
the Colorado General Assembly.

Although some in the Colorado General Assembly were wise enough to see that
the government not only would be unable to resolve the problem, but would no
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doubt compound it, the hospitals and other allies were able to prevail. As a result,
the Colorado Hospital Commission was born on October 1, 1977.

At this point, the issue of health care costs began to dim and the politics of who
was going to control hospital prices dominated the issue. No longer were hospital
costs and sources of reimbursement the key questions, but rather the questions of
who the commissioners were going to be, what should their political party be, how
much should the commission budget be, by whom and how was the commission's
budget going to be funded?

With these weighty problems answered, did the focus then turn back to the ques-
tions of health care costs and reimbursement methods? Absolutely not! As is always
the case when governments step in, the next most important issue to be resolved
was how to determine and set up rules and regulations. Months went by and hear-
ings dragged on. Third-party insurers of health care demanded discounts from the
hospitals written into the regulations. HMOs wanted guarantees of special consider-
ations from the hospitals based on their unique type of delivery. The state already
had exempted itself from participation in the Medicaid program, so was no longer in
need of special recognition through rules and regulations. In addition, every special
interest group in and out of the hospital industry lobbied for its particular issue. No
two groups could ever agree.

During adversarial hearings, hospitals tried to ascertain -what they were to report,
when they were to report, and how they were to do the reporting. The deadline for
the first hospital to report had come and gone, yet the rules, regulations, and forms
for reporting were still unsettled.

Finally, hospitals were able to get a picture, fuzzy though it was, of what was ex-
pected of them. This was not a pretty picture-four very negative rules, from the
hospitals' perspective, were advanced. First, the hospitals were not going to be al-
lowed to have any income greater than their expenses, which meant that their very
financial existence was being challenged. Second, there would be no budgetary al-
lowance for growth and development. Thirdly, new services, resulting from medical
advances, would have to pay their way from the very start due to a disallowance of
cross-financial subsidization for new programs. Lastly among the four major puni-
tive rules, the hospitals were mandated to give a 3 percent discount to Blue Cross
and qualified HMOs in addition to a 2 percent discount for prompt payment by pur-
chasers.

Faced with. these formidable problems, along with many more minor ones, and
uncertain as to what and in what manner information was required, the hospitals
had no avenues left except the courts. When the commission realized the degree of
dissatisfaction the hospital industry had and the industry's resolve to face the regu-
lation issue head on, it agreed to reopen hearings on the regulations if the hospitals
would drop their suit.

The hospitals agreed and dropped their suit and new hearings were scheduled.
However, the second round of hearings became the same battlefield for the same
groups. It became evident that the only route, short of a very lengthy and costly
court suit, was to present the hospital case to the body of government that created
the commission-the state legislature.

When the fruits of their legislative efforts were brought back in the form of testi-
mony from those impacted by the law, legislators were quick to realize that these
fruits were grown from bad seed and their only recourse was to uproot the commis-
sion in its entirety. A "sunset" provision was amended onto the statute in 1979 after
a one-year effort to make the statutory rate system work. This put everyone on
notice to make it work. If they failed, the legislature would abolish it. Even under
this very clear mandate to work out differences, all those involved were still unable
to develop a workable program. On March 1, 1980, The Colorado Hospital Commis-
sion died.

The lessons learned in Colorado are simple. No industry, hospitals included, can
expected to go to the government and have it solve problems that the industry must
solve itself. Also, statutory requirements breed bureaucracies that become self-serv-
ing, "politics" become more important than the problem, and the cost of meeting
the law, rules, and regulations generally more than offsets the savings. Colorado
found also that until the demand side of the health care formula is addressed, it is
foolish to play with the reimbursement side.

Finally, the hospitals found that under a hospital rate commission the only alter-
native for meeting their immediate financial needs was to exhaust their reserves
and place themselves at a long-term financial risk. With the options of either chang-
ing the law or engaging in long and expensive litigation, it was only prudent for the
industry to support a change in the law. As it turned out, the legislature found that
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the best way to meet its public obligations was not to change the law but to do away
with it.

(Appendix B]

STATEMENT OF THE ILLINOIS HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

The elected leadership of the Illinois Hospital Association first endorsed the con-
cept of prospective rate review in 1969. Since then, administrative and legislative
initiatives to develop a formal program have been undertaken with three Illinois
governors. In September, 1978, Governor James Thompson signed into law Public
Act 80-1427, an act which created the Illinois Health Finance Authority to oversee
the orderly establishment and payment of hospital rates in Illinois.

Since the time that IHA and representatives from Illinois hospitals, commercial
insurance companies, the two Blue Cross plans, various state agencies and the Gov-
ernor worked with the legislature to devise the language for the Illinois rate setting
program, much has happened to convince the hospital industry that the state is no
longer willing or able to participate equitably in a reasonable program.

Illinois hospitals reversed their position on the desirability of having a rate
review system in the state for two reasons. First, the recession and other develop-
ments in Illinois made this state's equitable financial participation an impossibility.
In late 1980 the Illinois Department of Public Aid took steps to redefine certain
components of the system to eliminate a portion of hospital financial requirements
which would have otherwise been apportioned to them. Hospital-based skilled nurs-
ing facilities and home health agencies are but two examples of hospital operations
which have been defined as non-hospital services by the rate review agency at the
request of the state. The fact that a prospective payment system such as the one
developed in Illinois would cost the state more money than the current Medicare/
Medicaid retrospective approach became even more apparent when shortfalls of
$106 million and $300 million respectively developed in the state's medical assist-
ance budget for hospitals for Fiscal Years 1982 and 1983.

Secondly, the rate review agency violated its own enabling statutes with respect
to the granting of differentials in its efforts to entice the federal government to
waive Medicare principles of reimbursement for the Illinois hospitals and partici-
pate in the prospective rate setting experiment. When hospitals realized that the
rate review agency would not produce an equitable payment system, but would
simply be a new approach to perpetuating the cost-shifting inequities of the current
system, their trust in the system diminished and they felt that the only course of
action was to withdraw their support from the experiment.

For almost four years, the Illinois Health Finance Authority has attempted to im-
plement a system that does not make sense, is unduly complex and ignores the pre-
ponderance of the input it has received from Illinois hospitals. In many cases the
Authority is at odds with the mandate it received from the Illinois General Assem-
bly. An attitude of "what you see is what you are going to get" from the agency and
its unwillingness to deal in good faith with hospitals makes it quite apparent that
the system must be abandoned to prevent a rapid downhill slide in the quality and
access to hospital care.

(Appendix C)

OFFICE OF PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS, AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION REPORT ON
STATE HOSPITAL RATE REGULATION

INTRODUCTION

Several state governments operate programs to regulate hospital payment rates.
This report discusses current information, and gaps therein regarding the effective-
ness of this approach to health care cost containment. The laterst available research
findings and state-level data on the cost and other impacts of state hospital rate reg-
ulation programs are presented, along with a series of overall conclusions.

States have been categorized in various ways in studies of hospital rate regula-
tion. Most studies, however, include the following six states in the regulated catego-
ry: Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, and Washington.
The Biles team identify these six states as meeting the following criteria: the rate-
setting program is operated directly by state government, hospital compliance is re-
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quired, and a majority of non-Medicare expenditures are regulated.1 These six
states are singled out for discussion in this paper.

AVAILABLE DATA AND RESEARCH FINDINGS

Available data and research findings are extremely mixed and inconclusive re-
garding the effects of state rate review.
Cost impacts

Based on the latest nationally available state-level cost data (1975-80), while the
combined results of the six states compare favorable with the rest of the nation in
terms of average annual growth in inpatient expense per admission and per capita
(see Tables I and 2) between 1976 and 1980, the individual cost results of the six
states varied widely at any point in time and over time in comparison to the nation-
al experience (see Tables 3-6).

In none of the regulated states was performance steady or steadily improving rel-
ative to trends in other states.

For Maryland, impatient cost per capita increased more rapidly than the U.S.
average for three of the five years.

For Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New York, growth rates in inpatient cost per
admission became less favorable relative to U.S. averages during 1979 and 1980.

In 1980, Massachusetts and New York had higher inpatient cost per capita than
all but two of the 50 states.

In 1980, the ten states with the lowest rate of increase in cost per admission in-
cluded five regulated states and five non-regulated states: Alaska, Delaware, Ne-
braska, Michigan, and Idaho.

Even with respect to the narrow issue of cost impacts, studies to date have varied
widely in terms of scope and findings.

Of the early studies financed by the Social Security Administration, the private
sector rate review program in Indiana showed strongest cost containment results of
the five programs studied. 2

The Melnick team,3 using more recent data than earlier studies, reported evi-
dence that rate regulation nationally was less effective in containing costs in 1979
than in 1978.

A recent study by Abt Associates,4 more refined than the earlier GAO study,'
fo md that individual mandatory rate regulation programs were not necessarily
more effective in containing costs than the voluntary programs examined.

While the studies by Sloan,6 Joskow,7 the Melnick team, Abt Associates, and
Sloan and Steinwald,s more carefully account for outside factors that may affect
cost results in states with rate review programs than the GAO, CBO,' and Biles
teams studies, typically there has been no explicit control for various private sector
cost containment initiatives and factors at play within such states (e.g., changes in

rivate health insurance benefit structures, voluntary areawide health planning ef-
forts, and private insurer and business utilization review efforts).

The administrative and legal costs of rate regulation have generally been ignored,
as have the potential cost consequences of any service supply and utilization growth
outside the hospital domain' 0 as a result of state rate review programs.

IB. Biles, C. Schramm, and J. Atkinson, "Hospital Cost Inflation Under State Rate-Setting
Programs," New England Journal of Medicine (September 18, 1980) pp: G65-668.

I D. Salkever, Hospital-Sector Inflation (Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, Health and Co.,
1979) pp: 123-178.

3 Glenn A. Melnick, John R.C. Wheeler and Paul J. Feldstein, "Effects of Rate Regulation on
Selected Components of Hospital Expenses," Inquiry 18: pp: 240-246 (Fall 1981)4 C. Coelen and D. Sullivan, "An Analysis of the Effects of Prospective Reimbursement Pro-
grams on Hospital Expenditures," Health Care Financing Review 2 (3): pp: 1-40 (Winter 1981).

SGeneral Accounting Office, "Riing Hospital Costs can be restrained by Regulating Pay-
ments and Improving Management" (Washington: Governmint Printing Office, September, 19,
1980).

'F. Sloan, "Regulation and the Rising Cost of Hospital Care, "Review of Economics and Sta-
tistics, forthcoming.

I P. Joskow, "Alternative Regulatory Mechanisms for Controlling Hospital Costs," Paperpre-
sented at the American Enterprise Institute Conference: Health Care-Professional Ethics, Gov-
ernment Regulation or Markets, Washington, D.C., September 25, 1980, pp: 8.5.

8 F. Sloan and B. Steinwald, "Insurance, Regulation and Hospital Costs' (Lexington, MA: Lex-
ington Books, Health and Co., 1980) pp: 107-113. "

9 Congressional Budget Office, "Controlling Rising Hospital Costs" (Washington: Government
Printing Office, September, 1979) pp: 94-96.

'°This discussion is based largely on: Morrisey, Michael A., Ph.D., "Hospital Rate Review:
The State of the Empirical Knowledge," working d.aft, Hospital Research Center, American
Hospital Association, October, 1981.
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Other impacts
The current literature offers little insight into the short- or long-range impacts of

rate regulation on the accessibility, scope, and quality of health care services.
Quality impact studies are severely hampered by the lack of comprehensive, gen-

erally accepted measures of quality.
One of the five prospective payment studies sponsored early in the 1970s by the

Social Security Administration, the downstate New York evaluation, reported in-
creases in the number of hospitals receiving provisional accreditations by the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals. 10

One part of the National Hospital Rate Review Study, sponsored by HHS' Health
Care Financing Administration and soon to be reported, is a study of hospital serv-
ice scope under rate review. The University of Washington and the AHA have re-
cently begun a study, funded by the National Center for Health Services Research,
to assess the effects of rate regulation on hospital organization and operations.

Levels and trends in hospital revenue margins represent a key measure of the
future ability of hospitals to maintain and improve quality and accessibility of serv-
ices for all population groups, particularly the poor. On this score, rate review pro-
grams raise serious public policy concerns.

As indicated in Tables 7-11 on total revenue margins and in Tables 12-16 on pa-
tient revenue margins, hospitals in rate review states appear to be consuming their
capital to a greater extent than hospital in the rest of the nation.

or the six states individually and as a group, aggregate patient and total revenue
margins were, generally, significantly below those experienced in the rest of the
nation as a whole.

For the six states as a group, the percent of hospitals with deficits greater than
0.5 percent decreased between 1975 and 1980, but not as much as for the rest of the
nation.

In New York, hospitals have on average consistently operated at a deficit, even
considering revenue from both operating and nonoperating sources. The average
deficit has ranged from 0.2 percent to 8.4 percent, and was under 1 percent only
once during the six years.

Where revenue margins are deteriorating under state rate regulation, either the
programs have not really been able to change the economic behavior of consumers
in demanding health care or the behavior of providers, or they have expected
through revenue constraints far more than can be accomplished. In either case, the
end result is merely a short-run gain for payers. In an environment of increasingly
limited payer budgets, especially state Medicaid program budgets, the danger is that
short-term results-no matter how arbitrary-become the overriding objective of
such programs, with a generally bankrupt hospital the long-term consequence.
Squeezing hospital revenues, without effectively and equitably containing costs, only
forces hospitals to consume their capital. That capital is crucial to the hospital's
future ability to replace or improve itself and to meet a variety of needs of patients,
particularly those least able to pay for care.

CONCLUSIONS

Formal evaluations of the impacts of state rate review programs lack consensus
even on cost impacts, are generally incomplete in scope, pose various methodological
problems in study design and assumptions, and/or are outdated. More and better
studies are needed to reach definitive conclusions.

Less formal evaluations indicate that even from the narrow perspective of hospi-
tal cost levels and trends, individual rate review programs show uneven results at
any point in time and over time in comparison to non-rate review states.

With regards to hospital revenue marins-a key indicator of the general finan-
cial health of institutions and of their ability to generate and attract capital to meet
current and future service needs of all population groups, including the poor-state
rate review programs pose serious concerns. These concerns become even more
acute if future decisions on rates under rate review programs become based not on
what well-managed hospitals need to stay financially healthy and viable, but on
what state Medicaid programs can afford at any point in time from a budgetary
standpoint.

Additional concerns are whether such programs stifle payment and service deliv-
ery innovations and unnecessarily infringe on hospital management prerogatives.

The key point is that there has not yet been indentified one best hospital payment
method or methods for widespread use over the long term.

As a result, the AHA's Medicare prospective fixed price payment proposal sug-
gests only a specific short-term approach and simultaneously calls for expanded
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waiver opportunities for groups of hospitals and states to develop and apply their
own innovative approaches. The best, longer-term approaches will be derived from
local genius and imagination linked to unique local circumstances and needs. In
some locales, customized state rate review programs may be the appropriate long-
term solution. In many other locales, a variety of nonregulatory solutions may be
selected. Generally, state hospital rate regulation will be viewed, and appropriately
so, as the alternative of last resort.

Regardless of the approach selected, it must result from the joint, cooperative ef-
forts of all the involved parties if it is to be both equitable to hospitals and effective
in restraining cost increases. In the AHA's Medicare prospective payment proposal,
state-sponsored alternative prospective payment systems cannot be waived by the
Secretary of HHS that do not have the majority support of hospitals in the state. A
partnership approach to payment reform is essential.

TABLE 1.-INPATIENT EXPENSE PER ADMISSION FOR COMMUNITY HOSPITALS
[Percent change in aenties]

Year 6 reg btedStaes Other States

19 76 ................................................................................................................................... $1,523(8.5) $ 1,085 (14.6)
1977 .................................................................................................................................... 1,690 (11 .0 ) 1,238 (14.1)
1978 .................................................................................................................................... 1,842 (9.0 ) 1,39 2(12.4 )
19 79 .................................................................................................................................... 2,009 (9.1) 1,558 (11.9)
1980 .................................................................................................................................... 2,232 (11.1) 1,710 (13.6 )
Annual average ..................................................................... .............................................. (9.9 ) (13.3)

Soure American MOW association. "Amu Su y o osta" 1975-80 edtios.

TABLE 2.-INPATIENT EXPENSE PER ADMISSION FOR COMMUNITY HOSPITALS
(Percent change i paenthes4l

Year 6 regulated States Other S%

1976 .................................................................................................................................... -- $217 (4.6 ) $ 178 (15.1)
1917 .................................................................................................................................... 24 1(10.8 ) 203 (13.9)
1978 .................................................................................................................................... 260 (7 .9 ) 228 (12.3)
19 79 .................................................................................................................................... 286 (10.0 ) 256(12.6)
1980 .................................................................................................................................. 3 17(11.1) 299 (16.5)
Annual averap ................................................................................................... ............... (8. ) (14.1)

Source. Ameri Host Association, "Annual SurMey of Hospitals" (1975-80 editions ,

TABLE 3.-INPATIENT EXPENSE PER ADJUSTED ADMISSION FOR COMMUNITY HOSPITALS
[Percert change from previous year)

State u Gaed pSt"

New York:
19 76 ............ .......................................................................................... ...............................
19 7 1 .......................................................................................................................................
1978 ......................................................................... ......
19 79 ......................................................................... .............................................................
1980 .......................................................................................................................................

Massa sefts:
19 7 6 .......................................................................................................................................
19 77 .......................................................................................................................................
19 78 .....................................................................................................................................
19 79 ............. ......................................................................... ...............................................
19 80 ......................................................................................................................................

Now k"e:
19 76 ......................................................................................................................................
19 7 7 ...................................................................................... ...............................................
19 78 .......................................................................................................................................
19 79 ......................................................................................................................................

3.0
12,8
8.7
8.6

10.98

15.64
12.41

8.91
7.67

13.93

13.4
10.8
9.3

10.8

13.0
13.6
11.5
11.3

-13.1

13.0
13.6
11.5
11.3
13.1

13.0
13.6
11.5
11.3

10.0
0.8
2.8
2.7
2.1

-2.6
1.2
2.6
3.6

-0.8

-0.4
2.8
2.2
0.5
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TABLE 3.-INPATIENT EXPENSE PER ADJUSTED ADMISSION FOR COMMUNITY HOSPITALS-Continued
-pen -" fm -vm YMar

State Uned

1980 ............................................................................ ......................................................... 10.7 13.1 2.4
Connecticut:

1976 .............. ............ 13-12 13.0 - 0.1
1971 .. .................................. 11.2 13.6 2.4
1978 ................................................ 9.8 11.5 1.7
1979 ............... ................................. 8.1 11.3 3.2
1980 .......................... ........................................................................................................ 11.3 13.1 1.8

Washington:
1976 ..................................................................................................................................... 15.9 13.04 - 2.9
1977 ....................................................................................................................................... 12.8 13.6 - 0.8
1978 ...................................................................................................................................... 11.3 11.5 02
1979 .................................................................... 10.7 11.3 0.6
1980 ....................................................................................................................................... 11.13 13.08 2.0

Mayand:
1976 ...................................................................................................................................... 14.4 13.0 - 1.4
1917 ....................................................................................................................................... 8.8 13.6 4.8
1978 ...................................................................................................................................... 9.3 11.5 2.2
1979 ..................... ...... . .. ....... * . ..... ... .. .... 12.4 11.3 -1 .1
1980 ....................................................................................................................................... 9.6 13.1 3.5

Source. Aeican HO ptal Association, "Annal Srmvey of Hospitals" (1975-80 Etimns).

TABLE 4.-INPATIENT EXPENSE PER CAPITA FOR COMMUNITY HOSPITALS
[ecent change frm previous year]

US.
Stale Unted inueas

States less Stle
change

New York
1976 ................................................................................................................................ 2.9 12.5 15.4
1977 ............................................................... .................................................................. 10.1 13.1 3.0
1978 .................................................................................................................... ...... . 6.7 11.3 3.7
1979 ............................................................................................................................ . 10.1 12.0 1.9
1980 .............................................................................................................................. 9.3 15.4 6.1

Washington:
1976 .................................................................................................................................. 13.1 12.5 - 0.6
1977 ................ -* .......... ................ ..... * . ...... .... ..... 12.0 13.1 1.1
1978 ................ ................................ 7.4 11.3 3.9
1979 ................. ..................... . ..... .... 8.9 12.0 3.1
1980 ............................................................................................................. . . ..... 24.7 15.4 - 9.3

New Jersey:
1976 ................................................................................................................................ 16.0 12.5 - 3.5
1977 ............................................................................................................................. .. 12.4 13.1 0.7
1978 ................................................................................................................................... 8.5 11.3 2.8
1979 ............................................................................ .................................................... 10.9 12.0 1.1
1980 ................................................................................................................................ 12.1 15.4 3.3

Connectit:
197b ............................................................................................................. ................. 14.5 12.5 -2.0
1971 ................................................................................. ..................... ......................... 10.7 13.1 2.4
1978 ............................................................................................................................... - 9.3 11.3 2.0
1979 ............................................................................................................................... 9.2 12.0 2.8
1980 .................................................................................................................................. 12.0 15.5 3.4

arylnd:
1976 ................................................................................................................................. 18.1 12.5 - 5.6
1977 ................................................................................................................................... 10.5 13.1 2.6
1978 .................................... ............................................................................................ 12.1 11.3 - 0.8
1979 .................................................................................................................................. 153 12.0 - 3.3
1980 ............................................................................................................................... I,8 15.4 6.6
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TABLE 4.-INPATIENT EXPENSE PER CAPITA FOR COMMUNITY HOSPITALS-Continued
(Percel chan e from previous year)

U.S.
Stale UWted increase

States less State

Massachusetts:
1916 ................................................................................................................................... 7.4 12.5 5.1
1977 ................................................................................................................................... 11.5 13.1 1.6
1978 ................................................................................................................................... 6.9 11.3 4.4
1979 ................................................................................................................................... 8.2 12.0 3.81980 ................................................................................................................................... 10.0 15.4 5.4

Source: kmerican Hosl Association. "Annu Survey of Hoptals" (1975-80 Eftoas).

TABLE 5.-INPATIENT EXPENSE PER ADMISSION FOR COMMUNITY HOSPITALS

State 19erse Rank Peren Rankchange

Alabama ................................................................................................................... $1,461 (38) 14.0 (16)
Alaska ..................................................................................................................... 2,292 (5) 1.6 (51)
Arizona ..................................................................................................................... 2,020 (12) 15.9 (9)
Arkansas .................................................................................................................. 1,175 (51) 12.3 (36)
California .................................................................................................................. 2,400 (4) 14.6 (15)
Colorado ................................................................................................................... 1,727 (22) 13.2 (21)
Connecticut ........................................................................................................... . 2,045 (11) 11.3 (42)
Delaware .................................................................................................................. 1,946 (14) 8.0 (50)
District or Columbia ............................................................................................... 3,186 (1) 17.0 (5)
Florida ...................................................................................................................... 1,808 (20) 12.0 (31)
Georgia .................................................................................................................... 1,381 (43) 12.4 (34)
Hawai ...................................................................................................................... 1,849 (16) 12.1 (40)
Idaho ........................................................................................................................ 1,254 (48) 11.3 (42)
Illinois ...................................................................................................................... 2,202 (1) 17.4 (4)
Indiana ..................................................................................................................... 1,622 (26) 14.0 (16)
Iowa ......................................................................................................................... 1,474 (36) 12.2 (39)
Kansas ..................................................................................................................... 1,591 (27) 15.0 (13)
Kentucky .................................................................................................................. 1,276 (46) 15.5 (11)
Louisiana .................................................................................................................. 1,487 (33) 12.9 (30)
Maine ....................................................................................................................... 1,113 (23) 15.0 (13)
Maytand ................................................................................................................ 2,138 (9) 9.6 (48)
Massachusetts .......................................................................................................... 2,579 (2) 13.9 (20)
Michigan ................................................................................................................. 2,081 (10) 10.3 (47)
Minnesota ................................................................................................................ 1,808 (19) 13.4 (25)
Mississippi .................................................................. 1,187 (50) 12.3 (36)
Missouri ................................................................... ............................................... 1,845 (18) 13.5 (22)
Montana ................................................................................................................... 1,326 (45) 13.5 (22)
Nebraska .................................................................................................................. 1,526 (31) 9.3 (49)
Nevada .................................................................................................................... 2,213 (6) 22.6 (1)
New Hampshire ....................................................................................................... 1,457 (39) 11.9 (41)
New Jersey ............................................................................................................ 1,851 (17) 10.7 (46)
New Mexico ........................................ . 1,543 (28) 21.4 (2)
New York ............................................................................................................. . 2,472 (3) 11.0 (45)
North Carolina .......................................................................................................... 1,399 (41) 12.3 (36)
North Dakota ........................................................................................................... 1,541 (29) 13.5 (22)
Ohio ......................................................................................................................... 1,910 (15) 14.0 (16)
Oklahoma ................................................................................................................ 1,543 (30) 14.0 (16)
Oregon .............................................. 1,665 (24) 13.0 (29)
Pennsylvania ................... ..................................................................................... 1,964 (13) 13.1 (28)
Rhode Island ........................................................................................................... 2,166 (8) 12.6 (32)
South Carolina .......................................................................................................... 1,366 (44) 17.0 (5)
South Dakota .......................................................................................................... 1,272 (47) 16.4 (8)
Tennessee ............................................................................................ .. 1 ,424 (40) 15.3 (12)
Texas ..................................................................................................................... 1,493 (34) 13.6 (21)
Utah ....................................................................................................................... 1,471 (37) 21.3 (3)
Vermont ................................................................................................................... 1,476 (35) 13.3 (26)
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TABLE 5.-INPATIENT EXPENSE PER ADMISSION FOR COMMUNITY HOSPITALS-Continued
State 19ko m ank Percet Radk

Virgin ............................................... .................................................................... 1,645 (25) 12.4 (34)
W ashington ............................................................................................................. 1,510 (32) 11.1 (44)
West Virginia ........................................................................................................... 1,397 (42) 15.8 (10)
W co sin ................................................................................................................. 1,758 (21) 12.6 (32)
Wyoming ................................................................................................................ 1,192 (49) 11.0 (5)

$out $aerk Hospta Association, "Anmi SWMe of Hospials" (1915-80 eiiiom).

TABLE 6.-RATE OF CHANGE IN INPATIENT EXPENSE PER CAPITA 1979-80

State l980 e Ra Perct Ra

Alabama ................................................................................................................... $288 (19) 16.6 (20)
Alaska ...................................................................................................................... 216 (25) 5.6 (51)
Arizona ..................................................................................................................... 280 (24) 16.5 (21)
Arkansas .................................................................................................................. 231 (39) 15.7 (27)
California .................................................................................................................. 333 (7) 18.3 (15)
Colorado ................................................................................................................. 263 (30) 14.9 (32)
Connecticut .............................................................................................................. 276 (26) 12.0 (41)
Delaware .................................................................................................................. 248 (34) 8.4 (50)
District of Columbia .................................................................................... . ...... 737 (1) 14.2 (37)
Florida ..................................................................................................................... 313 (12) 10.3 (45)
Georgia ..................................................................................................................... 250 (33) 14.8 (34)
Hawaii ...................................................................................................................... 193 (50) 11.2 (42)
idaho ........................................................................................................................ 185 (51) 15.9 (25)
Illinois ..................................................................................................................... 387 (3) 16.4 (23)
Ind a ..................................................................................................................... 271 (28) 16.5 (21)
I ......................................................................................................................... 286 (20) 14.5 (35)
Kai s ..................................................................................................................... 305 (15) 16.9 (19)
Kentucky .................................................................................................................. 234 (37) 18.3 (15)
L ia ana .................................................................................................................. 292 (18) 20.1 (10)
Maine ....................................................................................................................... 272 (27) 14.4 (36)
Mar land ................................................................................................................. 261 (31) 8.8 (48)
Massachusetts .......................................................................................................... 374 (4) 10.0 (46)
Michigan ......................................................................... .......... ......................... 329 (8) 10.6 (44)
Minnesota ................................................................................................................. 311 (13) 17.3 (18)
Mississippi ............................................................................................................... 241 (35) 15.1 (31)
Missouri ................................................................................................................... 359 (6) 18.7 (14)
Montana ................................................................................................................... 224 (42) 16.3 (24)
Nebraska.................................................................................................................. 281 (23) 11.2 (42)
New Hampshire ........................................................................................................ 218 (44) 17.6 (17)
New Jersey .............................................................................................................. 264 (29) 12.1 (39)
New Mexico ............................................................................................................. 201 (48) 22.4 (7)
Nevada ..................................................................................................................... 401 (2) 41.4 (1)
New York ........................................................................................................... 359 (5) 9.3 (47)
North Carolina ......................................................................................................... 214 (46) 12.1 (40)
North Dakota .......................................................................................................... 323 (11) 19.0 (13)
Ohio ......................................................................................................................... 325 (10) 15.7 (27)
Oklahoma ................................................................................................................. 282 (22) 22.9 (5)
Oregon .............................................................. .............. .................... . ..... . 257 (32) 20.3 (9)
Pennsylvania ............................................................................................................ 326 (9) 14.9 (32)
Rhode Island ................................................................................. ......................... 294 (17) 8.6 (49)
South Carolina ....................................................................................................... 197 (49) 15.9 (25)
South Dakota ....................................................................................................... . 231 (38) 19.5 (12)
Tennessee ................................................................................................................ 313 (14) 19.7 (11)
Texas ....................................................................................................................... 277 (25) 22.5 (6)
Utah ......................................................................................................................... 226 (41) 27.4 (3)
Vermont ................................................................................................................... 221 (43) 13.3 (38)
Virginia ..................................................................................................................... 234 (36) 15.3 (28)
W ashington ............................................................................................................. 229 (39) 24.2 (4)
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TABLE 6.-RATE OF CHANGE IN INPATIENT EXPENSE PER CAPITA 1979-80--Continued

State l r' Rkt

W est W imna ........................................................................................................... 303 (16) 21.1 (8)
W isco ssin ................................................................................................................. 282 (21) 15.2 (30)
W yo ng .................................................................................................................. 202 (47) 40 .2 (2)

Sou c mcaHospta Assoclation "Aual Surve of HosItals" (1975480 eritons).

TABLE 7.,-TOTAL REVENUE MARGIN FOR COMMUNITY HOSPITALS'
(in perce,,t]

Year 5t *t-l d serStaes

1975 .......... .......................................................................................................................................... - 3.57 2.09
1976 ..................................................................................................................................................... 0.36 3.5 1
1977 .................................... ....... . ............................. - 1.25 3.22
19 18 ....................................................................................................................................................... . - 0 .20 3 .4 2
1919 ....................................................................................................................................................... . 0.0 1 3.75
1980 .......................................................... 4.............................................................................................. 0.50 4.39

' Total reve mar&in = (Total net revenm e - total ccst)/lotal net reveu, where net revme is nel of deductions
Sorc Aeican Hospital Association, Annu Survey of HospitAs (1975-80 ELitons).

TABLE 8.-TOTAL REVENUE MARGIN FOR COMMUNITY HOSPITALS 1
[in per it)

Year Connecticut Marmyand Massachusetts New York New Jersey Wasnon United States

1975 ............... 0.33 -0.14 1.01 -8.39 1.88 2.17 . 0.77
1976 ............................... 0.87 1.00 0.29 -0.22 0.75 3.11 2.80
1977 ................ 1 .36 0.48 0.10 -3.42 -0.01 4.20 2.24
1978 ................................ 0.82 1.48 2.57 -2.90 1.72 5.03 2.66
1979 ................ 1.85 1.39 3.84 -2.90 0.79 5.25 2.97
1980 ................................ 1.11 2.05 2.24 -1.17 -0.45 7.18 3.61

'Toal revenue marge = (Tow net revenue - towa casl)/total ml revenue where m s net of deductions.
Sourc. American Hospita Asscation. "Annual Survey of Hospitals" (1975-0 dions).

TABLE 9.-PERCENT OF COMMUNITY HOSPITALS WITH TOTAL REVENUE DEFICITS GREATER THAN 0.5
PERCENT

year 6 ig ted Rest of the
tae Nation Massa Cwwtk>A New York New e M Mry W .ston

1975 ................................... 27.6 23.9 17.9 21.6 35.1 16.2 24.5 30.1

1980 ................................... 23.8 18.0 18.1 8.3 36.4 18.6 16.7 11.2

Decrease (e'ease).. (3.8) (5.9) .2 (13.3) 1.3 2.4 (7.8) (18.9)

Source American P ta Association, "Annal Survy of Hosptals" (1175 1980 wO tons).
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TABLE 1O.-DISTRIBUTION OF COMMUNITY HOSPITALS AMONG TOTAL REVENUE MARGIN
CATEGORIES

[in permit)

6 rejulated States Rest of the Nato
u cate1975 1980 1975 1980

4,50 and above ........................................... 15.9 20.9 30.0 41.6
1.50 to 4.49 ............................................................................................................ 25.6 22.9 23.7 24.0
0.50 to 1.49 .................................................................. . ................................ ..... 11.2 10.4 10.0 6.8
- 0 50 . o 0.49 ........................................................................................ . . ..... 11.6 12,3 6.5 5.8
-1.50 to -0.49 ..................................... 8.2 9.7 5.8 3.8
- 4.50 to - 1.49 ................................................................................................. 11.3 12.0 8.7 7.2
Below - 4.5 ........................................................................................................... 16.3 11.7 15.2 10.8

Source America Hospital Associatim, "Annual Survey of Hospitals" (1979, 1980 edits)

TABLE 1 1.-DISTRIBUTIONS OF COMMUNITY HOSPITALS AMONG TOTAL REVENUE MARGIN
CATEGORIES

Massachusetts Connecticut New YArk New Jersey M tnd
Marlin category - - - _

1975 1980 1975 1980 1975 1980 1975 1980 1975 1980

4.5 percent and above ........................ 11.4 17.2 10.8 11.1 12.5 12.0 20.0 9.8 18.4 21.8
1.50 1o 4.49 .................. 34.1 32.8 18.9 30.6 22.9 15.6 28.6 31.4 22.4 25.9
0.50 Io 1.49 ................................................ 13.0 14.7 16.2 25.0 10.3 9.5 14.3 10.8 10.2 13.0
-0.50 to 049 ............................... 163 13.8 16.2 13.9 1.16 15.3 11.4 15.7 12.2 1.9
- 1.50 to - 0.49 ................................. 7.3 3.4 16.2 11.1 7.5 11.3 9.5 13.7 12.2 14.8
- 4.50 to - 1.49 ....................................... 8.9 6.9 10.8 5.6 12.9 16.7 7.6 13.7 6.1 11.1
Below 4.5 ................................ .................. 8.9 11.2 10.8 2.8 22.3 19.6 8.6 4.9 18.4 5.6

Source Arn'ican Hospital Association "Annuai Survey of Hosptals" (1975, 1980 editions).

TABLE 12.-PATIENT REVENUE MARGIN FOR COMMUNITY HOSPITALS
(in percent]

6earS6 'tate Other states

19 75 ....................................................................................................................... ......................... ...... - 16 .2 - 5 .3
19 76 ........... .......................................................................................................................... ............ ... -8 .4 - 3 . 1
19 77 ............................................................................................................. ................... .............. .. -.. 10 ,9 - 3 .2
19 78 ....................................................... ................................................................ .. .. ..... ............. - 9 .9 - 3 .5
19 79 ........................ ..... ................................................................................ ................................ .... - 9 .2 - 3 .2
198 0 ........................ .................................................................................................... ....................... . - 8 .6 - 2 .9

' Patient revenue margiq = (net patient reveu - total cost)/net patient renue, where net patient revenue is net of deductions
Sorce. Aerican Hosptal Associatim, "Annual Survey of Hospitals" (975-80 editions).

TABLE 13.-PATIENT REVENUE MARGIN OF COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
(in percent]

Years Connecticut Massachusetts maryad New Jrsey New York Washi gton Unted States

1975 ............. 77. -4.2 -18.2 -5.8 -51 -237 -2.9 -7.
1976 ....... ... -3.8 -9.6 -7.4 -5,8 -104 -1.5 -4.
1971 ....... .......... -34 -12.8 -59 -7.0 -14.5 -0.8 -4.
1978 ........ ....... -43 -87 -50 -4.8 -13.7 -0.6 -4.
1919'. -39 -6.5 -5.4 -65 -138 -. 0 -4.
1980 .... -45 -88 -39 -76 -11.6 -1.1 -4.

Patwi revenue maIn = (net pa ien - tota cost)/patent revee, where net patent is me of dede*ins
Soce Aerican Hosital Asociation, Amnua Survey of Hospi " editionss 1975-80)
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TABLE 14.-PERCENT OF COMMUNITY HOSPITALS WITH PATIENT REVENUE DEFICITS GREATER THAN
0.5 PERCENT

6rguted AM The 6 States inr widualy
Yer tsone m New Jersey New York WashingtonStates Connecticut Maryland Ko

1975 ................................ 35.8 29.7 37.8 - 36.7 25.2 25.7 42.6 36.4
1980 ................................. 33.5 21.8 19.4 31.5 21.6 32.4 47.6 16.8

Decrease
(increase) ................ (2.3) (7.9) (18.4) (5.2) (3.6) (3.3) 5.0 (19.6)

Source: American Nostal Associabon, An,,a Survey of Hosptals" (1975, 1980 etons).

TABLE 15.-DISTRIBUTION OF COMMUNITY HOSPITALS AMONG PATIENT MARGIN CATEGORIES
[In percent]

6 related States. Rest of the Nation
- 1915 1980 1975 1980

4.50 and above ...................................................................................................... 6.7 5.9 13.3 16.2
1.50 to 4.49 ..................................................................................................... ..... 11.4 6.2 16.0 16.5
0.50 to 1.49 ................................................................................................... ....... 4.6 4.3 5.7 6.7
- 0.50 to 0.49 ..................................................................................................... 5.7 6.1 5.6 7.2
- 1.50 to - 0.49 ................................................................................................. 7.7 8.0 6.2 7.3
- 4.50 to - 1 .49 .................................................................................................. 21.9 22.9 15.3 16.1
Below - 4.5 ............................................................................................................ 41.9 46.5 37.8 30.1

Source: American Hosptal Association, "Annual Survey of Hospitals" (1975, 1980 editons).
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